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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

generation of network applications such as real-time voice communications and high-quality
video delivery, most of the literature available on this foundation technology for current and
future business applications focuses on IP QoS. Equally important is the application of QoS in the
campus LAN environment, which is primarily responsible for delivering traffic to the desktop.
Cisco Catalyst QoS is the first book to concentrate exclusively on the application of QoS in the
campus environment. This practical guide provides you with insight into the operation of QoS on
the most popular and widely deployed LAN devices: the Cisco Catalyst family of switches.
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How This Book Is Organized
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explores QoS components such as congestion management, congestion avoidance, traffic
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Chapter 9, QoS Support on the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and FlexWAN— This chapter
discusses the QoS capabilities of the FlexWAN and MSFC in the Catalyst 6500. The chapter
shows how the FlexWAN and MSFC extend the Catalyst 6500's QoS capabilities to the MAN
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The following section defines QoS in terms of measurable characteristics. It is important,
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Bandwidth
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Bandwidth itself is defined as the rated throughput capacity of a given network medium or
protocol. In the case of QoS, bandwidth more specifically means the allocation of bandwidth,
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
because QoS does not have the capability to influence the actual capacity of any given link. That
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
is to say that no QoS mechanism actually creates additional bandwidth, rather QoS mechanisms
classification and marking
enable the administrator to more efficiently utilize the existing bandwidth. Bandwidth is
sometimes also referred to as throughput.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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Another, more pragmatic definition of QoS is managed unfairness. The best way to explain this
definition is using an analogy to airline service. Sometimes airlines are unable to sell all of their
seats in first class, but they rarely leave the gate with first class seats available, so there has to
be some method by which they decide who gets those seats. The gate agent could swing open
the door to the plane and tell everyone to rush onto the plane; whoever gets to the first class
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
seats first gets them. Some would argue that would be the most fair way to handle the seating,
but that would be very disorderly and probably not a very pleasant thing to watch. Anyone who
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although fair, might not produce the best results. A good example of such a scenario is the case
of an FTP flow sharing a link with a VoIP flow. The FTP flow is characterized by a large
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Flexwan
needs bounded delay and jitter. It is possible to provide each flow with what it needs without
significantly impacting the service provided to the other flow. In this case, the allocation of
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
bandwidth is unfair, because the FTP flow will get more bandwidth, but it is unfair in a very
studies
controlled manner. Again, this is an example of the need for managed unfairness.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN
Predictability:
The
technologies.
Goal of QoS
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),
and improved
loss characteristics.
The successful
management
of bandwidth,
delay, jitter, and packet loss allows for the
differentiated treatment of packets as they move through the network. Unless an implementation
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

error occurs, all implementations of the differentiated services architecture should provide the
same treatment to each packet of the same type when those packets pass through a given
interface. In Figure 1-1, multiple packets are sent from Bob to the web server, marked with IP
precedence 2.
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
It is very
important to be able to predict the bandwidth, delay, jitter, and packet loss that can be
expected as packets of a given flow traverse multiple hops in a network. Voice packets, for
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dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Congestion
Management
While QoS has become
an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

A variety of QoS mechanisms are available, but the most commonly used is congestion
management. Congestion management provides the ability to reorder packets for transmission,
which enables a network administrator to make some decisions about which packets are
transmitted first and so on. The key to congestion management is that all congestion
management QoS mechanisms only have an impact on traffic when congestion exists. The
definition of congestion might differ from vendor to vendor and, in fact, is slightly different
between Cisco platforms. However, one general statement can be made about the definition of
•
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congestion on
Cisco
platforms; congestion is defined as a full transmit queue. Figure 1-2
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illustrates the decision model for congestion management.
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The need for interface queuing results because just a finite amount of buffer space exists in the
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
transmit queue. This finite amount of buffer space is true across all platforms, so this logic
studies
applies to both switches and routers. If there were no interface queues, packets would just be
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the(QoS)
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designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Deploying QoS in the WAN/LAN: High-Level Overview
Different networks deploy QoS in the WAN and LAN for different reasons, but the overall intent is
always to provide different treatment to different types of traffic. Sometimes the requirement is
to provide better treatment to a select group of applications, such as VoIP or Oracle. Other
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your traffic has no delay concerns (perhaps FTP or other batch transfer traffic). If
you've ever worked with data-link switching (DLSw), however, you know how sensitive that
traffic is to delay in the network.
For many networks, the first real need for QoS was to allow for priority treatment of DLSw traffic
over low-speed WAN links. The need to provide basic prioritization of different types of data
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
traffic was first seen in the WAN, because that is where bandwidth is most limited. In the case of
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only 10 Mbps, you're not going to have congestion. The cost of this theory starts
getting ridiculous, however, when you approach congestion on higher-speed links.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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studiesof continuing to upgrade bandwidth suffers from other problems: Primarily, the
nature of TCP traffic is that it takes as much bandwidth as it can. For instance, you could
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Still another problem helps make the case for QoS in the LAN. That problem is interactive traffic,
such as voice and video conferencing. With most data traffic, there is no concern about jitter and
little concern about delay, but that isn't the case with voice and video conferencing traffic. These
real-time applications have special requirements with regard to delay and jitter that are just not
addressed by adding more bandwidth. Even with abundant bandwidth, it is still possible that the
packets of a voice flow could experience jitter and delay, which would cause call quality
degradation. The only way to truly ensure the delay and jitter characteristics of these flows is
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through the use of QoS.
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Cisco AVVID
As the incentives became greater and greater to migrate away from separate networks for data,
voice, and video in favor of a single IP infrastructure, Cisco developed the Architecture for Voice,
Video, and Integrated Data (AVVID), which provides an end-to-end enterprise architecture for
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
quality for your VoIP.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
For this reason, QoS is one of the cornerstones of the Cisco AVVID. Without QoS applied to the
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayconverged links in a network, all packets receive the same treatment and real-time applications
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
suffer. Many QoS considerations exist in a Cisco AVVID environment, but the primary things that
all QoS mechanisms are concerned with are constant: bandwidth, delay, jitter, and packet loss.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

VoIP environments have multiple requirements. Assume that there is a T1 link between two
branch offices, and you have determined that you can spare enough of that link for three
concurrent VoIP calls. Figure 1-3 shows the minimum QoS mechanisms that you would
configure.
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Overview of Integrated and Differentiated Services
QoS standards fit into three major classifications: integrated services, differentiated services,
and best effort.
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drawbacks, with regard to the Internet, but the model that has been more generally accepted
recently is the differentiated services model. In an enterprise environment, however, both
models can prove very useful. Note that you can also use these models in combination to achieve
end-to-end QoS, taking advantage of the strengths of each model. At this time, only the
differentiated services model is fully supported on the Catalyst 6500.
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IntServ Operation

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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stations don't have any way of knowing whether that amount of bandwidth is available
throughout the entire network, so they can either assume that bandwidth is available (and run
the risk of poor quality if it isn't) or they can ask for the bandwidth and see whether the network
is able to give it to them. RSVP is the mechanism that asks for the bandwidth.
The specific functionality is probably backward from what you would guess, in that the receiver
is the one who actually asks for the reservation, not the sender. The sender sends a Path
message to the receiver, which collects information about the QoS capabilities of the
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Definition of DiffServ
To define differentiated services (DiffServ), we'll defer to the experts at the IETF. The following
excerpt is from the "Abstract" section of RFC 2475:
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To make that definition a little less verbose: The differentiated services architecture is designed
to be a scalable model that provides different services to different traffic types in a scalable way.
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the Implementation
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designed to manageof
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resources.
QoS
Components
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
[View full size image]
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The sections that follow describe the five major components of the DiffServ architecture in
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Packet Marking
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Packet marking is a function that allows a networking device to mark packets differently, based
on their classification, so that they may be distinguished more easily at future network devices.
Consider this analogy: Many states have smoking-prohibited sections in restaurants, but
restaurants in North Carolina (where all of this book's authors live and work) still have smoking
sections. Therefore, every time we walk into a restaurant, we have to state our personal
preference about whether we want to sit in the smoking or non-smoking section. It seems like a
lot of wasted time to ask and answer that question over and over again—wouldn't life be easier if
I• could just walk
into a restaurant and they knew where to seat me? This is a loose analogy to
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possible. One of the reasons that the DiffServ model is so scalable is that the complex packet
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432 that branch. Then that marking is carried with the packet throughout the network,
limiting the burden on the core of the network to very simple classification of packets (based on
the markings that were applied at the edge of the network) and the switching of those packets to
the appropriate egress interface.
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avoidance is implemented in Cisco routers as Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) and is
the process of monitoring the depth of a queue, and randomly dropping packets of various flows
to prevent the queue from filling completely. This section covers the concept of congestion
avoidance, however, not the WRED implementation specifics. Chapter 2, "End-to-End QoS:
Quality of Service at Layer 3 and Layer 2," contains a more thorough discussion of WRED. By
randomly discarding packets of various flows, two things are prevented. First, you prevent the
queue from becoming completely full—if allowed to fill completely, "tail drop" would occur (that
is,
all incoming
packets would be dropped). Tail drop is not good, because multiple packets from
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Differentiated Services: A Standards Approach
As you have just seen, many components comprise the DiffServ architecture, and those
components can be used in many different ways. Of course, there are also different
implementations of these mechanisms, which have been given different names by different
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RFC 2475: Terminology and Concepts
The treatment given to a packet at each of these nodes, or hops, is called a per-hop behavior
(PHB). PHBs are defined by RFC 2475 as "the externally observable forwarding behavior applied
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Simply stated, it's something that you can distinctly measure (that is, bandwidth, delay, jitter,
studies
loss), and observing different forwarding behaviors is typically only possible when multiple traffic
types compete for resources on a congested link. Further, this basic ability to provide different
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
resource allocations to behavior aggregates on a hop-by-hop basis is the foundation for DiffServ.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

be fairly easily measured under a variety of competing traffic conditions. A slightly more
complex PHB would guarantee a minimal bandwidth allocation of X% of a link, with
proportional fair sharing of any excess link capacity.
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a networking device decides which PHB to give a packet based on the DSCP
value assigned to the packet. This value can either be one that is mapped to a PHB as defined by
an RFC, or it can be a marking that is not standardized but has local significance. For example,
DSCP value 26 (decimal) is mapped to a standardized PHB (called AF31, which is discussed later
in this chapter), but DSCP value 27 (decimal) is not mapped to any standardized PHB.
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be made about the expected forwarding behavior for packets marked with DSCP 27, because
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studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
The addition of explicit congestion notification (ECN) to IP (RFC 2481) has since redefined bits 6
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RFC 2474 goes on to require that codepoint-to-PHB mappings must be configurable and that the
default configuration should include recommended codepoint-to-PHB mappings. The exception to
the requirement that codepoint-to-PHB mappings be configurable is for codepoints xxx000,
because these codepoints, called class selector codepoints, are reserved for backward
compatibility with IP precedence. The specifics of this backward compatibility are beyond the
scope of this text, but the concept is that when bits 3, 4, and 5 of this byte are set to 0, and any
of the first 3 bits of the byte (which were previously used for IP precedence) are not 0, the
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Note as well that RFC 2474 documents the use of the codepoint 000000, which is the codepoint
for Publisher:
BE treatment.
BE is the treatment that packets get when no QoS is enabled in a network, and
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router might have three classes of traffic, each guaranteed 1/3 of the total link
bandwidth. If all three classes are sending traffic equal to 1/3 of the total link bandwidth, the
link is going to be totally congested. In a situation like this, BE traffic, which by definition is not
classified into one of these three classes, has either very limited resources or none at all
(depending on the implementation specifics). This situation could lead to significant delay and,
ultimately,
loss.
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
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RFC 2598, "An Expedited Forwarding PHB"

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
RFC 2598 defines "An Expedited Forwarding PHB" and states the following:
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provides an opportunity to get into real trouble with misconfiguration.
Consider the fact that the EF PHB's main purpose is to provide a forwarding behavior that
introduces as little delay and jitter as possible. If more traffic is received for transmission than
an interface can transmit, a queue begins to form. When a device queues traffic, by definition it
introduces delay. As such, it can be inferred that building a queue is undesirable when
implementing the EF PHB.
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The measure that is called for to prevent the starvation of other traffic, just because a device
receives too much EF traffic, is the following provision:
The departure rate of the aggregate's packets from any DiffServ node must equal or exceed
a configurable
rate.
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RFC 2597, "Assured Forwarding PHB Group"
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you have the general idea. Each AF class (referred to as AF1x, AF2x, AF3x, and AF4x) is
completely independent of the other classes. Within each class, however, there are three levels
of drop precedence (for example, AF1x contains AF11, AF12, and AF13). These drop precedence
levels, within each class, have relativity to the other drop precedence values in their class, but
no relativity at all to the other classes. Note that the first number is always the AF class to which
the packets belong, and the second number is always the packet's drop precedence value. For
clarification, there is no such thing as AF10 or AF14; there are only three levels of drop
precedence
per
AF class.
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Stated more directly, each AF class is totally independent of the other three and no assumptions
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Table 1-2. Codepoints Recommended by RFC 2597
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Drop
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Drop
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
AF3 classification
011010 (AF31)
011100 (AF32)
011110 (AF33)
and marking
AF4

100010 (AF41)
100100 (AF42)
100110 (AF43)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
RFC 2597 dictates that packets with a low drop preference must be dropped with a probability
less than
Learn
orabout
equal classification
to the probability
and rewrite
with which
capabilities
mediumand
drop
queue
precedence
scheduling
packets
on the
would
Cisco
be
dropped
Catalyst
and that
5000
packets with a medium drop precedence must be dropped with a probability
less than or equal to the probability with which high drop precedence packets would be dropped.
Implement
ACPs, for
ACEs,
low-latency
on thewithin
Cisco an
Catalyst
2950
and
The "or
equal to"ACLs,
part allows
theand
equal
treatmentqueuing
of all packets
AF class
but,
3550that
Family
Switches
assuming
the of
drop
precedence is going to be used to treat packets differently, high drop
precedence packets are going to be dropped first in an AF class. Again, there can be no
Understand
classification,
policying,of
and
scheduling
the Catalyst
4000 and
assumptions
made
about the probability
a packet
fromcapabilities
AF1x being of
dropped,
with respect
to
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
the probability of a packet from AF2x being dropped.
Configure
in bothof
Hybrid
and Native
mode on the
Catalyst
6500 Family
of Switches
Recall,
from theQoS
beginning
this section,
the seemingly
pointless
clarification
of the
AF PHB
standard as one that defines multiple PHB groups, rather than one large PHB group? The reason
Utilize Layer
3 QoS
to classify
levels
of components
service with that
the Catalyst
6500 MSFC
and
that distinction
is so
critical
is that avarying
PHB group
has
are somehow
relative
to
Flexwan
each other. With the redefinition of the AF standard as one that defines four distinct PHB groups,
the point is now very clear that AF1x is a PHB group by itself and is, therefore, totally separate
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
from the other AF classes. This total separation makes sure that everyone implementing the AF
studies
standard knows that absolutely no relativity exists between the drop probabilities of packets in
different
classes.
Quality ofAF
service
(QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
RFC
2597bandwidth,
and RFC controlled
2598: Practical
Application
in a Cisco
Network
dedicated
jitter and
latency (required
by some
interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
All the RFCs in the world don't do anyone any good until they are actually implemented in a
While
QoSsohas
become
an essential
forimplementation
those organizations
rolling
a new
network,
it seems
prudent
to looktechnology
at the Cisco
of these
twoout
RFCs.
Cisco

routers provide EF or AF treatment to implement these RFCs. Later chapters detail the
implementation specifics on the various Catalyst platforms, but it's important to first understand
these RFCs as they are implemented on Cisco routers so that you can use the Catalyst
information provided later to develop an end-to-end QoS strategy for your network.

EF Treatment
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PHB recommends DSCP 46 (101110) be used to mark packets that should received
Cisco
Catalyst QoS:
Quality
of Service
in performing
Campus Networks
EF treatment.
The
mechanism
for
this marking is beyond the scope of RFC 2598, but
many
mechanisms
can
be
used
to
perform
this
task,
as, the list that follows demonstrates:
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No.
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Policy-based
routing
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Dial
peers
Pages:
432
Class-based marking
Class-based policer
In almost every
End-to-end
QoS case,
deployment
class-based
techniques
marking
for and
Cisco
class-based
Catalyst series
policer
switches
are the recommended
methods for performing packet marking in Cisco routers.
Examine various
QoS
components,
including
congestion
congestion
The mechanism
in Cisco
routers
that actually
provides
the EF management,
treatment to packets
is called Low
avoidance,
efficiency
and
Latency
Queuing shaping,
(LLQ). A policing/admission
lengthy discussion control,
of LLQ's signaling,
operation link
is beyond
the mechanisms,
scope of this text,
classification
and marking
but the
basic configuration
defines a rate of departure for packets classified into the LLQ for EF
treatment. This definition of the rate of departure activates a policer for the rate of arrival for
Map
specified
class
of service
(CoS) values
various
queues and
maintain
CoS values
packets
into
the LLQ.
As such,
a definition
of 128to
kbps
of bandwidth
with
LLQ treatment
means
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst LLQ
4000
that, if 129 kbps of traffic is marked for EF, and offered to the LLQ, 1 kbps will be dropped.
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
extends the CBWFQ model by introducing a single, strict priority queue.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

AF Treatment

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
With regard
3550 Family
to theof
same
Switches
packet marking tools previously discussed, 12 codepoints are
recommended for use with AF. These 12 codepoints, listed earlier in the chapter, are divided into
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4 classes,
each with
3 codepoints.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Figure 1-8 shows a possible implementation of AF.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Figure 1-8. Possible Implementation of Assured Forwarding
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
In this
example shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map
specified
class of service
values
to various
queues
and maintain CoS values
A class
called Customer-A
will(CoS)
get AF11,
AF12,
and AF13
traffic.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
A
class
called Customer-B
will getofAF21,
AF22, and AF23 traffic.
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS Family
Switches
A
classabout
calledclassification
Customer-Cand
will rewrite
get AF31,
AF32, andand
AF33
traffic.
Learn
capabilities
queue
scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
A class called Customer-D will get AF41, AF42, and AF43 traffic.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
For each
customer,
ingress policer marks the traffic based on the rate of the traffic. Up to 256
3550
Family ofan
Switches
kbps is marked AFx1, above 256 kbps but below 768 kbps is marked AFx2, and above 768 kbps
is marked
AFx3. During
periodspolicying,
of congestion,
this traffic capabilities
is placed into
Understand
classification,
and scheduling
of the
the classes
Catalystdescribed
4000 and
earlier
as itIOS
egresses
router toward other regions. Because each class of traffic is
4500
Familythe
of aggregation
Switches
independently forwarded, and each class is guaranteed a certain amount of bandwidth (using
Configure
QoS indoboth
and
Native
6500 Family of Switches
CBWFQ),
the classes
not Hybrid
interfere
with
eachmode
otheron
in the
any Catalyst
way.
Utilize
Layer 3 and
QoSthat
to classify
varying
levels
service
with thetraffic
Catalyst
6500CIR,
MSFC
Assume
congestion
Customers
A, B,
and of
C are
all sending
at their
butand
Flexwan
Customer
D is sending traffic at 1.5 Mbps. It wouldn't be fair to punish the other customers
because Customer D is not "behaving," so traffic is queued in the class called Customer-D and,
to to
apply
in begins
campustonetwork
examining
end-to-end
case
whenUnderstand
that queue how
begins
fill, QoS
WRED
discard designs
packets.by
Per
the RFC that
defines AF,
studies
packets marked AF43 (those that were over 768 kbps) are discarded first, then packets marked
AF42 (those that were between 256 kbps and 768 kbps), and packets marked AF41 are
Quality
of only
service
(QoS)
is the
set
of techniques
to manage network resources. QoS
discarded
if no
packets
are
marked
AF43 ordesigned
AF42.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN andtoWAN
primary
goal ofsimilar
QoS istotoFrame
provide
flowwhere
priority,
including
It's
not difficult
see technologies.
how this couldThe
provide
a service
Relay
there
is a
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and latency
(required
some
CIR
with burst
and extended
burst
capabilities.
However,
no by
hard
ruleinteractive
mandatesand
the delaypurpose for
sensitive
improved
loss characteristics.
which
AF traffic),
must beand
used
in your network.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Summary
This chapter defined QoS as the ability to create predictable service levels for various traffic
types in the network, and also as "managed unfairness" (that is, the ability to provide different
traffic types with unequal treatment while giving each type the treatment that it requires).
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of these useful in your network. The thorough
discussion
of
some
of
the
key
DiffServ
RFCs
hasNo.
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5102,
need
in
future
chapters,
which
discuss
Cisco's
specific
implementations
of these standards. As
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these mechanisms are discussed, you should be able to relate their behavior to the standardized
behaviors
explained by the various RFCs that have been discussed in this chapter.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Chapter 2. End-to-End QoS: Quality of
Service at Layer 3 and Layer 2
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Chapter 1, "Quality
of Service: An Overview," introduced several of the fundamental concepts of
•
Index (QoS), various key RFCs, and explained various parts of the differentiated
quality of service
Cisco
Catalyst
QoS: Quality
of Service in
Campus
Networks
services
(DiffServ)
architecture.
This
chapter
builds upon Chapter 1 by continuing to explore
some
DiffServ
components
and
looking
at
mechanisms
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102, for traffic conditioning, link efficiency,
and
Layer 3. This chapter also introduces the concept of Layer 2 packet marking
Kevinclassification
Turek CCIE No.at
7284
for QoS and explains how Layer 2 markings relate to Layer 3 markings to facilitate end-to-end
QoS.
Although this chapter doesn't focus specifically on QoS for IP telephony applications, you
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This chapter primarily focuses on QoS from a Cisco IOS router perspective. In addition, all the
examples of this chapter were demonstrated on a Cisco IOS router. The last two sections of this
chapter introduce QoS on the Catalyst platforms.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS Components
As discussed in Chapter 1, QoS is comprised of various components. This chapter discusses the
following QoS components in detail:
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Each QoS
plays an important role in building an overall QoS strategy for your
ISBN:component
1-58705-120-6
network,
and
each
component
offers unique characteristics that add value to your strategy.
Pages: 432
In addition to discussing the various components, this chapter introduces you to some Cisco
implementations of these components. After discussing the concepts in general terms, this
chapter provides configuration examples and details how to verify your configurations using
show commands.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Simply defined, congestion exists when an interface is offered more traffic for transmission than
it is capable of transmitting. Congestion is usual in several common network design scenarios:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and
LAN-to-WAN
connections—
marking
When traffic is flowing from a LAN, where bandwidth is
typically at least 10 Mbps, to a WAN, where bandwidth is typically less than 10 Mbps, the
Map
specified
class of service
(CoS)
possibility
of congestion
is very
real.values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Aggregation—
When
CatOS
several
Family
links
of are
Switches
aggregated and their traffic transmitted over a
single link, the possibility exists that a situation may cause congestion. If ten 10-Mbps links
Learnbeing
aboutaggregated
classification
and
rewrite Ethernet
capabilities
and queue
scheduling
on the
Cisco
were
into
a Gigabit
connection,
congestion
would
not
be
Catalyst 5000
possible,
because the single link's bandwidth would exceed that of the aggregated links.
However, it is more common to see 24 or even 48 100-Mbps ports aggregated into a single
Implement
ACLs,uplink.
ACPs, ACEs,
low-latency
queuing
on the
Cisco
Catalyst 2950
andhas
Gigabit
Ethernet
In thisand
situation,
the sum
of traffic
from
the aggregated
links
3550
Family of
the
potential
to Switches
exceed the capacity of the gigabit port.
Understand
classification,
policying,
and
capabilities
the Catalyst
4000 and
Speed mismatch—
It is also
possible
toscheduling
have congestion
when of
traffic
flows downstream,
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
from higher-speed aggregation links to lower-speed access links. For example, traffic
coming from the core of the network, through a Gigabit Ethernet link, to a PC that is
Configure
both Hybrid
and Native
on thecongestion.
Catalyst 6500
Family
of Switches
connected QoS
by ain
100-Mbps
connection
maymode
experience
In this
example,
the
congestion point would occur at the 100-Mbps Ethernet port, as traffic tries to egress that
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
port toward the PC.
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Management
QoS involves many components and features, but the component that is most typically
associated with the term QoS is congestion management. Congestion management is the key
component for QoS on Catalyst switches. The congestion management component of QoS itself is
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Contents features in Cisco IOS and CatOS. All Catalyst switches that support
made up of many
different
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Index
QoS features support congestion management or congestion avoidance. The next section looks
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at these
features
in detail,
but the
purpose
of this section is to define congestion management,
inMike
general.
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As the name implies, congestion management enables you to manage the congestion that is
experienced
by packets at a given point in the network. Congestion management involves three
Publisher: Cisco Press
main steps:
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
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1. Queues
Pages: 432
are created at the interface where congestion is expected. Depending on the
specific feature or mechanism being used to provide QoS and the platform on which the
QoS is being configured, there could be only two queues or there could be several hundred
(although there is currently no practical application for this many queues on any Catalyst
platform).
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
2. Packets (this could also be frames, but for the sake of simplicity, the word packets is used)
are then assigned to these queues, based on classification characteristics such as DiffServ
codepoint
(DSCP)QoS
value.
The classification
of congestion
packets by management,
characteristicscongestion
is typically userExamine various
components,
including
defined,
and
packets
are
placed
into
queues
by
these
predetermined
characteristics.
Some
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
and
examples
of
packet
characteristics
that
are
typically
used
in
classification
are
the
values
in
classification and marking
the packet for IP precedence, DSCP, and Layer 2 class of service (CoS). It is also common
Map
to
use
specified
extended
class
access
of service
lists to(CoS)
matchvalues
packets
to various
based on
queues
more complex
and maintain
criteria,
CoSsuch
values
as port
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
numbers.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
3. Packets are then scheduled for transmission. Determining the scheduling of packets is
Learn about
classification
and
rewrite capabilities
and queue
scheduling
onbe
the
Cisco
specific
to every
congestion
management
mechanism,
but it can
generally
said
that
Catalyst
there
will5000
be a way to provide for the transmission of more packets out of some queues
than some others. That is, you will be able to give some packets better treatment than
Implement
ACPs,
ACEs,
and of
low-latency
on the
Ciscoreceive.
Catalyst 2950 and
others,
withACLs,
regard
to the
amount
bandwidthqueuing
that those
packets
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Congestion Management Mechanisms

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
As previously mentioned, several mechanisms in Cisco devices fall under the definition of
Utilizemanagement.
Layer 3 QoS to
classify this
varying
levels
of service
Catalyst
6500 MSFC
and
congestion
Although
chapter
does
not getwith
deepthe
into
the specifics
of these
Flexwan
mechanisms, because there are several other books from Cisco Press that already cover these in
detail, an overview of the various mechanisms will help explain the overall function of congestion
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
management as part of an end-to-end QoS strategy.
studies
The preceding section alluded to the need to queue packets, but did not explicitly discuss that
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
need. When dealing with a situation where more traffic needs to be transmitted than an interface
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
is capable of transmitting, some traffic must be queued while waiting for the resources necessary
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
to transmit that packet. Cisco devices utilize four main types of queuing, as follows:
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
First In, First Out
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Priority Queuing
Custom Queuing
Weighted Fair Queuing

First
In, First
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First
In, FirstQoS:
OutQuality
(FIFO)
no concept
Cisco Catalyst
ofQueuing
Service in has
Campus
Networks of priority for packets. FIFO is the most basic
form of queuing, in that there is a default queue depth (64 packets in most cases) and that
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
number of packets will be buffered, in the order that they were received, and transmitted in the
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
order that they were received. A good analogy for FIFO is flying an airline where the first person
to show up at the counter gets to board the plane first, and the last person to arrive boards last;
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there
is no priority boarding for frequent flyers or other special treatment for certain passengers.
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is the default behavior of most Catalyst switches where QoS is disabled and all
Catalyst
switches
that do not support QoS.
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Priority Queuing
Priority Queuing
End-to-end
QoS (PQ),
deployment
on the techniques
other hand,for
is Cisco
all about
Catalyst
priority.
series
With
switches
PQ, there are four queues to
which packets are assigned. The queues are called High, Medium, Normal, and Low, and packets
are serviced in that order, with all packets from the High queue being transmitted first. You can
various
QoSPQ
components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
draw Examine
an analogy
between
and the way
that most
airlines board
their flights.
All of the firstavoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link
efficiency
mechanisms,
and
class passengers board first, then all of the elite frequent fliers, then the passengers
in the rear
classification
and
marking
of the main cabin, and then the passengers in the front of the main cabin. Unlike an airline,
which eventually allows everyone with a ticket to board, PQ would continue to service "elite"
Map
service
(CoS)
values
various
and maintain
CoS values
packets
tospecified
the pointclass
that of
other
packets
would
nottobe
able toqueues
get through.
This condition
is called
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalystbe
4000
queue starvation, because the applications with packets in lower-level queues can actually
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
starved of bandwidth by a high volume of traffic in higher-level queues.
Learn
aboutswitches
classification
andPQ
rewrite
and queue
scheduling
the Cisco
Current
Catalyst
support
as an capabilities
optional method
for applying
strictonpriority
to Voice
Catalyst
5000
over IP (VoIP) traffic. Each platform that supports PQ varies slightly in implementation and
architecture. Refer to the corresponding platform chapters for a discussion these variations.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Custom
Queuing
Understand
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Custom Queuing (CQ) does not have a strict priority scheduling mechanisms like PQ; instead, CQ
Configure
QoS
in both all
Hybrid
andwith
Native
mode
on the
Catalystpackets
6500 Family
of interval
Switchesof
tries to
be fair by
providing
classes
some
ability
to transmit
in each
time. With CQ, there can be up to 16 queues and the packets in those queues are serviced in a
Utilize Layer
3 QoS
classify
varying from
levelseach
of service
the Catalystin
6500
round-robin
fashion.
Thattois,
some packets
queuewith
are transmitted
eachMSFC
time and
Flexwan
interval. This method is similar to an airline deciding that in every 5-minute period, they will
board 1 first-class passenger, 5 elite frequent fliers, 10 people seated in the rear of the main
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
cabin, and 7 people seated in the front of the main cabin. If it seems like this method might
studies
become a little confusing at the airport, rest assured that it's fairly confusing to configure in a
router,
Quality too.
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Weighted
Fair Queuing
dedicated bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) is a dynamic process that divides bandwidth among queues based
While
QoS has
for those
organizations
rolling
a new
on weights.
Thebecome
processan
is essential
designed technology
to be fair, such
that WFQ
ensures that
all out
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There are several forms of WFQ, including Class-based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) and Low
Latency Queuing (LLQ).
CBWFQ is probably the form of WFQ that is most commonly being deployed these days. CBWFQ
works quite a bit like CQ, but the algorithm is more efficient and the configuration is quite a bit
easier to understand. With CBWFQ, classes are created and traffic is assigned to those classes,
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Avoidance
In contrast to congestion management, which deals with congestion that already exists,
congestion avoidance mechanisms are designed to prevent interfaces or queues from becoming
congested in the first place. The actual methods used to avoid congestion are discussed shortly,
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Router(config)#interface Serial 6/0
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Router(config-if)#random-detect
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

With only that configuration, IP precedence-based WRED is enabled, and all the defaults are
accepted. The configuration can be verified with the show queueing interface command as
demonstrated in Example 2-1.

Example 2-1. Verifying the WRED Configuration on a Cisco IOS Router
Interface
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In the show queueing output, notice that the minimum threshold is different for each IP
precedence level. It was previously mentioned that it is possible to modify the configuration so
that all IP precedence or DSCP values are treated the same. Example 2-2 shows one way to do
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Router#show queueing interface s6/0
Interface Serial6/0 queueing strategy: random early detection (WRED)
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Router(config-if)#random-detect dscp af11 20 40 ?
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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mark
probability
denominator
through the
use of
802.1q tagging
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and
low-latency
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Router(config-if)#random-detect dscp af11 20 40 10
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Router(config-if)#exit
Flexwan
Router(config)#exit
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Router#show queueing interface s6/0
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Interface
queueing
early todetection
(WRED)traffic over
refers to theSerial6/0
capability of
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to provide random
better service
selected network
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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dedicated
bandwidth, controlled
jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Mean queue depth: 0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,output
controlled
jitteraf31,
and latency
(required
bythat
some
delay-for
Theshow queueing
for af21,
and af41
indicates
theinteractive
minimum and
threshold
sensitive
traffic),
and
improved
loss
characteristics.
af11 would have been 33 by default. As shown, the minimum threshold is 20, based on
commands entered.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

NOTE
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The afxx values shown in the show queueing output are related to the assured
forwarding per-hop behavior (AF PHB) discussed in Chapter 1. From the show
queueing output, you can see that afx3 packets will be dropped before afx2 packets,
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and afx2 packets will be dropped before afx1 packets. This behavior was explained in
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detail in Chapter 1.
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Incidentally, the term average queue depth has been used several times during this discussion of
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calculate average queue depth is as follows:
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where n is the
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If the value for n is set too high, WRED will not work properly and the net impact will
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roughly
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QoSascomponents,
if WRED were
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Token Bucket Mechanism
Atoken bucket is a formal definition of a rate of transfer. For this discussion, assume the token
bucket starts full. This implies the maximum amount of tokens is available to sustain incoming
traffic. Assume a bucket, which is being filled with tokens at a rate of x tokens per refresh
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Figure 2-1. Token Bucket Mechanism
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and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

If the actual ingress traffic rate exceeds the configured rate, and there are insufficient tokens in
the token bucket to accommodate the arriving traffic, the excess data is considered out-of-profile
and can be dealt with in one of two ways:
Re-assign QoS values to appropriate header
Drop packet
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is to mark down the nonconforming traffic, the DSCP value is derived from the
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has three components: a burst size, a mean rate, and a time
interval (Tc). Although the mean rate is generally represented as bits per second, any two values
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from the third by the relation shown as follows:
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Mean rate— Also called the committed information rate (CIR), it specifies how much data
can be sent or forwarded per unit time on average.
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Burst size— Also called the committed burst (Bc) size, it specifies in bits (or bytes) per
burst how much traffic can be sent within a given unit of time to not create scheduling
concerns.
(For a shaper,
such as generic
traffic
shaping (GTS),
it specifies
bits per burst;
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QoS components,
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management,
congestion
for
a
policer,
such
as
committed
access
rate
(CAR),
it
specifies
bytes
per
burst.)
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Time interval— Also called the measurement interval, it specifies the time quantum in
seconds
per burst.
Map
specified
class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
By definition, over any integral multiple of the interval, the bit rate of the interface will not
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
exceed the mean rate. The bit rate, however, may be arbitrarily fast within the interval.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
A token bucket is used to manage a device that regulates the data in a flow. For example, the
Catalyst 5000
regulator might be a traffic policer, such as CAR, or a traffic shaper, such as Frame Relay traffic
shaping
(FRTS) or
GTS.ACPs,
A token
bucket
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ACEs,
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onpriority
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and
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problem
of
managing
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transmission
queue if
3550 Family of Switches
the flow overdrives the regulator. (Neither CAR nor FRTS and GTS implement either a true token
bucket
or true leaky
bucket.) policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Understand
classification,
4500 IOS Family of Switches
In the token bucket metaphor, tokens are put into the bucket at a certain rate. The bucket itself
has aConfigure
specified capacity.
If the
bucket
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arriving6500
tokens
are discarded.
Each
QoS in both
Hybrid
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Native
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the Catalyst
Family
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token is permission for the source to send a certain number of bits into the network. To send a
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the regulator
must
thelevels
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Utilize
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packet size.
If notUnderstand
enough tokens
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to send network
a packet,designs
the packet
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until the bucket
howare
to apply
in campus
by examining
end-to-end
case
has enough
studiestokens (in the case of GTS) or the packet is discarded or marked down (in the case
of CAR). If the bucket is already full of tokens, incoming tokens overflow and are not available to
Qualitypackets.
of service
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is the
set of
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designed
to manage
future
Thus,
at any
time,
the
largest burst
a source
can sendnetwork
into theresources.
network isQoS
roughly
refers to the to
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to provide better service to selected network traffic over
proportional
the sizeof
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Note
that the
token bucket
mechanism
used
for traffic
shaping
both
a token bucket
and a
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter and
latency
(required
by has
some
interactive
and delaydata
buffer,
or queue;
if it did not
have
a data buffer, it would be a policer. For traffic shaping,
sensitive
traffic),
and improved
loss
characteristics.
packets that arrive that cannot be sent immediately are delayed in the data buffer.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

For traffic shaping, a token bucket permits burstiness but bounds it. It guarantees that the
burstiness is bounded so that the flow never sends faster than the capacity of the token bucket
plus the time interval multiplied by the established rate at which tokens are placed in the bucket.
It also guarantees that the long-term transmission rate does not exceed the established rate at
which tokens are placed in the bucket.
All Catalyst switches that support policing utilize the token bucket algorithm for bandwidthlimiting traffic flows. Chapters 6,7, and 8 discuss the token bucket algorithm for the Catalyst
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classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Traffic Shaping
Cisco devices utilize various types of traffic shaping, but this section is intended only to introduce
the general concept of traffic shaping, not the specific implementations. For information about
implementation on Cisco platforms, refer to Cisco.com.
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Data rate mismatch— In Frame Relay networks, it is common to have a main location
with a large amount of bandwidth and remote locations with smaller amounts of
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traffic shaping must be used to control the rate at which traffic is sent to the
remote
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Controlling access to bandwidth— You might want to control access to bandwidth for
various reasons, even when plenty of bandwidth is available. A good example is tieredpricing or "burstable" Internet connections that have become popular in recent years.
These connections deliver a circuit with a high possible speed (for example, a DS3) but
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charge based on average utilization of the circuit. So, if your company wants the flexibility
to quickly move to a higher rate, but wants to control expenses, ordering this type of circuit
and
usingvarious
traffic shaping
to make sure
that you
do not exceed
a certaincongestion
subrate might be a
Examine
QoS components,
including
congestion
management,
good
choice.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
The key benefit of traffic shaping is that packet buffering, rather than packet drop, is used to
achieve
rate
control.
Thisof
isservice
a crucial
difference
dealing
with drop-sensitive
applications.
Map
specified
class
(CoS)
valueswhen
to various
queues
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values
Therethrough
is also athe
potential
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to shaping,
because
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is accomplished
use of 802.1q
tagging
on thehowever,
Cisco Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and Catalyst 4000
through
whichCatOS
introduces
delay.
Delay-sensitive traffic should not be shaped, unless
andbuffering,
2948G/2980G
Family
of Switches
the potential impact is fully understood and acceptable in your environment.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
The decision
whether a packet should be sent immediately or buffered until the next time
Catalystof5000
interval is based on the token bucket scheme that was introduced in the preceding section.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Policing
The purpose of the policer is to control the amount of bandwidth consumed by an individual
microflow, or an aggregate of flows. Do not confuse policing with traffic shaping. Although traffic
shaping limits flows to a specified rate, it buffers nonconforming traffic to ensure the flows
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platforms do not support CAR, but do support a policing function. Depending on the
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It is important to understand that policing leads to packet loss, and to understand the impact of
dropped packets on the application being policed. In the case of an application such as FTP,
which is TCP-based and very tolerant of dropped packets, policing has very little impact other
than
the obvious
impact of slowing
the traffic
rate.Catalyst
With anseries
application
such as IP-based video
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conferencing, however, dropped packets may cause poor picture and sound quality, so policing
should be used with caution.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
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link efficiency
follows:
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another
way,classification
but it is often
less
expensive
for the and
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just scheduling
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T1 and
Learn about
and
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queue
on the Cisco
police
the5000
traffic coming into the provider's network. This also allows for an extremely
Catalyst
simple bandwidth upgrade if the customer calls and requests more bandwidth.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Rate
recreational traffic— It is not uncommon these days for networks with
3550 control
Family ofofSwitches
no controls to be overrun with peer-to-peer file-sharing services such as Napster and
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Manyclassification,
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example,
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ping6500
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Flexwan
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network, thereby limiting the impact that the attack has on internal resources.
Quality
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set ofnetwork
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network
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Safety
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connection
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controlQoS
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the capability
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network
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As a safety
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(required
by
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of your
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sensitive
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device,
a policer
might be used
to limit the total amount of video to equal the bandwidth
required for two concurrent sessions. It is important to note that, if the CAC mechanism
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

failed, policing would police the aggregate of the video traffic, which would likely impact
video quality. Although poor video quality is not ideal, other network traffic would be
protected.
As mentioned earlier, Cisco IOS has two main mechanisms for policing. CAR is a legacy
mechanism and, although a lot of networks use CAR today, future development efforts will be
put into class-based policer. Class-based policer was originally released to correspond to RFC
2697, which defines a single-rate three-color policer. The rate that is defined is the rate to which
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on Catalyst switches for shaping traffic between VLANs or Ethernet
interfaces. CAR is supported for shaping of traffic across WAN interfaces. Instead, Catalyst
switches use policers defined by policies to shape traffic across interfaces.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS Signaling
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is an IP service that enables hosts to make a request for
reserved bandwidth along the path to the destination host. Allowing an explicit reservation of
bandwidth end-to-end means that the traffic will have a guaranteed QoS.
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Generally speaking, reserving bandwidth is not necessary for data flows other than real-time
applications, such as VoIP or IP-based video conferencing. For these traffic types, latency and
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for unicast or multicast, and there are two types of reservations to be concerned
with:
Distinct reservation— This is a flow that originates from one and only one source.
Distinct reservations are given a distinct reservation for each source on each link that the
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco Catalyst
series would
switches
traffic crosses.
Unicast traffic
and "one-to-many"
multicast
likely both use distinct
reservations.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Shared reservation— This is a flow that originates from one or more sources. A shared
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
reservation is used by a "many-to-many" multicast application, and there is a single
classification and marking
reservation, defined with a wildcard filter, such that any sender in the specified group has
access
to the reservation.
Map specified
class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Subnet Bandwidth M anager (SBM), defined by RFC 2814, is a signaling protocol that deals with
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
RSVP-based admission control on 802-based networks. Today, SBM is primarily used in switched
Ethernet
environments
for LAN-based
admission
controland
for queue
RSVP flows.
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Learn
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the Cisco
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control
for
resource
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and
theDesignated
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Bandwidth
Manager
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The
DBSM
is
responsible
for
the
admission
3550 Family of Switches
control on that specific segment. There can be more than one SBM on a segment, but only one is
elected
as the DSBM.
Understand
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
The actual process of making a reservation, when a DBSM is present, includes the following
steps:Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
1. When
a DBSM sends an RSVP Path message out an interface that belongs to a managed
Flexwan
segment, the message is sent to the DBSM. If the segment were not managed, this
message
would
goneQoS
directly
to the network
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Understand
howhave
to apply
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2. The DBSM builds a Path state for the message, and retains information about the node
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which it(QoS)
received
theset
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Quality
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various
andforwards
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The
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DBSM then
the RSVP
message and processes the message to determine what
sensitive
and gets
improved
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characteristics.
action to take next.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
5.

4.

5. If there is bandwidth available for the reservation, the Resv message is sent to the previous
hop. In this case, the local Path state is used for this session.
6. If bandwidth isn't available for the reservation, the DBSM returns a Resverr message to the
requesting node.

On Cisco IOS routers, you can use the following command to configure SBM:
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candidate [priority]

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Theshow ip rsvp sbm detail command can be used to verify the configuration of SBM.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Link Efficiency
Cisco IOS includes more and more features with every release. Some of the features in Cisco IOS are
very specific, and may never need to be used in your network. However, link-efficiency mechanisms are
likely to be of use in any network where there is a mixture of voice and data running over slower-speed
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Before discussing the specifics of link-efficiency mechanisms, it seems wise to discuss the need for link
efficiency in the first place. Primarily, when conversations take place about using VoIP, everyone jumps
up and screams about the need for QoS or, more specifically, prioritization of traffic. Although
prioritization is certainly necessary in a VoIP environment, lower-speed links (those under 768 kbps)
create problems for VoIP that simple prioritization cannot solve. In these cases, link-efficiency
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
mechanisms are necessary to ensure proper QoS for the VoIP traffic.
Serialization
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components,
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management,
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serialization
delay
for
packets
of
various
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by
link
speed.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
256 kbps
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16 ms
32 ms
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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Figure 2-2. Link Fragmentation and Interleaving
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Configuring
MLP deployment
Interleaving techniques
is as simple
asCisco
usingCatalyst
the following
commands:
End-to-end QoS
for
series three
switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Router(config-if)#encapsulation ppp
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Router(config-if)#ppp
multilink
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Router(config-if)#ppp multilink interleave
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Optionally,
you QoS
can manually
change
the
default
fragmentation
delay6500
fromFamily
30 using
the following
Configure
in both Hybrid
and
Native
mode
on the Catalyst
of Switches
command:
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled
jitter and
latency (required
by some interactive and delayRouter(config-if)#ppp
multilink
fragment-delay
milliseconds
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Table 2-2 shows the recommended settings for fragmentation

Table 2-2. Recommended Settings for Fragmentation
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,that
policing/admission
signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Shaded
values indicate
fragmentation iscontrol,
not needed.
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Configuring
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Fragmentation
or FRF.11
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command;
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4000 note
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following
command
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map
class,
not
under
the
interface
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and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Router(config-map-class)#frame-relay fragmentfragment_size
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
You can verify the configuration of LFI for Frame Relay with the show frame-relay fragment
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
command. These commands are, at present, only applicable to the FlexWAN module for the Catalyst
studies
6500 Family of switches.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
variousTime
Real
LAN and
Protocol
WAN technologies.
Header The
Compression
primary goal of(cRTP)
QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
improved
loss characteristics.
Real Timetraffic),
Protocoland
(RTP)
is the standard
protocol for the transport of real-time data, and is defined in
RFC 1889. As defined, an RTP packet includes the payload plus an RTP/UDP/IP header. The total header
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

is 40 bytes and breaks down as follows: The RTP header is 12 bytes, the UDP header is 8 bytes, and the
IP header is 20 bytes. Depending on the application, the payload is typically between 20 bytes and 160
bytes. That means that it's possible that the header would be twice the size of the payload! Clearly, that
is not efficient, so the folks at the IETF came up with a way to take advantage of similarities between
successive packets and reduce the 40-byte header to somewhere between 2 and 5 bytes. For VoIP, this
header compression can yield an overall reduction in packet size on the order of 200 percent or more.
Although the idea of using cRTP everywhere sounds good at first glance, the trade-off, in terms of
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Router(config-if)#ip rtp header-compression [passive]
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Thepassive keyword tells the routers to compress outgoing RTP packets only if the incoming RTP
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
packets on that interface are compressed.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
For Frame Relay PVCs, the configuration of cRTP is as follows:
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
router(config-if)#frame-relay map ipip-address dlci [broadcast]rtp header-compression
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
[active
Flexwan
| passive]
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
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(QoS) is the
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managecommands
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Frame Relay interfaces, respectively:
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Router#show frame-relay ip rtp header-compression [interfacetype number]
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification and Marking at Layer 3
RFC 791 first defined Layer 3 packet marking in terms of IP precedence and type of service
(ToS), whereas RFC 795 expanded on the service mappings of the TOS bits. The discussion of
these RFCs provided here is for historical purposes, and it should be noted that both of these
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Chapter 1 for a discussion of current RFCs that are part of the DiffServ architecture.
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Table 2-3. Definition of ToS Byte
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Bits
Precedence
various
QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Bits Examine
0–2
Precedence
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Bit 3classification
0 = and
normal
delay, 1 = low delay
marking
Bit 4
0 = normal throughput, 1 = high throughput
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
of 802.1q
tagging
the reliability
Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Bit 5through the
0 =use
normal
reliability,
1 =onhigh
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Bits 6–7
Reserved for future use
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Keep in mind that the bits are numbered left to right, with the left bits (0–2) being the most
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,the
ACEs,
andassigned
low-latency
queuing
on the
Catalyst 2950 and
significant.
Table 2-4
shows
values
to the
3 bits used
forCisco
IP precedence.
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Table 2-4. IP Precedence Bits and Their Definitions

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Bits IP Precedence
111 Network control (precedence 7)
110 Internetwork control (precedence 6)
101 CRITIC/ECP (precedence 5)
100 Flash override (precedence 4)
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The concept of IP precedence became wildly popular and is in use in many networks today. The
Pages: 432
use of the next three most significant bits (defined for delay, throughput, and reliability) was not
as well received for a variety of reasons. For the most part, these bits were not used due to
confusion over the proper implementation to deliver the service levels specified. RFC 1349
redefined these 3 bytes and made use of 1 additional bit (bit 6). Table 2-5 shows how RFC 1349
defined what were now the four types of service bits.
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping,
signaling,
efficiency
Table policing/admission
2-5. Definitioncontrol,
of ToS
Bits inlink
RFC
1349mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Bits Map specified class of service (CoS) values
Precedence
to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
1000and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Minimize delay
0100
Maximize throughput
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
0010Catalyst 5000
Maximize reliability
0001Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency
Minimize
monetary
cost
queuing
on the
Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550
Family
of
Switches
0000
Normal service
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Unfortunately, this new definition was not implemented much more than the previous definition
of these
Configure
bits. Because
QoS in these
both Hybrid
bits areand
notNative
commonly
modeused,
on the
and
Catalyst
have been
6500made
Family
obsolete
of Switches
due to
later RFCs, they are not discussed here. You can find more information about the service
Utilize
QoS
to 1349.
classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
mappings
inLayer
RFCs 3795
and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case

The studies
Differentiated Services Field (DS Field)

Quality
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(QoS)DiffServ
is the set
of techniquestodesigned
to manage
network
resources.
QoS
As
stated
RFC 2474,
enhancements
IP are designed
to allow
service
differentiation
refers
the capability
of a network
provide better
service
to selected
network
over
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the to
Internet
in a scalable
manner,toprimarily
because
per-flow
classification
willtraffic
not be
various LAN
Thedeal
primary
of QoS in
is RFC
to provide
flow is
priority,
including
necessary
at and
eachWAN
hop.technologies.
There is a great
moregoal
explained
2474 than
covered
here.
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and latency
(required
somethe
interactive
The
purpose
of this section
is only
to discuss
packet
marking,byusing
DS field. and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
The idea behind DiffServ is that packets will be marked (much like with IP precedence) at the
While
QoS
has become
an essential
technology
organizations
out aa new
edge of
a network
and those
markings
will then for
be those
read by
each router rolling
(hop) that
packet

passes through. Based on the specific rules that have been defined within that hop, the packet is
assigned to a traffic class and that traffic class will have been given some amount of access to
scheduling and other resources.
With IP precedence, only the 3 left-most bits were used for IP precedence, and the next 3 bits
were rarely used. So RFC 2474 redefines the ToS byte to make use of the 6 left-most bits (bits
0–5) for packet marking. Doing so increases the number of possible packet markings from 8 to
64 and eliminates "wasted" bits (those that were rarely used). The 2 least significant bits of the
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beyond the scope of this discussion, but is an interesting concept called explicit congestion
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Figure 2-3 illustrates the ToS byte with IP precedence and the redefined ToS byte with DiffServ:
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Figure
2-3. ToS Byte: With IP Precedence and Differentiated Services
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Per-Hop Behaviors
With the introduction of the DSCP markings, there were significantly more possible markings for
packets (0–63 are the possible markings for packets). Because there were so many more
possible markings, the IETF decided to standardize what some of the codepoints meant. In part,
•
Table backward
of Contents compatibility to IP precedence and, in part, this is to facilitate certain
this is to provide
•
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types of behaviors that were seen as fundamental to the DiffServ architecture.
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A per-hop behavior (PHB) is a description of the externally observable forwarding behavior
of a DS node applied to a particular DS behavior aggregate … In general, the observable
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behavior of a PHB may depend on certain constraints on the traffic characteristics of the
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For a definition
Pages: 432 of forwarding behavior, refer to Chapter 1.
For the purpose of backward compatibility, it is important to note that a router that understands
IP precedence, but is not DiffServ-aware, looks only at the 3 most significant bits (left-most bits)
in the ToS field, whereas a DiffServ-capable router looks at the 6 most significant bits.
Therefore, the marking 000000 is defined in RFC 2474 as Best Effort. This means that a router
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
that only understands IP precedence would read that field as 000, which is the definition of Best
Effort in an IP precedence environment. Similarly, all markings in the format xxx000 are
reserved
by RFC
2474 QoS
to provide
backward
compatibility
with management,
IP precedencecongestion
values, as shown in
Examine
various
components,
including
congestion
Tableavoidance,
2-6.
shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Table
2-6. Backward
Compatibility
with IP Precedence Values
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS Family
of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Precedence
Catalyst 5000
001000 Class selector 1; read as 001 by a non-DiffServ node and treated like IP precedence
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
1.
3550 Family of Switches
010000 Class selector 2; read as 010 by a non-DiffServ node and treated like IP precedence
Understand
2.
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
011000 Class selector 3; read as 011 by a non-DiffServ node and treated like IP precedence
3.
Configure
QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Bits

100000 Class selector 4; read as 100 by a non-DiffServ node and treated like IP precedence
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
4.
Flexwan
101000 Class selector 5; read as 101 by a non-DiffServ node and treated like IP precedence
Understand
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
5.
studies
110000 Class selector 6; read as 110 by a non-DiffServ node and treated like IP precedence
Quality of 6.
service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
111000LAN
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conversion from IP precedence to DiffServ was taking place.

RFC 2597: The Assured Forwarding PHB
Other than those defined in RFC 2474, there are two main PHBs, RFC 2597 defines the first of
these. It is called the assured forwarding (AF) PHB, and the concept behind the PHB is to provide
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as to a given packet's probability of being forwarded during congestion.
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From a high level, the concept is that you can have four different classes of traffic and, within
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Table 2-7. Codepoint Markings for the AF PHB
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Drop Precedence

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

congestionAF31
management, congestion
LowExamine various QoS
AF11components, including
AF21
AF41
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and (001010)
marking
(010010)
(011010)
(100010)
Map specified class
to various queues
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34CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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AF22
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AF42
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CatOS Family of Switches
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Learn about classification
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256-kbps limit. A possible solution for this problem can be found by using the AF PHB, as
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in Figure
2-4. is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved
characteristics.
Figure loss
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An Example of the AF PHB
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Mapdevices,
specified
class
(CoS) values
to various
queues
and
maintain CoS
In Cisco
this
PHBofisservice
implemented
on egress
interfaces
using
a combination
ofvalues
CBWFQ
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
and DSCP-based class-based WRED. Each site has contracted for 256 kbps of FTP traffic, so 4000
the
and 2948G/2980G
CatOSa Family
of Switches
bandwidth
statement reflects
minimum
reservation of 1024 kbps. The entire configuration of
the egress interface seen in Figure 2-4 would be entered as shown in Example 2-4.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example
2-4.ACLs,
Configuring
and Class-based
WRED
Implement
ACPs, ACEs,CBWFQ
and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco
Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Router(config)#class-map
match-any FTP
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid
and Native
Router(config-cmap)#match
ip dscp
af11 mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify
varying
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Router(config-cmap)#match
ip dscp
af12
Flexwan
Router(config-cmap)#match ip dscp af13
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Router(config-cmap)#exit
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Router(config)#policy-map AF-PHB
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Router(config-pmap)#class FTP
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Router(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 1024
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Router(config-pmap-c)#random-detect dscp-based
Router(config-pmap-c)#exit
Router(config-pmap)#exit
Router(config)#exit
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The running-config for this would then appear as in Example 2-5.
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class-map match-any FTP
Examine
various
QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
match
ip dscp
af11
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
marking
match
ip dscp and
af12
Map ip
specified
class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
match
dscp af13
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

policy-map AF-PHB
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
class FTP
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
bandwidth 1024
4500 IOS Family of Switches
random-detect
dscp-based
Configure QoS in
both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
WhenUnderstand
attached tohow
an interface,
to apply QoS
the functionality
in campus network
of this policy
designs
can
bybe
examining
verified with
end-to-end
the show
case
policy-map
studies interface command.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
RFC
2598: The Expedited Forwarding PHB
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayThe
expedited
forwarding
(EF) PHB
designed to build a low-loss, low-latency, and low-jitter,
sensitive
traffic),
and improved
lossischaracteristics.
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treat
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purpose
ofnew
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WhileVoIP
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Although RFC 2598 does not specifically say that this PHB should be used only for voice, this is
the likely service for which this PHB would be used. Other types of interactive traffic could no
doubt benefit from this type of treatment, however.
The idea behind the EF PHB is that traffic of this class should be forwarded with strict priority, as
soon as that traffic is received. Note that the EF PHB should not normally be used for TCP traffic,
due to the bursty nature of TCP. The reason behind this recommendation is that the EF PHB, in
order not to starve
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traffic classes of bandwidth, implements a policing function. This
policing function
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Indexensure that the EF class receives all the bandwidth to which it is entitled, but is
limited
in the
total
amount
of bandwidth
it can consume.
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the configuration already shown for the AF PHB, the configuration for the EF PHB
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would be as shown in Example 2-6.

Example 2-6. Configuring LLQ (EF PHB)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components,
including congestion management, congestion
Router(config)#class-map
VOICE
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking ip dscp ef
Router(config-cmap)#match
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Router(config-cmap)#exit
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS AF-PHB
Family of Switches
Router(config)#policy-map
Learn about classification and
rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Router(config-pmap)#class
VOICE
Catalyst 5000
Router(config-pmap-c)#priority 56
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Router(config-pmap-c)#exit
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Router(config-pmap)#exit
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Router(config)#exit
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Router#
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Notice that, in this example, the policy map is still named AF-PHB. Because this name was
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somein
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Example 2-7.
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policy-map AF-PHB
class FTP
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
bandwidth 1024
random-detect
dscp-based
Examine various
QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
class
VOICE
classification
and marking
priority
56 class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Map specified
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst reserves
5000
This example
56 kbps of bandwidth for the LLQ, which means that, under congestion,
there will also be a policer that limits the VOICE class to 56 kbps. Again, when applied to an
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs, and
queuing on the
Cisco Catalyst
2950
and
interface,
this policy
can
be verified
withlow-latency
the show policy-map
interface
command.
The
use of
3550 Family
of Switches
this command
is currently
limited to the FlexWAN module.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification and Marking at Layer 2
Before the days of VoIP and IP-based video conferencing, Layer 3 packet marking was the only
packet marking that was ever discussed. Seemingly, Layer 3 markings were all that would ever
be needed; the reasoning behind that line of thought was that the links in the switched
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fast that there would never be a need to prioritize access to bandwidth. Of
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A method of marking frames at Layer 2 was developed to allow differentiation of frames in terms
of the
characteristics that those frames would receive as they traverse the switched
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infrastructure. However, the only way to mark frames at Layer 2 is in the ISL or 802.1Q header.
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Figure 2-5. The Layer 2 Class of Service Bits
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Mapping Layer 2 to Layer 3 Values
As frames/packets move from the Layer 2 environment to a Layer 3 environment, the ISL or
802.1Q header is lost. To preserve end-to-end QoS, this loss creates a need for the ability to
map Layer 2 CoS values to Layer 3 ToS values (either IP precedence or DSCP). As
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
set qos cos-dscp-map {dscp1, dscp2, dscp3, dscp4, dscp5, dscp6, dscp7, dscp8}
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified
of service
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various
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

A General View of QoS on the Catalyst Platforms
This chapter mostly focuses on very detailed descriptions of the exact functionality of QoS on
specific platforms. This section, however, provides a general overview of QoS concepts and a
glimpse into the material covered in the later chapters. This section purposely avoids details
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Marking is the act of a switch or router rewriting the CoS, DSCP, or IP precedence fields of
frames based on classification. Marking modifies the intended ingress frame behavior as set by
the originating device. Catalyst switches use interface configurations or policers to define
marking parameters.
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Cisco Catalyst QoS Trust Concept
The trust concept is a classification configuration option supported on all Catalyst switches that
support QoS classification. The trust state of a switch port or interface defines how ingress
packets are classified, marked, and subsequently scheduled. For a Cisco Catalyst switch that
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ports set the internal DSCP to 0 by default. However, the overriding internal DSCP value is
configurable on various platforms. If the switch port is configured for Trust-CoS, the CoS value is
not altered on ingress. Figure 2-6 applies to trusting IP precedence and DSCP values as well.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Figure 2-6. Catalyst QoS Trust Concept
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In summary, trusted ports are assumed to have ingress packets marked with IP precedence,
DSCP, or CoS values that are valid. Untrusted ports are considered to have ingress frames
marked with IP precedence, DSCP, or CoS values that are not deemed valid or desired by the
system administrator of the switch.
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Figure 2-7. Cisco IP Phone Physical Network Example
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
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Figure 2-8. Cisco IP Phone Integrated Switch Architecture
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Each Cisco IP Phone port has four queues comprised of a single threshold statically configured at
100 percent, 4q1t. Queue 0 functions as a high-priority queue for traffic with a CoS value of 5.
Spanning-treebridge protocol data units (BPDUs) also use this queue. Voice traffic from the
internal IP Phone appliance has a CoS value of 5 by default. All queues are serviced in a roundrobin fashion. However, a timer maintains queue priority by limiting service to the low-priority
queues when there is traffic in the high-priority queue. Subsequently, the Cisco IP Phone itself
manages input and output scheduling for traffic traversing the integrated switch ports.
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of the voice VLAN ID. By default, Cisco IP Phone voice traffic has a CoS value of 5. Figure 2-9
provides an example logical depiction of a voice VLAN. A common network design is to deploy
both voice VLANs with trusting configurations for Cisco IP telephony applications (such as Cisco
IP Phones).
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Figure 2-9. Example Logical Depiction of Voice VLAN
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Summary
This chapter has given you a broad view of the QoS theories and mechanisms at Layer 2 and
Layer 3, but hopefully left you hungry for more details. Those details are coming in each of the
remaining chapters of this book. Now that you are familiar with the RFCs and overall concepts
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The next chapter includes a broad overview of QoS feature support on all Catalyst switches, and
then
focuses on QoS specifics on the Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL, and 4000 CatOS Family of
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the implementation specifics in the following chapters, keep an eye on the big
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picture of end-to-end
QoS. From the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches to the Catalyst 4000 IOS
Family of switches to the Catalyst 6500 Family of switches, think about how the configuration of
each platform can be customized to fit the exact needs of your network. After all, you want to
build a custom QoS policy that allows for the use of all the platforms in a single network, with a
single end-to-end policy.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Previous chapters described the necessity for QoS in campus networks and the fundamentals
behind QoS operation. This chapter explains the various platform QoS features available across
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432the fewest QoS features and continues with the high-end core Catalyst switches
with industry-leading QoS features. Although the access layer switches support only a few QoS
features, these switches provide an excellent foundation for exploring QoS fundamentals in the
campus network.
Specifically, this chapter covers the following topics:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Brief Per–Catalyst Platform QoS Features Table
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
QoS Features
Overview
classification and marking
QoS Features on the Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL Switches
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
the use
802.1q
tagging
the Cisco
Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
QoS Features
onof
the
Catalyst
4000 on
CatOS
Switches
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
The Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL, and 4000 Family of switches share Layer 2 QoS features
Learn
about classification
and
rewrite
capabilities
scheduling on the Cisco
needed
on access
layer switches.
These
features
includeand
thequeue
following:
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Classification
3550 Family of Switches
Marking
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
Congestion
Management
of Switches
This chapter
Configure
covers
QoS these
in both
topics
Hybrid
on and
the respective
Native mode
platforms
on the Catalyst
with command
6500 Family
references,
of Switches
examples, and case studies. Upon completion of this chapter, you will understand each Catalyst
Utilizesupported
Layer 3 QoS
classifyand
varying
levels
service the
withCatalyst
the Catalyst
6500
MSFCand
and
platform's
QoStofeatures
be able
to of
configure
2900XL,
500XL,
4000 Flexwan
CatOS Family of switches for packet classification, marking, and congestion management.
how to applythe
QoS
in campus
designsofby
examining
end-to-end
case
From Understand
a platform perspective,
Catalyst
4000network
CatOS Family
switches
must
be distinguished
studies
from the Catalyst 4000 Cisco IOS Family of switches due to individual differences in QoS features
and configuration. The supervisor engine model determines whether a Catalyst 4000 switch
Quality
service
is the
setInofaddition,
techniques
manage
resources.
QoS has
operatesofon
CatOS(QoS)
or Cisco
IOS.
thedesigned
Catalyst to
4000
Layernetwork
3 services
module also
refers
to
the
capability
of
a
network
to
provide
better
service
to
selected
network
traffic
over
exclusive Layer 3 QoS features (discussed in Chapter 7, "Advanced QoS Features Available on
various
LAN and
The primary
of QoS
is to
provide
priority,This
including
the Catalyst
4000WAN
IOS technologies.
Family of Switches
and thegoal
Catalyst
G-L3
Family
of flow
Switches").
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and
latency
(required
by
some
interactive
and
delaychapter is only applicable to the Catalyst 4000 CatOS switches. Table 3-8 shows which Catalyst
sensitive
traffic),
improved
4000 switches
areand
applicable
to loss
this characteristics.
chapter.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Catalyst Feature Overview
Cisco Catalyst switches support a wide range of QoS features. Generally, the high-end platforms
support more QoS features especially platforms that support Layer 3 IP routing. Tables 3-1
through3-5 provide a quick reference for QoS features for each platform. All platforms may
•
Tableand
of Contents
have limitations
caveats per feature, and each QoS feature is discussed in the appropriate
•
Index
chapter of this book in additional detail.
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IP routing to
classify, mark, police, or schedule traffic based on DSCP or IP precedence values.
Therefore, network designers may choose lower-cost switches that do not support IP routing to
enable Layer 3 QoS features.
The next sections provide quick reference tables for supported QoS features per platform. The
tables
only provide
a glimpsetechniques
into QoS feature
support
of each
platform
and do not indicate the
End-to-end
QoS deployment
for Cisco
Catalyst
series
switches
benefits or restrictions of each feature. Refer to the appropriate chapters later in this book for
thorough discussions of QoS feature support on each platform.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Specifically,
the next
sections
highlight the following
features
each platform:
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control, QoS
signaling,
linksupported
efficiencyon
mechanisms,
and
classification and marking
Input
Scheduling
Map specified
class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Policing
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Classification
and Markingand rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Learn about classification
Catalyst 5000
Output Scheduling
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Table 3-1 indicates at a simplistic level, QoS feature support on a per-platform basis for most of
3550 Family of Switches
the currently shipping Catalyst switches. The table only indicates at the fundamental level where
a feature
is supported
and doespolicying,
not indicate
restrictions
or caveats.
Understand
classification,
andthe
scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Table
3-1.
QoStoFeature
Overview
Current
Catalyst
Switches
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS
classify varying
levels ofon
service
with the
Catalyst 6500
MSFC and
Flexwan
Product
Congestion
Congestion
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Family
Classification Marking Policing Management
Avoidance
studies
2950
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
3550 to the capability
Yes
Yes to provide
Yes betterYes
Yes traffic over
refers
of a network
service to selected network
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
4000 IOS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayFamily
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
6500 Family Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Input Scheduling
Input scheduling is currently available only on the Catalyst 6000/6500. Input scheduling
priorities and schedules packets out of ingress packet queues based on several QoS values
including CoS and DSCP. However, most of Catalyst switches can deliver packets to the
•
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switching fabric at line rate or a specified rate. This specific rate defines the maximum
•
Index
throughput of the switch. If the input rate is not exceeded, input scheduling is not crucial in
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Table 3-2 summarizes Catalyst platform support for input scheduling. The Comments column
also denotes any switch capable of ingress policing.
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Table 3-2. Catalyst Platform QoS Input Scheduling Support

Catalyst Switch

Input
Ingress
Comments
Scheduling
Policing
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Catalyst 2900XL
No
No
Switching fabric is capable of 1.6
Gbps ingress.
Examine
various QoS components,
including
Catalyst
2948G-L3/4912GNo
Yes congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
L3/4232-L3
classification and marking
Catalyst 2950
No
Yes
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Catalyst
3500XL
Notagging on theNo
Switching
is capable
of 5.04000
through
the use of 802.1q
Cisco Catalyst
2900XL,fabric
3500XL
and Catalyst
Gbps ingress.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Catalyst 3550
No
Yes
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
Catalyst
40005000
CatOS
No
No
Nonblocking line cards can deliver
Family
ingress traffic at line rate to
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
switching fabric
3550 Family of Switches
Catalyst 4000 Cisco IOS
No
Yes
Non-blocking linecards can deliver
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities
of the
Family
(Supervisor
III and
ingress traffic
atCatalyst
line rate4000
to and
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
IV)
switching fabric.
Catalyst
5500 QoS in both Hybrid
No and NativeNo
Configure
mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
[*]
Catalyst
5500
w/NFFC
No
No of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS toIIclassify
varying levels
Flexwan
Catalyst 6000/6500
Yes
Yes
Based on Layer 2 CoS[**]; option for
ingress
Priority Queue.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs
by examining
end-to-end case

studies
[*] NFFC
Quality
of service
(QoS)
is the
set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
= NetFlow
Feature
Card
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
[**] CoS = class of service
various LAN
and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Classification and Marking

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification and marking support and features vary per switch. Table 3-3 indicates which
platforms support specific classification and marking features. All switches that support QoS also
support classification based on CoS values. Current generation switches that support IP routing
also support classification and marking using IP precedence or DSCP values in addition to
classification and marking of CoS values.

•
•
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Catalyst 2948GL3/4912GL3/4232-L3

No

Catalyst 2950
No, IP precedence
Yes
Yes
Yes
only
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Catalyst 3500XL
Yes
Yes, on
No
No
specific
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admissionmodels
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Catalyst 3550
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Map 4000
specified class
queues and maintain
CoS values
Catalyst
Yesof service (CoS) values
Yes to various No
No
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst 4000
CatOS Family
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Catalyst 4000
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
CiscoLearn
IOS Family
about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
(Supervisor
and
CatalystIII
5000
IV)
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Catalyst
Yes, requires NFFC
Yes, requires Yes, requires Yes, requires NFFC II
35505500
Family of Switches
II
NFFC II
NFFC II
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Catalyst 6500
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Policing
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Table 3-4 indicates which Catalyst platforms support policing. Feature support and platform
Understandofhow
to apply
QoS
in campus
network
designs
examining
end-to-end
casefor
implementation
policing
varies
between
each
Catalyst
switch.by
Three
types of
policing exist
studies
Catalyst platforms:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refersIndividual
to the capability
policingof a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Aggregate
policing
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Microflow policing
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Individual policing applies the bandwidth limit of a policer per interface. For example, an
individual policer configured to constrain ingress traffic to 32 kbps limits each applicable
interface to 32 kbps on ingress. An aggregate policer configured for the same bandwidth
constraint limits the bandwidth collectively among all interfaces. Microflow policing is available
on the Catalyst 6500, and it applies bandwidth limits to each access-control entry (ACE) of a
defined policer. Chapter 8, "QoS Support on the Catalyst 6500," discusses ACEs and microflow
policing in more detail.
•
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Each platform has unique support, restrictions, and requirements surrounding policing. Refer to
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each product chapter for specifics.
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Table 3-4. Catalyst Platform QoS Policing Support
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Platform
Policing

Egress
Policing

Individual
Policing

Aggregate
Policing

Microflow
Policing

Catalyst 2900XL

No

No

No

No

No

Catalyst 2948GYes, perYes, per port
No
No
L3/4912G-L3/4232- port raterate-limiting
End-to-end
L3
QoS deployment
limiting
techniques
and for
traffic
Cisco Catalyst series switches
shaping

No

Catalyst
2950various QoS
Yes components,
No including congestion
Yes
No
No
Examine
management,
congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Catalyst 3500XL
No
No
No
No
No
classification and marking
Catalyst 3550
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Catalyst
4000the use ofNo
No on the Cisco Catalyst
No
No3500XL and Catalyst
No
through
802.1q tagging
2900XL,
4000
CatOS
Family
and
2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Catalyst
4000
Cisco
Yes
Yes
Yes
Learn
about
classification
and rewrite
capabilitiesYes
and queue scheduling
on theNo
Cisco
IOS Catalyst
Family 5000
(Supervisor III and
IV) Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
35505500
Family of Switches
Catalyst
No
No
No
No
No
w/NFFC II
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
45006500
IOS Family of
Switches No
Catalyst
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Congestion
Management
Flexwan
Congestion
management
is supported
on all Catalyst
switches
support QoS
features. case
Understand
how to apply
QoS in campus
network
designsthat
by examining
end-to-end
Congestion
studiesavoidance and management is achieved via the use of output scheduling using the
tail-drop and Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) queuing mechanisms. Chapter 2, "Endto-End
Quality
of Service
at Layer
3 and Layer
2," explains
the difference
between QoS
Quality QoS:
of service
(QoS)
is the set
of techniques
designed
to manage
network resources.
congestion
congestion
avoidance,
later to
chapters
thetraffic
tail-drop
refers to themanagement
capability of and
a network
to provide
betterand
service
selectedexplain
network
overand
WRED
in the congestion
avoidance
section
ofprovide
each chapter
where including
variousqueuing
LAN andmechanisms
WAN technologies.
The primary
goal of QoS
is to
flow priority,
applicable.
Moreover, controlled
only the Catalyst
3550,
Catalyst
4000 by
IOSsome
Family
of switches,
the
dedicated bandwidth,
jitter and
latency
(required
interactive
and and
delayCatalyst
support
congestion
avoidance.
sensitive6500
traffic),
and improved
loss
characteristics.
The
nomenclature
for output
scheduling
queuesfor
is athose
follows:
While
QoS has become
an essential
technology
organizations rolling out a new

XpYqZt
X indicates the number of strict-priority queues.
Y indicates the number of queues other than strict-priority queues.
•
•

Z indicates
the configurable thresholds per queue.
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For example, 1p3q2t indicates that a switch has an egress output queue with one strict-priority
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queue and three normal-priority queues each with two configurable thresholds per queue.
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Table 3-5. Catalyst Platform Congestion Management Support
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Cisco Catalyst Platform

Output
Scheduling

Scheduling Queues

Catalyst 2900XL
Yes
Global 2q1t
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Catalyst 2948G-L3/4912G-L3/4232- Yes
4q
L3
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Catalyst
2950 shaping, policing/admission
Yes
4q
avoidance,
control, signaling,
link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and
marking
Catalyst 3500XL
Yes
Global 2q1t
Map 3550
specified class of service (CoS)
queues4q4t
and maintain CoS values
Catalyst
Yesvalues to various
1p3q2t,
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Catalyst
CatOS Family
Yes
2q1t
and 4000
2948G/2980G
CatOS Family of
Switches
Catalyst 4000 Cisco IOS Family
Yes
1p3q1t, 4q1t
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
(Supervisor III and IV)
Catalyst 5000
Catalyst 5500 w/NFFC II
Yes
1q4t
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Catalyst
Yes
Ingress: 1q4t, 1p1q4t, 1p1q, 1p2q1t
35506500
Family of Switches
2q2t,
1p3q1t,
1p2q1t,
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling Egress:
capabilities
of 1p2q2t,
the Catalyst
4000
and
1p1q8t, and 1p1q0t
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Material Presentation for Catalyst Switching Platforms
Figure 3-1 shows the general QoS packet-flow architecture for Cisco Catalyst switches. The
architecture presents only the standard model for QoS features on each Catalyst platform.
However, support for each feature of the architecture is platform dependent and varies
•
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significantly for
each
Catalyst switch.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

For each Catalyst platform, this book discusses QoS features using the following flowchart:
QoS Architecture Overview
Input Scheduling
Classification and Marking
•
•
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in the Tables 3-1 through 3-5, not every Cisco Catalyst platform supports all the
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QoS components
and features. For those platforms, the QoS component is omitted or discussed
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as an unsupported feature. Chapter 10, "End-to-End QoS Case Studies," concludes with
comprehensive case studies using several Cisco Catalyst switches and QoS features.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS Support on the Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL
Specific models of the Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL support QoS classification and congestion
management. Ingress packet CoS values and configured port priorities exclusively determine
classification of ingress frames for placement into either a low-priority or high-priority global transmit
•
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queue. The two
global
transmit queues with priority scheduling create the congestion management
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mechanism. The following sections discuss these QoS features with detailed overviews, configuration
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Catalyst
2916M.
All standard- and enterprise-edition models do support QoS features. Table 3-6
indicates which 2900XL models support QoS features. All models of the 3500XL support QoS features.
In addition, the Catalyst 3524XL-PWR-XL and the 3548XL support CoS reclassification. This QoS feature
is not available on other 3500XL platforms.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Table
3-6. QoS
Support
by Model
of 2900XL
Examine various QoS
components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Catalyst 2900XL/3500XL
QoS
Model
Description
Support
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging
the Cisco Catalyst
2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst
WS-C2908-XL
8-porton10/100BASE-TX
switch
No4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
WS-C2912-XL-A/EN
12-port 10/100BASE-TX switch
Yes
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
WS-C2912MF-XL
12-port 100BASE-FX switch
Yes
Catalyst 5000
WS-C2916M-XL
16-port 10/100BASE-TX switch + 2 uplink slots
No
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
WS-C2924-XL
24-port 10/100BASE-TX switch
No
3550 Family of Switches
WS-C2924C-XL
22-portand
10/100BASE-TX
+ 2-port 100BASE-FX
switch
Understand classification, policying,
scheduling capabilities
of the Catalyst
4000 No
and
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
WS-C2924-XL-A/EN
24-port 10/100BASE-TX switch
Yes
Configure QoS in both Hybrid 22-port
and Native
mode on the switch
Catalyst
of Switches
WS-C2924C-XL-A/EN
10/100BASE-TX
+ 6500
2-portFamily
100BASE-FX
Yes
switch
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
WS-C2924M-XL-A/EN
24-port 10/100BASE-TX switch + 2 uplink slots
Yes
Flexwan
WS-C2924M-XL-EN-DC
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
power)
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Catalyst
and 3500XL
Architectural
Overview
various LAN 2900XL
and WAN technologies.
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primary
goal of QoS is to
provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
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Catalyst
traffic),
2900XL
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3500XL
loss
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are limited to QoS features that suit access layer switches.
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While
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for and
those
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rolling
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scheduling.
Because
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with core switches. Figure 3-2 shows a sample network deploying access layer QoS features with
comprehensive QoS features in the core.

Figure 3-2. Network Topology Using Catalyst 3524XLs
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Figure 3-3. Basic QoS Architecture for the Catalyst 2900XLs and 3500XLs
Understand classification, policying, and Switches
scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values

Software
throughRequirements
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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2900XL
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copied to a global, shared memory buffer. As long as the packet-forwarding rate of the switch is not
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
exceeded, input congestion is not critical to implementing QoS. The packet-forwarding rates of the
Catalyst 2900XL and the Catalyst 3500XL are 1.6 Gbps and 5.0 Gbps, respectively.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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studies
The Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL switches both support classification of untagged frames. Two models
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
of the Catalyst 3500XL switch, the Catalyst 3524-PWR-XL and the Catalyst 3548XL switches, support
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
marking of ingress tagged frames. Classification and marking is configurable only on a per-port basis,
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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and improved
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Theextend option is to configure the 802.1p trust configuration of the connected appliance on the
P1 port of the IP Phone. For example, a Cisco IP Phone can be configured to trust or reclassify
frames received on its P1 port.
Theoverride option is used to mark tagged frames with the default-priority-id. Only the Catalyst
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
series
switches
3524-PWR-XL
and the Catalyst
3548XL
switches
support
this
marking feature.
Example 3-1 shows a Catalyst 3548XL switch port configured to classify untagged frames with a CoS
various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
valueExamine
of 2.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
(text deleted)
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

interface
FastEthernet0/48
Understand
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
switchport priority default 2
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
spanning-tree
portfast
refers
to the capability
of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
(text deleted)
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
end
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Example 3-2 shows a Catalyst 3524-PWR-XL switch port configured for a voice VLAN. In Cisco IOS
Software Release 12.0.x, voice VLAN ports must be configured as trunk ports.
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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NOTE
Flexwan

The Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL software configuration for voice VLANs differs from the
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Catalyst switches that run Cisco IOS Software Release 12.1, such as the Catalyst 4000
studies
Supervisor III and IV. Cisco IOS Software Release 12.1 does not require voice VLAN ports to
be of
configured
as trunks.
Quality
service (QoS)
is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),Management
and improved loss characteristics.
Congestion
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The 2900XL and 3500XL switches use a shared memory buffer system because each individual port
does not have its own output queue. This shared memory buffer is divided into two global transmit
queues. Each ingress packet is placed into one of two global transmit queues based on CoS value for
tagged frames and CoS classification for untagged frames. One of the transmit queues is designated for
packets with a CoS value of 0 to 3, and the other transmit queue is reserved for packets with a CoS
value of 4 to 7. The queues use a 100-percent threshold value. These queues are not configurable for
different CoS values or thresholds. This queue scheme creates a logical high-priority and low-priority
queuing
mechanism.
Priority scheduling is applied such that the high-priority queue is consistently
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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The Catalyst 3524XL switch was running software version 12.0(5)WC5 for the trial. The configuration
only included voice VLANs on the Cisco IP Phone ports. The remaining port configuration of the switch
was
default.QoS
Example
3-3 shows
the relevant
configuration.
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Catalyst series switches
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QoS components,
management, congestion
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Port Configuration
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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switchport access vlan 70
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classification and marking
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Catalyst 5000
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a CoS value of 5, the telephony stream was treated with a high priority. Table 37 summarizes the number of frames transmitted and lost as well as jitter from each trial.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Table 3-7. QoS Trial Results on Catalyst 3524-PWR-XL

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
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sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

As indicated in Table 3-7, the Catalyst 3524XL did not drop a single frame due to output congestion on
the IP Phone ports for packets with a CoS value of 5. Similar results are achievable with multiple Cisco
IP Phones in a campus network using the Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL. The jitter did not vary between
the trials because all Catalyst switches drop frames under congestion and only buffer a few frames. The
maximum recorded jitter is around 50 ms, which is above the recommended 30 ms for Voice over IP
(VoIP). Only the first few frames of the IP flow recorded jitter near 50 ms.
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Classification based on CoS only; no support for classification based on IP precedence or DSCP.
Two global queues for high-priority and low-priority traffic.
No configurable CoS mapping to queues or queue threshold.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Ports are trusted by default.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Untagged frames are mapped to high-priority or low-priority queues based on configured
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification CoS value.
classification and marking
The Catalyst 3548XL and 3524-PWR-XL support reclassification of tagged frames.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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This section covers the Catalyst 4000 CatOS Family of switches. As discussed in the introduction
to this chapter, the Catalyst 4000 Cisco IOS switches, the Catalyst 4000 CatOS switches, and the
Layer 3 services module each have unique QoS feature support. The Catalyst 4000 Cisco IOS
switches and the Layer 3 services module are covered in Chapter 7.Table 3-8 summarizes the
Catalyst 4000 switches into the CatOS or IOS category. This chapter applies to the Catalyst 4000
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
switches that run CatOS Software.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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The Catalyst 4000 CatOS switch records the number of frames tail dropped as a result of the
transmit port queue being full. The counters record the tail-drop frames as txQueueNotAvailable
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

Example 3-7. show counters, show port, and show mac Command
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Output
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Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
frames.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
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To configure
a portand
for marking
an auxiliary VLAN for tagged traffic, use the following command:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
set port auxiliaryvlanmod [/ports] {vlan | untagged | none}
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Case Study: Output Scheduling on the Catalyst 4000 Series Switches
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

To illustrate the output scheduling behavior on the Catalyst 4000 Family, a Catalyst 4006 with a
Supervisor II Engine running CatOS Software version 6.3.7 is connected to two Cisco 7960 IP
Phones, a Cisco Call Manager server, and a traffic generator connected to three Fast Ethernet
ports and a Gigabit Ethernet port as shown in Figure 3-6.
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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connected to the IP Phones. This flooding of traffic led to output congestion.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
of Switches only included auxiliary VLANs on the Cisco IP Phone ports. The
The switch
port configuration
remaining port configuration of the switch was default. Example 3-8 outlines the relevant
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
configuration.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Example 3-8. Catalyst 4000 CatOS Switch Configuration for Case Study
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
beginUnderstand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
(text deleted)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay#qos
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
set qos enable
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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#module 2 : 48-port Inline Power Module
set vlan 70 2/1
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
set port auxiliaryvlan 2/2 70
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
set port auxiliaryvlan 2/3 70
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
set trunk 2/1 off dot1q 1-1005
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
set trunk
2/2
1-1005
through
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use dot1q
of 802.1q
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
set trunk 2/3 off dot1q 1-1005
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
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Implement
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
QoS was enabled for both trials. In the first trial, however, QoS was enabled but the CoS
Utilize
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to classify
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with
the Catalyst
6500 MSFC
mapping
was
left as
default.
As a result,
frames
values
0 through
7 mapped
to theand
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Flexwan
output queue. In the second trial, frames with a CoS value of 4 to 7 were mapped to queue 1,
and the remaining frames were mapped to queue 0. Example 3-9 shows the QoS configuration
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
for each trial.
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Example
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for Each
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service toConfiguration
selected network traffic
over
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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! Trial 2:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Console> (enable) show qos info runtime
classification and marking
Run time setting of QoS:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
QoS is enabled
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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have classification
2 transmit and
queues
with
1 drop thresholds
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rewrite
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Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
AsTable 3-10 indicates, the voice stream statistical measurements clearly showed significant
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
frame loss and poor voice quality when all frames shared the same output queue. When the
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
frames were output scheduled appropriately, no loss of frames occurred and voice quality was
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayexcellent. The maximum jitter was well within the recommended boundary of less than 30 ms.
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Catalyst
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CatOS Family of switches suits basic QoS needs for an access layer switch. If
additional features such as policing and classification based on DSCP are required, network
designers need to consider the Catalyst 4000/4500 Cisco IOS Family of switches using the
Supervisor Engine III or IV. The Catalyst 4000/4500 Cisco IOS Family switches support
classification based on DSCP or CoS, ingress and egress policing, and output scheduling based
on
a 1p3q1tQoS
or 4q1t
port queuing
system.
canCatalyst
summarize
the
QoS feature support on the
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deployment
techniques
forYou
Cisco
series
switches
Catalyst 4000 CatOS Family of switches as follows:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
No
support shaping,
for input policing/admission
scheduling.
avoidance,
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Classification based on CoS only; no support for classification based on IP precedence or
DSCP.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Extended
trust options
areFamily
not supported.
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
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Output
portsclassification
have two queues
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threshold and
(2q1t).
Learn about
and rewrite
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queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Frames are tail dropped when queue is full.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Tail
frames
are recorded as txQueueNotAvailable in the show countersmod/port.
3550dropped
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2-3, 4-5,of
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Understand
classification,
policying,
and scheduling
capabilities
the6-7.
Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Ports are trusted by default irrespective of the QoS global configuration.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
The queue threshold is not configurable.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Untagged frames can be mapped to the queue based on configured CoS value.
Flexwan
Tagged frames cannot have CoS values rewritten.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Layer 3 services module can be added to Catalyst 4000 CatOS switch for policing of IP
routed traffic between VLANs. However, the Layer 3 services module rewrites ingress CoS
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
to zero.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN and
technologies.
The primary
goal of QoS
to provide
flow
In summary,
the WAN
Catalyst
2900XL, 3500XL,
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4000isCatOS
Family
of priority,
switchesincluding
only
dedicated
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controlled
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and
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interactive
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delaysupport a subset of QoS features compared to the Catalyst 2950, 3550, 4000 IOS,
and
6500
sensitive
and improved loss characteristics.
Family of traffic),
switches.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The available QoS features depend on the platform; they also depend on whether the platform
supports IP routing. The Catalyst 3550, Catalyst 4000 Cisco IOS Software Family, Catalyst 5500
with RSM or RSFC, and the Catalyst 6000/6500 with MSM or MSFC I/II support IP routing. Other
platforms may support Layer 3 QoS features, such as classification based on DSCP and marking
of IP precedence; however these platforms do not actually support routing of IP frames.
For a list of the QoS features supported by each platform, see Tables 3-1 through 3-5.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Study shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Classification of untagged frames
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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Supervisor IIIG and IIG include an NFFC II, whereas specific models of the Supervisor Engine III
include the NFFC II. Table 4-1 illustrates which supervisor engines include an NFFC II. The
Quality
of service
is the set
of techniques
designed toto
manage
QoS
Supervisor
Engine(QoS)
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an NFFC
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an NFFCresources.
II.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayTable
4-1. NetFlow Feature Card II to Supervisor Engine Matrix
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Example 4-1 demonstrates use of the show module command to determine the supervisor
engine
model
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version
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Example 4-1 shows sample output from a Supervisor Engine III with an NFFC II.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example 4-1. Sample Output from the show module Command

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Console>
(enable)
show module
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Mod Slot Ports Module-Type
Model
Sub Status
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
--- ---- ----- ------------------------- ------------------- --- -------Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
1
1
2
100BaseFX MMF Supervisor WS-X5530
yes ok
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
(textstudies
deleted)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Mod
Module-Name
Serial-Num
various
LAN and WAN technologies.
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay(text
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traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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The output from the show module command indicates not only supervisor engine type, NFFC,
and EARL versions, but also includes software version, MAC addresses, hardware and firmware
revisions, and serial numbers of all line modules in the chassis. For supervisor engines without
End-to-end
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techniques
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
To obtain supported features per line module from the command-line interface (CLI), use the
following
Understand
command:
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

show port capabilitiesmod/ports

Example 4-2 shows sample output from the show port capabilities command for the WSX5224 and WS-X5234 line modules, respectively. The output from the commands indicate that
the
WS-X5224
does
not support QoS features, whereas the WS-X5234 supports CoS and ToS
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rewrite
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output
scheduling.
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(enable) show port capabilities 2/1
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WS-X5224

Port

2/1

Type

10/100BaseTX

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Speed
auto,10,100
Duplex
Examine various QoS components,
half,fullincluding congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Trunkclassification
encap typeand marking
no
specified class of service
TrunkMap
mode
no (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOSno
Family of Switches
Channel
Learn about
classificationpps(0-150000),percentage(0-100)
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Broadcast
suppression
Catalyst 5000
Flow control
no
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches yes
Security
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Dot1x
yes
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Membership
static,dynamic
Configure QoS in both Hybrid
and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Fast Utilize
startLayer 3 QoS to classify
yes varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
QOS scheduling
rx-(none),tx-(none)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
CoS rewrite
no
studies
ToS rewrite
Quality
of service (QoS) is the no
set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies.
Rewrite
no
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved
UDLD
yes
loss characteristics.
While
QoS has become an essential
technology for those organizations rolling out a new
AuxiliaryVlan
no

SPAN

source,destination

Console> (enable) show port capabilities 3/1
Model
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Trunk encap type

802.1Q,ISL

Trunk mode
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Channel
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End-to-end QoS
deployment techniques
for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Broadcast
suppression
percentage(0-100)
Flow control
receive-(off,on),send-(off,on)
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Security
yes
classification and marking
Dot1x
yes
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Membership
static,dynamic
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Fast Learn
startabout classificationyes
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
QOS scheduling
rx-(none),tx-(1q4t)
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
CoS rewrite
3550 Family of Switches yes
ToS rewrite
Understand classification,IP-Precedence
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Rewrite
yes
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
UDLD
yes
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
AuxiliaryVlan
1..1000,untagged,dot1p,none
QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
SPAN Understand how to applysource,destination
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Enabling QoS Features on the Catalyst 5000 Family of
Switches
QoS must be globally enabled on the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches before the switch enacts
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of Contentsand output scheduling configurations. To enable QoS on the Catalyst
on classification,
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of switches, enter the following command:
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set qos {enable | disable}

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Example 4-3 illustrates a user enabling QoS on a Catalyst 5000 Switch.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
policing/admission
control,
link efficiency
mechanisms, and
Example
4-3.shaping,
Enabling
QoS Features
on signaling,
a Catalyst
5000 Switch
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Console> (enable) set qos enable
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
QoS is
enabled.
Learn
about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Input Scheduling
Similar to other access layer switches, the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches performs only FIFO
queuing of ingress packets. Input scheduling is not supported, but this does not pose a
significant issue if traffic does not exceed the backplane bandwidth. Backplane bandwidth
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attach to the first bus connector in a slot. The WS-X5403 attaches a single front-panel Gigabit
Ethernet port to each bus connector on the backplane, whereas the WS-X5410 distributes traffic
from all nine front-panel Gigabit ports to the three bus connectors on the backplane. The switch
references the three buses as bus A, B, and C, respectively.
To
distributeQoS
traffic
across thetechniques
buses for for
single
busCatalyst
connecting
line
cards, each chassis employs a
End-to-end
deployment
Cisco
series
switches
different bus connector layout per slot. In this manner, the switch distributes traffic on a line
card basis by placing the three backplane bus connectors in a different order depending on a
chassis
Examine
slot. Invarious
a Catalyst
QoS5505
components,
chassis, for
including
instance,
congestion
the first management,
bus connector congestion
in slot 3 is A,
whereas
avoidance,
slots 4 and
shaping,
5 utilize
policing/admission
B and C, respectively,
control,
assignaling,
the first bus
linkconnector.
efficiency mechanisms,
Placing three and
singleclassification
bus line cards
and
in marking
slots 3 to 5 results in traffic from each line card occupying a different 1.2Gbps system bus. Tables 4-3 to 4-6 illustrate the bus layout for each of the Catalyst 5000 Family
Map specified
of switches
chassis.class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000Table 4-3. Catalyst 5000 Chassis Bus Layout
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Slot3550 Family of Switches
Backplane Connector
1
2

Understand classification, policying, and A
scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
A

3

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and NativeAmode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

4

A of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels
Flexwan
A

5

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability
of a4-4.
network
to provide
betterChassis
service to Bus
selected
network traffic over
Table
Catalyst
5505
Layout
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Table 4-5. Catalyst 5509 Chassis Bus Layout
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Backplane Connector
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A B Catalyst
C
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco
series switches
5
6
7
8
9

BAC
Examine various QoS components, including
B A Ccongestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
BAC
classification and marking
CBA
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
B A Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through the use of 802.1q tagging on theC Cisco
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Table 4-6. Catalyst 5500 (13-Slot) Chassis Bus Layout

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Slot Backplane Connector
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
1
ABC
4500 IOS Family of Switches
2
ABC
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
3
ABC
Utilize
A B C Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
5
BAC
Understand
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
6
B
studies
7
B
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
8
B
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
9
B LAN
or ATM
and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay10
C or ATM
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
11
C or ATM
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
4

12

C or ATM

13

Reserved for ATM switch processor

The Catalyst 5500 chassis utilizes slots 9 through 12 for ATM or Ethernet line modules. This
chassis only supports an ATM switch process in slot 13 and does not accept an Ethernet line
module
in this
slot.
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Console> (enable) whichbus 4/1
B
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Because
the Catalyst
5000policing/admission
Family of switchescontrol,
does not
support input
scheduling,
maintaining
avoidance,
shaping,
signaling,
link efficiency
mechanisms,
and
backplane
utilization
within
the
1.2
Gbps
per
system
bus
is
important
when
implementing
a QoS
classification and marking
architecture. When oversubscribing the system bus, the switch tail drops frames from frontpanelMap
ports.
Therefore,
the(CoS)
arbitrary
tailto
dropping
frames,
not oversubscribe
specified
classtoofavoid
service
values
various of
queues
anddomaintain
CoS valuesthe
bus. Use
the show
traffic
command
to view
the
current
and peak
loads
on each
system
bus4000
as
through
the use
of 802.1q
tagging
on the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
demonstrated
in Example
4-5. Family of Switches
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
5000Sample Output of the show traffic Command
Example
4-5.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Console> (enable) show traffic
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Threshold: 100%
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Switching-Bus
Traffic Peak Peak-Time
Flexwan
----------------QoS
------------------------Understand ------how to apply
in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
A
3%
10% Sun Mar 30 2002, 09:52:14
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability
provide
better09:52:14
service to selected network traffic over
B
5% of a network
11% Sun toMar
30 2002,
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth,
jitterMar
and 30
latency
(required
by some interactive and delayC
17%controlled
63% Sun
2002,
09:52:14
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Use the show system command to view the collective utilization of all three buses. Example 4-6
displays sample output of the show system command.

Example 4-6. Sample Output of the show system Command
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(enable) show system
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9600
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13% Sun Mar 30 2002, 09:52:14

(text
deleted)
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
As a generally
classification
accepted
and marking
practice when using the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches, avoid utilizing
more than 50 percent of a system bus's bandwidth. For networks requiring more bandwidth, use
Map specified
class of
(CoS)
to4000
various
maintain or
CoS
the Catalyst
3550 Family
of service
switches,
the values
Catalyst
IOSqueues
Familyand
of switches,
thevalues
Catalyst
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst 4000
6500 Family of switches.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
For more information regarding the system architecture of the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches,
classification
and rewriteat
capabilities
refer Learn
to the about
following
technical documents
Cisco.com:and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
"Hardware Troubleshooting
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs,
forand
Catalyst
low-latency
5500/5000/2926G/2926
queuing on the Cisco
Series
Catalyst
Switches"
2950 and
3550 Family
Document
ID:
of18810
Switches
"Preparing to
Understand
classification,
Troubleshootpolicying,
Hardwareand
for scheduling
Catalyst 5500/5000/2926G/2926
capabilities of the Catalyst
Series
4000
Switches"
and
4500 IOS Family
Document
ID: 18826
of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification and Marking

The Catalyst 5000 Family of switches bases classification solely on Layer 2 CoS values. Although the switch
rewrite Layer 3 IP precedence values in specific configurations, the switch does not use ToS values, includin
precedence values or DSCP values to make any QoS classification, marking, or congestion avoidance decis
•
Table
of Contents the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches is similar to the Catalyst 4000 CatOS Fa
With regard to
classification,
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of switches and the Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL switches.
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The Catalyst 5000 switch does not support any port-level rewriting of DSCP or ToS values, the switch only
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
rewrites
the ingress frames' CoS value and does not alter the DSCP or ToS bits even on untrusted ports. In
ISBN:
respect,
the1-58705-120-6
Catalyst 5000 Family of switches, by default, does not trust CoS values but always trusts DSC
Pages: 432
ToS values.
Nevertheless, the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches can reclassify and mark untagged frames w
specific CoS value similar to the Catalyst 2900XL and 3500XL switches on line modules that support QoS
features as indicated in Table 4-2. The switch must transmit the frame with a dot1q tag or Inter-Switch Lin
(ISL) header for the respective CoS value to be present on egress. Use the following command to configure
port to classify untagged ingress frames with a specific CoS value:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Family of Switches
set port
qosmod/portsCatOS
coscos_value
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Implement
ACLs,the
ACPs,
ACEs, and
queuing
on the Cisco Catalyst
cos_value
represents
overriding
CoSlow-latency
value. To clear
the configuration,
use the 2950
clear and
port qos {mod/po
3550
Family
of
Switches
cos command. Example 4-7 illustrates a user configuring a switch port to classify untagged ingress frames
a specific CoS value and then clearing the configuration.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Example
4-7.
User
Configuring
Port
to Classify
Untagged
Frames
with Specific
Configure
QoS
in both
Hybrid and Native
mode
on the Catalyst
6500 Family
of Switches
Value
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand
how set
to apply
campus
designs by examining end-to-end case
Console>
(enable)
portQoS
qosin3/1
cos network
5
studies
Port 3/1 qos cos set to 5
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayConsole> (enable) clear port qos 3/1 cos
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Port 3/1 qos cos setting cleared.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

No options exist on the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches for trusting CoS, trusting DSCP, or trusting IP
precedence.
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and Marking Based on Destination VLAN and MAC
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
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The Catalyst 5000 Family of switches supports rewriting the CoS value of selected destination MAC address
Pages: 432
VLAN basis. For a CoS value to be present on the egress frame, the switch must transmit the frame with a
dot1q tag or ISL header on a port configured for trunking. Figure 4-2 illustrates an example of using
classification and marking based on destination VLAN and MAC. In this example, a Workstation 1 is sendin
traffic to Workstations 2 and 3 with a CoS value of 0. The configuration applied to the switch marks traffic
destined for MAC address 0001.4200.0005 with a CoS value of 5. The marking subsequently also effects ou
End-to-end for
QoS
deployment
scheduling
the
frames. techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
policing/admission
signaling, link
efficiency
mechanisms,
andDestinat
Figure
4-2. shaping,
Topology
Illustratingcontrol,
Classification
and
Marking
Based on
classification and marking

MAC Address and VLAN

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
[View full size image]

Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Use the
Configure
following
QoS
command
in both Hybrid
to configure
and Native
marking
mode
based
on the
on aCatalyst
destination
6500MAC
Family
address
of Switches
on a VLAN basis:
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
and WAN
technologies.VLAN
The primary
goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
set qosLAN
mac-cos
dest_MAC_addr
cos_value
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The parameters for this command are defined as follows:
dest_MAC_addr represents the destination MAC address.
VLAN represents the VLAN ID where the destination MAC address resides.
•

cos_value symbolizes the CoS value to write on the frame.
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illustrates a user configuring classification and marking based on the destination MAC address
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Console> (enable) set qos mac-cos 00-01-42-00-00-05 5 4
CoS 4 is assigned to 00-01-42-00-00-05 vlan 5.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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on destination
MAC
address management,
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Examineand
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including
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MAC
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an
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
and
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to
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ingress
port
configuration
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ACEs.
The
next
section
discusses
classification
and
mark
classification and marking
based on ACEs.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Family
of Switches
Classification
andCatOS
Marking
Based
on ACE

Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Classification
Catalyst and
5000marking based on ACE provides a method of classifying and marking IP version 4 traffic
traffic crossing a routed boundary. Traffic crossing a routed boundary always passes through a router or sw
capable
of routing
in hardware.
The and
Catalyst
5000 Family
of switches
mayCatalyst
use an RSFC
RSM for this
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
low-latency
queuing
on the Cisco
2950 or
and
functionality;
however,
any
IP
router
supporting
MLS
is
sufficient.
Classification
and
marking
based on ACE
3550 Family of Switches
supports the following ACE options:
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
IP source address(es)
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
IP destination address(es)
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
UDP,
TCP, or both protocols
Flexwan
TCP/UDP
source
Understand
how port(s)
to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
TCP/UDP destination port(s)

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
When ACE-based classification occurs, the switch marks the IP precedence bits in the IP header to match t
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
CoS value. This behavior differs completely from newer platforms, such as the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
switches. Later chapters discuss the differences in classification and marking behavior of the newer platform
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayIn addition, ACE-based marking rewrites CoS values written by the ingress port configuration or the destin
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
and VLAN-based classification and marking configuration. CoS-to-IP precedence mapping or any other map
table is
nothas
configurable.
While
QoS
become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Furthermore, classification and marking based on ACE behaves differently depending on the MLS configura
In brief, without MLS enabled, the switch carries out ACE-based classification on all traffic. With MLS enabl
the switch executes ACE-based classification only on MLS-switched traffic. The following sections provide m
details on this subject.

MLS Fundamentals
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•
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in the "Catalyst 5000 Family of Switches QoS Architectural Overview" section of this chapter,
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Layer 2 rewrites of routed packets. Layer 2 rewrites
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No.addresses
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MAC
and writing a recalculated cyclic redundancy ch
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Turek
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(CRC).
Because
the7284
source and destination MAC address changes during Layer 3 rewrites, the switch must
recalculate the CRC for these new MAC addresses. The switch learns Layer 2 rewrite information from the M
router
via an
MLS
protocol. Figure 4-3 illustrates the fundamentals behind MLS.
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Figure 4-3. Logical Representation of Creating MLS Flow
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
InFigure 4-3, when Workstation A sends a packet to Workstation B, Workstation A sends the packet to its
default
Understand
gateway. In
classification,
Figure 4-3, policying,
the default
and
gateway
scheduling
is thecapabilities
RSM. The switch
of the (MLS-SE)
Catalyst 4000
recognizes
and
this packe
an MLS
4500
candidate
IOS Family
packet
of Switches
because the destination MAC address matches the MAC address of the MLS route
(MLS-RP). As a result, the switch creates a candidate entry for this flow. Next, the router accepts the packe
QoS
both Hybrid
and 2
Native
mode on
the
Catalyst
6500
Family
of Switches
from Configure
Workstation
A, in
rewrites
the Layer
destination
MAC
address
and
CRC,
and forwards
the packet to
Workstation B. The switch refers to the routed packet from the RSM as the enabler packet. The switch, upo
Utilize
3 QoS toand
classify
varying
levels
of service
withentry
the Catalyst
6500so
MSFC
seeing
both Layer
the candidate
enabler
packets,
creates
an MLS
in hardware
that and
the switch rewrit
Flexwan all future packets matching this flow. The MLS Switched Packet arrow in Figure 4-3 indicates
and forwards
flow. For more details and examples on the MLS architecture, consult the following technical document at
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Cisco.com:
studies
"Troubleshooting IP MultiLayer Switching" Document ID: 10554
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to thethe
capability
of a network
to provide
better
service
to selected
network traffic
When using
MLS feature
on the Catalyst
5000
Family
of switches
in conjunction
withover
QoS classification
various
LAN
and
WAN
technologies.
The
primary
goal
of
QoS
is
to
provide
flow
priority,
including
marking based on ACEs, classification and marking only occurs on MLS-switched packets.
This limitation
dedicated
bandwidth,
and latency (required by some interactive and delaypresents the
following controlled
important jitter
caveats.
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
WhileMLS-RP
QoS hasmust
become
an essential
technology
for those
organizations
rolling
out a new
see both
the candidate
and enabler
packets
to create
a flow.

Candidate and enabler packets are not subject to classification or marking based on ACEs.

The switch removes MLS entries when the MAC Aging-time expires; therefore, flows must be symmet
Packets with a destination network via a WAN port adapter on an RSM module are not subject to
classification and marking based on ACEs.
•
•

MLS ages
entries
based on an absolute timer; when flows age, the switch must relearn the entries via
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candidate
and enabler packets.
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As a result of these limitations, a QoS implementation with ACE-based marking and MLS enabled commonl
yields packets without the ACE-based classification and marking. For networks requiring strict application o
Publisher: classification
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Pub Date:on
June
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2003
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As a result, disabling MLS needs careful consideration and planning.
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Configuring ACE-Based Classification and Marking

The switch determines which packets are destined for a router by the destination MAC address. As a result
switch requires knowledge of the destination MAC of the router before any ACE-based classification and
marking
occurs.
Use the following
commands
to configure
and verify
the destination router MAC for ACE-ba
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst series
switches
classification and marking, respectively:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
set qos router-macMAC_addr vlan
Catalyst 5000
show Implement
qos router-mac
[MAC_addr
| vlan]
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and
low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure multiple router MAC addresses for ACE-based classification and marking on multiple VLANs or
routers.
ExampleQoS
4-9in
illustrates
a user
and
a Catalyst
5000 switch
for the router MAC
Configure
both Hybrid
andconfiguring
Native mode
onverifying
the Catalyst
6500 Family
of Switches
address on multiple VLANs.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Example 4-9. User Configuring and Verifying Router MAC Address for MLS
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Console>
(enable)
router-mac
00-30-f2-c8-8e-dc
4
refers to the
capabilityset
of aqos
network
to provide
better service to selected
network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Router
MAC/Vlan
is controlled
set for QoS.
dedicated
bandwidth,
jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Console> (enable) set qos router-mac 00-30-f2-c8-8e-dc 5
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Router MAC/Vlan is set for QoS.

Console> (enable) show qos router-mac
Number

MAC address
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432 classification and marking utilize several options. Use the following configuration command t
configure an ACE based solely on source and destination IP address and mask:
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
set qos ip-filtercos src_IP_addr_spec dest_IP_addr_spec
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

cos represents
theclassification
CoS value that
switchcapabilities
writes to frames
matching
the ACE.
src_IP_addr_spec
represe
Learn about
andthe
rewrite
and queue
scheduling
on the
Cisco
the source
IP address(es)
and mask of the ACE, whereas dest_IP_addr_spec represents the destination IP
Catalyst
5000
address(es) and mask. The keyword any is optional for specifying all IP addresses, and the keyword host
Implement
ACPs,
low-latency
on the Cisco
Catalyst
and keyword befo
represents
an IP ACLs,
address
for aACEs,
singleand
entry,
(that is, queuing
255.255.255.255
mask).
Enter2950
the host
3550
Family
of Switches
entering
the
IP address.
Example 4-10 illustrates two example ACE entries using the host and any keywor
respectively.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Example
4-10. ACE Example Using host and any Keywords
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Console> (enable) set qos ip-filter 5 any host 10.10.10.10
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
qos ip-filter
is set successfully.
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN
Console>
(enable)
and WANset
technologies.
qos ip-filter
The primary
5 192.168.1.0
goal of QoS255.255.255.0
is to provide flow
any
priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
qos
ip-filter
traffic),is
andset
improved
successfully.
loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Use the following command structure for specific TCP and UDP ports for an ACE:
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set qos
cos {tcp | udp | any}src_IP_addr_spec src_port dest_IP_addr_spec
Publisher: Cisco
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dest_port
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Theany keyword proceeding the CoS value is available to specify the ACE for both TCP and UDP protocols.
Example 4-11 illustrates several examples of using ACEs with TCP and UDP port number references.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Example 4-11. ACE Example Using TCP and UDP Ports

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
andset
marking
Console>
(enable)
qos ip-filter 5 UDP any 30000 any 30000
Map specified
class ofwill
service
(CoS)
values
various addresses.
queues and maintain CoS values
Warning:
This command
only
apply
to to
Unicast
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Family of Switches
qos ip-filter
is set CatOS
successfully.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Console> (enable) set qos ip-filter 4 TCP 192.168.100.0 255.255.255.0 16000 192.168.101.0
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
255.255.255.0 16000
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
qos ip-filter
is set
successfully.
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Console>
settoqos
ip-filter
any of
host
10.1.1.1
host
10.1.1.2
50000
Utilize(enable)
Layer 3 QoS
classify
varying 6levels
service
with the50000
Catalyst
6500
MSFC and
Flexwan
qos ip-filter is set successfully.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
tofollowing
the capability
of a network
to provide
service
to selected
network traffic over
Use
the
command
to view the
currentbetter
configured
ACEs
on the switch:
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

show qos ip
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Example 4-12. Example Output from the show qos ip Command
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Console>
show qos ip
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There are 3 IP filter(s).
ACE# Src IP and Mask

Dest IP and Mask

-----------------------------------------------------------------End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco
Catalyst series switches
1 any
host 10.10.10.10
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Protocol shaping,
Src Portpolicing/admission
Dst Port CoS
avoidance,
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
-------- -------- -------- --Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
the0use of 802.1q
tagging5 on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
any
0
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
2 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0
any
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
-------- -------- -------- --Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
any
0
0
5
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
3 any bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency
any (required by some interactive and delaydedicated
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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4

Pages: 432
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5 host 10.1.1.1

host 10.1.1.2

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
-------- -------- -------- --Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
any
50000
through
the50000
use of 802.1q
tagging6 on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
The switch executes ACE entries in order, the same as access-control lists in Cisco IOS Software. As a resu
may be
Implement
necessary
ACLs,
to rearrange
ACPs, ACEs,
the order
and low-latency
of the ACE queuing
entries. Use
on the
theCisco
following
Catalyst
suffixes
2950toand
the set qos ip-fi
command
3550 to
Family
placeof
ACE
Switches
entries in the configuration in a specific order:
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
[beforeACE# | modifyACE#]
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Example
illustrates
a user determining
the existing
ACEby
order,
an ACE
in a specific orde
dedicated4-13
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter and latency
(required
someplacing
interactive
andentry
delayand
verifying
the
configuration.
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Example 4-13. Placing ACE Entries in Specific Order

Console> (enable) show qos ip
There are 3 IP filter(s).
•
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any
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5

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
2 avoidance,
192.168.1.0
255.255.255.0
any
shaping,
policing/admission control,
signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
-------the-------use of 802.1q
-------tagging--on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
any
0
0
5
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
3 4500
any IOS Family of Switches
any
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
-------- -------- -------- --Flexwan
udp
30000
30000
5
Understand
how to apply
QoS in campus
network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
4 192.168.100.0 255.255.255.0
192.168.101.0 255.255.255.0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Console> (enable) set qos ip-filter 3 192.168.20.0 0.0.0.255 192.168.21.0 0.0.0.255
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Console> (enable) show qos ip
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Therethrough
are 5 the
IP use
filter(s).
of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
ACE# Src IP and Mask
Dest IP and Mask
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
---- Catalyst
--------------------------------------------------------------5000
1 Implement
any
host 10.10.10.10
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
---------------------- --Configure
QoS
any
0 in both 0Hybrid and5Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
2 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0
any
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
-------- -------- -------- --While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
-------- -------- -------- --avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
udp
30000
30000
5
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
5 192.168.100.0 255.255.255.0
192.168.101.0 255.255.255.0
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
Protocol
Src Port
Dst Port CoS
Configure
in both -------Hybrid and--Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
--------QoS
-------Utilize
3 QoS to classify
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
tcp Layer16000
16000 varying
4
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
6 host 10.1.1.1
host 10.1.1.2
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Protocol Src Port Dst Port CoS
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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clearPages:
qos 432
ip-filterace_num
clear qos ip-filter all
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Extended Trust Option

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
The Catalyst
5000 and
Family
of switches supports instructing an attached appliance of extended trust options
classification
marking
theCisco Discovery Protocol (CDP). CDP is a Layer 2 protocol used to inform Cisco devices of each presence
parameters
such asclass
IP address,
system
name,
Native
VLAN,queues
and egress
port. Chapter
2, "End-to-End QoS:
Map specified
of service
(CoS)
values
to various
and maintain
CoS values
Quality
of Service
at Layer
3 andtagging
Layer 2,"
"Voice
VLANs2900XL,
and Extended
section discusses
the
through
the use
of 802.1q
on in
thethe
Cisco
Catalyst
3500XLTrust"
and Catalyst
4000
concept
extended trust.
The following
andof2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family of commands
Switches configure the extended trust options for a Catalyst 500
switch:
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure
QoS in both
Hybridcos_value
and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
set port
qosmod/ports
cos-ext
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
set port qosmod/ports trust-ext [trust-cos | untrusted]
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

cos_value
represents
theisrequested
CoS value
sent to network
the attached
appliance
Quality of service
(QoS)
the set ofreclassification
techniques designed
to manage
resources.
QoSvia CDP. The
trust-cos
option
requests
the
attached
appliance
to
trust
ingress
CoS
values
on
frames,
whereas untruste
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
signifies
the
appliance
to
not
trust
the
CoS
value
in
ingress
frames
and
rewrite
any
ingress
CoS values to z
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
The
most
common
appliance
is
the
Cisco
IP
Phone.
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Although the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches supports extended trust parameters in CDP messages to
attached
appliances
andan
auxiliary
(voice)
VLANs,
does not
support therolling
abilityout
to a
provide
While
QoS
has become
essential
technology
forit those
organizations
new power over the

cabling infrastructure to power Cisco IP Phones or other appliances. For example, if you are using the Cata
5000 Family of switches to apply extended trust parameters in CDP messages to a Cisco IP Phone, you nee
power outlet for the phone rather than relying on inline power.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Avoidance
The Catalyst 5000 Family of switches achieves congestion avoidance through the use of queue
management on certain line modules based on CoS values. No support for output scheduling or
queuing based on DSCP or IP precedence values exists for the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches. The
•
Table of Contents
two uplink modules
and three line modules described in Table 4-2 represent the only line modules to
•
Index
support output
scheduling. All other line modules only utilize a single transmit queue, and the
Cisco
Catalyst
QoS:tail
Quality
of Service
in Campus
transmit
queue
drops
all frames
whenNetworks
exhausting buffer queue space.
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

The
modules
and line modules in Table 4-2 utilize a single transmit queue with four
Kevinuplink
Turek CCIE
No. 7284
configurable transmit queue drop thresholds, 1q4t, to achieve congestion avoidance. The switch
drops
packets with specific CoS values when the transmit buffer reaches specific thresholds. The CoS
Publisher: Cisco Press
values assigned to each threshold are configurable. This method of congestion avoidance delivers
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) for a single queue. Chapter 1, "Quality of Service: An
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Overview,"
discussed WRED in more detail.
Pages: 432

For example, Table 4-7 describes the default behavior of congestion management on the Catalyst
5000 Family of switches.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Table 4-7. Default Output Scheduling Behavior of Ports Supporting 1q4t
Examine various QoS components,Transmit
including congestion
Queue management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Threshold No.
Threshold of Transmit Queue Buffer
CoS Values
1
2
3
4

Map specified class
service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS0values
30%ofFull
and 1
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
50%
CatOS
Full Family of Switches
2 and 3
80% Full and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the 4Cisco
and 5
Learn about classification
Catalyst 5000 100% Full
6 and 7

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Use the following command to configure the CoS values that map to a specific threshold number:
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
set qos
mapport_type q# threshold# coscos_list
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayport_type is always 1q4t and q# is always 1 on the Catalyst 5000 Family of switches. The
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
threshold# represents one of four thresholds used for CoS value mapping. After making
configuration
transmit
queue, use
following
commands
to verify
While
QoS haschanges
becometo
anthe
essential
technology
forthe
those
organizations
rolling
out a the
newconfiguration

changes:
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show qos info configport_type tx
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Example
4-14
Pages:
432 illustrates a user configuring and verifying the QoS threshold number to CoS mapping.
Only module 3 of this chassis supports QoS features; and therefore, the switch warns that QoS is not
supported on modules 1, 2, 4, and 15.

Example
4-14.
User Configuring
and Catalyst
Verifying
QoS
Threshold to CoS
End-to-end QoS
deployment
techniques for Cisco
series
switches
Mapping
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
andset
marking
Console>
(enable)
qos map 1q4t 1 1 cos 0-2
Mapnot
specified
class of
(CoS)
QoS is
supported
onservice
module
1. values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
andnot
2948G/2980G
Family2.
of Switches
QoS is
supported CatOS
on module
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
QoS is not supported on module 4.
Catalyst 5000
QoS is not supported on module 15.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Qos tx priority queue and threshold mapped to cos successfully.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Console>
(enable)
map and
1q4t
1 2 mode
cos 4on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Configure
QoS inset
bothqos
Hybrid
Native
QoS is
notLayer
supported
Utilize
3 QoS
Flexwan
QoS is not supported
Understand how to
studies
QoS is
not supported

onclassify
modulevarying
1.
to
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
on module 2.
apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
on module 4.

Quality
service
(QoS) isonthe
set of techniques
designed to manage network resources. QoS
QoS
is of
not
supported
module
15.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
and WAN
technologies.
The primary
goal
QoSsuccessfully.
is to provide flow priority, including
Qos
tx LAN
priority
queue
and threshold
mapped
toofcos
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Console> (enable) show qos info config 1q4t tx
QoS setting in NVRAM for 1q4t transmit:
QoS is enabled
Queue and Threshold Mapping:
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Queue #

6 7
Thresholds - percentage

------- -----------------------------------------End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
1

20% 40% 50% 100%
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

The threshold's
values
are
configurable
on ato
global
basis.
Use the
Map specified
class
ofalso
service
(CoS) values
various
queues
and following
maintain command
CoS valuesto
configure
the the
threshold
drop on
values:
through
use of percentage
802.1q tagging
the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500wred-threshold
IOS Family of Switches
set qos
port_type tx queueq# threshold_percentage_values
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
As with all Catalyst 5000 QoS commands, port_type is always 1q4t and q# is always 1.
threshold_percentage_values represents the four threshold drop values. Example 4-15 illustrates a
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
user configuring the threshold drop values.
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Example
User
Drop
Thresholds
for Transmit
Queues
refers to the4-15.
capability
of a Configuring
network to provide
better
service to selected
network traffic
over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Console> (enable) set qos wred-threshold 1q4t tx queue 1 20 30 40 95
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

WRED thresholds for queue 1 set to 20 and 30 and 40 and 95

on all WRED-capable 1q4t

ports.

To
view the number
of packets dropped per threshold number, use the following command:
•
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show Pages:
qos statistics
mod_num/port_num
432

Example 4-16 illustrates the use of the show qos statistics command.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Example
4-16.
User
Displayingincluding
the Number
ofmanagement,
Dropped Packet
per
Examine
various
QoS components,
congestion
congestion
Threshold
avoidance,
Number
shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
the use show
of 802.1q
on the3/24
Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Console>
(enable)
qos tagging
statistics
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
On Transmit: Port 3/24 has 1 Queue(s) 4 Threshold(s)
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
5000#:Packets dropped
Q # Catalyst
Threshold
--1

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
----------------------------------------------3550 Family of Switches
1:59378 pkts,
2:14 pkts,
3:7 pkts,
4:8 pktscapabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Understand
classification,
policying,
and scheduling
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

For IPUtilize
telephony
CoS value
of 5levels
generally
represents
VoIP
traffic. 6500
As a result,
the desired
Layernetworks,
3 QoS to a
classify
varying
of service
with the
Catalyst
MSFC and
behavior
is
to
never
drop
VoIP
traffic
unless
the
output
buffer
queue
is
full.
As
a
result,
use
the
Flexwan
following best practice configuration for switch ports connected to IP telephony devices, such as
CiscoUnderstand
IP Phones: how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality
of service
(QoS)
is the
set of techniques
to manage
network resources.
Example
4-17.
Best
Practice
Outputdesigned
Scheduling
Configuration
for QoS
IP
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Telephony
Networks
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
!
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Console> (enable) show config
This command shows non-default configurations only.
Use 'show config all' to show both default and non-default configurations.
(text deleted)
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#qos
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set qos enable
Publisher: Cisco Press

set qos map 1q4t 1 1 cos 2
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

ISBN:
1-58705-120-6
set qos
map
1q4t 1 2 cos 4
Pages: 432

set qos wred-threshold 1q4t tx queue 1 20 30 100 100
!
(text
deleted)
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
end
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Console> (enable) show qos info config 1q4t tx
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the
of 802.1q
tagging
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
QoS setting
in use
NVRAM
for 1q4t
transmit:
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
QoS is enabled
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
5000
QueueCatalyst
and Threshold
Mapping:
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Queue Threshold CoS
3550 Family of Switches
----- --------- --------------Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
1
1
0 1 2
1
1

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
2
3 4
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
3
5
Flexwan

4
6 7to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Understand
how
studies
Queue # Thresholds - percentage
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the
capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
-----------------------------------------------various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth,
controlled
1
20% 30% 100%
100% jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
1

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The configuration in Example 4-17 assigns traffic with CoS values of 5 to threshold #3. In this
manner, the switch drops traffic for CoS values 5, 6, and 7 only when the output buffer is full. In
addition, the switch aggressively drops low-priority traffic for CoS values 0 to 4 when the queue is
20 percent to 30 percent full to avoid output buffer full conditions from ever occurring.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Case Study
Figure 4-4 illustrates a network that consists of two Catalyst 5000 switches implementing
several QoS features to differentiate service in network.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
A time-sensitive
Systems
Network
Architecture
(SNA)Catalyst
protocols
exists
Implement application
ACLs, ACPs,using
ACEs,the
and
low-latency
queuing
on the Cisco
2950
andin
the network
depicted
in
Figure
4-4.
In
this
topology,
the
application
handles
banking
3550 Family of Switches
transactions. The client and servers send only untagged frames. To classify frames accordingly,
the Switch-1
Understand
configuration
classification,
consists
policying,
of classification
and scheduling
basedcapabilities
on ingress port.
of theThis
Catalyst
configuration
4000 andis
illustrated
4500 by
IOSthe
Family
set port
of Switches
qos command in Example 4-17.
Furthermore,
Configure
a QoS
telephony
in both
gateway
Hybrid and
exists
Native
in themode
network.
on the
The
Catalyst
telephony
6500
gateway
Family sends
of Switches
keepalive
packets to other telephony devices across VLAN boundaries to the core of the network. The
Utilize
Layer 3 transmits
QoS to classify
varying with
levelsUDP
of service
the Catalystports
6500of
MSFC
andThe
telephony
gateway
all keepalives
sourcewith
and destination
25000.
Flexwan
telephony
gateway does not tag the frames, and as a result does not apply a CoS value to
transmitted frames. To classify the frames appropriately, both Catalyst 5500 switches use ACLhow
to marking
apply QoS
examining
basedUnderstand
classification
and
to in
setcampus
the CoSnetwork
value ofdesigns
frames by
matching
the end-to-end
signature ofcase
the
studies
telephony keepalives. As a result, these switches only classify the keepalive frames and not
regular traffic. Example 4-17 illustrates this ACL-based classification configuration for Switch-1.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability
of a management
network to provide
better
service
to selected network
traffic
over
For appropriate
congestion
of frames,
the
switch-to-switch
connections
and
the
various
LAN
and
WAN
technologies.
The
primary
goal
of
QoS
is
to
provide
flow
priority,
including
ports connecting the SNA servers and the telephony gateway all utilize WRED scheduling. The
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlledtojitter
and
latency
(required
by some interactive
and delayWRED scheduling
is nondefault
apply
heavier
weighted
scheduling
to packets with
a CoS value
sensitive
traffic),
and
improved
loss
characteristics.
of 5. Example 4-18 shows this configuration for Switch-1.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Example 4-18. Case Study Configuration for Switch-1

Switch> (enable) show config
This command shows non-default configurations only.
•
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Use
'show config
all' to show both default and non-default configurations.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
#qos
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
set qos
avoidance,
enableshaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
set qos ip-filter 5 udp any 25000 any 25000
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
use1of1 802.1q
set qos
map the
1q4t
cos 2 tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
set qos map 1q4t 1 2 cos 4
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
5000
set qos
wred-threshold
1q4t tx queue 1 20 30 100 100
!

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

# default port status is enable
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
!
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
#module
1 : 2-port 1000BaseX Supervisor IIIG
Flexwan
set vlan
5
1/1-2
Understand
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
set trunk 1/1 off negotiate 1-1005
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
referstrunk
set
to the1/2
capability
off negotiate
of a network1-1005
to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay!
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
#module 3 : 24-port 10/100BaseTX Ethernet
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

set vlan 1

3/1

set vlan 2

3/2

set vlan 4

3/20-24

set vlan 5

3/3-19
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#module 16 empty
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(text deleted)
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!
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
#qos router-mac
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
set qos router-mac 00-30-f2-c8-8e-dc 5
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
set qos
router-mac
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Step 1: The Class Map
The first step for configuring any QoS mechanism in the MQC is the configuration of a class-map.
Simply stated, the class map defines which traffic you want the router to match. This is the
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Next it is necessary to provide a name for the class map. For this example, the class map is
named HTTP.
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Example 5-4. Class Map match Option
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You could accomplish this by having a match-any class with an access-group statement
to match the source IP address of 10.1.1.1 (defined by an ACL) and an access-group
statement to match the source IP address of 10.1.1.2 (defined by another ACL). Then, a
match-all class would be configured with one condition being that it matches the first class
map and another condition being that it matches an ACL that defines the destination IP
address of 10.2.2.1. Example 5-5 shows the needed configuration.
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Quality
of service
(QoS)
is the
of techniques
designed to all
manage
resources.
QoS
can
be
matched
based
on
the
subinterface
on
which
that
traffic
arrived.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
ip— Allows for matching based on the IP-specific values previously listed (IP precedence,
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayDiffServ codepoint [DSCP], RTP port numbers).
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
mpls— Currently, this allows only for the matching of packets based on the multiprotocol
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

label switching (MPLS) experimental bits. The command has multiple levels to provide
flexibility for future matching of other MPLS-specific values.

•

not— This is a very useful option, which can be used with the match-any option in a
match-all class map to match all packets except those listed in the not criteria. For
example, you could match all packets (using match-any) and then configure a match not
statement for access group 101, which would match all packets not belonging to access
group 101.
Table of Contents
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IndexAllows for the matching of certain predefined protocols. Network-based
protocol—
engine that can recognize a large
ByMikenumber
Flannagan
No. 7651based
, Richardon
Froom
No.and
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ofCCIE®
applications
bothCCIE
static
assigned port numbers. On
Kevin Turek
CCIE
No.support
7284
routers
that
NBAR, the list of protocols is extensive, as shown in Example 5-6.
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Networks
application
recognition
(NBAR)
is a new
classification
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Example 5-6. match protocol Possibilities Where NBAR Is
Supported
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R1(config-cmap)#match protocol ?
aarp
AppleTalk ARP
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
apollo
Apollo Domain
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
appletalkshaping, policing/admission
AppleTalk
avoidance,
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
arp
IP ARP
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
bgp
Border
Gateway
through
the use of 802.1q
tagging
on theProtocol
Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
bridge
Bridging
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
bstun 5000
Block Serial Tunnel
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,Cisco
ACEs, Discovery
and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
cdp
Protocol
3550 Family of Switches
citrix
Citrix Traffic
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
clnsIOS Family of Switches
ISO CLNS
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
clns_es
ISO CLNS End System
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
clns_is
ISO CLNS Intermediate System
Flexwan
cmns
ISOQoS
CMNS
Understand
how to apply
in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
compressedtcp
Compressed TCP
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
CU-SeeMe
videoservice
conference
refers cuseeme
to the capability of a network
to desktop
provide better
to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
custom-01
Custom
protocol
custom-01
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled
jitter
and latency
(required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
custom-02
Custom protocol custom-02
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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custom-03

Custom protocol custom-03

custom-04

Custom protocol custom-04
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Custom protocol custom-05
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Custom protocol custom-06
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custom-08

Custom protocol custom-08

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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custom-09

Custom protocol custom-09

Publisher:
Cisco Press
custom-10

Custom protocol custom-10
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decnet
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

DECnet

Pages: 432

decnet_node

DECnet Node

decnet_router-l1

DECnet Router L1

decnet_router-l2 DECnet Router L2
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
dhcp

Dynamic Host Configuration

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
dlsw
Data Link Switching
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
dns
Domain Name Server lookup
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
egp
Exterior
Protocol
through
the use of 802.1q
taggingGateway
on the Cisco
Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
eigrp
Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
exchange
MS-RPC for Exchange
Catalyst
5000
fasttrackACLs, ACPs,FastTrack
- KaZaA,
Implement
ACEs, and Traffic
low-latency
queuing Morpheus,
on the CiscoGrokster...
Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
finger
Finger
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
ftp IOS Family of Switches
File Transfer Protocol
Configure
andTraffic
Native mode
on the Catalyst 6500 Family
of Switches
gnutellaQoS in both Hybrid
Gnutella
- BearShare,LimeWire,
Gnutella...
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS to classify
gopher
Gopher varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
gre
Generic Routing Encapsulation
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
http
World Wide Web traffic
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
icmp
Internet Control Message
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
imap
Internet Message Access Protocol
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
ip
IP
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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ipinip

IP in IP (encapsulation)

ipsec

IP Security Protocol (ESP/AH)

ipx

Novell IPX

irc

Internet Relay Chat
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L2F/L2TP tunnel
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Publisher:
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Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
llc2
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napster
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

Napster Traffic

Pages: 432

netbios

NetBIOS

netshow

Microsoft Netshow

nfs
Network File System
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
nntp

Network News Transfer Protocol

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
notes
Lotus Notes(R)
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
novadigm
Novadigm EDM
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
ntp
Network
Time
Protocol
through
the use of 802.1q
tagging
on the
Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
pad
PAD links
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
pcanywhere
Symantec pcANYWHERE
Catalyst
5000
pop3
Office
Protocol queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,Post
ACEs,
and low-latency
3550 Family of Switches
pppoe
PPP over Ethernet
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
pptpIOS Family of Switches
Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol
Configure
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
printer QoS in both Hybrid
print and
spooler/lpd
Utilize
varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
qllc Layer 3 QoS to classify
qllc protocol
Flexwan
rcmd
BSD r-commands (rsh, rlogin, rexec)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
realaudio
Real Audio streaming protocol
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
rip
Routing Information Protocol
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
rsrb
Remote Source-Route Bridging
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
rsvp
Resource Reservation Protocol
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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secure-ftp

FTP over TLS/SSL

secure-http

Secured HTTP

secure-imap

Internet Message Access Protocol over TLS/SSL

secure-irc

Internet Relay Chat over TLS/SSL
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Post Office Protocol over TLS/SSL
Telnet over TLS/SSL
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ISBN:

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
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snapshot

Snapshot routing support

snmp

Simple Network Management Protocol

socks
SOCKS
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
sqlnet

SQL*NET for Oracle

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
sqlserver
MS SQL Server
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
ssh
Secured Shell
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
streamwork
Xing
Technology
StreamWorks
through
the use of 802.1q
tagging
on the Cisco
Catalyst player
2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
stun
Serial Tunnel
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
sunrpc 5000
Sun RPC
Catalyst
syslog
Logging
Utility
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,System
ACEs, and
low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
telnet
Telnet
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
tftpIOS Family of Switches
Trivial File Transfer Protocol
Configure
and
Native mode
on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
vdolive QoS in both Hybrid
VDOLive
streaming
video
Utilize
vinesLayer 3 QoS to classify
Banyan varying
VINES levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
vofr
voice over Frame Relay packets
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
xns
Xerox Network Services
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
xwindows
X-Windows remote access
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
routers
that doan
notessential
support technology
NBAR, the list
is quite
a bit smaller,rolling
as shown
Example 5WhileOn
QoS
has become
for those
organizations
out ainnew
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Example 5-7. match protocol Possibilities Where NBAR Is Not
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ISBN:
arp 1-58705-120-6

Apollo Domain
AppleTalk
IP ARP
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bridge

Bridging

bstun

Block Serial Tunnel

cdp QoS deployment techniques
Cisco Discovery
End-to-end
for CiscoProtocol
Catalyst series switches
clns
ISO CLNS
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
clns_es shaping, policing/admission
ISO CLNS End System
classification and marking
clns_is
ISO CLNS Intermediate System
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
tagging
cmns the use of 802.1q
ISO
CMNS on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
compressedtcp
Compressed TCP
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
decnet5000
DECnet
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
decnet_node
DECnet Node
3550 Family of Switches
decnet_router-l1 DECnet Router L1
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
decnet_router-l2 DECnet Router L2
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
dlsw
Data Link Switching
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
ip
IP
Flexwan
ipv6
Understand
how to applyIPV6
QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
ipx
Novell IPX
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers tollc2
the capability of a network
llc2 to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled
and latency (required by some interactive and delaypad
PADjitter
links
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
qllc
qllc protocol
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Pub
qos-group—
Date: June 06, 2003
Allows

for the matching of a packet based on its qos-group marking. QoS
groups
are locally significant to a given router and are not carried with the packet once it
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
leaves
the router. Further, QoS groups are not mathematically significant. That is, a packet
Pages: 432
belonging to QoS Group 1 is no more, or less, important than a packet belonging to QoS
Group 2. Assigning a packet to a QoS group is fairly simple as Example 5-8 demonstrates.

Example 5-8. Assigning a Packet to a QoS Group

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
route-map
set-qos-group
permit 10 control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
avoidance, shaping,
policing/admission
classification and marking
match community 3
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
the use of 802.1q
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
set ip qos-group
30
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
source-address— Again, don't be fooled by the name of this option. This is for matching
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and
low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
the source MAC
address,
not the
source
IP address.
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and

Class
Map
4500
IOS Configuration
Family of Switches Example

Configure
QoS in
both
Hybridisand
Native an
mode
the Catalyst
6500 Family of
Switches
The most
commonly
used
method
to match
ACLon
through
the access-group
option.
Do not
be fooled by the options for matching source and destination address. Those options refer to the
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MAC address; so if you want to match source or destination IP address, you will have to use an
Flexwan
ACL. In the Accounting department example given earlier in the chapter, both the source
address and a port number (either for HTTP or FTP) need to be matched. Because the class map
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
configuration does not provide the capability to do that directly, ACLs are required for each.
studies
Example 5-9 shows traffic matching using ACLs.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Example
Using
ACLs toThe
Match
Traffic
various LAN 5-9.
and WAN
technologies.
primary
goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While
QoS has
become an essential
technology
for any
those
rolling out a new
R1(config)#
access-list
101 permit
tcp any
eqorganizations
www

R1(config)#access-list 102 permit tcp any any eq ftp
R1(config)#access-list 103 permit ip host 10.1.1.1 any
R1(config)#access-list 104 permit ip host 10.1.1.2 any
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ACL 101 matches all HTTP traffic; ACL 102 matches all FTP traffic (on port 20 only), ACL 103
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result.Example 5-10 shows the class map configuration for matching HTTP traffic from 10.1.1.1.
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R1(config)#class-map match-all HTTP
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
R1(config-cmap)#match access-group 101
R1(config-cmap)#
match
103
Examine various
QoSaccess-group
components, including
congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
use of 802.1q
tagging
on the Cisco
2900XL,
andAs
Catalyst
4000
This is
where the difference
between
match-any
andCatalyst
match-all
comes3500XL
into play.
highlighted
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
earlier in the chapter, match-any is a logical OR operation, meaning if access group 101 or
access group 103 are a match, the traffic belongs to this class. In this case, that would not be
Learn about
classification
andintent
rewrite
capabilities
and
queue
scheduling
the
CiscoThat
the desired
behavior,
because the
is to
match only
traffic
that
matches on
both
ACLs.
Catalyst
5000
behavior is accomplished through the use of a class-map match-all, which is a logical AND
operation. That means that access group 101 and access group 103 must be match for the traffic
Implement
to belong
to this ACLs,
class. ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
You can verify the configured class map with the show class-map command, as demonstrated
Understand
inExample
5-11. classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Example 5-11. Verifying the Class Map

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
R1#show
class-map
studies
Class Map match-all HTTP (id 2)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the
capability of a network
to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Match
access-group
101
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
controlled
Match bandwidth,
access-group
103 jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Class Map match-any class-default (id 0)
Match any

The
output from
class-map displays all the configured classes (in this case, there is only
•
Tableshow
of Contents
one),
whether
classes
are
a match-any or a match-all class, what the name of each class is,
•
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and
which
traffic
belongs
in
those classes. Overall, this is a very useful command.
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Going back to the Accounting department example, a total of four classes are needed: one to
match HTTP traffic from 10.1.1.1, one to match FTP traffic from 10.1.1.1, one to match HTTP
traffic from 10.1.1.2, and one to match FTP traffic from 10.1.1.2. Example 5-12 shows the
complete configuration of the classes. Notice that the classes have been renamed for clarity.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Example 5-12. Displaying the Class Configuration
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
R1#show class-map
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Class
Map match-any
class-default
through
the use of 802.1q
tagging on(id
the 0)
Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Match any
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Class
Implement
Map match-all
ACLs, ACPs,
ACCOUNTING-HTTP
ACEs, and low-latency
(id 2) queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Match access-group 101
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 access-group
IOS Family of Switches
Match
103
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
3 QoS to
classify varying levels
of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Class
MapLayer
match-all
DEVELOPMENT-FTP
(id 5)
Flexwan
Match access-group 102
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Match access-group 104
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Class Map
match-all
DEVELOPMENT-HTTP
(id (required
4)
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter and latency
by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Match access-group 101
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Match access-group

104

Class Map match-all ACCOUNTING-FTP (id 3)
Match access-group
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Step 2: The Policy Map
The function of the class map is only to identify traffic, based on the characteristics given within
the class map; the actual treatment of that traffic is specified in a policy map. As discussed
earlier in the chapter, many different QoS mechanisms can be configured via the MQC, so the
•
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of Contents
policy map has
quite
a few options. Note that, on switching platforms, not all of these options
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are supported in hardware. Switching platforms, such as the Catalyst 6500, may support some
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Configuring the Policy Map
Like the class map, the policy map is configured from the global configuration mode in Cisco IOS
Software
and
requires
a name.
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
R1(config)#policy-map ?
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
5000
WORD
policy-map
name
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
R1(config)#policy-map ACCOUNTING-POLICY
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
R1(config-pmap)#
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
The policy map ACCOUNTING-POLICY is now configured, and the router automatically moves
into policy
map configuration
indicated
by thedesigns
config-pmap
in the router's
prompt.
Understand
how to applymode,
QoS inascampus
network
by examining
end-to-end
caseThis
configuration
studies mode allows for the configuration of the specific policy map that was created and
has several options, as demonstrated in Example 5-13.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN 5-13.
and WAN
technologies.
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Example
Policy
Map Options
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

R1(config-pmap)#?
QoS policy-map configuration commands:

•
•

class

policy criteria

description

Policy-Map description

exit
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Exit from QoS policy-map configuration mode
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this policy-map
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As with
the 432
class map configuration, it is recommended that a description be configured for all
Pages:
policy maps, but this is not required. Again there is a rename option, which is just a convenient
way of renaming the policy map without losing the configuration. Before the rename option was
available, the only way to change the name of a policy map was to delete the policy map and
then re-add the same configuration under the new name. For anyone who works with QoS on a
daily basis, this was a great addition. The main purpose of the policy map is, however, to create
End-to-end
deployment
Cisco Catalyst
series
switches
the policy orQoS
policies
that willtechniques
be applied for
to traffic
of a given
class.
As such, the option for
selecting a class is of the most interest. For more complicated QoS configurations, using
meaningful
names
for QoS
classes
and policies
along with
the description
featurecongestion
is of great
Examine
various
components,
including
congestion
management,
operational
value.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
The only option listed under the class command is for you to enter the name of the class for
whichMap
you specified
want to configure
a policy.
A list
of available
classes
is not
given,
but the
class of service
(CoS)
values
to various
queues
and
maintain
CoSsupported
values
classes
include
those
that
have
been
configured
manually
plus
class-default.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Example 5-14 shows the options available under class-default.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example 5-14. Policy Map Options Available Under class-default

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
R1(config)#
policy-map
ACCOUNTING-POLICY
4500 IOS Family of Switches
R1(config-pmap)#class class-default
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
R1config-pmap-c)#?
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
QoS policy-map class configuration commands:
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
bandwidth
Bandwidth
studies
exit of service (QoS)
Exit
from
class action
configuration
mode resources. QoS
Quality
is the
set QoS
of techniques
designed
to manage network
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
fair-queue
Flow-based
Fair goal
Queuing
inisthis
Classflow priority, including
various
LAN and WANEnable
technologies.
The primary
of QoS
to provide
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayno
orloss
setcharacteristics.
default values of a command
sensitive
traffic), and Negate
improved
police
Police
While
QoS has become
an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

priority

Strict Scheduling Priority for this Class

queue-limit

Queue Max Threshold for Tail Drop

random-detect

Enable Random Early Detection as drop policy

service-policy

Configure QoS Service Policy

•
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Notice that a new prompt appears, after a class has been selected, to indicate that you have
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
entered the class configuration submode within the policy map configuration. The options shown,
Pages:
432 fair-queue option, are the same for all classes. The fair-queue option is
other than the
available on some classes, but not all. A discussion of the details of this behavior is beyond the
scope of this text but can be found at Cisco.com.

End-to-end
QoSOptions:
deploymentA
techniques
Cisco Catalyst series switches
Policy Map
Closer for
Look
Because
the policy
map
is the
portion of including
the configuration
thatmanagement,
dictates the actual
treatment of
Examine
various
QoS
components,
congestion
congestion
trafficavoidance,
by the router,
a
more
detailed
explanation
of
the
behavior
of
each
option
is
provided and
here.
shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
exit and
no
are
not
covered
because
their
behavior
is
the
same
as
elsewhere
in
Cisco
IOS
classification and marking
Software.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
bandwidth—
Allows
for the
configuration
of CBWFQ. The specifics of CBWFQ operation are
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of Switches
beyond the scope of this explanation, but this command provides a minimum bandwidth
guarantee
toclassification
this class of traffic.
Learn about
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
fair-queue— Not available in all classes. This command enables Flow-based Weighted Fair
Queuing
within
this
class.
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
police— Allows for the configuration of a policer, also known as rate limiting. The police
command,
used within
a class,and
is called
class-based
policing.
Understandwhen
classification,
policying,
scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
priority— Designates that this class is a Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) class, which should
receive
strict
scheduling
priority
toNative
minimize
delay,
jitter
and packet
Also
Configure
QoS
in both Hybrid
and
mode
on the
Catalyst
6500 loss.
Family
of specifies
Switches the
amount of bandwidth for this class.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
queue-limit—
Designates the maximum number of packets that can be in this queue.
Flexwan
random-detect—
Weighted
Random
Early
Detection
(WRED) for
congestioncase
Understand how to Enables
apply QoS
in campus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
avoidance.
By default, IP precedence is used for weight determination, but additional
studies
options within this command allow for the WRED algorithm to look at the DSCP. This
Quality
command
of service
also
(QoS)
provides
is thean
setoption
of techniques
for enabling
designed
explicit
to congestion
manage network
notification
resources.
(ECN)QoS
on this
refersclass.
to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
service-policy—
Allows forjitter
the configuration
of hierarchical
policies
(policyand
within
a
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled
and latency (required
by some
interactive
delaypolicy),
which
may
be
used
to
achieve
functionality
not
possible
in
a
single
policy.
For
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
example, a T1 can be shaped to 512 kbps via a top-level policy, and then that 512 kbps can
Whilebe
QoS
divided
has become
(using CBWFQ/LLQ)
an essential technology
within a second-level
for those organizations
policy. Top-level
rolling
policies
out a are
new

sometimes called parent policies, and second-level policies are sometimes called child
policies.
shape— Allows for the configuration of class-based shaping, which is generic traffic
shaping performed on a per-class basis. In this case, only the traffic in this class would be
shaped. This is in contract to interface-based shaping, in which all traffic on the entire
interface is shaped.
•
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set— Allows
for the marking of packets. Several fields can be marked through the use of
Index
theset command,
including IP precedence, IP DSCP, MPLS experimental bits, Layer 2 CoS,
Cisco Catalyst
QoS:
of Service
in Campus
Networks
the ATM
cellQuality
loss priority
(CLP)
bit, and
the QoS group.
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Accounting
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No. 7284 department example again, because it is time to configure the actual
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is bandwidth.
This
is not necessarily the policy that you would use in your production
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environment
and
is
intended only as a sample of the configuration parameters.
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Policy Map Configuration Example
Assuming that the link speed is 1.544 Mbps, and the intent is to give 128 kbps to each of the
production classes, 64 kbps to the DEVELOPMENT-HTTP class, and 32 kbps to the
DEVELOPMENT-FTP
class, thetechniques
configuration
wouldCatalyst
look likeseries
Example
5-15.
End-to-end QoS deployment
for Cisco
switches
Examine
various
QoS components,
including
congestion
management,
Example
5-15.
Configuring
a Policy
Map
with Class
Mapscongestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified policy-map
class of service
(CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
R1(config-pmap)#
ACCOUNTING-POLICY
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Family of Switches
R1(config-pmap)#
classCatOS
ACCOUNTING-HTTP
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
R1(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 128
Catalyst 5000
R1(config-pmap-c)#
Implement ACLs,exit
ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
R1(config-pmap)#class ACCOUNTING-FTP
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
R1(config-pmap-c)#
4500 IOS Familybandwidth
of Switches128
R1(config-pmap-c)#
Configure QoS inexit
both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
R1(config-pmap)#
Utilize Layer 3class
QoS toDEVELOPMENT-HTTP
classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
R1(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 64
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
R1(config-pmap-c)#
class DEVELOPMENT-FTP
Quality
of service (QoS)
is the set 32
of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
R1(config-pmap-c)#
bandwidth
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Notice that between the bandwidth statement for DEVELOPMENT-HTTP and the class name for
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

DEVELOPMENT-FTP that there is no exit command. It is acceptable to exit from each class after
configuring it, but not necessary. When you type a new class name, the MQC automatically
moves to the configuration mode for that class.
You can confirm the configuration that has been entered through the use of the show policymap command, as shown in Example 5-16.
•
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R1#show policy-map

Publisher:Map
Cisco ACCOUNTING-POLICY
Press
Policy
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Class
ACCOUNTING-HTTP
Pages: 432

Bandwidth 128 (kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
Class ACCOUNTING-FTP
Bandwidth 128 (kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Class DEVELOPMENT-HTTP
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Bandwidth
64 (kbps) Max Threshold
64 (packets)
avoidance,
shaping, policing/admission
control, signaling,
link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Class DEVELOPMENT-FTP
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Bandwidth
32 (kbps)
64 (packets)
through the
use of 802.1q
taggingMax
on Threshold
the Cisco Catalyst
2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Class class-default
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
Switches
As indicated
by theofoutput,
the queue limit for each of these classes is set to 64 packets (the
default). This output also shows the policy map's name, the names of all the class maps within
Understand
classification,
policying,
scheduling
capabilities
of theNotice
Catalyst
4000
the policy,
and the
policy that has
actuallyand
been
configured
for each class.
that
this and
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
command does not show any information about the traffic that will belong to each class or
whether each class is a match-any or a match-all.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
As discussed previously, one of the greatest benefits to the MQC structure is the lack of a
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
learning curve for configuring new options. Suppose, for instance, that you now need to add
Flexwan
traffic shaping to the ACCOUNTING-FTP class, to prevent the class from using more than 256
kbps Understand
under any conditions.
If you
not using
the MQC,
it would
be necessary
to learn case
an
how to apply
QoSwere
in campus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
entirely
new
command
structure.
Because
the
MQC
uses
the
same
structure
to
configure
many
studies
QoS components, however, the configuration requires only one additional line of configuration.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Example
5-17capability
is the same
as Example
5-15,
but with
the addition
of
refers to the
of aexample
networkconfiguration
to provide better
service to
selected
network
traffic over
traffic
shaping.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Example 5-17. Traffic Shaping Within a Class Map

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

R1(config-pmap)#policy-map ACCOUNTING-POLICY
R1(config-pmap)#class ACCOUNTING-HTTP
R1(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 128
•
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exit
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R1(config-pmap)#
class
ACCOUNTING-FTP
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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R1(config-pmap-c)#
bandwidth 128

R1(config-pmap-c)#
shape average 256000
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

R1(config-pmap-c)#
exit
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

R1(config-pmap)#class DEVELOPMENT-HTTP
R1(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 64
R1(config-pmap-c)#class DEVELOPMENT-FTP
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
R1(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 32
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
The only additional command is the command to add traffic shaping, which makes the learning
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
curve much shorter for learning how to configure a new QoS mechanism.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Further, the verification of the new configuration doesn't require anything new. As shown in
Example 5-18, to verify both the CBWFQ configuration and the newly added traffic shaping
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
configuration you can use the same command that was previously used to verify the CBWFQ
Catalyst 5000
configuration.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Example 5-18. Verifying the Policy Map Configuration

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure
QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
R1#show
policy-map
UtilizeMap
Layer
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Policy
ACCOUNTING-POLICY
Flexwan
Class ACCOUNTING-HTTP
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Bandwidth 128 (kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refersClass
to theACCOUNTING-FTP
capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Bandwidth
128 (kbps)
Maxlatency
Threshold
64 (packets)
dedicated bandwidth,
controlled
jitter and
(required
by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Traffic Shaping
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Average Rate Traffic Shaping
CIR 256000 (bps) Max. Buffers Limit 1000 (Packets)
Class DEVELOPMENT-HTTP
Bandwidth 64 (kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
•
•
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After configuring
both the class map, which defines the traffic that the router should pay
Pages: 432
attention to, and the policy map, which defines the action(s) that the router should apply to each
class of traffic, the only thing that is left is to define the interface(s) to which the policy map
should be applied.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Step 3: Attaching the Service Policy
All the configuration options and steps outlined so far in this chapter mean nothing until the
resulting policy map is applied to an interface. This is much the same as configuring an ACL; the
configuration means nothing until the ACL is applied to an interface.
•
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For the service
policy, only two options affect functionality: input and output. There is also a
Cisco
Catalyst
QoS:not
Quality
of Service
Campus
history
option,
covered
herein in
detailNetworks
because it is for information only and does enable you
to
configure
any
functionality.
Example
5-19
shows
the, two functional options.
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE
No. 5102
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284

Example
5-19.
Publisher: Cisco
Press Service Policy Options
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

R1(config-if)#service-policy ?
history

Keep history of QoS metrics

input
Assign policy-map to the input of an interface
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
output
Assign policy-map to the output of an interface
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Theinput
means
the policy
map
is applied
to traffic
thatand
enters
the router
through
Map option
specified
classthat
of service
(CoS)
values
to various
queues
maintain
CoS values
this interface,
and
the
output
option
means
that
the
policy
map
is
applied
to
traffic
that
leaves
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst
4000
the router
through
this
interface.
The
ability
to
apply
a
policy
map
input
or
output
on
a
specific
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
interface depends on which QoS mechanisms are used in the policy map. Some actions are only
allowed
in output
policies.
Learn
about classification
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
If the policy map called ACCOUNTING-POLICY is going to be applied to traffic leaving the router
through
Serial1/0,
the commands
Example
5-20 are
used. on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,inand
low-latency
queuing
3550 Family of Switches
Understand
classification,
and scheduling
Example
5-20.
Applyingpolicying,
the Service
Policy capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
R1#conf t
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
R1(config)#interface serial 6/0
studies
R1(config-if)#
output
ACCOUNTING-POLICY
Quality of serviceservice-policy
(QoS) is the set of
techniques
designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
If you need to apply another policy in the input direction, you could do so easily, as follows:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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R1(config-if)#service-policy
input ANOTHER-POLICY
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If you forget that you already have a service policy applied in the input direction and attempt to
apply
another
policy,
Publisher:
Cisco
Press however, the router issues a friendly reminder that you are not allowed to
apply more than one policy to an interface:
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
R1(config-if)#service-policy input THIRD-POLICY
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping, policing/admission
signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Policy
map ANOTHER-POLICY
is already control,
attached
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and have
2948G/2980G
Family the
of Switches
You now
the optionCatOS
of detaching
policy that was previously applied, which would then
enable you to apply the THIRD-POLICY to this interface, or you can just do nothing and the
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
original policy will remain attached.
Catalyst 5000
Because the policy named ANOTHER-POLICY was only used to illustrate the ability to attach
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
multiple policies (one input and one output), it is not included in the following show command
3550 Family of Switches
outputs.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
There is no service policy–specific command, but there is a command to show the interface4500 IOS Family of Switches
specific policy map information, and you should use that command to view the details of the
policy map after it has been applied to an interface. Example 5-21 demonstrates output from the
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
show policy-map interface ? command.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Example 5-21. Options for Verifying Policy Map Configuration

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality
service (QoS)interface
is the set of
R1#showofpolicy-map
? techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
AsyncLAN and WAN technologies.
Async interface
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and improved
loss characteristics.
BVI
Bridge-Group
Virtual Interface
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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CTunnel

CTunnel interface
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Serial

Serial

Tunnel

Tunnel interface

Vif
PGM Multicast Host interface
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Virtual-Template

Virtual Template interface

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Virtual-TokenRing Virtual TokenRing
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
input
Input policy
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
output
Outputtagging
policyon the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through the use of 802.1q
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
|
Output modifiers
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
The interface
3550 Family
typesofspeak
Switches
for themselves, but the input and output options are interesting
because they can be used to show you all the policies that are applied in either the input or
Understand
classification,
and scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst
4000you
andwill
output
direction (depending
on policying,
which command
you choose).
More commonly,
however,
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
probably use the more specific command in Example 5-22.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Example
5-22. Verifying Policy Map Configuration for a Specific
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Interface
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
R1#show policy-map interface serial 1/0
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Serial1/0
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Service-policy output: ACCOUNTING-POLICY
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Class-map: ACCOUNTING-HTTP (match-all)
0 packets, 0 bytes
5 minute offered rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
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Output
Publisher:
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Cisco Press
Conversation 265
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

Bandwidth
128
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

(kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
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(pkts matched/bytes matched) 0/0

(depth/total drops/no-buffer drops) 0/0/0
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Class-map: ACCOUNTING-FTP (match-all)
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
0 packets, 0 bytes
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
5 minute offered rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Match:the
access-group
through
use of 802.1q 102
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Match: access-group 103
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Queueing
Catalyst
5000
OutputACLs,
Queue:
Conversation
266
Implement
ACPs,
ACEs, and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Bandwidth 128 (kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500(pkts
IOS Family
matched/bytes
of Switchesmatched) 0/0
Configure
QoS in both
Hybrid and Native
mode on
the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
(depth/total
drops/no-buffer
drops)
0/0/0
Utilize
LayerShaping
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Traffic
Flexwan
Target/Average
Byte
Sustain
Excess
Interval Increment
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Rate
Limit bits/int bits/int (ms)
(bytes)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
256000/256000
1984
7936
7936
31
992
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Adapt Queue
Packets
Bytes
Packets
Bytes
Shaping
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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-
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0
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Delayed

Active
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Class-map: DEVELOPMENT-HTTP (match-all)
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Match:
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101
Publisher:
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Press
Match:

104

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

Queueing
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
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Output Queue: Conversation 267
Bandwidth 64 (kbps) Max Threshold 64 (packets)
(pkts matched/bytes matched) 0/0
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
(depth/total drops/no-buffer drops) 0/0/0
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Class-map: DEVELOPMENT-FTP (match-all)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
0 packets,
through
the use0ofbytes
802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
5 minute offered rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Match:5000
access-group 102
Catalyst
Match: access-group
104 and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs,
3550 Family of Switches
Queueing
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500Output
IOS Family
of Switches
Queue:
Conversation 268
Configure
QoS in32
both
HybridMax
andThreshold
Native mode
the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Bandwidth
(kbps)
64on
(packets)
Utilize
Layermatched/bytes
3 QoS to classify
varying levels
(pkts
matched)
0/0 of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
(depth/total drops/no-buffer drops) 0/0/0
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Class-map: class-default (match-any)
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
0 packets, 0 bytes
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
5 minute offered rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Match: any

As you can see, the output is far more detailed than the output from the previous command. In
fact, this command probably provides one of the most detailed outputs of any command in Cisco
IOS.
Certainly,
this is the most comprehensive output of any MQC command.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Summary
This chapter examined the three-step process for configuring all the QoS mechanisms supported
by the MQC. These steps are as follows:
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match-any—
A logical OR operation, which means that only one of the match conditions
Pages: 432
must be met for a packet to belong to this class
match-all— A logical AND operation, which means that all match criteria must be matched
for a packet to belong to this class
End-to-endisQoS
for Cisco Catalyst
series
match-all
the deployment
default, if notechniques
option is specified.
Class maps
areswitches
capable of matching certain
criteria, but the majority of matches come via the matching of an access group. As detailed
earlier in the chapter, you can combine match-all and match-any class maps with access
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
group matching to accomplish fairly complex matching criteria.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
marking
Policyclassification
maps defineand
many
different actions that you can apply to a given class. Some actions may
only be applied in a single direction, not both. Not all of these actions can be applied to packets
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
entering an interface; instead, they are only allowed as an output policy (for packets leaving an
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
interface). Traffic shaping is a good example of a policy map action that cannot currently be
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
applied to inbound packets. Further, not all actions that are specified are supported in hardware
on Catalyst
products,
which could
a severe
performance
impact
for certain
features.
Learn about
classification
andmean
rewrite
capabilities
and queue
scheduling
on the
Cisco
Always
check
your
Cisco
IOS
version
and
specific
hardware
type
to
determine
hardware
support
Catalyst 5000
for software features.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
The next
the platform-specific configuration options and specific hardware
3550chapter
Familyintroduces
of Switches
available for the Catalyst 2950 and 3550 products. The following chapter includes examples,
usingUnderstand
the MQC explained
in thispolicying,
chapter, that
you how
to configure
QoS
features
on these
classification,
and show
scheduling
capabilities
of the
Catalyst
4000
and
products.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Catalyst
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the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports IP routing and is applicable as an access layer or
distribution layer switch. The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches may act as a core switch in small
networks aggregating Catalyst 3550 switches and other access layer switches, such as the
Catalyst 2950, 2900XL, and 3500XL Family of switches.
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
Cisco Catalyst
series
switches
Both
the Catalyst
2950 and 3550
Familyfor
of switches
supports
a wide
range of QoS features that
rival higher-end switches, including the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches and the Catalyst
6500 Family of switches. Because the Catalyst 2950 and Catalyst 3550 switches use the same
QoS support
components,
congestion
congestion
CiscoExamine
IOS codevarious
base, both
a baseincluding
set of QoS
features management,
while the Catalyst
3550 Family of
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link
efficiency
mechanisms, and
switches supports a few additional QoS features. Table 6-1, in the "Software Requirements"
classification
and marking
section
of this chapter,
outlines the QoS features supported by both the Catalyst 2950 and 3550
Family of switches along with those features only supported on the Catalyst 3550 Family of
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
switches.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Family
Switches
Specifically,
this chapter CatOS
discusses
QoSofsupport
on the Catalyst 2950 and 3550 Family of
switches, and includes the following topics:
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Architectural Overview
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
of Switches
Input
Scheduling
Understand
Classificationclassification,
and Marking policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Policing
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Congestion Management and Avoidance
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Auto-QoS
Understand
Case Study how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Summary
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
This
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to the discusses
capability both
of a network
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2950 and
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
the
802.1q
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4000
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switches assign an internal differentiated services codepoint (DSCP) value to the packet. These
switches use the internal DSCP to make policing, queuing, and scheduling decisions.
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rewrite capabilities
and queue
scheduling
on the
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5000
The switches use the internal DSCP method of classification whether or not a packet contains an
IP header. Policing may mark down the internal DSCP value for packets out-of-profile of a
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
respective policer. As with the internal DSCP value, the switch carries the markdown DSCP value
3550 Family of Switches
but does not modify the packet during rate policing.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Both switches utilize ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) to carry out QoS features such
4500 IOS Family of Switches
as classification based on ACLs and policing. TCAM provides a high-rate packet-matching
algorithm for determining result actions. Security ACLs and IP routing decisions also use TCAM
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
for pattern matching. The use of TCAM is the method of choice for packet processing among
current
Catalyst
switches.
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
In brief, switches populate TCAM with masks, values, and results. Values may represent IP
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or anynetwork
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how
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is to provide
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including
and
on
egress
to
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results
for
actions
such
as
Layer
3
forwarding
and
packet
rewriting,
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and
delay- QoS
classification,
policing,
and security
processing.
sensitive traffic),
and improved
loss ACLs
characteristics.
Figure
6-2 has
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example of
a securityfor
ACL.
Theorganizations
figure does not
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While QoS
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an essential
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those
rolling
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new

hardware implementation of TCAM, but rather a logical representation for understanding the use
of TCAM. Actual hardware implementation of TCAM varies on each Catalyst Family of switch.

Figure 6-2. Logical Representation of TCAM
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
For additional
technical
on thevalues
architectural
usequeues
of TCAM,
to theCoS
following
Map specified
classinformation
of service (CoS)
to various
andrefer
maintain
values
technical
document
atof
Cisco.com:
through
the use
802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
"Understanding ACL Merge Algorithms and ACL Hardware Resources on Cisco Catalyst 6500
Switches"
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Exact implementations of TCAM vary significantly between Catalyst switching platforms. In
addition,
TCAM isACLs,
a limited
resource.
Thelow-latency
amount of queuing
ACLs thatonfitthe
into
TCAM
are limited
the
Implement
ACPs,
ACEs, and
Cisco
Catalyst
2950by
and
number
of
entries,
range
of
ports
specified,
range
of
IP
addresses,
masks,
and
various
other
3550 Family of Switches
platform-specific constraints. These limitations are found in the configuration guides for each
platform.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
From a network design perspective, the QoS features supported on the Catalyst 2950 and 3550
Family
Configure
of switches
QoSfitinthese
both switches
Hybrid and
intoNative
any end-to-end
mode on the
QoS
Catalyst
design.6500
Because
Family
theofCatalyst
Switches
3550
Family of switches also supports IP routing features, the switch also fits well as a small
Utilize or
Layer
QoS to Networks
classify varying
levels
of service
the Catalyst
MSFCport
and
distribution
core3 switch.
requiring
more
internalwith
redundancy
and 6500
additional
Flexwan
density
should instead utilize the Catalyst 4500 or Catalyst 6500 Family of switches. Figure 6-3
shows a sample network design using Catalyst 2950 and Catalyst 3550 Family of switches in a
to apply
QoS
campus network
designs
byand
examining
end-to-end
case in
small Understand
end-to-end how
design.
Figure
6-4inillustrates
the Catalyst
2950
3550 Family
of switches
studies
a campus network utilizing Catalyst 6500 switches in the core. The section, "Cisco IOS Software
Feature Sets," discusses the EI and EMI acronyms found in Figures 6-3 and 6-4.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayFigure 6-3. Sample Network Topology Using Catalyst 2950 and Catalyst
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Figure 6-4. Sample Campus Network Topology Using Catalyst 2950 and
Catalyst 3550 Family of Switches
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Software Requirements
Both the Catalyst 2950 and Catalyst 3550 Family of switches utilize Cisco IOS Software. At the
time of publication, these switches run the Cisco IOS 12.1 EA Software train.
These switches support many campus QoS features including policing, classification, marking,
and scheduling of packets or frames. The Catalyst 2950 and 3550 switches share many common
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2950 and 3550

Table 6-1.
Feature
Parity
Between
the
Catalyst
and
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
series 2950
switches

Catalyst 3550
Family of Switches in Cisco IOS 12.1(11)EA1

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Feature
Platform
Support and
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency
mechanisms,
classification and marking
Classification
2950 (EI) 3550
Map specified
class
of service
(CoS) values to various queues and maintain
CoS
values
Classification
based
on port
trust state
2950 (EI)
3550
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Classification
based on ACLs
2950 (EI) 3550
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family of Switches
Classification based on policy maps
2950 (EI) 3550
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Classification
based on trusting CoS
2950 (EI) 3550
Classification
based
onACPs,
port CoS
configuration
(EI) 2950
3550 and
Implement
ACLs,
ACEs,
and low-latency queuing on the Cisco2950
Catalyst
3550 Family of Switches
Classification based on trusting DSCP
2950 (EI) 3550
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the
Catalyst 4000 and
Classification
based
on IP precedence
3550
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Classification based on CDP from Cisco IP Phone
2950 3550
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Marking
2950 (EI) 3550
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst
Policing
29506500
(EI)MSFC
3550and
Flexwan
Ingress policing
2950 (EI) 3550
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Egress
policing
3550
studies
Configuration of Mapping Tables
2950 (EI) 3550
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected 2950
network
CoS-to-DSCP
(EI)traffic
3550 over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
IP precedence-to-DSCP
3550
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive
and delaysensitive
traffic),
and
improved
loss
characteristics.
DSCP-to-CoS
2950 (EI) 3550
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Policed DSCP mapping table

3550

IP precedence-to-DSCP mapping table configuration

3550

DSCP-to-DSCP mapping

3550

DSCP-to-CoS

2950 (EI)

Output Queuing and Scheduling

2950 3550
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Cisco IOS Software Feature Sets
End-to-end
deployment
techniques
fortwo
Cisco
Catalyst
switches
The
CatalystQoS
2950
Family of switches
runs
feature
setsseries
of Cisco
IOS, a standard image (SI)
and an enhanced image (EI). Several feature differences exist between the SI and EI versions.
The SI version only supports 64 VLANs, for instance, whereas the EI version supports 256 VLANs
Examine
various
QoS components,
including
congestion
congestion
with ACL
support
on physical
interfaces. The
SI only
supports management,
the output scheduling
QoS
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link
efficiency
features, whereas the EI adds support for classification, marking, and policing.mechanisms,
Table 6-1 and
classification
andfeatures
markingare available in the SI and EI versions by noting EI for features
illustrates
which QoS
that require the EI software version. Those switches that employ SI versions are upgradable to
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
EI with specific restrictions. Refer to the product release notes for details.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Familyalso
of Switches
The Catalyst
3550 Family
of switches
runs two different feature sets of IOS, a standard
multilayer image (SMI) and an enhanced multilayer image (EMI). With regard to IP routing, the
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
SMI version only supports IP routing and a few routing features such as static routing and
Catalyst 5000
Routing Information Protocol (RIP). The EMI version supports other routing protocols and IP
routing features including inter-VLAN routing, Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Interior Gateway
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Routing Protocol (IGRP), Extended Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (EIGRP), Border Gateway
3550 Family of Switches
Protocol (BGP), and the Hot Standby Routing Protocol (HSRP). Furthermore, the EMI version
supports
router ACLs
and a higher
numberand
of multicast
and MAC
addresses
switch.
Understand
classification,
policying,
schedulinggroups
capabilities
of the
Catalystper
4000
and
Nevertheless,
the
QoS
features
are
identical
between
the
SMI
and
EMI
versions.
As
a
result,
this
4500 IOS Family of Switches
chapter does not differentiate between the two versions. The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches is
upgradable
to the
EMI
version.
Refer
to Native
the product
notes for6500
details.
Configure
QoS
in both
Hybrid
and
moderelease
on the Catalyst
Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

NOTE
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
In Cisco IOS 12.1(9)EA1, several software changes occurred that optimized the use of
theof
TCAM
space
for is
QoS
ACLs. designed
As a result,
both the network
Catalyst resources.
2950 and QoS
Quality
service
(QoS)
theand
set security
of techniques
to manage
Family
of switches
possibly
entries
in Cisco IOS
12.1(9)EA
refers3550
to the
capability
of a network
tosupport
providemore
betterACL
service
to selected
network
traffic over
than
previous
versions.
various
LAN
and WAN
technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Global and Default Configuration
The Catalyst 2950 Family of switches does not require global configuration to enact on QoS
configuration. The default trust behavior of the Catalyst 2950 is untrusted. The Catalyst 2950
Family of switches uses the default port CoS value of zero by default for the internal DSCP value.
See the "Internal DSCP and Mapping Tables" section later in this chapter for more detailed
information about internal DSCP.
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a
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ingress
or
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[no]
mls qos
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Example
6-1 illustrates
a user globally enabling QoS and verifying the configuration on a
classification
and marking
Catalyst 3550 switch.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS and
Family
of Switches
Example
6-1. Enabling
Viewing
QoS Global Configuration on a

Catalyst
3550 Switch
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Switch#config
3550 Familyterminal
of Switches
Switch(config)#mls
qos
Understand classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Switch(config)#end
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Switch#show mls qos
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
QoS is
enabled globally
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
The default trust behavior of the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches is untrusted when QoS is
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
enabled. Furthermore, the switch carries out WRR scheduling with each queue receiving 25
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
percent of transmit bandwidth by default. The "Congestion Management" section of this chapter
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaydiscusses WRR in more detail.
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Input Scheduling
As with the other Catalyst platforms, neither the Catalyst 2950 nor the 3550 Family of switches
support input scheduling, and they perform only First-In, First-Out (FIFO) Queuing of ingress
packets. Not supporting input scheduling on any switch is not an issue when maintaining the
•
Table of Contents rate of the switch. Consult the Cisco product documentation for
supported packet-forwarding
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Index regarding the packet-forwarding rate of the Catalyst 2950 Family and Catalyst
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification and Marking
Classification establishes an internal DSCP value, which the switches use to differentiate packets
during packet processing, policing, and output scheduling and queuing. The Catalyst 2950
Family of switches supports the following classification options:
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Trust DSCP
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Pub
Extended
Date: June trust
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ACL-based
classification
Pages: 432
Classified model based on internal DSCP
CoS and DSCP mapping tables
The
CatalystQoS
3550
Family of switches
supports
theCatalyst
following
classification
End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
series
switches options:
Ingress
CoS QoS
configuration
Examineport
various
components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Trust
CoS
classification
and marking
Trust
DSCP class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Map specified
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Trust
IP precedenceCatOS Family of Switches
and 2948G/2980G
Extended
trust
on voice and
VLANs
Learn about
classification
and
rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Trust Cisco IP Phone
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
ACL-based classification
3550 Family of Switches
Classification model based on internal DSCP
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOSDSCP
Family
of Switches
CoS and
mapping
tables
QoSand
in both
and Native
mode
on theand
Catalyst
6500 Family respectively.
of Switches In
Both Configure
the trust CoS
trustHybrid
DSCP options
allow
for DSCP
CoS passthrough,
addition, the trust DSCP option on the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports DSCP
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
mutation.
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Internal
DSCP and Mapping Tables
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
As mentioned in the architecture overview section, the Catalyst 2950 Family and 3550 Family of
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
switches utilize an internal DSCP value to represent classification and marking of frames as the
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
frames traverse the switch. Because the switches use internal DSCP values, the switch maps
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayingress DSCP, CoS, and IP precedence to the internal DSCP values when dictated by the
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
classification configuration. When trusting DSCP, the switch maps ingress packets' DSCP directly
to an internal DSCP value. The only exception is in configuring DSCP mutation. Figure 6-5
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

illustrates the logical depiction of internal DSCP as a packet traverses a Catalyst 2950 or 3550
switch.

Figure 6-5. Logical Depiction of Internal DSCP
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For CoS and IP precedence mapping to an internal DSCP, the switches use a CoS-to-DSCP and
an
IP precedence-to-DSCP
mapping
table,
Tables
6-2
and 6-3 indicate the default
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
forrespectively.
Cisco Catalyst
series
switches
mappings for the CoS-to-DSCP and IP precedence-to-DSCP mappings, respectively.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Table 6-2. Default CoS-to-DSCP Mapping Table

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
CoS and 2948G/2980G
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
CatOS Family
of Switches
DSCP
0
8
16
24
32
40
48
56
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Table 6-3. Default IP Precedence-to-DSCP Mapping Table

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
IP Precedence
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
DSCP
0
8
16
24
32
40
48
56
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
The IP precedence-to-DSCP mapping table is configurable on the Catalyst 3550 Family of
Understand
tothe
apply
QoS in2950
campus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
case
switches,
whereashow
both
Catalyst
Family
and the
Catalyst
3550 Family
of switches
studies
support custom configuration of the CoS-to-DSCP mapping tables. To configure the CoS-to-DSCP
and IP precedence-to-DSCP mapping tables, use the following commands, respectively:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

mls qos map cos-dscpDSCP-list
mls qos map IP-prec-dscpDSCP-list
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DSCP-list represents the eight DSCP mapping values for each IP precedence value 0 to 7. For
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
example, a DSCP-list of 0 10 16 25 36 46 48 50 for a CoS-DSCP mapping configuration results in
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the CoS value of 0 mapping to a DSCP value 0, CoS value of 1 mapping to a DSCP value of 10,
and so forth. Examples 6-2 and 6-3 illustrate a user configuring and verifying configuration of a
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mapping table and a IP precedence-to-DSCP mapping table, respectively.
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Example 6-2. User Configuring and Verifying CoS-to-DSCP Mapping
Table
Pages: 432

End-to-end QoS deployment
Switch#config
terminal techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping,
link
Switch(config)#mls
qospolicing/admission
map cos-dscp 0 control,
8 16 30signaling,
30 46 50
50efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Switch(config)#end
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Switch#show mls qos map cos-dscp
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Cos-dscp map:
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
cos:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
-------------------------------3550
Family of Switches
dscp:
0 8 16 30 30
46 50 and
50 scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Understand
classification,
policying,
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and

Example
6-3. User Configuring and Verifying IP Precedence-to-DSCP
Flexwan
Mapping Table

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service
(QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
3550#config
terminal
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
variousconfiguration
LAN and WAN technologies.
The primary
goalEnd
of QoS
is to
provide flow priority, including
Enter
commands, one
per line.
with
CNTL/Z.
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), andqos
improved
loss characteristics.
3550(config)#mls
map ip-prec-dscp
0 8 16 28 30 46 50 55
While
QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
3550(config)#end

3550#show mls qos map ip-prec-dscp
IpPrecedence-dscp map:
ipprec:
•
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1
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5

6

7
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The Catalyst
2950 Family and 3550 Family of switches allow for static configuration of ingress
Pages: 432
CoS values used for DSCP mapping. The switches use ingress port CoS configurations to classify
untagged frames and override CoS values on tagged frames.
To configure a switch interface to represent a CoS value for an untagged frame, use the
following interface commands:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
mls qos trust cos
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
mls qos
coscos_value
Catalyst
5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
cos_value
represents
the CoS value
to assign
untaggedcapabilities
frames. The
requires
both
Understand
classification,
policying,
and to
scheduling
ofswitch
the Catalyst
4000
and
configuration
for assigning CoS values to untagged frames.
4500 IOScommands
Family of Switches
Example
6-4 illustrates
an example
of an
interface
configured
for trusting
for of
tagged
frames
Configure
QoS in both
Hybrid and
Native
mode
on the Catalyst
6500 CoS
Family
Switches
and the default configuration of assigning a CoS value of 0 to untagged frames.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Example 6-4. Example Interface Configuration of Trusting CoS Values
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
of Tagged
Frames and Assigning Default CoS Value 0 to Untagged
studies
Frames
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Switch#
show
running-config
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Building configuration...
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

!
(text deleted)
interface FastEthernet0/1
switchport access vlan 53
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end

End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
switches
Example 6-5QoS
illustrates
an interface
configured
forCatalyst
trustingseries
CoS for
tagged frames and assigning
a CoS value of 5 to untagged frames.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Example
6-5. and
Sample
Interface Configuration of Trusting CoS Values of
classification
marking

Tagged Frames and Assigning a Port CoS Value 5 to Untagged Frames
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Switch#show running-config
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
5000
Building
configuration...
!

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

(text deleted)
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
interface FastEthernet0/1
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
switchport access vlan 53
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
switchport
Flexwan voice vlan 700
no ip
address how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Understand
studies
mls qos cos 5
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the
capability
mls qos
trust
cos of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayspanning-tree
portfast
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
(text deleted)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

end

To configure an overriding CoS value on untagged and tagged frames on a switch interface, use
the following commands:
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mls qos coscos_value
mls qos cos override
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Themls
qos cos
override
to override
tags
frames with
the CoS value
specified in the
Examine
various
QoS signifies
components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
mls qos
cos
cos_value
command.
Example
6-6
shows
an
interface
configuration
using the and
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
override
feature.
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values

Example
through6-6.
the use
Sample
of 802.1q
Interface
tagging on Configuration
the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL,
of Trusting
3500XLand
and Catalyst
Assigning
4000
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
a Port CoS Value 5 to Untagged and Tagged Frames
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Switch#show running-config
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Building configuration...
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Figure 6-6. Trust DSCP Example
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Chapter 5, "Introduction to the Modular QoS Command-Line Interface," expands on how to
create and implement class maps and policy maps and includes examples. Consult Chapter 5
before reading the configuration examples and guidelines in the "Class Maps and Policy Maps"
section later in this chapter.
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
end
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Ingress DSCP Mutation
Classification using ingress DSCP mutation enables the switch to map ingress DSCP values to
alternate configured DSCP values. In essence, DSCP mutation is the logical equivalent to a
DSCP-to-DSCP mapping. Ingress DSCP mutation is commonly used when connecting multiple
autonomous QoS domains, as illustrated in Figure 6-8. This feature is only available on the
Catalyst 3550 Family of switches.
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Example 6-13 illustrates a sample configuration of ingress DSCP mutation for Figure 6-8.

Example 6-13. Sample Configuration for Ingress DSCP Mutation
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Policing
Both The Catalyst 2950 Family and 3550 Family of switches support policing with trusting, marking, and
DSCP markdown actions. Both switches use the modular command-line interface (CLI) as discussed in
Chapter 5 for configuring class maps and policy maps used for policing.
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Policing Resources and Guidelines
Table 6-4 summarizes the QoS policing resource restrictions and guidelines for software version
12.1(11)EA1. As indicated in Table 6-4, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches provides for additional QoS
features over the Catalyst 2950 Family of switches. These features include per-port VLAN-based policing
and egress policing. Furthermore, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports additional policing
resources that provide for a larger number of policers.
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rate limiting, the switch restricts ingress traffic collectively to 100 Mbps. Assuming all ingress traffic into
Switch-2 is unicast, only 100 Mbps of total traffic is sent out interfaces GigabitEthernet0/2 and 0/3. In
Figure 6-10, the switch applies the same policer outbound, and the switch only limits the traffic
transmitted out interfaces Gigabit Ethernet0/2 and 0/3 to 100 Mbps individually. Traffic from interface
GigabitEthernet0/4 to other interfaces flows without any restriction on rate.
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Individual and Aggregate Policing

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Individual policers apply bandwidth limits discretely to each interface for defined policy maps. The Catalyst
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
2950 Family of switches supports only individual policers; however, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysupports aggregate policers.
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Class maps define traffic classes within a policy map. Use the following policy map class clause
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

configuration command to configure individual policers:
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Catalyst 6000 Family of switches. These switches use aggregate policers to apply rate-limiting
constraints among multiple ports or VLANs.
Use the following global configuration command to configure an aggregate policer:
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InExample 6-17, the switch subjects all traffic ingress from interface GigabitEthernet0/1 to the aggregate
rate limiting policer of 500 Mbps. However, the switch rewrites the IP precedence value differently based
on class maps while maintaining the aggregate policer of 500 Mbps to traffic that matches either policer.
Use the following command to display the policy maps-to-policer configuration:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
show mls qos aggregate-policer [aggregate-policer-name]
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Port-Based, VLAN-Based, and Per-Port Per-VLAN-Based Policing
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Port-based policing entails binding policy maps to individual ports. VLAN-based policing involves attaching
a policy map to a VLAN interface. The Catalyst 2950 Family of switches supports only port-based policing.
The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports port-based policing and a variant of VLAN-based policing
referred to as per-port per-VLAN policing. The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches does not support applying
policers to VLAN interfaces. Per-port per-VLAN policing consists of the typical class map clauses nested in a
second-class map with a VLAN-class match clause. The switch is only able to bind per-port per-VLAN to
trunk ports and VLAN access ports. Example 6-19 illustrates a sample configuration of per-port per-VLANbased
policing.
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Trusting Action
The use of trusting as a policing action is identical to trusting based on an ACL. The Catalyst 3550 Family
of switches supports trusting as a policing action. The supported trusting options include trusting CoS or
DSCP.
Policy maps organize the trusting actions using the following policy map class clause command:
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Example 6-20 illustrates a Catalyst 3550 configured to trust DSCP for packets that match ACL 100.
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Example 6-20. Sample Configuration of Trusting as a Policing Action
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Both studies
the Catalyst 2950 Family and 3550 Family of switches support marking as a policing action. Both
switches supports marking of DSCP using the following policy map class action command:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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For the Catalyst 2950 Family of switches, use the follow command to configure the exceed-action of a
traffic-rate
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
mls qos map policed-dscpdscp-list tomark-down-dscp
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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value specified by the mark-down-dscp value when exceeding the configured rate. To configure the
exceed-action of the traffic-rate policer, use the following command:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

policerate-bps burst-byte [exceed-action {drop | policed-dscp-transmit}]

Example 6-24 illustrates a user configuring and verifying the policed DSCP mapping table.
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Switch(config)#end
Switch#show mls qos map policed-dscp
Policed-dscp map:
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Burst Size

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Because of the behavior of TCP/IP and UDP applications, packet drops due to policing may significantly
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throughput
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayConfiguration of the burst size follows several other Catalyst platform recommendations. For TCP
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
applications, use the following formula to calculate the burst size parameter used for policing:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

<Burst> = 2 * <RTT> * <Rate>

RTT defines the approximate round-trip time for a TCP session. If RTT is unknown, use a RTT value of 1 ms
to 1 second depending on estimated latency. The burst calculation for a rate of 64 kbps and an RTT of 100
ms is as follows
<Burst> = 2 * <.100 sec> * <64000 bits/sec>
•
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Management and Avoidance

After the switch classifies, marks, and polices a packet against QoS rules, the switch queues the packet int
a transmit queue for output scheduling. Placing the packet into one of multiple queues allows for the switch
to differentiate service by transmitting packets from the queue with specific order and priority. The Catalys
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WRR scheduling

Strict-priority scheduling services packets placed into higher-priority queues before servicing packets in
lower-priority queues. Although this mechanism works well for high-priority traffic such as Voice over IP
(VoIP), this mechanism may starve transmission of traffic in lower-priority queues. As a result, the second
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In brief, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports the following queuing and output scheduling
mechanisms:
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Flexwan
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Congestion Management with the Catalyst 2950 and 3550 Family of Switches

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
As noted in the preceding section, both the Catalyst 2950 Family and Catalyst 3550 Family of switches
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
perform output scheduling via strict-priority queuing and WRR, although each family of switches exploits
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaydifferent default configurations. In summary, both the Catalyst 2950 Family and Catalyst 3550 Family of
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
switches support the following congestion management configuration options:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

DSCP-to-CoS Mapping
CoS-to-Transmit Queue Mapping
Strict-Priority Queuing
Configurable Weights for WRR
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packet process, the CoS value of the packet needs to be updated on transmit. As a result, the switch
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Table 6-5. Default DSCP-to-CoS Mapping Table
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Example
6-25. Verifying and Configuring the DSCP-to-CoS Mapping
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Switch#configure
terminal
While QoS has become
an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Switch(config)#mls qos map dscp-cos 37 38 39 to 5
Switch(config)#mls qos map dscp-cos 32 to 3
Switch(config)#end
Switch#show mls qos map dscp-cos
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and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

CoS-to-Transmit Queue Mapping
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Switch classifies packets with an internal DSCP value based on configuration.
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Switch schedules packet out of the transmit queue based on strict-priority queuing or WRR.
Table 6-6 illustrates the default CoS-to-transmit queue mapping.

Table 6-6. Default CoS-to-Transmit Queue Mapping Table
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Use the following command to display the CoS-to-transmit queue mapping:
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before servicing lower-priority queues.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
The Catalyst
Catalyst3550
5000Family of switches utilizes the strict-priority queue configuration with WRR for schedulin
all the packets out of transmit queue four before servicing any other queue. The switch still utilizes WRR fo
Implement
ACLs,
and low-latency
Catalyst 2950
and different from
scheduling
packets
out ACPs,
of the ACEs,
remaining
queues. Thequeuing
behavioronofthe
thisCisco
configuration
is slightly
3550 Family
of Catalyst
Switches2950 Family of switches. Priority Queuing on the Catalyst 2950 Family of
the behavior
on the
switches services higher-priority queues before lower-priority queues in order and does not support the
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
concept
of a single
expedite queue.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
To configure the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches for the strict-priority scheduling of transmit queue four,
Configure
QoS
in bothcommand:
Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
use the
following
interface
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
priority-queue out
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

As a result of the strict-priority scheduling algorithm on both the Catalyst 2950 and 3550 Family of
switches, the switches may never transmit traffic out of lower-priority queues when line-rate traffic exists i
higher-priority queues. Although this behavior is warranted for high-priority traffic such as VoIP, many
applications of strict-priority queuing may starve lower-priority traffic. To remedy this situation, consider
configuring the switch for WRR bandwidth and WRED as discussed in the next section.
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By default, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches utilizes WRR for congestion management. The Catalyst
By
Mike Family
Flannagan
No. supports
7651, Richard
Froom
CCIE
No. 5102configuration.
,
2950
of CCIE®
switches
WRR
as an
optional
Both the Catalyst 2950 Family and
Kevin
Turek
CCIE
No.
7284
3550 Family of switches support adjusting the scheduling weight for each transmit queue. For the Catalyst
2950 Family of switches, WRR configuration is a global configuration. On the Catalyst 3550 Family of
Publisher:
Ciscoconfiguration
Press
switches,
WRR
is per interface. The scheduling weight effectively determines the egress
bandwidth
Pub Date: per
June queue.
06, 2003 Use the following egress bandwidth formula to determine WRR weight:
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

(W/S) * B = n
Pages: 432

W represents the WRR weight of the queue, and S represents the sum of all weights of the active queues. B
is the available bandwidth of the outgoing interface(s), and n represents the egress bandwidth.
For example, each queue, 1 through 4, is assigned the following WRR weights on a Gigabit Ethernet
interface,
respectively:
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
50 50 100 200
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
TheS avoidance,
of the weights
is 400.
As a result of thiscontrol,
configuration,
each
transmit
queue
receives the
following
shaping,
policing/admission
signaling,
link
efficiency
mechanisms,
and
egress
bandwidth: and marking
classification
Queue
1: 125 class
Mbps of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Map specified
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Queue
2: 125 MbpsCatOS Family of Switches
and 2948G/2980G
Queue
3: 250classification
Mbps
Learn about
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Queue 4: 500 Mbps
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
To configure
the scheduling
weight of total bandwidth per queue, use the following global configuration
3550 Family
of Switches
command for the Catalyst 2950 Family of switches and interface configuration command for the Catalyst
3550 Understand
Family of switches:
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
wrr-queue bandwidthweight1...weight4
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and
improved
characteristics.
weight1…weight4
represent
fourloss
weighted
values assigned to transmit queues 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. Use
the following command to display the configured WRR bandwidth per queue:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Example 6-27 illustrates a user configuring the WRR bandwidth per queue for heavier weights on higherPublisher:
Cisco and
Press verifying the WRR bandwidth configuration on a Catalyst 2950 switch. In this example,
priority
queues
Pub Date:
June 06,10
2003
queue
1 receives
percent of the bandwidth, queue 2 receives 20 percent of the bandwidth, queue 3
ISBN:
receives
30 1-58705-120-6
percent of the bandwidth, and queue 4 receives 40 percent of the bandwidth on egress.
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Example 6-27. User Configuring and Verifying a WRR Bandwidth Configuration
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Switch#configure terminal
Examine various QoS components,
congestion
management, congestion
Switch(config)#wrr-queue
bandwidthincluding
10 20 30
40
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Switch(config)#end
Map specified
class ofbandwidth
service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Switch#show
wrr-queue
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
of Switches
WRR Queue
:
1
2 CatOS
3 Family
4
Learn about
classification
Bandwidth
: 10
20 30 and
40 rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

To demonstrate
measure the
scheduling
of strict-priority
and WRR
transmit
Understandand
classification,
policying,
andbehavior
scheduling
capabilities ofqueuing
the Catalyst
4000on
and
queues,
three
packet-generator
ports
were
connected
to
the
switch
as
shown
in
Figure
6-11
using
the swit
4500 IOS Family of Switches
configuration shown in Example 6-28. The first traffic-generator port connected to interface
GigabitEthernet0/1
sending
1 Gbps
of traffic
withona the
CoSCatalyst
value of6500
0, whereas
traffic-generator port
Configure QoSwas
in both
Hybrid
and Native
mode
Familythe
of Switches
connected to interface GigabitEthernet0/2 was sending 100 Mbps of traffic with a CoS value of 5. A third
trafficUtilize
generator
interface
FastEthernet0/1
to measure
the
received
rateMSFC
of each
packet type.
Layerconnects
3 QoS totoclassify
varying
levels of service
with the
Catalyst
6500
and
TableFlexwan
6-7 shows the result of a strict-priority queue versus several configurations using WRR with default
CoS-to-transmit queue mappings.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality
of service
(QoS)
is the set Topology
of techniquesfor
designed
to manage network
resources. QoSQueuing
Figure
6-11.
Network
Demonstrating
Strict-Priority
refers to the capability of a network to provideVersus
better service
to
selected
network
traffic over
WRR
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Example 6-28. Interface Configuration for Demonstrating Strict-Priority
Queuing
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432 running-config
Switch#show

Building configuration...
(text deleted)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
!
interface
FastEthernet0/1
Examine
various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
switchport
access
2
classification
and vlan
marking
Map specified
of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
switchport
mode class
access
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
mls and
qos2948G/2980G
trust cos CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
spanning-tree
portfast
Catalyst 5000
!

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Family of Switches
(text3550
deleted)
!

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

interface GigabitEthernet0/1
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
switchport
access
vlan
2
Utilize Layer
3 QoS
to classify
varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
switchport mode access
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
mls studies
qos trust cos
spanning-tree
portfast
Quality
of service (QoS)
is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
!
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay!
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While
QoS has
become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
interface
GigabitEthernet0/2

switchport access vlan 2
switchport mode access
mls qos trust cos
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Table 6-7. Demonstrating Strict-Priority Queuing Versus WRR on Transmit
Queues on the Catalyst 2950
No. of Packets with CoS = 0
No. of Packets with CoS = 5
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniquesReceived
for Cisco Catalyst series switches Received
Trial Description
Default configuration (strict-priority 0
148,805
queuing)
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
WRR queue bandwidth 25 25 25 25
74,400
74,400
classification and marking
WRR queue bandwidth 10 20 30 40
35,705
113,100
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
WRRthrough
queue bandwidth
20 100
135,805
the use of 10
802.1q
tagging13,000
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL
and Catalyst 4000
100 and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Congestion Avoidance with the 3550 Family of Switches

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports the following congestion avoidance mechanisms on Gigabit
Ethernet-capable
interfaces:
Understand classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Tail-drop thresholds
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
WRED drop thresholds
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Transmit queue size manipulation
Understand
to apply
in campus
network
designs
byconfiguration
examining end-to-end
case
Furthermore,
the how
Catalyst
3550QoS
Family
of switches
supports
only
of minimum
reserve levels
studies
for congestion avoidance on Fast Ethernet interfaces.

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Tail
Drop
various
LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
The
Catalyst
traffic),
3550and
Family
improved
of switches
loss characteristics.
utilizes two thresholds for congestion avoidance. By default, the switc
maps all packets to a single threshold per queue. As a result, when a transmit queue becomes full, the
While
has
become
essential
technology
for those
outqueue.
a new This behavior is th
switchQoS
drops
any
furtheranpackets
needing
placement
into organizations
the respectiverolling
transmit

default when any queue becomes congested and is subsequently unable to hold additional packets.

The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches allows for two tail-drop thresholds, whereas the switch tail drops
packets with a lower priority over packets with a higher priority. The switch CLI refers to these thresholds a
thresholds-1 and thresholds-2, respectively. The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches employs priorities for
thresholds strictly on internal DSCP. The ingress interface determines the egress tail-drop threshold
mapping and this configuration is only applicable to Gigabit Ethernet-capable interfaces. As a result, the
switch treats all ingress packets from Fast Ethernet interfaces with the threshold-2 configuration.
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In practice, tail-drop
thresholds are useful in mitigating congestion. Consider, for example, a large network
Cisco
Catalyst
Quality of Service
in Campus
consisting
ofQoS:
high-priority
data and
voice Networks
applications.

The high-priority data application is built on TCP/IP
By
Mike
Flannagan
CCIE®
No. 7651between
, Richard Froom
CCIE users.
No. 5102
,
and
provides
for
file sharing
network
The
application adapts well to TCP/IP back-pressure
Kevin
Turek CCIE
No.
7284
and packet
loss.
The
network uses voice applications for IP telephony. Because both applications are critica
the network administrators assign a DSCP value of 40 to the file-sharing application while using the defaul
DSCP
valueCisco
associated
with Cisco IP Phones, 46. Packets from both applications occupy transmit queue 3.
Publisher:
Press
ThePub
switch
is
using
WRR
to service queue 3 with half the available bandwidth on egress interfaces. Before
Date: June 06, 2003
implementing
tail-drop
thresholds,
the network administrators noticed that the file-sharing application was
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
filing the transmit queue 3 causing excessive drops for voice applications. To remedy this situation, the
Pages: 432
network administrators implemented tail-drop thresholds. The network administrators configured the switc
to tail drop packets from the file-sharing application when the queue becomes 30 percent full while only
dropping voice application traffic when the queue is 100 percent full. This configuration yields ample
transmit queue space for the voice applications, while the file-sharing program maintained high-priority
service in transmit queue 3 but was unable to monopolize the buffer space.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
To configure an interface for tail-drop congestion avoidance, use the following interface command.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
wrr-queue thresholdqueue-id threshold-percentage1 threshold-percentage2
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

queue-id
refers toclassification,
the respective
transmit and
queue,
1 through
4. threshold-percentage1
and and
thresholdUnderstand
policying,
scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst 4000
percentage2
refer
to the
4500 IOS
Family
of tail-drop
Switches percentage thresholds respectively. Valid percentages are in the range 1
to 100.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
To configure the ingress interface for threshold mapping, use the following interface configuration
command:
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic),
and threshold-id
improved loss characteristics.
wrr-queue
dscp-map
dscp1 ... dscp8
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

threshold-id represents a number 1 or 2 for threshold-precentage1 or 2, respectively. dscp1 … dscp8
represents up to eight DSCP values for threshold mapping.
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As mentioned previously, the DSCP-to-threshold mapping resides on the ingress interface of
thresholds on the egress interfaces, the switch
Kevin requires
Turek CCIE
No.mapping
7284
the
configuration on the ingress interfaces. In addition, only Gigabit Ethernetcapable interfaces support DSCP-to-threshold mapping.
ByMike
Flannagan
CCIE®
No.for
7651
, Richardto
Froom
CCIEtoNo.
5102,
traffic.
As a
result,
packets
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specific
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Example 6-29 illustrates sample interface configurations for DSCP mapping to tail-drop thresholds.
Pages: 432
GigabitEthernet0/1 is the ingress interface, whereas GigabitEthernet0/2 is the egress interface of the packe
flow. Ingress packets with DSCP values 40 and 46 on GigabitEthernet0/1 map to threshold 2. The threshold
percentages are 50 percent and 100 percent, respectively.

End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst seriesfor
switches
Example QoS
6-29.
Sample
Interface
Configuration
Congestion Avoidance Using
Tail-Drop Thresholds
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Current configuration : 198 bytes
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
!
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
interface GigabitEthernet0/1
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
switchport
Catalyst 5000
trunk encapsulation dot1q
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
switchport
mode
trunk
3550 Family of Switches
no ip address
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS
Family of2Switches
wrr-queue
dscp-map
40 46
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
interface GigabitEthernet0/2
Flexwan
switchport
trunk
dot1q network designs by examining end-to-end case
Understand
how encapsulation
to apply QoS in campus
studies
switchport mode trunk
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
no iptoaddress
refers
the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
mls qos bandwidth,
trust dscpcontrolled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaydedicated
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
wrr-queue threshold 1 50 100
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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With Catalyst
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avoidance
the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches drops packets
Cisco
QoS: Quality
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in Campusmechanism,
Networks
when
queues
reach
a
certain
percentage
threshold
or
become
full. The use of tail drop may result in an
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102
,
undesirable
behavior
of
applications
that
specifically
use
TCP/IP.
When a queue becomes full or reaches a
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
certain percentage for packets matching a specific threshold, the tail drop instantaneously drops packets
until the respective queue is no longer full. When these packet drops occur, TCP/IP applications reduce
Publisher: Cisco Press
bandwidth accordingly. When the queue is no longer full and able to accept more packets, however, TCP/IP
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
applications
begin to increase throughput, which results in another full transmit queue condition. To utilize
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
the transmit
queue more effectively and prevent TCP/IP from increasing and decreasing throughput at
Pages:
432same time, the condition also known as global synchronization of TCP, the Catalyst 3550
relatively
the
Family of switches supports WRED. Chapter 2, in the "Congestion Avoidance" section, discusses global
synchronization of TCP in more detail.

The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches uses the WRED algorithm to randomly drop packets in a transmit
queue
before
thresholds
and techniques
queue full conditions.
In this manner,
multiple TCP/IP applications randomly
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
for Cisco Catalyst
series switches
reduce bandwidth instead of simultaneously reducing the transmit rate. Tail-drop conditions may still occur
when using the WRED algorithm under periods of considerable congestion, low-percentage threshold value
or with
applications
that
docomponents,
not decreaseincluding
throughput
accordingly.
A practicalcongestion
example is using WRED to
Examine
various
QoS
congestion
management,
handle
congestion
on
an
interface
to
a
core
switch
that
carries
multiple
file
transfers
and voice
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
andapplication
traffic.
To
prevent
congestion
of
higher-priority
traffic
and
prevent
all
the
file
transfers
from
throttling
classification and marking
bandwidth at the same time, WRED provides the best solution over tail dropping.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Configuration
anduse
implementation
of WRED
mirrors
drop. 2900XL,
The Catalyst
3550
Family
of switches
through the
of 802.1q tagging
on the
Ciscotail
Catalyst
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000 utilizes
two configurable
thresholds
thatFamily
signifyofpercentages
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Switches to randomly discard packets. In this manner, the
switch is configurable to allow for random drop of packets with a lower priority over packets with a higher
priority.
Learn
Theabout
switch
classification
CLI refers to
and
these
rewrite
thresholds
capabilities
as thresholds-1
and queue and
scheduling
thresholds-2,
on the respectively.
Cisco
The
Catalyst
Catalyst
3550 5000
Family of switches employs assignment to thresholds strictly based on internal DSCP. The
ingress interface determines the egress tail-drop threshold mapping and this configuration is only applicab
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,interfaces.
ACEs, andAs
low-latency
queuing
the Cisco
Catalyst
2950from
and Fast Ethernet
to Gigabit
Ethernet-capable
a result, the
switchon
treats
all ingress
packets
3550 with
Family
Switches configuration.
interfaces
theof
threshold-2
Understand
classification,
policying,
and
scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst 4000 and
To configure
the egress
interface
for WRED,
use
the following
command:
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

wrr-queue
random-detect
max-threshold
queue-id
threshold-percentage1
threshold-percentage2
Quality of service
(QoS) is the
set of techniques
designed
to manage network resources.
QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
queue-id refers to the respective transmit queue, 1 through 4. threshold-percentage1 and thresholdpercentage2
refer
to theantail-drop
percentage
thresholds,
respectively. Valid
While QoS has
become
essential
technology
for those organizations
rollingpercentages
out a new are in the range 1

to 100.
To configure the ingress interface for threshold mapping, use the following interface configuration
command:
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wrr-queue dscp-mapthreshold-id dscp1 ... dscp8
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threshold-id represents a number 1 or 2 for threshold-precentage1 or 2, respectively. dscp1 … dscp8
represents up to eight DSCP values for threshold mapping.

Example 6-30 shows a sample interface configuration for DSCP mapping to WRED thresholds.
GigabitEthernet0/1 is the ingress interface, whereas GigabitEthernet0/2 is the egress interface of the packe
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques
forand
Cisco
series switches map to threshold 2. The threshold
flow.
Ingress
packets
with DSCP
values 40
46Catalyst
on GigabitEthernet0/1
percentages are 50 percent and 100 percent, respectively.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Example
6-30.and
Sample
classification
markingInterface Configuration for Congestion Avoidance

WRED Thresholds

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Current configuration : 198 bytes
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
!
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
interface
GigabitEthernet0/1
3550 Family of Switches
switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOSmode
Family
of Switches
switchport
trunk
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
no ip address
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
wrr-queue
Flexwandscp-map 2 40 46
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
!
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
interface
refers to theGigabitEthernet0/2
capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
switchport
trunk encapsulation
dot1q
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter and
latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
switchport mode trunk
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Using

no ip address
mls qos trust dscp
wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold 1 20 90
wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold 2 25 100
•
•
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
show Examine
mls qosvarious
interface
[interface_name]
statistics
QoS components,
including
congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Example
6-31the
illustrates
sampletagging
output from
the
show
mls qos
interface
statistics
command
through
use of 802.1q
on the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and Catalyst
4000for WRED
statistics.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
5000 Sample Output from the show mls qos interface statistics
Example
6-31.
Command for WRED Statistics
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Switch#show
qosofint
gig0/1 statistics
4500 IOSmls
Family
Switches
GigabitEthernet0/1
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Ingress
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
dscp: incoming
no_change classified policed
dropped (in bytes)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Others:
studies
0
0
0
0
0
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Egress
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
and WAN technologies.
The primary goal
of QoS isdropped
to provide
flow
priority, including
dscp:LAN
incoming
no_change classified
policed
(in
bytes)
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic),
and improved
Others:
547610028
n/a loss characteristics.
n/a
0
0
While
QoS has
become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
WRED drop
counts:

qid

•
•

thresh1

thresh2

FreeQ

1 : 385873

7637384

511

2 : 0

0

1024

0

1024

0

1024

3 : 0
4 : 0
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Transmit
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The Catalyst
3550 Family of switches allows for transmit queue size manipulation on a per-queue basis on
Pages: 432
Gigabit Ethernet-capable interfaces. By default, each queue receives 25 percent of the transmit queue. At
the time of publication, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports 4096 packet queues per Gigabit
Ethernet interface; subsequently, each queue receives 1024 packet queues per Gigabit Ethernet interface.
Queue size manipulation is useful when wanting to increase or decrease queue sizes based on protocol
application. For example, queuing large amounts of voice and live video is not necessary. By the time the
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques for
Catalyst
series
voice or video
arrives
at the destination,
theCisco
application
will
mostswitches
likely discard the packets. Hearing
delayed audio or seeing delayed video for live sources such as IP telephony is undesirable. Nevertheless,
data transfers are less sensitive to delay. As a result, storing a fair amount of data packets in a queue may
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
not affect the performance of the data-centric applications.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
A practical example is to minimize the queue size for delay-sensitive applications such as voice and video
while utilizing larger queue sizes for data transfers. To configure the percentage of transit queues size for
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
each queue, use the following interface command:
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
wrr-queue
queue-limit
weight1 weight2 weight3 weight4
4500 IOS
Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Use the
following formula to determine the queue size for a Gigabit Ethernet interface:

Understand
(W/S) * Q =how
n to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
W represents the WRR weight of the queue, and S represents the sum of all weights of the active queues. Q
Quality
of service
the
set of techniques
to manage
network
QoS
is the total
queue (QoS)
size of is
the
outgoing
interface. designed
Gigabit Ethernet
interfaces
onresources.
the Catalyst
3550 Family of
refers
to
the
capability
of
a
network
to
provide
better
service
to
selected
network
traffic
over
switches utilize 4096 packet buffers. n represents the queue size per queue.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter4,and
latency (required
by some
interactive
andon
delayFor
example,
each queue,
1 through
is assigned
the following
queue
size weights
a Gigabit Ethernet
sensitive traffic),
and improved loss characteristics.
interface,
respectively:
While10
QoS
become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
20 has
30 40

TheS of the weights is 100. As a result of this configuration, each interface configures for the following
queue sizes:
Queue 1: 410
Queue 2: 820
•
•

Queue 3:
1228
Table
of Contents
Index
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Because of hardware implementation, the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches rounds the queue size to the
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closest configurable queue size. Use the show mls qos interfaceinterfacestatistics command while the
port is in the shutdown state to view the exact queue size provided by the hardware.
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Size for Fast Ethernet Interfaces
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The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches supports configuration of minimum buffer size for Fast Ethernet
interfaces. The buffer size manipulation allows for adjusting the buffer queue size for different types of
traffic. Generally, time-sensitive data such as VoIP traffic requires smaller queue sizes to avoid jitter,
whereas
large
data
transfer of
images and
benefits
from
larger
queue size.
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques
forfiles
Cisco
Catalyst
series
switches

The Catalyst 3550 Family of switches uses globally configured, minimum buffer levels for application to Fas
Ethernet
interfaces.
These
support
up to 8congestion
distinct buffer
levels, andcongestion
each buffer level denotes the
Examine
various
QoS switches
components,
including
management,
packet
buffer sizeshaping,
in a range
of 10 to 170 packets.
Use
the following
global command
to configure
avoidance,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link efficiency
mechanisms,
and the
minimum
buffer levels:
classification
and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550qos
Family
of Switches
[no]mls
min-reserve
min-reserve-level min-reserve-buffersize
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
min-reserve-level represents of the eight global configurable buffer levels, and min-reserve-buffersize
represents
buffer
sizetoinclassify
numbervarying
of packets.
Utilizethe
Layer
3 QoS
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
To attach the mim-reserve-level to an interface queue, use the following command:
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Whilewrr-queue
[no]
QoS has become
min-reserve
an essential
queue-id
technology
min-reserve-level
for those organizations rolling out a new

queue-id represents the interface transmit queue; min-reserve-level refers to the global minimum buffer
level to attach to the transmit queue.
Use the following command to verify the minimum buffer level configuration:
•
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show mls qos interface [interface_name]buffers
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Example 6-32 illustrates a user displaying a sample interface configuration using minimum buffer levels an
End-to-end
deploymentIntechniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
series
verifying
theQoS
configuration.
this example,
the switch
uses
smallswitches
packet buffers for higher-priority traffic
and larger packet buffers for low-priority traffic:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Example
6-32. User Verifying Configuration of Minimum Buffer Levels
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Switch#show
running-config
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family of Switches
Building
Learnconfiguration...
about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
!
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
(text3550
deleted)
Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
mls qos min-reserve 1 170
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
!

mls qos min-reserve 7 20
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
mls qos
min-reserve 8 10
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
mls qos
studies
!
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
!
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayinterface
FastEthernet0/4
sensitive traffic),
and improved loss characteristics.
no ip
address
While
QoS
has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

mls qos trust dscp
wrr-queue bandwidth 10 20 30 40
wrr-queue min-reserve 2 5
wrr-queue min-reserve 3 7
•
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Switch#show mls qos interface buffers
FastEthernet0/1
Minimum
reserve
buffer size:
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
170 100 100 100 100 100 20 10
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
Minimum
reserve
bufferpolicing/admission
level select: control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
1 2 3 4
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Auto-QoS
Auto-QoS eases the deployment of QoS on Catalyst switches by applying recommended QoS
configuration for typical networks, especially those deploying VoIP. For the Catalyst 2950 Family
and Catalyst 3550 Family of switches, the Auto-QoS feature, as supported in 12.1.12c(EA1), aids
•
TableofofQoS
Contents
in configuration
for classification, egress scheduling, and congestion management of VoIP
•
Index
traffic for Cisco IP telephony. Upcoming software versions will offer additional Auto-QoS
Cisco
Catalyst QoS: Quality of Service in Campus Networks
features.
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Auto-QoS Classification
Publisher: Cisco Press
Date: June 06, 2003
ThePub
Catalyst
2950 Family and 3550 Family of switches support two methods of classification
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6
when Auto-QoS
is enabled. The first method classifies traffic strictly based on ingress CoS.
Pages:this
432 configuration option just adds the trust CoS command to the interface for
Moreover,
classification purposes. This method is useful for classifying traffic for interfaces connecting other
switches.

The second method uses the trust Cisco IP Phone classification method as discussed in the "Trust
Cisco IP Phone Device" section of this chapter. In brief, this method trusts ingress CoS only
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
when a Cisco IP Phone is connected to an interface. This configuration option just adds the mls
qos trust device cisco-phone and mls qos trust cos commands to the interface for
classification.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
To configure
an interface
for Auto-QoS of classification based on trust, use the following interface
classification
and marking
command:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
auto qos voip trust
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
To configure an interface for Auto-QoS of classification based on trust and whether a Cisco IP
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
phone is discovered on the interface, use the following interface command:
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
auto qos voip cisco-phone
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Both of these classification options for Auto-QoS trust CoS for ingress frames. With these
configuration, the switch classifies all untagged frames with a CoS value of zero regardless of the
DSCP value. As a result, Auto-QoS is not the method of choice for applying classification based
on DSCP or IP precedence.
•
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Both the configuration options discussed in the preceding section also configure the Catalyst
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2950 Family and Catalyst 3550 Family of switches for congestion management.
Publisher:the
Cisco
Press
Foremost,
Auto-QoS
feature modifies the CoS-to-DSCP mapping resulting in the nondefault
Pub Date:
Junevalues
06, 2003
internal
DSCP
for classified frames. On the Catalyst 2950 Family of switches, the CoS-toDSCP mapping
is a global configuration. On the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches, the CoS-toISBN: 1-58705-120-6
DSCP Pages:
mapping
432 is an interface configuration. The nondefault CoS-to-DSCP mapping is a follows
for CoS values 0 through 7, respectively: 0 8 16 26 32 46 48 56. In addition, Auto-QoS
configures both switches for mapping CoS 5 to queue 4.

In addition, the Auto-QoS feature modifies egress scheduling such that the switch only uses
three egress transmission queues. The Auto-QoS feature achieves this configuration by assigning
End-to-end
deployment
Cisco
series
switches
CoS value 5QoS
to queue
4; CoS techniques
values 3, 6,for
and
7 toCatalyst
queue 3;
and CoS
values 0, 1, and 2 to queue
1. The Auto-QoS feature assigns the CoS value of 5 to queue 4, the expedite queue, because
Cisco IP Phones mark voice traffic with CoS value 5. The Auto-QoS assigns CoS value 3 along
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
with the CoS value 6 and 7, which are used by routing protocols and spanning-tree bridge
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
protocol data units (BPDUs), because Cisco IP Phones mark control traffic with a CoS value of 3.
classification and marking
Auto-QoS also assigns different weights for WRR to each queue. For the Catalyst 2950, queuing
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
is based on strict priority for queue 4. Therefore, queue 4 does not receive a weighted value.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Similarly, for the Catalyst 3550 Family of switches, Auto-QoS configures queue 4 as the expedite
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
queue. On both switches, queue 3 and queue 1 receive weights of 80 percent and 20 percent,
respectively.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Finally, on the Catalyst 3550, Auto-QoS adjusts the buffer size of the Gigabit Ethernet and Fast
Ethernet
interface
queues.
The
higher-priority
queues
receiveon
a smaller
queue
size,2950
whereas
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing
the Cisco
Catalyst
and the
lower-priority
queues
receive
a
larger
queue
size.
This
algorithm
is
used
because
high-priority
3550 Family of Switches
traffic is affected by jitter and queuing packets increases jitter. Furthermore, data traffic
occupying
lower-priority
queuespolicying,
is less affected
by jitter; capabilities
therefore, storing
packets
Understand
classification,
and scheduling
of the more
Catalyst
4000 and
prevents
drops
while maintaining low-priority service.
4500excessive
IOS Family
of Switches
In summary,
the
Auto-QoS
a macro
configuring
classification
congestion
Configure
QoS
in both provides
Hybrid and
Nativefor
mode
on the Catalyst
6500 and
Family
of Switches
management based on trusting CoS for all ingress frames or only on interfaces connected to
CiscoUtilize
IP Phones.
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Auto-QoS on the Catalyst 2950 Family and Catalyst 3550 Family of switches adds the following
configuration
commands
as illustrated
in Tables
6-8 to designs
6-12 in software
version
12.1.12c(EA1):
Understand
how to apply
QoS in campus
network
by examining
end-to-end
case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
Table
LAN and
6-8.
WAN
Catalyst
technologies.
2950
The Auto-QoS-Added
primary goal of QoS is Global
to provide
Configuration
flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter andCommands
latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

wrr-queue bandwidth 20 1 80 0
wrr-queue bandwidth 20 1 80 0
wrr-queue cos-map 1 0 1 2 4
wrr-queue cos-map 3 3 6 7
wrr-queue cos-map 4 5
•

Table of Contents
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Table 6-9. Catalyst 2950 Auto-QoS-Added Interface Configuration
Commands
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mls qos trust cos
Pages: 432

mls qos trust device cisco-phone

Themls qos trust device cisco-phone command is only added by Auto-QoS when the
interface
is configured
for thetechniques
cisco-phone
option.
End-to-end
QoS deployment
for Cisco
Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and
marking 3550 Auto-QoS-Added Global Configuration
Table
6-10.
Catalyst

Commands

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
mls qos
map cos-dscpCatOS
0 8 16
26 32of46
48 56
and 2948G/2980G
Family
Switches
mls qos min-reserve 5 170
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
mls qos
min-reserve
6 10
Catalyst
5000
mls qos min-reserve 7 65
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
mls qos
3550min-reserve
Family of Switches
8 26
mls qos
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer
3 QoSCatalyst
to classify 3550
varying Auto-QoS-Added
levels of service with the
Catalyst Interface
6500 MSFC and
Table
6-11.
Gigabit
Flexwan

Configuration Commands

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

mls qos trust cos
mls qos trust device cisco-phone
wrr-queue bandwidth 20 1 80 0
wrr-queue queue-limit 80 1 20 1
wrr-queue cos-map 1 0 1 2 4
•
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Table
Catalyst 3550 Auto-QoS-Added Fast Ethernet Interface
Pages: 432
Configuration Commands

mls qos trust cos
mls qos trust device cisco-phone
End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for Cisco Catalyst series switches
wrr-queueQoS
bandwidth
20 1
80 0
wrr-queue min-reserve 1 5
Examinemin-reserve
various QoS 2
components,
including congestion management, congestion
wrr-queue
6
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
wrr-queue
min-reserve
37
classification
and marking
wrr-queue min-reserve 4 8
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
wrr-queue
throughcos-map
the use of1802.1q
0 1 2 4tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
wrr-queue cos-map 3 3 6 7
Learn about
classification
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
wrr-queue
cos-map
45
Catalyst 5000
priority-queue out
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Auto-QoS supports a debug output that displays all commands applied globally and to each
Understand
classification,
policying, on
andan
scheduling
of the Catalyst
4000 andto
interface
upon configuration
of Auto-QoS
interface. capabilities
Use the following
debug command
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
display this output:
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
debug autoqos
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
In
addition,
usebecome
the following
command
to display
configuration
commands
previously
While
QoS has
an essential
technology
for all
those
organizations
rolling out
a new added

by Auto-QoS:
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Case Study
Figure 6-12 shows several QoS features in a campus network topology. To illustrate several QoS
features in a single case study, this case study exaggerates the practicality of the use of QoS in
this topology.
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Example 6-33 illustrates the configuration for the Catalyst 2950s in Figure 6-12. A review of the
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

respectively. In addition, all frames with a CoS value of 5 are designated to the highest queue 4.
Because all VoIP traffic uses CoS 5 by default, CoS 5 frames were chosen for queue 4.
Example 6-34 illustrates the configuration for the Catalyst 3550s in Figure 6-12. A review of the
configuration follows the example.
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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QoS feature support on the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches surpasses those features supported in the
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CPU. A trade-off of utilizing TCAM for the line-rate performance is that hardware switching does not suppor
all the Cisco IOS QoS features available in the latest Cisco IOS Software versions. Hardware switching only
supports a subset of Cisco IOS QoS features for packet processing. The content of this chapter focuses only
on QoS features that support hardware switching. In addition, TCAM is a limited resource varying per
platform. The resource limitations affect the size and number of ACLs entries and policy maps allowed. ACL
that do not fit into TCAM are not executed on the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches. Chapter 6, "QoS
Features Available on the Catalyst 2950 and 3550 Family of Switches," presents the first platform to utilize
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Because of the QoS features supported on the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches, these switches fit well
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
into an end-to-end QoS design as core, distribution, or access layer switches. Networks that require more
than 64 Gbps or 48 Mpps in the core need to use the Catalyst 6500 platform instead. Figure 7-2 illustrates
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
sample network design using a Catalyst 4000 IOS switch in the distribution layer.
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Figure 7-2. Sample Network Topology Using Catalyst 4000 IOS Switches
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Software Requirements

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies7-1. Transmit Buffer Overflow Counter Differences Between Software
Example

Versions
12.1(8a)EW and 12.1(8a)EW1 and Later Versions
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay!
12.1(8a)EW:
sensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Switch#show
6/1 for those organizations rolling out a new
While QoS hasinterface
become an FastEthernet
essential technology

FastEthernet6/1 is up, line protocol is up
Hardware is Fast Ethernet Port, address is 0007.508b.84e0 (bia 0007.508b.84e0)
MTU 1500 bytes, BW 100000 Kbit, DLY 100 usec,
reliability 255/255, txload 1/255, rxload 1/255
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
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The Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches requires QoS to be enabled globally for the switch to execute any
QoS configurations. To enable QoS globally on the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches, enter the followin
command in the global configuration mode:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
[no]qos
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
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Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Example
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a user globally enabling QoS and verifying the configuration on a Catalyst 4000 IOS
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Example 7-2. Enabling and Viewing QoS Feature Support on a Catalyst 4000 IO
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Switch
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Switch#config
Understand terminal
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Switch(config)#qos
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Switch(config)#end
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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dedicated bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
QoS is enabled globally
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

IP header DSCP rewrite is enabled

The global QoS configuration applies to all interfaces by default. However, the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of
switches supports disabling of QoS on a per-interface basis. The same command, no qos disables QoS on
per-interface
basis. Example 7-3 shows a user disabling QoS feature support on interface FastEthernet 1/1
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The Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches represents all frames with an internal DSCP value. This internal
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46. On trusted
ports, case
the switch derive
studies
the internal DSCP value from the ingress DSCP. Placing these Cisco IP Phones' Voice over IP (VoIP) packets
into a strict priority queue illustrates an example of differentiating service using internal DSCP.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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to the
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of a network
to provide
better
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topackets.
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The following section discusses the available parameters for determining internal DSCP and their relationsh
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

to the QoS mapping tables.

Classification and Marking

Classification determines the internal DSCP value, which distinguishes packets as they traverse the switch.
The switch uses internal DSCP values to make policing, marking, and output scheduling decisions. Refer to
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Figure 7-1 for
a logical
diagram of QoS packet flow.
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The concept of trusting DSCP denotes that the switch uses an ingress frame's IP DSCP value to derive the
internal DSCP value. For example, frames received on a trusted interface with a DSCP value of 50 directly
denote the internal DSCP value of 50.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Use the following interface command to configure an interface to trust DSCP on ingress packets:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
qos trust
dscp
Catalyst
5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Example 7-4. Sample Configuration of an Interface Configured for Trusting DSC
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Switch#show
studies running-config
Building
configuration...
Quality of service
(QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and marking
For interfaces
configured
for trusting DSCP, the switch does not rewrite an ingress packet's CoS value;
however, the egress CoS value of the final transmitted frame depends on the DSCP-to-CoS mapping tables
Map specified
of servicemapping
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
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NOTE
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
of Switches
Because
the DSCP
value includes the IP precedence bits, all configurations use DSCP values rather
than IP precedence values. A trust IP precedence configuration option does not exist on the Catalyst
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4000 IOS Family of switches.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Trusting
CoS
Flexwan

For the Catalyst 4000 IOS switch, the notion for trusting CoS signifies that the switch derives the internal
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
DSCP value from the CoS value of an ingress frame. The CoS-to-DSCP mapping determines exactly how a
studies
CoS value maps to an internal DSCP value. For example, when trusting CoS, an ingress CoS value of 5 ma
to
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In addition, the switch does not rewrite the DSCP value of the packet on ingress when configured for trusti
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
CoS. The packet's DSCP is not rewritten by the switch on ingress since the internal DSCP value serves as th
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayclassification parameter during packet-processing. Consequently, the egress DSCP value of the final
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
transmitted frame depends solely on the internal DSCP. A multitude of factors determine the internal DSCP
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policing,
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For example,
switch
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While QoSclassification,
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CoS that receives frames on an interface with a DSCP value of 26 and a CoS value of 5, uses only the CoS
value of 5 to derive the internal DSCP. Assuming default CoS to DSCP mapping, the switches calculate the
internal DSCP as a value of 40. Without any marking occurring and assuming default DSCP to CoS mappin
the DSCP value and CoS value of the egress frame will be 40 and 5, respectively.
Use the following interface command to configure an interface to trust CoS on ingress packets:
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Example 7-5 illustrates a Catalyst 4000 IOS interface configured to trust CoS values for internal DSCP
mapping on ingress packets.
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Example 7-5. Sample Configuration of an Interface Configured for Trusting CoS
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Switch#show running-config
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Building
configuration...
through
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
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(text4500
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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mapping table
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that any
ingress
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End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Ciscosuch
Catalyst
series
switches
internal DSCP value. Use the following command to configure the CoS-to-DSCP mapping table:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn
about
classification
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
qos map
cos
cos-list
to dscp
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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4000
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following
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Family
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
show
qos
LAN
maps
and cos
WANdscp
technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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Example 7-6 illustrates an example of a user displaying, configuring, and verifying the CoS-to-DSCP
mapping table.

Example 7-6. Displaying, Configuring, and Verifying the CoS-to-DSCP Mapping
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Switch#configure terminal
Switch(config)#qos map cos 1 2 3 to dscp 35
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Switch(config)#qos map cos 4 5 6 to dscp 45
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Switch(config)#end
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
marking
Switch#show
qos and
maps
cos dscp
Map specified
of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
CoS-DSCP
Mapping class
Table
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
CoS:
0 1 2 3 CatOS
4 5Family
6 7of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
-------------------------------Catalyst 5000
DSCP:
0 35 35 35 45 45 45 56
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
To restore the CoS-to-DSCP mapping table back to the default configuration, use the following global
configuration
command:
Configure
QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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qos LAN
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dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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Untrusted Interfaces

The term untrusted port refers to an interface that does not utilize the DSCP or CoS value of an ingress fra
for determining the internal DSCP value. Unlike the default behavior of the Catalyst 4000 CatOS switches
where all ports are trusted, the default behavior for all interfaces of a Catalyst 4000 IOS switch is to not tr
DSCP or CoS (that is, untrusted). As a result, the switch classifies the frame with an internal DSCP value o
zero by default. The terms portDSCP configuration and port CoS configuration identify untrusted ports as
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qos dscpdscp_value
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qos coscos_value
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

dscp_value and cos_value symbolize the DSCP or CoS value used in determining the internal DSCP value.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
the use of a802.1q
on the Cisco
Catalyst 2900XL,
3500XL
and Catalyst
4000
Example
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sampletagging
configuration
of an interface
configured
for reclassifying
the
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and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
40.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example 7-7. Sample configuration of an Interface Configured for Reclassifying
DSCP
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOSrunning-config
Family of Switches
Switch#show
Configure
QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Building
configuration...
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
(textUtilize
deleted)
Flexwan
!

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
interface FastEthernet6/1
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
switchport
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2
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to the capability
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to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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40
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rewrites CoS values to a specified value. By default, the switch reclassifies the CoS value to zero. Because
internal DSCP value does not require an IP header, the switch subsequently maps the configured or trusted
CoS value to an internal DSCP value using the configurable CoS-to-DSCP mapping table. The preceding
End-to-end QoS
deployment techniques
for"Untrusted
Cisco Catalyst
series switches examples for displaying,
classification
sections—"Trusting
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configuring, and verifying trusting CoS configurations and untrusted configurations.
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
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Configuration
classification
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of configuration,
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use thetofollowing
various queues
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and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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policying,
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of the Catalystinterface-number}
4000 and
show Understand
qos interface
{{FastEthernet
interface-number}
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|
4500 IOS Family of Switches
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
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qosdesigns
interface
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how a
tosample
apply QoS
in campus
network
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examining end-to-end
caseThis example
illustrates
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studies
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Quality
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for the untrusted
designed
configuration.
to manage network resources. QoS
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controlled
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(required
some interactive
and delayExample
7-8. Sample
Output
of latency
the show
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Command
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Switch#show qos interface GigabitEthernet 1/1
QoS is enabled globally
Port QoS is enabled
Port Trust State: 'DSCP'
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
The appliance
trustand
fieldmarking
indicates the 802.1p trust configuration to communicate via Cisco Discovery Proto
classification
(CDP) to a neighbor appliance. Appliance trust is the IOS term for extended trust, as discussed in Chapter
The "Output
Scheduling"
section
of (CoS)
this chapter
transmit
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class of
service
values discusses
to variousthe
queues
and queues,
maintainbandwidth,
CoS valuesand shape rate
output.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
ACL-Based
Classification
Catalyst 5000
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andCatalyst
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occurring
scheduling
strictly
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values
4000
or DSCP
and values
without
4500
theIOS
useFamily
of an ACL.
of Switches
ACL-based classification often inherits properties of the untrusted configuration
because the switch does not use the packet's DSCP or CoS values for determining packet classification.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Chapter 5, "Introduction to the Modular QoS Command-Line Interface," elaborates on how to create and
Utilizeclass
Layermaps
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to policy
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varying
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with
theshow
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6500to
MSFC
and
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and
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includes
examples
that
you how
do so.
Consult Chapte
Flexwan
5 before
reading the following "Class Map" and "Policy Map" sections. The following sections discuss class
maps and policy maps, with a focus on options supported by hardware switching.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Class
QualityMaps
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS

refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
As
with mainline
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Standard, extended, or named IP or MAC ACLs
IP precedence values
DSCP values
All packets MAC-address based ACL is also supported
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match access-group {acl_index | nameacl_name}

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
acl_index represents the ACL number and acl_name refers to a named ACL. Up to eight class clauses are
configurable per class map. Example 7-9 illustrates a user configuring a class map for matching packets
Examine
various
QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
against
either of
two ACLs.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Example
7-9. User Configuring a Class Map Matching One of Two Configured
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
ACLs
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Switch#configure
Catalyst 5000 terminal
EnterImplement
configuration
ACLs, ACPs,
commands,
ACEs, and
one low-latency
per line. queuing
End with
on the
CNTL/Z.
Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Switch(config)#access-list 110 permit udp any host 10.1.1.2 eq 12000
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Switch(config)#access-list
111 permit tcp any host 192.168.100.1 eq 50000
Configure QoS in both Hybrid
and Native
Switch(config)#class-map
match-any
TESTmode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify
varying levels
Switch(config-cmap)#match
access-group
110of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Switch(config-cmap)#match access-group 111
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Switch(config-cmap)#end
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayTo
configure
IP precedence
and loss
DSCP
value matching criteria, use the following class map commands,
sensitive
traffic),
and improved
characteristics.
respectively:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Thematch-any

class map configuration command configures the class map to match packets on any ACL.
Moreover, the match-all class map configuration command option configures the class map to match
packets against all ACLs.
Example 7-10 shows a class map configured to match packets against several DSCP values.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Example 7-10. Class Map Configured to Match Against DSCP Values

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Switch#configure terminal
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Switch(config)#class-map match-all MATCH_DSCP_VALUES_4-7
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Switch(config)#match ip dscp 50 51 52 53 54 55
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Switch(config-cmap)#end
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
For additional
Configureinformation
QoS in bothabout
Hybrid
creating
and Native
and applying
mode on class
the Catalyst
maps, see
6500
Chapter
Family5.of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Policy
Maps

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Classstudies
maps define classification criteria; policy maps organize the class map classification criteria with
policing and marking actions. Policing and marking configuration derive the class actions. Do not confuse
policing
with
policy
maps.
maps designed
may include
an action
based on
rates, they
Quality of
service
(QoS)
is Whereas
the set ofpolicy
techniques
to manage
network
resources.
QoSalso include
support
for
other
QoS
actions
such
as
marking.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
On
the Catalyst
4000 IOS
Familyjitter
of switches,
policy
maps tieby
upsome
to eight
class map
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
and latency
(required
interactive
andactions
delay- together. A clas
map
action
may
consist
of
a
traffic-limiting
policer.
Each
interface
on
the
Catalyst
4000
IOS Family of
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
switches supports a single policy for ingress traffic and a single policy for egress traffic.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Example 7-11 illustrates a sample policy map configuration for marking packets based on UDP port. The cl
action shown, set ip precedence 5, rewrites all ingress packets received on interface FastEthernet2/1
matching the ACL 101 criteria.

Example 7-11. Sample Policy Map and Class Map Configuration
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!
class-map
match-all
UDP_PORT_50000_59000
Examine
various QoS
components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
description
MATCH
PACKETS ON UDP PORTS 50000 TO 59000
classification
and marking
Map access-group
specified class of
service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
match
101
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
!
Learn about
policy-map
TESTclassification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
description MARK FRAMES ON UDP PORT 50000 TO 59000 WITH IP PRECEDENCE 5
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550UDP_PORT_50000_59000
Family of Switches
class
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
set ip precedence 5
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
!

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
interface FastEthernet2/1
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
service-policy
input TEST
studies
no snmp
trap link-status
Quality
of service
(QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
spanning-tree
portfast
various
LAN and WAN
technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay(text
deleted)
sensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While
QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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To view ingress packet matching against the class map clauses of a policy map, use the following command
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
show policy-map interface [{FastEthernetinterface-number} | {GigabitEthernet
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
interface-number} | {Port-channelnumber} | {VLANvlan_id}] [input | output]
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Example
7-12
shows
the sample output of the show policy-map interface command for the policy map
3550
Family
of Switches
sample configuration in Example 7-11.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Example 7-12. Viewing Class Map Matches of a Policy Map

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Switch#show policy-map interface FastEthernet6/1
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
FastEthernet6/1
studies
service-policy
input:
TEST
Quality
of service (QoS)
is the
set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
class-map:
UDP_PORT_50000_59000
(match-all)
various
LAN and WAN
technologies. The primary
goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay9628
packets
sensitive
traffic),
and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS
match:
has become
access-group
an essential
101 technology for those organizations rolling out a new

set:
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class-map: class-default (match-any)
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The Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches supports individual and aggregate policing in both ingress and
egress configurations. In brief, aggregate policing limits a shared rate and burst parameter among all
associated ports or VLANs. With individual policing, each port or VLAN uses its own exclusive rate and burs
parameters. This section discusses the following policing topics:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Policing Resources
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Port-based
VLAN-based
Policing
avoidance, and
shaping,
policing/admission
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Individual and Aggregate Policing
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Policing
through Actions
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Traffic-Rate Policing
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Leaky
Token
Catalyst
5000Bucket Algorithm
Burst
Size Parameter
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Guaranteed Rate of Policer
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Policing Accuracy
4500 IOS Family of Switches
DSCP Policed Action
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Marking Action
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Trusting Action
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Policing Resources

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability
a network
provide
better
service limits
to selected
network
over
The
architecture
of the of
Catalyst
4000toIOS
Family
of switches
the number
of traffic
input policers
and output
various LAN
and WAN
technologies.
The primary
goal offor
QoS
is to provide
flow of
priority,
including
policers
to 1024.
The architecture
processes
all packets
policing
regardless
configuration.
As a result,
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter two
and input
latency
by some
interactive
and delay- Subsequently,
the
Cisco Catalyst
4000
IOS reserves
and(required
two output
policers
for null processing.
sensitive
traffic),
and improved
loss 1022
characteristics.
1022
policers
for input
policing and
policers for output policing are available.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Port-Based and VLAN-Based Policing

Port-based policing entails binding policy maps to individual ports. VLAN-based policing involves attaching
policy map to a VLAN interface.

For a configuration in which a VLAN-based policy exists but a port-based policy does not exist, the switch
subjects ingress packets to the VLAN-based policer. This behavior occurs regardless of the port's policing
configurationTable
•
for VLAN-based
of Contents
or port-based policing. To work around this behavior, create and attach a nu
policy map toIndex
the interface. A null policy map consists of a defined police map with a class map clause to
•
match
all packets
and no
configured
actions.
The use of this null policer to work around VLAN-based policin
Cisco
Catalyst
QoS: Quality
of Service
in Campus
Networks
behavior
applies
to
both
ingress
and
egress
policers.
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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To configure an interface to use VLAN-based policies and to fall back on port-based policies if no VLAN-bas
policies exist, use the following interface command:
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
qos vlan-based
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Example 7-13 shows and interface configured for VLAN-based QoS.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
Family Configured
of Switches
Example
7-13. An CatOS
Interface
for VLAN-Based Policing
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Switch#configure terminal
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Enter configuration commands, one per line. End with CNTL/Z.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Switch(config)#
interface
fastethernet 2/1
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
Switch(config-if)#
Configure QoS inqos
bothvlan-based
Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Switch(config-if)#
endto classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Utilize Layer 3 QoS
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Individual
and Aggregate
Quality of service
(QoS) is thePolicing
set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS

refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN
Individual
policers
and WAN
apply
technologies.
bandwidth limits
The primary
discretely
goaltoofeach
QoSinterface
is to provide
for defined
flow priority,
policy maps.
including
Class maps
dedicated
define
traffic
bandwidth,
classes within
controlled
a policy
jitter
map.
andUse
latency
the following
(requiredpolicy
by some
mapinteractive
class clause
andconfiguration
delaycommand
sensitive traffic),
configure
individual
andpolicers:
improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Subsequent sections cover configuring the policer rate, burst, and actions parameters shown in Examples 7
14 and 7-15.

Example 7-14. Sample Configuration of an Individual Policer
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Current
configuration
: 327064 bytes control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
avoidance,
shaping, policing/admission
classification and marking
!
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
(textthrough
deleted)
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
qos
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
(textCatalyst
deleted)
5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
(text deleted)
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
!
!

Configure
QoS in both
Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
class-map
match-any
UDP_PORT_1200
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
description MATCH PACKETS ON UDP PORT 1200
Flexwan

!

match access-group 102
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
policy-map
TEST_INDIVIDUAL
refers to the capability
of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
class UDP_PORT_1200
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
police 1.54 mbps 16000 byte conform-action transmit exceed-action drop
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

!
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interface FastEthernet6/1
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switchport access vlan 2
service-policy input TEST_INDIVIDUAL
no snmp trap link-status
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
!
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
access-list 102 permit udp any any eq 1200
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
!
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
(textthrough
deleted)
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
!
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
end Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Understand
classification,
and scheduling
of the
Catalyst
4000map
andclauses of the
Aggregate
policers
cumulativelypolicying,
restrict bandwidth
amongcapabilities
all ports and
VLANs
per class
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
policy map. Use the following global configuration command to configure aggregate policers:
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
qos
rate burst
[[conform-action
{transmit
drop}]
refersaggregate-policer
to the capability of policer_name
a network to provide
better service
to selected network
traffic|over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
[exceed-action
{transmit
drop
policed-dscp-transmit}]]
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled |
jitter
and| latency
(required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

policer_name defines the name to represent the aggregate policer. To attach the aggregate policer, use the
following policy-map class clause configuration command:
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Example 7-15 provides a sample configuration of an aggregate policer. In this example, the policer limits
Pages:
432from both FastEthernet 6/1 and 6/2 cumulatively to the specified 1.54-Mbps rate specified in
ingress
traffic
the aggregate policer.

Example 7-15. Sample Configuration of an Aggregate Policer
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Current configuration : 327064 bytes
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
!
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
(textthrough
deleted)
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
!
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
qos aggregate-policer
1_MBPS_RATE_EXCEED_DROP 1540000 bps 8000 byte conform-action
Catalyst 5000
transmit
exceed-action
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, drop
ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
qos
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
(text4500
deleted)
IOS Family of Switches
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize FastEthernet6/1
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
interface
Flexwan
switchport access vlan 2
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
service-policy
input TEST_AGGREGATE
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
no snmp trap link-status
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
!
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
interface FastEthernet6/2
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

switchport access vlan 2
service-policy input TEST_AGGREGATE
no snmp trap link-status
!
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description
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ISBN:
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!
policy-map TEST_AGGREGATE
class UDP_PORT_1200
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
police aggregate 1_MBPS_RATE_EXCEED_DROP
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
(text deleted)
!

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
access-list 102 permit udp any any eq 1200
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
!
Catalyst 5000
!

(textImplement
deleted)ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
!
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
end 4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan and measure this behavior, two packet generator ports were connected to the switch on
To demonstrate
ports FastEthernet 6/1 and 6/2 as shown in Figure 7-3. The packet generator ports sent traffic at 100 Mbps
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
unicast to a destination connected off interface FastEthernet 6/3. A packet generator port connected off
studies
FastEthernet 6/3 measured the traffic rate for this flow.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Figure
7-3. Topology
for Demonstrating
and Aggregate
Policing
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter
and latency (requiredIndividual
by some interactive
and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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For each trial, the packet count and traffic rate were measured. The trials
included measuring traffic against a configuration without a policy, using the individual policer shown in
Example
7-14,
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Table 7-3. Demonstration of Individual Versus Aggregate Policer
No
Individual Policer Shown in
Aggregate Policer Shown in
Trial
Policers
Example 7-15
Example 7-16
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Rate Received on
100 Mbps 3.08 Mbps
1.5 Mbps
FastEthernet 6/3
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
The trial results clearly indicate that the individual policers apply traffic rates respective to each port,
whereas
policers
apply traffic
asto
the
sum ofqueues
all applicable
ports. CoS values
Mapaggregate
specified class
of service
(CoS)rates
values
various
and maintain
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

Policing Actions

Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst4000
5000IOS Family of switches supports the following policing actions:
The Catalyst
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Familypolicing
of Switches
Traffic-rate
Understand
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Marking IP DSCP
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Marking IP precedence
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Trusting DSCP
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan CoS
Trusting

The Catalyst
Understand
4000how
IOStoFamily
apply of
QoS
switches
in campus
supports
network
transmitting
designs by
or examining
dropping the
end-to-end
packet for
case
both the
conforming
studiesand exceeding actions of a traffic-rate policer. In addition, the exceeding action is configurable
for marking down the DSCP on the respective packet. With regard to the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of
Quality of aservice
(QoS) is the set of action
techniques
designed
to manage
network
resources. QoS
switches,
policed-dscp-transmit
refers
to the marking
down
of a packet.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayTraffic-Rate
Policing
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
The
packet-processing
of the QoS
model from
Figureorganizations
7-1 is responsible
determining
whether each
While
QoS has become step
an essential
technology
for those
rollingfor
out
a new

processed packet is conforming to or exceeding a specified rate of a policer. The Catalyst 4000 IOS Family
switches uses the leaky token bucket algorithm to determine whether a packet is conforming to or exceedin
a specified policer rate.
The following commands configure the rate and burst of a class map policer and an aggregate policer,
respectively:
•
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police
rateJune
burst
[[conform-action {transmit | drop}] [exceed-action {transmit | drop |
Pub Date:
06, 2003
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policed-dscp-transmit}]]
Pages: 432
qos aggregate-policerpolicer_name rate burst [[conform-action {transmit | drop}]
[exceed-action {transmit | drop | policed-dscp-transmit}]]
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
rate defines
the actual
policing
rate. The supported
rates
for thelink
Catalyst
4000mechanisms,
IOS Family of
switches rang
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
efficiency
and
from classification
32 kbps to 32and
Gbps
in
1-bps
increments.
When
entering
the
value
for
rate,
the
prefixes
kilo,
mega, an
marking
giga are optional using the k, m, and g command, respectively.

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
burst through
defines the
in bytes.
Theon
burst
to be
at least3500XL
the maximum
packet4000
size of frame
the burst
use ofsize
802.1q
tagging
the size
Cisconeeds
Catalyst
2900XL,
and Catalyst
touched
by
the
policer
for
accurate
policing.
The
burst
size
parameter
also
supports
the
following
optional
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
prefixes: kilo, mega, and giga. The following sections discuss determining the applicable burst size.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Leaky Token Bucket Algorithm

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
Switches
The switch
appliesof
the
rate and burst parameters defined in the policer to all packets processed. The leaky
token bucket algorithm takes snapshots of packet flow to determine whether a packet is conforming or
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
exceeding the specified rate. The configured policer rate defines the number of tokens removed at each
4500 IOS Family of Switches
interval. The leaky token bucket algorithm does not actually store, process, or buffer any packet. Rather, t
switchConfigure
architecture
onHybrid
the leaky
bucket
to distinguish
a packet
in a flow as conformin
QoSrelies
in both
andtoken
Native
modealgorithm
on the Catalyst
6500 Family
of Switches
or exceeding the configured policer rate. The switch architecture uses the algorithm for both ingress and
egress
policing.
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and

Flexwan
The number of tokens entering the bucket correlates to the ingress packet size of a frame. A specific numb
of tokens
leak from
the
everyin16
nanoseconds
the Catalyst
4000 IOS
Family of case
switches. The
Understand
how
tobucket
apply QoS
campus
networkfor
designs
by examining
end-to-end
number
of
tokens
leaking
from
the
bucket
relates
to
the
configured
policer
rate.
The
burst
size defines the
studies
maximum number of bytes in the bucket at any interval.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
When
token
bucket of
cannot
accommodate
newservice
tokens,tothe
algorithm
determines
that the packets
refers the
to the
capability
a network
to provideany
better
selected
network
traffic over
corresponding
to
these
tokens
are
exceeding
the
policer
rate
and
the
packet
processing
engine
executes th
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
exceed
action
of
the
policer.
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
In brief, the token bucket algorithm provides a logical, visual portrait of how policing limits traffic. The
portrait
defined
becomes
when
considering
burst
size and therolling
effectout
of the
token bucket algorith
While
QoS
has become
anuseful
essential
technology
for the
those
organizations
a new

on TCP and UDP protocols.
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•
•

Buffering does not occur on the packets in the bucket. The Leaky Token Bucket Algorithm only
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Because
of the flow-control nature of TCP/IP and UDP application behavior, packet drops significantly impa
1-58705-120-6
traffic ISBN:
behavior
and may result in a packet-per-second performance far below the configured policer rate. T
Pages:
432
burst parameter of policing attempts to handle the torrent nature of TCP/IP and web traffic by allowing
period surges of traffic into the bucket.

Configuration of the burst size follows several other Catalyst platform recommendations. For TCP
applications, use the following formula for calculating the burst size parameter used for policing:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
<burst> = 2 * <RTT> * <rate>
RTT defines
the
approximate
round-trip time
for a congestion
TCP session.
If RTT is unknown,
use a RTT value of 1
Examine
various
QoS components,
including
management,
congestion
millisecond
or
1
second
depending
on
estimated
latency.
Example
7-16
illustrates
the
burst and
calculation for
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
rate of
64
kbps
and
an
unknown
RTT.
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values

Example
through7-16.
the useSample
of 802.1qBurst
taggingCalculation
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
<burst>
= 2 5000
* <1 sec> * <64000 bits/sec>
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs, and
low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
<burst>
= 128000
bits
= 16000
bytes
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Nevertheless,
TCP/IPontraffic-rate
policing
in actual rates les
Configurefrom
QoSan
in application
both Hybridperspective,
and Native mode
the Catalyst
6500 always
Family results
of Switches
than the configured rate regardless of the burst size. UDP applications police closer to the configured rate i
pure bits
perLayer
second;
however,
some
UDP applications
retransmit
heavily
upon
packet
loss.
As a result, the
Utilize
3 QoS
to classify
varying
levels of service
with the
Catalyst
6500
MSFC
and
rate for
applications
that
use
UDP
may
also
fall
well
below
the
configured
rate.
In
summary,
system
Flexwan
administrators must carefully plan and consider application behavior and resiliency to rate policing before
applying
policers.how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Understand
studies

Quality
of service
(QoS)
is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Guaranteed
Rate
of Policer
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
During any time interval, the leaky token bucket algorithm implementation on the Catalyst 4000 IOS Fami
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayof switches guarantees the following conforming policing rate:
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Conforming rate <= (<configured_rate bits/sec> * <1 byte/8 bits> * <period>) + <burst_size> + 1
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

packet
Consider Example 7-14, for example, where the aggregate policer defines a rate of 1.54 Mbps and a burst
size of 8000 bytes. Using the preceding formula, the guaranteed conforming traffic rate for a 1-second
interval calculates as follows:

•

Conforming rate <= (1540000 bits/sec * 1 byte/8 bits * 1 sec) + 8000 bytes + 1 packet = 200500
bytes
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•
Index the conforming rate is 2.006 Mbps, assuming an average 100-byte packet size.
In bits per second,
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Moreover,
Pages:the
432 architecture of the Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches bestows policing at a finite set of
rates distributed between 32 kbps and 32 Gbps in 1-bps increments. Because of the hardware architecture
specified rates adjust up or down to the nearest hardware-capable rate. The adjusted policy rate is always
within 1.5 percent of the configured rate. Subsequently, two distinct policy rates must differ by at least 3
percent.
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DSCP-Policed Action

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling, link
efficiency
mechanisms,
and For DSCP
The Catalyst
4000
IOS Family
of switches uses
the DSCP-policed
concept
to mark
down packets.
classification
marking
policed
traffic, the and
switch
marks the frame with a DSCP value derived from the QoS DSCP-policed mapping
table. The default mapping table maps 1:1 with the internal DSCP values; therefore, the default mark dow
specified
of to
service
(CoS)value.
values
to various
queues andmapping
maintaintable
CoS requires
values a nondefault
actionMap
results
in no class
change
the DSCP
The
QoS DSCP-policed
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
configuration to actually mark down packets that exceed the rate specified in the policing action.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Use the following command to configure the QoS DSCP-policed mapping tables:
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
qos map dscp policed dscp-list to dscp mark-down-dscp
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
dscp-list
represents up to eight DSCP values that configure to represent the DSCP mark-down-DSCP value.
studies
Example 7-17 displays the default QoS DSCP-policed mapping table, configures the DSCP-policed mapping
Quality
service down
(QoS) DSCP
is the values
set of techniques
to manage
network resources. QoS
table
forofmarking
50 to 59 todesigned
0, and verifies
the configuration.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled jitter
and latency (required
by some interactive
andDSCP-Policed
delayExample
7-17. Displaying,
Configuring,
and Verifying
the QoS
sensitive
traffic),
and
improved
loss
characteristics.
Mapping Table
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Switch#show qos map dscp policed
Policed DSCP Mapping Table (DSCP = d1d2)
d1 : d2

0
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3
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5
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7

8

9
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Switch(config)#qos map dscp policed 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 to dscp 0
Switch(config)#qos
map components,
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58 59 congestion
to dscp 0 management, congestion
Examine various QoS
including
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Switch#show
qos and
map marking
dscp policed
classification
Map DSCP
specified
class of
service
(CoS)
Policed
Mapping
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= values
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through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
To
configure
bandwidth,
the traffic-rate
controlled
policer
jitter
forand
marking
latency
down
(required
the DSCP
by some
value interactive
for the exceed
and action,
delay- use the police
sensitive traffic),keyword
dscp-transmit
and improved
for theloss
exceed-action
characteristics.
parameter for the following individual policy map and
aggregate global policer configuration commands:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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qos
policer_name rate burst [[conform-action {transmit | drop}]

[exceed-action
Publisher: Cisco Press {transmit | drop | policed-dscp-transmit}]]
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Example 7-18. Sample Configuration for policed-dscp-transmit Exceed Action o
an Individual Policer
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Current configuration : 327064 bytes
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
!
classification and marking
(text deleted)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
!
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
qos map dscp policed 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 to dscp 7
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
qos map dscp policed 58 59 to dscp 7
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
qos 3550 Family of Switches
(textUnderstand
deleted) classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
class-map match-all UDP_PORT_10000
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
description MATCH PACKETS ON DESTINATION UDP PORT 10000
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
match
Flexwan
access-group 105

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
policy-map MARK_BASED_ON_RATE
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the
capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
class
UDP_PORT_10000
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter and
latency (required
by some
interactive andpoliced-dscp-transm
delaypolice
32000 bps
16000 byte
conform-action
transmit
exceed-action
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
!

!
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

interface FastEthernet6/1
switchport mode access
service-policy input MARK_BASED_ON_RATE
spanning-tree portfast
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Marking Action

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Policy maps allow for marking of packets using ACL-based classification. Class maps frame ACLs for policy
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
maps. Review the "ACL-Based Classification" section earlier in this chapter for discussion of class maps and
classification and marking
ACL options.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Policy maps organize the marking action using the following policy map class clause command:
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
set ip
[dscp
| precedence]
[value]
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
valueFlexwan
represents the actual value to mark on the packet for DSCP or IP precedence. Example 7-19 illustrate
marking based on ACL-based classification.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Example
7-19.
Sample
Configuration
of Marking
Based
onresources.
ACL Classification
Quality of service
(QoS)
is the set
of techniques designed
to manage
network
QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayCurrent
configuration
: 327064
bytes
sensitive traffic),
and improved
loss characteristics.
!
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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!
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class-map match-all UDP_PORT_10000
Publisher: Cisco Press

description MATCH PACKETS ON DESTINATION UDP PORT 10000
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
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match access-group 105
Pages: 432

!
!
policy-map
ACL_MARK
End-to-end QoS
deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
class UDP_PORT_10000
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
set
ip dscpshaping,
40
classification and marking
!
!

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

interface FastEthernet6/1
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
switchport mode access
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
service-policy input ACL_MARK
3550 Family of Switches
spanning-tree
portfast
Understand classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
!
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
(text deleted)
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
access-list
Flexwan 105 permit udp any any eq 10000
(textUnderstand
deleted) how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
!
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
end
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Trusting Action

Trusting DSCP or CoS using a policing action is another way to refer to trusting DSCP or CoS based on an
ACL. Packets that match the configured class clause have the internal DSCP determined based on ingress
packets' DSCP or CoS value. The switch does not alter the internal DSCP of frames that do match the class
clause ACLs. For configurations using trusting in class map clauses, there is no need for a trusting
configuration on the interface.
•
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Example
7-20 illustrates
policy map configured
to trust
DSCP for
specific class
map.
avoidance,
shaping,apolicing/admission
control,
signaling,
linkaefficiency
mechanisms,
and
classification and marking

Map specified
of service
(CoS) values tofor
various
queues Map
and maintain
CoS values
Example
7-20.class
Sample
Configuration
a Policy
Configured
to Trust DSCP
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn
about classification
and rewrite
Current
configuration
: 327064
bytescapabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
!

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
(text deleted)
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

qos Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
!

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
(text deleted)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
!
studies
Quality of service
(QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
interface
FastEthernet3/1
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN and
WAN technologies.
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
switchport
access
vlan 2
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),
and vlan
improved
switchport
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policy-mapQoS
TRUST_UDP_GT_10000
class UDP_PORT_GT_10000
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
trust dscp
classification and marking
!

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
(textand
deleted)
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refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Switch#config
terminal
Flexwan
Understand how to applyGigabitEthernet
QoS in campus network
Switch(config)#interface
1/1 designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Switch(config-if)#tx-queue 1
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide
Switch(config-if-tx-queue)#shape
1.54m better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaySwitch(config-if-tx-queue)#end
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

To demonstrate the behavior of traffic shaping against traffic-rate policing using a policer, two TCP/IP
throughput tests were conducted against a traffic policer and a traffic shaper. Two workstations running an
application called TTCP were used to measure TCP/IP throughput against a policer and a traffic-shaping
configuration. TTCP was configured with an initial window size of only 4096.

Three trials were conducted. The first trial did not consist of any traffic policer or traffic-shaping
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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Mapping
Internal DSCP to CoS
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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Table 7-7. Default DSCP-to-CoS Mapping Table
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show qos maps dscp cos
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
The DSCP-to-CoS
table is configurable such that any internal DSCP value may map to any CoS
classification mapping
and marking
value. Use the following command to configure the DSCP-to-CoS mapping table:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
qos map dscpdscp-list to coscos
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

dscp-list represents up to eight DSCP values separated by a space. cos corresponds to the transmitted CoS
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
value on the egress frame. Example 7-27 displays, configures, and verifies QoS DSCP-to-CoS mapping.
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Example
studies7-27. Displaying, Configuring, and Verifying the QoS DSCP-to-CoS
Mapping Table
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaySwitch#show
qos mapcontrolled
dscp cos
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
DSCP-CoS Mapping Table (DSCP = d1d2)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Switch#configure terminal
Switch(config)#qos map dscp 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 to cos 0
Switch(config)#qos map dscp 38 39 to cos 0
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Auto-QoS
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
The Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches will support Auto-QoS in the second half of 2003. The goal of Au
QoS
to provide
for autoconfiguration
of QoS configurations
for IP Phone
ports
and
interface QoS
WhileisQoS
has become
an essential technology
for those organizations
rolling
out
a new

configurations of access-distribution ports.

Case Study

Generally, system administrators do not configure more than a few QoS features simultaneously on a singl
switch. The topology displayed in Figure 7-6 illustrates a network that requires several QoS features. The
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Example 7-28 illustrates several QoS features applied to the topology in Figure 7-6.

Example 7-28. Case Study Configuration
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
!
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
vlan 501-506,700
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
bandwidth 50 mbps
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
interface
GigabitEthernet1/2
through
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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no switchport
Catalyst 5000
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Flexwan
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
tx-queue 3
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
bandwidth 100 mbps
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
priority high
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
tx-queue 4
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
description Edge_Router
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
service-policy output LIMIT_FILE_SHARING
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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For more accurate output scheduling, the interfaces connected to other switches use a nondefault sharing
configuration. Transmit queues 1 to 4 share traffic at rates of 50 Mbps, 500 Mbps, 100 Mbps, and 100 Mbp
respectively. NFS applications are marking their traffic with a DSCP value of 20 by default. To provide
adequate sharing of traffic up to 500 Mbps, transmit queue 2 receives 500 Mbps as a share rate. Transmit
queue 3 is strictly for VoIP traffic. The topology consists only of 100 Cisco IP Phones and restricting the
transmit queue 3 to 100 Mbps is more than adequate for the amount of voice traffic passing between the
switches. Because VoIP traffic maps to transmit queue 3 by default, configuring transmit queue as a highpriority
queue
forces the switch to service packets in transmit queue 3 first, and thus reduces the chance o
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The WS-X4232-L3 Services Module Architecture
The Catalyst 4000 Layer 3 services module, WS-X4232-L3, employs a unique architecture for
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services module. Figure 7-7 provides a logical depiction of the WS-X4232-L3 module
architecture when configured in a Catalyst 4000 CatOS switch.
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Figure 7-7. WS-X4232-L3 in a Catalyst 4000 Switch Architecture
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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switches support traffic shaping only on egress traffic flows. Rate-limiting support is applicable
to either ingress or egress traffic flows. The following sections discuss WRR scheduling, rate
limiting, and traffic shaping applicable to the Catalyst 2948G-L3 and 4908G-L3 Layer 3 switches
and the WS-X4232-L3 module.
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Pages: 432the WRR weight of the queue, and S represents the sum of all weights of the active
queues.B is the available bandwidth of the outgoing interface(s), and n represents the effective
bandwidth.Table 7-9 displays the default effective bandwidth per queue.
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Example 7-30. Sample Configuration of Mapping IP Precedence to WRR
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Example 7-31 illustrates a sample configuration of traffic shaping.

Example 7-31. Traffic Shaping Sample Configuration
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
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Summary
The Catalyst 4000 IOS Family of switches provides for a wide range of QoS features. The switch
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the Catalyst 6500 to be a viable solution for access layer deployment. Dual-rate
policing,Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED), and marking extend the Catalyst 6500's
reach to the distribution and core layers, as well as the WAN edge. Figure 8-1 shows how the
Catalyst 6500 can be positioned in a small campus network.
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Figure 8-1. Positioning the Catalyst 6500 Series in the Campus
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provided, reinforcing the concepts discussed. CatOS versions 6.3, 6.4, and 7.5 and Cisco IOS
version 12.1(13)E were used to configure the examples. The command references demonstrate
how to configure the various QoS capabilities using both CatOS (Hybrid mode) and Cisco IOS
(Native mode).
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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subsequently be passed to the PFC, in addition to handling any Layer 3 routing functionality the
PFC cannot perform. Because the Layer 3 forwarding performance for the MSFC is substantially
less than the PFC, the intent is not to forward all the packets using the MSFC. The goal of the
Catalyst 6500 architecture is to Layer 3 route all packets via the PFC.
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specified class
of service
values
to various
queues andI maintain
CoSforwarding
values
LayerMap
3 forwarding
depends
on the (CoS)
supervisor
engine.
For Supervisor
Engines, the
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
information is based on MLS flows, whereas the PFC2 on Supervisor II Engines utilizes
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
hardware-based CEF. MLS operation is covered in Chapter 4, "QoS Support on the Catalyst 5000
Family of Switches," in the section titled "MLS Fundamentals." Regardless of the Layer 3
Learnmethod,
about classification
andprior
queue
on 3
the
Cisco
switching
QoS featuresand
arerewrite
appliedcapabilities
to the packet
to scheduling
it being Layer
switched.
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

NOTE
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
For
additional
information
on MLS-based switching on the Supervisor I Engine, refer to
the following technical document at Cisco.com:
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
"Configuring IP Unicast Layer 3 Switching on Supervisor Engine 1"
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
For
additional information on CEF-based switching on the Supervisor II Engine, refer to
the following technical document at Cisco.com:
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
"Configuring
CEF for PFC2"
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LANtoand
The primary
goal
of supervisor
QoS is to provide
priority, including
In addition
theWAN
PFC,technologies.
which is centrally
located on
the
engine,flow
fabric-enabled
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and
latency
(required
by
some
interactive
and delaylinecards may incorporate a Distributed Forwarding Card (DFC). At the time of writing,
the WSsensitive
traffic),
and
improved
loss
characteristics.
X6816 linecard is the only module that comes equipped with a DFC by default. However, other
fabric-enabled linecards can be upgraded to accept a DFC. The DFC is a daughter card that sits
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

on a fabric-enabled linecard. The DFC's architecture and operation is exactly the same as the
PFC2. As a result, the DFC is capable of performing distributed Layer 3 CEF-based forwarding,
Layer 2 bridging, access-control lists (ACLs), and QoS. Therefore, by adding a DFC, forwarding
decisions are localized to the linecard. Again, similar to the PFC2, the MSFC is responsible for
building the CEF information that is distributed out to the DFC.
Finally, the ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) is a finite portion of memory resident
on the PFC1 and PFC2. The TCAM is essentially a table that stores ACL entries and masks used to
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apply defined QoS policies. The TCAM allows multiple access-control entries (ACEs) to share a
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single mask. Storing the ACL information in memory on the PFC ensures high-speed lookups are
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and
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lookups
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performed in hardware, applying the
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policies
results
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impact to system switching performance. TCAM is discussed in more detail
inChapter 6, "QoS Features Available on the Catalyst 2950 and 3550 Family of Switches," as
wellPublisher:
as laterCisco
in this
Presschapter.
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For more
detailed information regarding the architecture of the Catalyst 6500, consult the
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
following technical document at Cisco.com:
Pages: 432

"Catalyst 6000 and 6500 Series Architecture"

Software
and Hardware Requirements
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
QoS feature support for the Catalyst 6500 began with software version 5.1. Initially, with the
Supervisor
I Engine,
platform
was limited
in QoS
functionality
and only capable
of
Examine
variousthe
QoS
components,
including
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management,
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performing
Layershaping,
2 functions.
Specifically, it was
onlysignaling,
capable oflink
supporting
CoS,
as
avoidance,
policing/admission
control,
efficiencyport-based
mechanisms,
and
well as
assigning aand
CoSmarking
based on destination MAC address. With the introduction of the PFC1 in
classification
CatOS Software version 5.3, QoS support on the Catalyst 6500 broadened to include policing,
Map and
specified
class of based
serviceon
(CoS)
to IP,
various
queues
maintain
marking,
classification
QoS values
ACLs for
IPX, and
MACand
layer
traffic.CoS
QoSvalues
is also
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
fully supported in Cisco IOS (Native mode). Initially, QoS support only included IP traffic
in the
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
first Cisco IOS Software version release 12.0(7)XE. Marking, policing, classification and
congestion avoidance were the features included for IP traffic. Cisco IOS release 12.1(1)E
LearnQoS
about
classification
and
rewrite
capabilities
and MAC
queue
scheduling
on the
Cisco
expanded
support
for Native
mode
to include
IPX and
layer
traffic. Table
8-1
depicts
Catalyst
5000
the different QoS processes covered in this chapter.
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing on
the Ciscoand
Catalyst
2950 and
The table
specifies
the hardware
responsible
for the different
operations
the software
3550
Family of Switches
capable
of supporting
the various features.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both
Hybrid
and
Native modeSupport
on the Catalyst
6500 Family of Switches
Table
8-1.
Hardware
for QoS
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS Operation

Hardware Responsible for QoS Operation

Supported
Software

Input queue
scheduling[*]

Linecards (port ASIC)—PFC not required

CatOS/Cisco IOS

Classification

Supervisor—Responsible for Layer 2 (CoS)

CatOS/Cisco IOS
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Policing

Layer 3 switching engine in PFC

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin
Turek CCIE No. 7284 Linecards (port ASIC)—Based on
Marking/rewrite

CatOS/Cisco IOS
CatOS/Cisco IOS

classification/policing performed by supervisor or PFC
Publisher: Cisco Press

Output queue
Pub Date: June
scheduling

06, 2003

Linecards (port ASIC)—Based on priorities established CatOS/Cisco IOS
during classification/policing

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432
[*]

Input queue scheduling is contingent on the trust state of the inbound port. If the inbound trust policy is
set for untrusted, traffic is sent to the default queue and is serviced FIFO.

As demonstrated in Table 8-1, the port ASICs on the linecards play a significant role in the endto-end
QoS QoS
implementation
the Catalyst
6500.
Table
8-2 shows
the different modules
End-to-end
deploymentwithin
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
series
switches
available for the platform and the default queuing architecture for both receive and transmit
ports.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Table
Overview
of Modules
Supporting
QoSCoS values
Map specified
class8-2.
of service
(CoS) values
to various queues
and maintain
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Linecard
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Transmit
Priority
Architecture to
Module
Composition
Ports
Ports
Queue
Backplane
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling
on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
WS-X6K2 X 1000
1q4t
2q2t
No
Bus
Sup1
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
WS-X6K3550 Family
2 X of
1000
Switches
1p1q4t
1p2q2t
RX/TX
Bus
Sup1A
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
WS-X6KX 1000of Switches 1p1q4t
1p2q2t
RX/TX
Bus/Fabric
4500 IOS2Family
Sup2
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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of service with
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Bus
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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to the capability
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Bus

WS-X6501

1 X 10GE
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Bus/fabric

WS-X6502
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As mentioned
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earlier, the Catalyst 6500 is capable of supporting QoS utilizing multiple modes of
software.
One
Pages:
432 software option is to support both the supervisor engine and MSFC with two
separate images; this configuration is known as Hybrid mode. The alternative is to load one
single image to support the entire platform. This software option is referred to as Cisco IOS
(Native mode).
When running in Hybrid mode, the administrator must load one version of code for the
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco
CatalystSystem
series switches
supervisor module,
referred to
as the Catalyst
Operating
(CatOS). If an MSFC exists on
the supervisor, a separate version of IOS supporting the MSFC also needs to be loaded. The IOS
on the
MSFC isvarious
also responsible
for supporting
anycongestion
FlexWAN modules
and installed
port
Examine
QoS components,
including
management,
congestion
adapters.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Native mode allows for the seamless integration of both the supervisor and MSFC, offering the
administrator
one command
line to(CoS)
configure
both
This
chapter
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Map specified
class of service
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to components.
various queues
and
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CoS values
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for
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in
both
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and
Cisco
IOS.
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and 2948G/2980G
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Family
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Identifying
the Catalyst Software
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
After the desired operational mode has been determined, it is necessary to download the
3550 Family of Switches
appropriate software version. When running Hybrid, as already noted, the administrator must
download
separate
images for the
supervisor
MSFC components.
For
the
supervisor
Understand
classification,
policying,
and and
scheduling
capabilities of
the
Catalyst
4000engine,
and
two software
versions
are
available.
One
version
supports
the
Supervisor
I
module,
the
other
4500 IOS Family of Switches
supports the Supervisor II module.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
The fundamental difference between the two images is based on the numeric value prefaced by
"cat6000-sup",
which
indicates
the software
is a supervisor
If Catalyst
the string
cat6000-sup
Utilize Layer
3 QoS
to classify
varying levels
of service image.
with the
6500
MSFC andis
not immediately
followed
by
a
number,
the
software
supports
Supervisor
I
and
IA
engines.
If the
Flexwan
string is followed by a 2, however, the software supports all Supervisor II Engines. The same
naming
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to images
for the MSFC.
For
utilizing
an MSFCcase
1, the
Understand
how
to apply
QoS in available
campus network
designs
by6500s
examining
end-to-end
imagestudies
name is preceded by "c6msfc". For switches equipped with an MSFC 2, the "c6msfc" string
is immediately followed by the numeral 2.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
The
supervisor
engine naming
convention
for Hybrid
follows:network traffic over
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to the capability
of a network
to provide
betterimages
serviceis
toas
selected
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay"cat6000-sup"
image
supports Supervisor I/IA Engines.
sensitive
traffic), andindicates
improved
loss characteristics.
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image
supports Supervisor
II Engines. rolling out a new
While"cat6000-sup2"
QoS has become
an essential
technology
for those organizations

The MSFC naming convention for Hybrid images is as follows:
"c6msfc" indicates image supports MSFC 1.
"c6msfc2" indicates image supports MSFC 2.
When running in Native mode, the image is bundled, incorporating the software essential for
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The naming convention for bundled Cisco IOS images is as follows:
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Pub Date: June 06, 2003

"c6sup11" indicates the image supports Supervisor I/IA engines and MSFC 1.
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

"c6sup12"
Pages: 432 indicates the image supports Supervisor I/IA engines and MSFC 2.
"c6sup22" indicates the image supports Supervisor II engine and MSFC 2.
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NOTE
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
"c6sup" was the original designation used to identify the initial release of Cisco IOS for
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
the Catalyst 6500. Images with this naming convention supported platforms with a
classification and marking
Supervisor I Engine and MSFC 1.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Table 8-3 summarizes some of the fundamental differences applicable to operating in Hybrid and
Native
modes
on the
Catalyst 6500.
For additional
comparative
information
CatOS
Learn
about
classification
and rewrite
capabilities
and queue
schedulingabout
on the
Ciscoand
CiscoCatalyst
IOS, consult
the
following
technical
document
at
Cisco.com:
5000
"White
Paper:
Comparison
of the
Catalystqueuing
and Cisco
Operating
Systems
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
andCisco
low-latency
on IOS
the Cisco
Catalyst
2950 for
andthe
Cisco
Catalyst
6500
Series
Switch"
3550 Family of Switches
www.cisco.com/warp/public/cc/pd/si/casi/ca6000/tech/catos_wp.pdf
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Table
8-3.
Default
Differences
Hybrid
and Cisco
IOSand
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS
to classify
varying levelsBetween
of service with
the Catalyst
6500 MSFC
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Feature

Hybrid

Cisco IOS

Required software
images

2 software images: Supervisor
and MSFC.

1 software image: bundled Supervisor
and MSFC.

Required
configuration files

2 configuration files:
Supervisor and MSFC.

1 configuration file: combined
Supervisor and MSFC.

All ports default to Layer 2
•Default interface/port
Table of Contents
•state
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switch ports.
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Default interface/port

All ports default to enabled.
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status

All interfaces default to Layer 3
routed interfaces.
All interfaces default to
administratively shut down.
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Enabling QoS on the Switch
QoS first needs to be enabled globally on the switch, before this discussion turns to an
explanation of the different QoS features. Example 8-1 shows how to initialize QoS on the
Catalyst 6500 and shows the commands to verify the configuration.
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Example 8-1. Enabling QoS on the Switch
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
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hybrid(enable)>
set qos enable
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Command Verification:
hybrid(enable)>show qos status
QoS is enabled on this switch.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
(Native)
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
native(config)#mls qos
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Command Verification:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
native#
show the
mlsuse
qos
through
of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
QoS is enabled globally
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
!
Catalyst 5000
(textImplement
omitted)ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
After QoS has been enabled on the switch, the features can be configured. This chapter now
Configure
QoS in both
Hybrid
and Native
mode on
on the
the Catalyst
Catalyst 6500.
6500 Family
of topic
Switches
focuses
on the individual
QoS
mechanisms
available
The first
is input
scheduling.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Input Scheduling

As shown in Table 8-1, the Catalyst 6500, through the use of individual port ASICs, can support input queu
scheduling. This feature is beneficial if contention for the bus or switching fabric exists. At the time of writin
instance, fabric-enabled cards have an 8-Gbps full-duplex connection to the switching fabric. Voice and rea
•
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application performance
may be severely impacted if the receiving module is a WS-X6516, with all 16 port
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receiving traffic
at close to line rate. To ensure that voice traffic and other real-time applications maintain
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input Networks
scheduling to assign traffic to the appropriate queues and thresh
The
recommendation
is to
assign
voice
traffic
the
priority
queue to minimize the end-to-end delay and ji
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CCIEto
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of this feature, however, the inbound port must be configured to trust the arriving CoS.
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view the scheduling capabilities of a particular port, use one of the following commands:
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Example
8-2. Viewing Input Scheduling Capabilities
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
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(Hybrid)
Show port capabilities [mod[/port]]
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
hybrid (enable) show port capabilities 4/1
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Modelavoidance, shaping, policing/admission
WS-X6408A-GBIC
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
(text omitted)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
QOS scheduling
rx-(1p1q4t),tx-(1p2q2t)
through the use of 802.1q
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
(text omitted)
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

or

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
(Native)
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
show interface {type num}capabilities
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
native#
show interface gigabitEthernet 2/1 capabilities
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Model:
WS-X6516-GBIC
studies
(text omitted)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
QOS scheduling:
rx-(1p1q4t), tx-(1p2q2t)
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay(text omitted)
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

or

show queueing interface {type num} [| include Receive]
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native#show queueing interface fastEthernet 6/1 | include Receive
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Receive queues [type = 1q4t]:
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NOTE
Pages: 432
The following section on classification covers the concept of trust and how it operates on the Catalyst
6500.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
All other settings result in the arriving frames being placed in a default queue and forwarded directly to the
switching engine based on FIFO. Figure 8-3 represents the decision path for an arriving frame.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Path queues
for anand
Ingress
Map specified class Figure
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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CoS 6 is mapped to threshold 3 if a strict-priority queue is present. All other threshold mappings remain
unchanged.

[*]

CoS 5, by default, is mapped to the strict-priority queue if present.
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Example 8-3. Configuring Receive Queue Tail-Drop Thresholds in Hybrid Mode
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
(Hybrid)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
set qos map {port-type}rx {queue#} {thr #}cos {cos-list}
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
show qos info {runtime {mod/port}} | {config {mod/port} | {{port-type} rx}}
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Catalyst 5000
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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priority-queue
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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hybrid (enable) set qos map 1p1q4t rx 1 4 cos 6
QoS tx priority queue and threshold mapped to cos successfully.
hybrid (enable) set qos map 1p1q4t rx 2 1 cos 7
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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Scheduling

Num of thresholds

----------------------------------------1
Standard
4
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
2

Priority

1

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
queue tail-drop-thresholds
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
-------------------------through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
1
50[1] 60[2] 80[3] 100[4]
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
queue
thresh
Catalyst
5000 cos-map
--------------------------------------Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
1
1
0 1
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
14500 IOS
2 Family
2 of
3 Switches
1Configure
3 QoS in
4 both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Layer 3 QoS
to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
1Utilize 4
6
Flexwan
2
1
5 7
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
(text omitted)

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayThe
receive
queueand
sizeimproved
ratio enables
the administrator to set a ratio between the amount of traffic received
sensitive
traffic),
loss characteristics.
the strict-priority queue and the amount received by the normal queue. Currently, only two module types f
6500
are thefor
fabric-enabled
10/100 rolling
modules
and
the 10 Gigabit Etherne
While support
QoS hasaltering
becomethis
an feature.
essentialThey
technology
those organizations
out
a new

modules. The port types for these modules are 1p1q0t and 1p1q8t, respectively. The following section cove
input scheduling and congestion avoidance for these port types and discusses how to alter the receive queu
ratio.

Input Scheduling and Congestion Avoidance for 1p1q0t and 1p1q8t

•
Contents
In addition toTable
the of
two
port types 1p1q4t and 1q4t, two additional port types are available on other 6500
•
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linecards, 1p1q0t and 1p1q8t. These two options are available to ports on the fabric-enabled 10/100 modu
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Networks
and the
10 Gigabit
Ethernet
modules,
respectively.

Mentioned earlier, the 1p1q0t port type, similar to the
1p1q4t,
By
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No. 5102
queue.
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Unlike the 1p1q4t, however, the 1p1q0t port typ
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No. 7284
tail-drop threshold. The 10/100 fabric-enabled module has a nonblocking
connection to the switch fabric. This implies there is less of an opportunity for congestion to occur on ingre
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Cisco Pressfor the switching fabric is reduced. As a result, these ports do not possess a configurab
drop
threshold
start discarding traffic when the buffers reach 100-percent capacity.
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The 1p1q8t port type on the 10 Gigabit modules offers an additional feature not available on any of the mo
Pages:mentioned.
432
previously
Although it has two queues, both a strict-priority queue, and a configurable normal
queue, this port type offers the option of configuring eight WRED thresholds as a congestion avoidance
mechanism within the normal receive queue. The port ASIC available on the 10 Gigabit module makes WR
possible. WRED offers a more deterministic method of dropping lower-priority frames, and ensuring higher
priority flows are given preference, as frames accumulate within the queue. Refer to Chapter 2 for a more
detailed
description
of WRED techniques
operation. for
Figure
8-6
shows series
WRED switches
operation on 1p1q8t port types.
End-to-end
QoS deployment
Cisco
Catalyst
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping,
policing/admission
signaling,
link
efficiencyPort
mechanisms,
Figure
8-6. WREDcontrol,
Operation
for
1p1q8t
Types and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),
and improved
loss characteristics.
The
1p1q8t
port type
has eight instances
of WRED, each instance having both a lower and an upper thresh
The lower threshold, also referred to as the low-water mark, ranges from 0 percent to 100 percent of the t
While
hassize.
become
essential
technology
for those
rolling
out ranges
a new from 1 percent to
normalQoS
queue
The an
upper
threshold,
also referred
to organizations
as the high-water
mark,

percent of the total queue. When configuring the values, the lower threshold must be less than or equal to
higher threshold. The low-water mark enables the administrator to specify a lower bound, indicating the de
to randomly drop frames in times of congestion for a particular CoS mapped to that specific WRED range. T
high-water mark, on the other hand, specifies at what percentage point during congestion it is permissible
drop all traffic with the appropriate CoS. During congestion, if the queue fills to a point that falls within a
configured WRED range, frames with the applicable CoS are randomly dropped. The drop probability for th
CoS values progressively increases as the queue fills, until the level of congestion reaches the upper limit o
range,
at which
point all frames with the corresponding CoS are tail dropped. WRED is discussed in further
•
Table of Contents
during the section on output scheduling. The following commands are used to configure the WRED thresho
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(Hybrid)

set qos wred {1p1q8t}rx queue {queue#} {[thr1Lo:]thr1Hi [thr2Lo:]thr2Hi ... [thr8Lo:]thr8
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
show qos info {runtime {mod/port}}| {config {mod/port}| {{port-type}rx}}
(Native)
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
wrr-queue
random-detect
{min-threshold} {queue#} {thr1% thr2% thr3% thr4% ... thr8%}
classification
and marking
wrr-queue
random-detect
{max-threshold}
thr2%
thr3% CoS
thr4%
... thr8%}
Map specified
class of service
(CoS) values {queue#}
to various {thr1%
queues and
maintain
values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
show and
queueing
2948G/2980G
interface
CatOS
tengigabitethernet
Family of Switches {slot/port}
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, all
ACEs,
low-latency
queuing
on theBecause
Cisco Catalyst
2950
In Hybrid,
you can
configure
the and
thresholds
with one
command.
there is
onlyand
one normal queue
3550
Family
of
Switches
queue# is {1}. When configuring the threshold percentages, if a lower threshold is not explicitly configured
lower bound defaults to zero. Therefore, if only a single value is specified for a threshold, that value is
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
configured as the upper bound. The thresholds depicted in Figure 8-6 are configured as follows:
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

set
qosofwred
1p1q8t
queue
1 techniques
20:30 30:40
40:50 to50:60
60:70
70:80
80:100 QoS
80:100
Quality
service
(QoS) rx
is the
set of
designed
manage
network
resources.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
In Native mode, the administrator uses two separate commands, one to configure all eight of the minimum
While
QoS has
become
an WRED
essential
technology
those
out a new thresholds. Agai
thresholds
for the
various
classes
and thefor
other
to organizations
configure the rolling
eight upper-bound

both instances the queue# is configured as {1}.Examples 8-7 and 8-8 demonstrate how to configure the
receive queue WRED thresholds using Hybrid and Native modes, respectively.

Example 8-7. Configuring Receive Queue WRED Thresholds for 1p1q8t in Hybri
Mode
•
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hybrid
(enable)
QoS: Quality
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Service
wred
in Campus
1p1q8tNetworks
rx queue 1 20:35 30:45 40:55 50:65 60:75 70:85 80:100
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80:100 on all WRED-capable 1p1q8t ports.

hybrid (enable) show qos info config 1p1q8t rx
(text omitted)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Rx WRED thresholds:
various QoS
components, including congestion management, congestion
QueueExamine
# Thresholds
- percentage
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and marking
-----------------------------------------------Map specified
of service
(CoS)
values to
various 70%:85%
queues and
maintain80%:100%
CoS values
20%:35% class
30%:45%
40%:55%
50%:65%
60%:75%
80%:100%
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
(textand
omitted)
1

Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and

Example
8-8. of
Configuring
Receive Queue WRED Thresholds for 1p1q8t in Nativ
3550 Family
Switches
Mode
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
native(config-if)#rcv-queue random-detect min-threshold 1 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 80
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
native(config-if)#rcv-queue random-detect max-threshold 1 35 45 55 65 75 85 100 100
Flexwan
native#
show queueing
interface
8/1by| examining
begin Receive
Understand
how to apply
QoS intenGigabitEthernet
campus network designs
end-to-end case
studies
Receive queues [type = 1p1q8t]:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Scheduling
Num
thresholds
refersQueue
to theId
capability
of a network
to of
provide
better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
----------------------------------------dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
queue random-detect-min-thresholds
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

---------------------------------1

20[1] 30[2] 40[3] 50[4] 60[5] 70[6] 80[7] 80[8]

queue random-detect-max-thresholds
---------------------------------•
•

1
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for the receive queue have been established, the CoS values are then mapped t
desiredISBN:
threshold.
The same configuration commands demonstrated at the beginning of the section "Mappi
1-58705-120-6
CoS toPages:
Queues
432 and Drop Thresholds" are applicable in this situation. Unlike the previous examples, howeve
number of available thresholds has now increased to eight. Therefore, the valid values for the thr # param
range from 1 to 8. Additionally, when configuring the commands in Hybrid, the port-type in this instance is
1p1q8t. Finally, the configuration for priority queue mappings is identical to that specified in the preceding
section.
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Configuring the Receive Queue Size Ratio

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control, signaling,
linkqueue
efficiency
mechanisms,
and and stric
The 1p1q0t
and 1p1q8t
port
types support configuring
the receive
size ratio
for the normal
classification
and
marking
priority queues. By default, the normal queue is assigned 80 percent of the total buffer space, and the stric
priority queue is provided the remaining 20 percent. To alter and verify the percentage of memory allocate
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
the normal and priority queues, use the following commands:
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
(Hybrid)
4500 IOS Family of Switches
set qos
rxq-ratio
| 1p1q8t}
{queue1-ratio}
{queue2-ratio}
Configure
QoS in{1p1q0t
both Hybrid
and Native
mode on the Catalyst
6500 Family of Switches
Layer{runtime
3 QoS to classify
varying
levels of service
with the
Catalyst 6500rx}}
MSFC and
show Utilize
qos info
{mod/port}}
| {config
{mod/port}
| {{port-type}
Flexwan
(Native)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
receive-queue
queue-limit {normal-queue ratio} {priority-queue ratio}
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
show queueing interface {type num} [ | include queue-limit ratios]
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

When
configuring
the command
in Hybrid
mode,for
queue1-ratio
represents
the percentage
While QoS
has become
an essential
technology
those organizations
rolling
out a new of total buffer spa

assigned to the normal queue. queue2-ratio is the percentage assigned to the strict-priority queue. Whethe
using Hybrid or Native mode, the values assigned to the normal queue and the priority queue must add up
100 percent, and both individual values must be greater than zero. Prior to modifying default receive queu
ratios, carefully consider how a change will impact traffic behavior. Example 8-9 shows configuration of the
receive queue ratio size in Hybrid mode; Example 8-10 shows the same with Cisco IOS.

Example
8-9.
the Receive Queue Size Ratio in Hybrid Mode
•
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Rx queue size ratio:
Queue #

Sizes - percentage
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------- ------------------------------------1
2

75%various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Examine
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
25%
classification
and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

Example
8-10.
Configuring
the Receive
Queue
Size
Ratio in
Native
Learn about
classification
and rewrite
capabilities
and queue
scheduling
on the
Cisco Mode
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
native(config-if)#
rcv-queue queue-limit 75 25
3550 Family of Switches
Understand configured
classification,on
policying,
scheduling
of the Catalyst 4000 and
queue-limit
all 48 and
ports
on slotcapabilities
3.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
native#show queueing interface fastEthernet 3/1 | include queue-limit
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
queue-limit ratios:
75[queue 1] 25[queue 2]
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification and Marking
Classification and marking on the Catalyst 6500 is performed by port ASICs and the PFC. Given
the different capabilities, this section is broken down into the following topics:
•
•
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In addition
to the these listed topics, further attention is directed toward Cisco's Modular QoS CLI
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
(MQC),
which
was introduced in Chapter 5, "Introduction to the Modular QoS Command-Line
Pages: 432
Interface." As before, numerous examples are provided demonstrating how these features are
configured when operating in both Hybrid and Native modes.

Port-Based
VLAN-Based
QoSCatalyst series switches
End-to-end QoSVersus
deployment
techniques for Cisco
On the Catalyst 6500, QoS policies can be deployed at the individual port level or they can be
Examine
various QoS
components,
congestion
management,
congestion
applied
on a per-VLAN
basis.
By default, including
all ports are
configured
for port-based
QoS. This implies
avoidance, policies,
shaping,and
policing/admission
control,configured
signaling,for
linkthe
efficiency
andto
all classification
marking and policing,
port aremechanisms,
only applicable
classification
and are
marking
the port
to which they
applied. Parameters are not shared by neighboring interfaces. On the
contrary, VLAN-based QoS enables the administrator to apply all settings to all ports configured
specified
of service
(CoS)
to various
queuessituations.
and maintain
CoS
values
for a Map
specific
VLAN. class
VLAN-based
QoS
mayvalues
be preferred
in certain
When
deploying
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
voice in a campus environment, for example, consideration needs to be given to voice-control
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
traffic. Although not as important as the actual voice frames, the control streams are responsible
for establishing, maintaining, and terminating calls. Therefore, it is recommended to assign the
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
control traffic a higher priority than normal user data. Because voice traffic is assigned to
Catalyst 5000
auxiliary VLANs, marking the control traffic is easily accomplished using VLAN-based QoS. You
can use ACLs to identify the appropriate Layer 3 and 4 parameters, and then map them to the
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
appropriate auxiliary VLAN. Additional instances when VLAN-based QoS can be used include
3550 Family of Switches
when policing inter-VLAN traffic for specific VLANs and when establishing initial QoS policies for
access
layer devices
with multiple
VLANs. and
The scheduling
latter scenario
may be of
required,
depending
on the
Understand
classification,
policying,
capabilities
the Catalyst
4000 and
QoS capabilities
of
the
access
layer
device.
To
alter
the
port
policy
to
either
port
based
or
VLAN
4500 IOS Family of Switches
based, use the following commands:
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
(Hybrid)
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
controlled
jitter and latency
(required by some interactive and delayset
port bandwidth,
qos {mod/port}
{port-based
| vlan-based}
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
(Native)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

[no]mls qos vlan-based
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Linecards equipped with a DFC support only port-based policing. VLAN-based policing
is currently not supported on DFCs. It will however, be supported on the DFC3, on a
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As 432
a result, it is vital to properly set the port to port-based or VLAN-based QoS in an
Pages:
effort to achieve the desired behavior. When configuring a port to be VLAN based in Cisco IOS, it
is necessary to configure the port as a Layer 2 port. Therefore, prior to altering the interface
policy,switchport must be entered while in interface configuration mode. The command
switchport alters the port state from the default Layer 3 setting to Layer 2. By default, all ports
on a 6500 with Cisco IOS are routed interfaces. The next two examples show how to successfully
End-to-end
QoSsetting
deployment
techniques
forhow
Cisco
series
switches
change a port's
to VLAN
based and
toCatalyst
verify the
configuration.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion

Example
8-11.
Configuring
a Port control,
to VLAN
Based
Hybridmechanisms,
Mode
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
signaling,
linkin
efficiency
and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
hybrid
through
(enable)
the use
set
of port
802.1q
qos
tagging
5/30 on
vlan-based
the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
QoS interface is set to vlan-based for ports 5/30
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
5000 show qos info config 5/30
hybrid
(enable)
(textImplement
omitted)ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Tx port type of port 5/30 : 2q2t
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500type
IOS Family
of Switches
Rx port
of port
5/30 : 1q4t
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Interface type: vlan-based
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
(textFlexwan
omitted)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality
of service
(QoS)
is the set of techniques
to manage
Example
8-12.
Configuring
a Port todesigned
VLAN Based
innetwork
Nativeresources.
Mode QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
native(config)#interface fastEthernet 6/35
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

native(config-if)#mls qos vlan-based
vlan-based mode is only for Layer 2 LAN interfaces.
native(config-if)#switchport
native(config-if)#mls qos vlan-based
•
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native#show mls qos | begin vlan-based
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Classification Based on Destination MAC Address and VLAN
A Catalyst 6500 without a PFC or an MSFC, but equipped with a Layer 2 switching engine, can
End-to-end
techniques
for MAC
Ciscoaddress
Catalystand
series
switches
classify and QoS
markdeployment
based on the
destination
VLAN
of an arriving frame. With this
hardware configuration, the switching engine can support only Layer 2 CoS values. Therefore,
this feature enables the administrator to map a specific CoS value to a host destination MAC
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
address and VLAN pair. The following command is used to map the appropriate CoS (available in
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Hybrid only):
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
set qos
MAC-addr} {dest VLAN} {CoS value}
3550mac-cos
Family of{dest
Switches
classification,
policying,
and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
show Understand
qos mac-cos
{all |dest
MAC-addr}
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Unfortunately, this feature does not scale very well. Due to the vast number of MAC addresses in
Flexwan
a given network, the configuration process could be administratively intensive and difficult to
manage and maintain. If you include a PFC in the hardware profile of the switch, however, you
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
can use the set qos acl command as an alternative to the preceding commands. The following
studies
example demonstrates how to map a CoS value to a destination MAC address and VLAN.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Example
Mapping
theThe
CoS
Value
Destination
MAC
Address
various LAN 8-13.
and WAN
technologies.
primary
goaltoofaQoS
is to provide flow
priority,
including
dedicated
and
VLAN
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

hybrid (enable) set qos mac-cos 00-02-a5-07-83-0e 1 3
CoS 3 is assigned to 00-02-a5-07-83-0e vlan 1.
hybrid (enable) show qos mac-cos all
Number
•

-----•
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Dest MAC
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Trust

Trust is a concept covered in Chapter 2, in the section "Catalyst QoS Trust Concept." Trust is a
classification method that enables the administrator to maintain a frame's CoS/ToS (type of
service) settings. Upon ingress, the administrator can determine to further utilize the
End-to-end
QoSpriority
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst to
series
switches
predetermined
settings
or can apply
new settings
arriving
frames on a port-by-port or
VLAN basis. Trust is extremely important in determining a frame's behavior as it traverses the
switch. The trust state of a given port determines how frames are classified, marked, and, as
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
previously discussed, scheduled as they proceed from the ingress to egress port within the
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
switch.
classification and marking
On the 6500, all ports by default are configured as untrusted. The exception to this is FlexWAN
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
ports, which are trusted by default. For dot1q- and ISL-tagged frames arriving at an untrusted
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
port, even if they possess a CoS or ToS setting greater than zero, those frames are reset with the
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
default CoS configured for the respective port of entry. By default, this value is zero, but can be
changed
at about
the discretion
of theand
administrator.
To modify
the
default
CoS setting
for Cisco
a port, use
Learn
classification
rewrite capabilities
and
queue
scheduling
on the
the following
commands:
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
(Hybrid)
Flexwan
set port qos {mod/port}cos {CoS value}
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
show studies
qos info {runtime | config} {mod/port}
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
(Native)
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
mls qos cos {CoS value}
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
show queueing interface {type num} [ | include Default COS]
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The CoS setting derived from the port is then mapped to a corresponding internal DSCP value,
which is used internally to determine the handling of the frame through the switch. For more
detailed information, see the section titled "CoS-to-DSCP Mapping" in this chapter. (Refer to
Table 8-12 for the default mapping tables within the Catalyst 6500.)
Similar to the
•
Table
Catalyst
of Contents
3550, the 6500 is capable of trusting incoming frames based on their CoS,
IP precedence,
or DSCP values. Table 8-5 shows the trust states supported on the Catalyst 6500.
•
Index
The table
correlates
each
module
theNetworks
supported trust states.
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in with
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Module
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Trust CoS

Trust IP Precedence

TrustDSCP

WS-X6024

Yes

No

No

WS-X6148

Yes

Yes

Yes

WS-X6224
Yes
No
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
WS-X6248
Yes
No

No
No

WS-X6316
YesQoS components,
Yes
Examine various
including congestion management, Yes
congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link
efficiency
WS-X6324
Yes
No
Nomechanisms, and
classification and marking
WS-X6348
Yes
No
No
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
WS-X6408
Yes
Yesand Catalyst 4000
through the use
of 802.1q taggingYes
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL
and 2948G/2980G
Switches
WS-X6408A
Yes CatOS Family of
Yes
Yes
WS-X6416
Learn about classification
Yes
and rewrite
Yes capabilities and queue scheduling
Yes
on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
WS-X6501
Yes
Yes
Yes
Implement ACLs,
low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst
2950 and
WS-X6502
YesACPs, ACEs, andYes
Yes
3550 Family of Switches
WS-X6516
Yes
Yes
Yes
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
WS-X6524
Yesof Switches
Yes
Yes
4500 IOS Family
WS-X6548
Yes
Yes
Yes
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
WS-X6816
Yes
Yes
Yes
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
trust-cos
enableshow
theto
administrator
trust the
inbound
CoS setting
contained
within thecase
dot1q
Understand
apply QoS intocampus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
or ISLstudies
header. For all untagged frames or non-IP packets entering the switch, if a port is set to
trust-cos all traffic entering the switch is set with the default CoS configured for the port. In
addition,
mentioned
section,designed
to take advantage
input scheduling
the
Quality ofas
service
(QoS)inisthe
thepreceding
set of techniques
to manageofnetwork
resources.onQoS
6500
the
port
must
be
configured
to
trust
the
inbound
CoS.
To
enable
a
port
to
trust
the
inbound
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
CoS,
useLAN
theand
following
commands: The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
various
WAN technologies.
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

(Hybrid)
set port qos {mod/port}trust {trust-cos}
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show qos info
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Under some circumstances, the administrator must perform additional configuration steps,
beyond what is noted in the preceding commands. The WS-X6224/6248 and WS-X6324/6348
have a hardware restriction that prevents them from passing the learned CoS to the switching
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
Catalyst
switches
engine.
Although
the linecards
recognizefor
theCisco
arriving
CoS, series
and use
that value for input
scheduling, when the frame header is passed to the switching engine for forwarding, the CoS
value for the frame is not preserved, and as a result the CoS is rewritten to zero. Therefore, it is
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
necessary to configure additional commands.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
NOTE
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
The WS-X6148 linecard is not subject to the same hardware limitations as the WSLearn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
X6224/6248 and WS-X6324/6348. It is capable of trusting inbound CoS values without
Catalyst 5000
configuring additional commands. Also unlike the WS-X6224/6248 and WsX6324/6348,
the WS-X6148
supports
inbound trust
for IP
and for 2950
DSCPand
Implement ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing
onprecedence
the Cisco Catalyst
values.
At
the
time
of
writing,
this
support
is
found
in
CatOS
Release
6.4(1)
and
3550 Family of Switches
subsequent 6.4 releases.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Example
8-14 shows
resulting
after
setting
theCatalyst
port to trust-cos.
Asof
described,
Configure
QoS inthe
both
Hybridmessage
and Native
mode
on the
6500 Family
Switches the
receive thresholds are enabled on the port. This allows inbound frames to utilize the ingress port
scheduling.
theto
port
remains
in the
untrusted
state.
Thethe
example
further
the
Utilize However,
Layer 3 QoS
classify
varying
levels
of service
with
Catalyst
6500 includes
MSFC and
additional
commands
required
to
ensure
the
arriving
CoS
is
sustained
through
the
switch.
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies8-14. Enabling trust-cos on WS-X6224/6248 and WSExample

X6324/6348 in Hybrid Mode

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayhybrid (enable) set port qos 6/1 trust trust-cos
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Trust
type
trust-cos
supported
on this
port.organizations rolling out a new
While QoS
has
become annot
essential
technology
for those

Receive thresholds are enabled on port 6/1.
Port

6/1 qos set to untrusted.

set qos acl {ip} {acl-name} {trust-cos} {any}
commit qos acl {acl-name}
•
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modified on Gigabit Ethernet and fabric-enabled 10/100 ports when running Cisco IOS. The same
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situation applies to ports configured for VLAN-based QoS.
trust-ipprec and trust-dscp instruct the switch to analyze the ToS field in the IP header of
arriving packets. When configured, the IP precedence option accepts the three least significant
bits in the precedence field within the ToS byte, whereas the DSCP option utilizes the 6 bits
reserved
forQoS
the codepoint
value
within the
byte.
Configuring
a port to trust the IP
End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for ToS
Cisco
Catalyst
series switches
precedence or DSCP is accomplished as follows:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
(Hybrid)
Catalyst 5000
set port qos {mod/port}trust {trust-ipprec | trust-dscp}
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
show qos info {runtime | config} {mod/port}
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
(Native)
4500 IOS Family of Switches
mls qos
trustQoS
{ip-precedence
dscp}
Configure
in both Hybrid |and
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
show Utilize
queueing
Layerinterface
3 QoS to classify
{type varying
num} [|levels
include
of service
Trust
with
state]
the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Modules with 1q4t port types, with the exception of Gigabit modules, do not support the IP
Quality
of service
(QoS)
the set This
of techniques
toCatalyst
manage6500s
network
resources.
QoS
precedence
or DSCP
trustisoption.
restrictiondesigned
applies to
running
both Hybrid
refers
to
the
capability
of
a
network
to
provide
better
service
to
selected
network
traffic
over
and Native modes. After the arriving frame or packet has been classified, using either the
various
LAN andIPWAN
technologies.
Thesetting,
primary
goal
of QoS
is toused
provide
flow priority,
including
predetermined
precedence
or DSCP
that
value
is then
to derive
the internal
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and
latency
(required
by
some
interactive
and
delayDSCP utilized by the switch. Once again, if the ingress port is configured to trust IP precedence,
sensitive
and improved
loss
characteristics.
DSCP, or traffic),
is instructed
not to trust
any
Layer 2 or 3 priority settings (untrusted), the frame is
passed directly to the switching engine. As a result, the arriving frame is not processed through
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

the input scheduling and queuing mechanisms configured for the port. To revert a port to the
defaultuntrusted state, in Hybrid it is necessary to configure set port qos {mod/port}trust
untrusted. In Native mode, the command is no mls qos trust.
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The following examples demonstrate how to modify the trust state on Gigabit Ethernet and nonPages: 432
1q4t port
types.

Example 8-15. Altering the Default Trust State in Hybrid Mode
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
hybrid (enable) set port qos 4/4 trust trust-cos
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Port 4/4 qos set to trust-cos.
classification and marking
hybrid
qos 4/5
trust
Map(enable)
specified set
classport
of service
(CoS)
valuestrust-dscp
to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Port and
4/5
qos set to CatOS
trust-dscp.
2948G/2980G
Family of Switches
hybrid
(enable)
show qos info
configcapabilities
4/4
Learn
about classification
and rewrite
and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
QoS setting in NVRAM:
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
QoS is
enabled
3550
Family of Switches
Understand
classification,
and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Policy
Source of
port 4/4: policying,
COPS
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Tx port type of port 4/4 : 1p2q2t
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Rx port type of port 4/4 : 1p1q4t
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Interface
type: port-based
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
ACL attached:
studies
The qos trust type is set to trust-cos
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
(text omitted)
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayhybrid (enable) show qos info config 4/5
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
QoS
NVRAM:
Whilesetting
QoS hasin
become
an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS is enabled
Policy Source of port 4/5: COPS
Tx port type of port 4/5 : 1p2q2t
Rx port type of port 4/5 : 1p1q4t
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Example 8-16. Altering the Default Trust State in Native Mode (WSX6548)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
native(config)#
interface
fastEthernet
3/12congestion management, congestion
Examine various
QoS components,
including
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
native(config-if)#
qos trust ip-precedence
classification andmls
marking
native#
queueing
interface
fastEthernet
3/12 |
include
state
Mapshow
specified
class of
service (CoS)
values to various
queues
and Trust
maintain
CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Trust
trust CatOS
IP Precedence
and state:
2948G/2980G
Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs,
low-latency
queuing
onits
the
Cisco untrusted
Catalyst 2950
and
Examples
8-17 and
8-18
show
how and
to configure
a port
back to
default
state.
The
3550 Family
of all
Switches
commands
apply to
ports, regardless of interface port type.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Example 8-17. Reverting to the Default Trust State in Hybrid Mode

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
hybrid
(enable) set port qos 4/4 trust untrusted
Flexwan
Port Understand
4/4 qos set
how to
to apply
untrusted.
QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
hybrid (enable) show qos info config 4/4
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
referssetting
to the capability
of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
QoS
in NVRAM:
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayQoS
is enabled
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Policy Source of port 4/4: COPS
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Tx port type of port 4/4 : 1p2q2t
Rx port type of port 4/4 : 1p1q4t
Interface type: port-based
ACL attached:
•
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The qos trust type is set to untrusted.
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native(config)#interface fastEthernet 3/12
End-to-end QoS deployment
native(config-if)#no
mls techniques
qos trustfor Cisco Catalyst series switches
native#show queueing interface fastEthernet 3/12
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping, policing/admission
control, signaling,
linkRound-Robin
efficiency mechanisms, and
Interface
FastEthernet3/12
queueing strategy:
Weighted
classification and marking
Port QoS is enabled
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Port is untrusted
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
(text omitted)
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches

Classification
and Marking Using ACLs and ACEs
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
In addition to port trust states, the Catalyst 6500 utilizes ACLs to classify traffic flows, to enforce
administratively
defined
QoSHybrid
policies.
with on
a PFC,
the Catalyst
canof
classify,
and
Configure QoS
in both
andEquipped
Native mode
the Catalyst
65006500
Family
Switches
subsequently mark and police traffic, based on Layer 2, 3, and 4 characteristics. Policing is
Utilize
Layer
3 policing
QoS to classify
covered
later
in the
section.varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
QoS ACL lookups are performed in hardware. The TCAM is the portion of memory responsible for
Understand
to apply
QoScomponents
in campus network
designsQoS
by examining
end-to-end
storing
all definedhow
masks
and ACL
for the switch.
ACLs are composed
of case
studies
individual
ACEs. In turn, each ACE is composed of a pattern value and a mask value. The pattern
value specifies the actual source and destination address, including any additional Layer 3- and
Quality of service
(QoS) The
is the
set of
tothe
manage
network
QoSthat
4-specified
parameters.
mask
in techniques
this case is designed
defined as
portions
of theresources.
pattern value
refers
to the capability
of or
a network
are
specifically
matched,
ignored.to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicatedthe
bandwidth,
jitter space,
and latency
(required
by some interactive
delayBecause
TCAM is acontrolled
finite memory
the number
of configured
masks andand
ACEs
is also
sensitive
and improved
lossthe
characteristics.
finite.
Fortraffic),
the Supervisor
I Engine,
number of masks is limited to 2000. However, each mask
can be shared among a maximum of eight ACEs. As a result, there are 16,000 possible
While
QoS has
become
an essential
technology
for those
rolling
out a ACLs.
new With a
supportable
entries
for the
Supervisor
I, which are
sharedorganizations
among QoS and
security

Supervisor II Engine the number of masks and entries increases. The Supervisor II supports
4000 different masks, and is still capable of associating 8 ACEs with 1 mask entry. Therefore, the
number of entries increases to 32,000. Unlike the Supervisor I, however, these entries are
dedicated to QoS.
Each supervisor engine can support up to 512 different ACL labels system wide. Labels are
divided among QoS and security ACLs. ACL label resources are consumed based on ACL type and
how they are applied. QoS ACLs can only be applied to a port/interface or VLAN. In either
•
Table of Contents
instance, the result is the use of one label. Prior to CatOS Software Release 6.3, 250 labels are
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defined ACLs, the Catalyst 6500 utilizes three default ACLs to ensure
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all ingress traffic is classified. These ACLs are applied to all ports/interfaces on the switch. Any
traffic not matching a named ACL applied to a port or VLAN interface, matches one of the default
ACLs. One ACL is reserved for IP traffic, designated with ethertype 0x800, another for IPX traffic,
ethertype 0x8137 and 0x8138, and finally an ACL for all MAC traffic, which encompasses all other
ethertype values, including AppleTalk, DECnet, Banyan VINES and, Xerox Network Systems
(XNS).
For all
arriving
frames,
the ethertype
valueCatalyst
is used series
to determine
which ACL is applied to
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
switches
the arriving frame. Each default ACL has only one ACE. Although the match criteria are not
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Quality
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
ipx
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
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LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
mac
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
(text omitted)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

InExample 8-19 all ingress IP traffic to the 6500, which does not match a named ACL, is marked
with a DSCP value of 16. Because the configuration in Example 8-19 was performed on a switch
equipped with a PFC2, it was not possible to modify the DSCP values for IPX and MAC traffic.
Example 8-20 shows the same procedures with a PFC1. In this instance, however, the default
value for IPX and MAC traffic is modified.
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Table 8-6. Layer 4 IP Protocol Criteria

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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For all ACL types, after the named ACLs have been configured, they are temporarily placed into
an edit buffer within memory. As a result, if changes are made to an ACL, or a new ACL is
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DSCP value
Pages: 432
dscp
specified in ACE

[1]

DSCP value of
arriving frame

DSCP value of
arriving frame[1]

DSCP value of
arriving frame[1]

Port CoS or CoS
value of arriving
frame[2]

IP precedence
value of arriving
frame[1]

DSCP value of
arriving frame[1]

Configuration settings do not apply to WS-X6224/6248 and WS-X6324/6348 series linecards.

[2] The internal
End-to-end
QoS deployment
Catalyst
series
switches
DSCP value istechniques
derived fromfor
theCisco
DSCP value
specified
in the
ACL for WS-X6224/6248 and WS-

X6324/6348 series linecards.

As you
can seevarious
in TableQoS
8-10,
when an ACE
keyword
is specified
within a QoS
ACL, the keyword
Examine
components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
overrides
the port
trust policy
applied to the ingress
orlink
VLAN.
The exception
is when
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,interface
signaling,
efficiency
mechanisms,
and
usingclassification
the dscp keyword.
Instead of always marking the frame header using the DSCP priority
and marking
configured in the QoS ACE, the keyword operates in conjunction with the port trust state. If the
Map
specified
class oftoservice
(CoS)
values
to various
queues or
andDSCP
maintain
CoS
values
ingress
port
is configured
trust the
arriving
CoS,
IP precedence,
value,
dscp
instructs
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
the switch to maintain the QoS setting derived from the ingress port's classification policy. If4000
the
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Familysetting
of Switches
ingress
port
trust is left at
its default
(untrusted), however, dscp marks the frame
header with the value specified in the ACE. Other notable behavior includes configuring the
Learnkeyword
about classification
andtrust-cos
rewrite capabilities
and queue scheduling
on the
trust-cos
within an ACE.
is not a recommended
setting when
theCisco
inbound
Catalyst
5000
port's trust policy is set to untrusted. This combination may result in unexpected behavior.
Traffic arriving on an interface configured as untrusted is immediately labeled with the default
Implement
ACPs, ACEs,the
and
low-latency
queuingThe
on the
Cisco
Catalyst
2950
and
port CoS
setting,ACLs,
thus overwriting
existing
CoS priority.
frame
header
is then
forwarded
3550
Family
of
Switches
directly to the switching engine. As a result, the value maintained by the trust-cos command,
within the ACE, may not be the expected value. Therefore, when using the trust-cos keyword, it
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
is recommended the port be configured for trust-cos as well.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and

NOTE
Flexwan

Because the WS-X6148 is not subject to the same hardware limitations as the WSUnderstand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
X6224/6248 and the WS-X6324/6348, all the marking rules provided in Table 8-10
studies
apply.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Not all marking rules listed in the Table 8-10 apply to WS-X6224/6248 or WS-X6324/6348
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaylinecards. As mentioned earlier, trust-ipprec and trust-dscp are not supported configurations
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
at the port level for these modules. Also due to hardware limitations, the port ASIC for these
linecards
preserve
inbound
priority without
the
administratorrolling
entering
While
QoScannot
has become
an the
essential
technology
for those
organizations
out additional
a new

commands. Therefore, if the desired action is to maintain the inbound CoS setting, a QoS ACL
must be configured with the trust-cos keyword. Furthermore, as a result of the same port ASIC
limitation, if the dscp keyword is specified rather than trust-cos, the arriving frame is marked
based on the specified codepoint rather than the trusted inbound CoS priority.
Example 8-21 demonstrates how to configure a QoS ACL in Hybrid mode. In this example, a
named ACL called VideoConf is created. For this ACL, the intent is to mark all traffic destined for
TCP ports 1720, 1731, and 1503 with DSCP 26 and to maintain the classification established by
•
Table of Contents
the default port value for all other traffic. The TCP ports identified are control ports used in some
•
Index
video conferencing applications. Therefore, DSCP 26, equivalent to precedence 3, is applied to
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Example 8-21. Configuring and Applying an IP QoS ACL in Hybrid Mode
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

hybrid
(enable)
set qos acl ip VideoConf dscp 26 tcp any any eq 1720
Pages:
432
VideoConf editbuffer modified. Use 'commit' command to apply changes.
hybrid (enable) set qos acl ip VideoConf dscp 26 tcp any any eq 1731
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
VideoConf editbuffer modified. Use 'commit' command to apply changes.
hybrid
(enable)
setQoS
qoscomponents,
acl ip VideoConf
26 tcpmanagement,
any any eq congestion
1503
Examine
various
includingdscp
congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
VideoConf
editbuffer
modified. Use 'commit' command to apply changes.
classification
and marking
hybrid
acl ip
VideoConf
trust-cos
ip any
Map(enable)
specified set
classqos
of service
(CoS)
values to
various queues
andany
maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Warning:
ACL trust-cos
should
only
be used with ports that are also configured
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of Switches
classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
with Learn
port about
trust=trust-cos.
Catalyst 5000
VideoConf editbuffer modified. Use 'commit' command to apply changes.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
IOShas
Family
Switches
After 4500
the ACL
beenof
created,
a message is sent to the console. It reminds the administrator to
commit the changes to the PFC, removing them from the temporary edit buffer. Looking at the
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
edit buffer, you can confirm the ACL has not yet been committed.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
hybrid (enable) show qos acl editbuffer
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
ACL
Type Status
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
----------------------------------- ---------refers to the capability of a network to provide
better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
VideoConf
Not(required
Committed
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter andIPlatency
by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
hybrid (enable) commit qos acl VideoConf
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS ACL 'VideoConf' successfully committed.
hybrid (enable) show qos acl editbuffer
ACL

Type Status

--------------------------------

---- ----------
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After the ACL has been committed to hardware, you can verify the ACL configuration with the
Publisher:
Cisco Press
following
command:
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

hybrid (enable) show qos acl info config VideoConf
set qos acl ip VideoConf
---------------------------------------------End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
1. dscp 26 tcp any any eq 1720
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
2. dscp 26 tcp any any eq 1731
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
3. dscp 26 tcp any any eq 1503
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
4. trust-cos ip any any
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
After verifying the ACL configuration, you can apply the ACL to the desired port or VLAN
interface.
This is ACLs,
accomplished
by issuing
the command
set qos
acl Cisco
map Catalyst
{ACL_name}
Implement
ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing
on the
2950 and
{{mod/port}
|
{VLAN}}.
In
the
example,
the
ACL
is
mapped
to
a
port.
Recall
that to successfully
3550 Family of Switches
map the ACL to the desired port, the port must be set for port-based QoS. After the ACL has
been Understand
successfully classification,
mapped to the
policying,
desired port
and or
scheduling
interface,capabilities
you can confirm
of the the
Catalyst
configuration
4000 andwith
show4500
qos IOS
acl map
Family
{runtime
of Switches
| config} {ACL_name | all |mod/port|VLAN}.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer 3set
QoSqos
to classify
varying
levels of
service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
hybrid
(enable)
acl map
VideoConf
4/2
Flexwan
ACL VideoConf is successfully mapped to port 4/2.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
hybrid
(enable) show qos acl map config VideoConf
Quality
service (QoS)
is the
set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
QoS ACLofmappings
on rx
side:
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN and WAN technologies. TheType
primary
goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
ACL name
Vlans
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
----------------------------------- --------------------------------While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

VideoConf

IP

ACL name

Type Ports

-------------------------------- ---- --------------------------------VideoConf

IP 4/2
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Finally,
becauseCCIE®
the ACL
has ,been
created,
committed

hardware, and applied to the desired

Kevin
CCIE No. to
7284
port, Turek
it is possible
verify that the configured behavior is the desired behavior. The verification

is based on the port's QoS configuration information. show qos info yields the following results:
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

hybrid (enable) show qos info config 4/2
Pages: 432

QoS setting in NVRAM:
QoS is enabled
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Policy
Source
of port 4/2:
COPS
Tx port type of port 4/2 : 1p2q2t
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Rx port type of port 4/2 : 1p1q4t
classification and marking
Interface type: port-based
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
ACL attached: VideoConf
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
The qos
trust
is set and
to untrusted.
Learn
abouttype
classification
rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Default CoS = 2
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
(text3550
omitted)
Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure
in both the
Hybrid
Native mode
the Catalyst
Family
Switches
As displayed
in QoS
the output,
portand
is configured
for on
port-based
QoS,6500
and the
QoSoftrust
type is
set to untrusted. Also the show command verifies that an ACL named VideoConf is attached to
Utilize
3 QoS
to classify
varying
levels
of service
with
the Catalyst
6500inMSFC
the port
andLayer
that the
default
port CoS
is 2. You
may
recognize
behavior
described
Tableand
8-10.
Flexwan
Although
all traffic arriving on port 4/2 is assigned the default CoS and forwarded directly to the
PFC, because of the attached ACL and dscp keyword, all traffic destined to TCP ports 1720, 173,
Understand
how to
apply
QoS
campus
network
designs by
case set
and 1503
are marked
with
DSCP
26.inThis
behavior
is attributed
to examining
the ingressend-to-end
port trust being
studies
to untrusted. Furthermore, because the desire is to maintain the default CoS setting, it is
necessary to configure the additional ACE with the trust-cos keyword. If the ACE is not included,
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
all traffic not matching the first ACE is matched by the default IP ACL and assigned a DSCP value
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
of zero.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

ACL-Based Classification and Marking in Native Mode

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The concepts for classification and marking with Native mode are similar to those discussed for
Hybrid mode. In conjunction with the ACLs used to classify interesting traffic, however, Native
mode incorporates the use of the MQC introduced in Chapter 5. As compared to operation in
Hybrid mode, Native mode has its own set of rules for marking traffic. Table 8-11 summarizes
these rules.
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Policy Map
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Keyword
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untrusted

trust cos

trust precedence trust dscp

Port CoS or CoS
value of arriving
frame[1]

Port CoS or CoS
value of arriving
frame[1]

Port CoS or CoS
value of arriving
frame[1]

IP precedence
IP precedence
IP precedence
trust
value of arriving
value of arriving
value of arriving
[1]
End-to-end
precedence
QoS deployment
frame
techniques
frame
for Cisco
Catalyst frame
series[1]
switches

IP precedence
value of arriving
frame[1]

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

trust cos

Port CoS value:
default value (0)

DSCP value of
DSCP value of
DSCP value of
DSCP value of
[1]
[1]
trustExamine
dscp various
arriving
frame
arriving
frame
arriving
frame
arriving frame[1]
QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Precedence value
Port CoS or CoS
IP precedence
classification and marking
set ip
derived from value value of arriving
value of arriving
DSCP value of
[1]
[1]
precedence
in
policy
map
frame
frame
arriving
frame[1]
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain
CoS values
through the DSCP
use ofvalue
802.1q
taggingPort
on CoS
the Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
derived
or CoS
IP precedence
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
from value in policy value of arriving
value of arriving
DSCP value of
set ip dscp
map
frame[1]
frame[1]
arriving frame[1]
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
[1]

Configuration
settings
do not
apply
to WS-X6224/6248
and WS-X6324/6348
series
linecards.
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs,
and
low-latency queuing
on the Cisco
Catalyst
2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Similar to the behavior in Hybrid mode, when the trust keyword is utilized in a policy map class,
and subsequently
applied to an policying,
interface with
the service-policy
input
statement,
trust
Understand classification,
and scheduling
capabilities
of the
Catalyst the
4000
and
state 4500
of theIOS
policy
map
class
supersedes
the
trust
state
specified
at
the
interface.
Also
as
Family of Switches
specified in Table 8-11, it is not possible to configure the interface trust state for WS-X6224/6248
and WS-X6324/6348
On and
these
linecards,
default to
the Family
nonconfigurable
Configure QoS inlinecards.
both Hybrid
Native
modeall
onports
the Catalyst
6500
of Switches
untrusted state. This behavior differs slightly from options available in Hybrid mode. Also trust
cos isUtilize
not available
these
serieslevels
of modules
in Native
mode.
Layer 3 when
QoS tousing
classify
varying
of service
with the
Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Prior to 12.1(12c)E1, marking was only possible through policing. Therefore, marking required
the administrator
to configure
policer,
which network
did not police
butbyjust
marked end-to-end
priority traffic
and
Understand how
to apply aQoS
in campus
designs
examining
case
transmitted
studiesit. With the release of 12.1(12c)E1, set ip precedence and set ip dscp were made
available as actions within a class, under the policy map configuration. Therefore, for traffic
Quality of
(QoS) is
the set of
designed
to the
manage
network resources.
QoS for
arriving
onservice
an untrusted
interface,
it techniques
became possible
to set
IP precedence
or DSCP value
refers to the
capability
ofsimilar
a network
to behavior
provide better
service toinselected
network
traffic
overdscp
incoming
frames.
Again,
to the
demonstrated
Hybrid mode
with
the ACE
various LAN
WAN technologies.
goalspecified,
of QoS is do
to not
provide
flow priority,
including
keyword,
set and
ip precedence
and setThe
ip primary
dscp, when
supersede
the configured
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
latency
(required
by someorinteractive
andas
delayport
trust state.
The PFC
maintains
theand
ingress
CoS,
IP precedence,
DSCP value,
long as the
sensitive traffic),
loss characteristics.
corresponding
mlsand
qosimproved
trust keyword
is configured at the interface.

While
QoS hasexample
become demonstrates
an essential technology
for those
organizations mark
rollingtraffic
out ausing
new Native
The following
how to classify
and subsequently

mode. The same criteria used in the Hybrid examples is used here. Again, the intent is to mark
all traffic destined for TCP ports 1720, 1731, and 1503 with a DSCP value of 26, whereas all
other traffic is marked with the default CoS setting for the interface. The first step in the QoS
policy creation is creating an ACL for all relevant traffic. When configured, the ACL is then
mapped to an administratively defined class map. You can verify these configuration steps with
theshow access-list and show class-map commands.
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native(config)#access-list 110 remark Control traffic for Video Conferencing App
Publisher: Cisco Press

native(config)#access-list 110 permit tcp any any eq 1720
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
native(config)#
access-list 110 permit tcp any any eq 1731
Pages: 432

native(config)#access-list 110 permit tcp any any eq 1503
native(config)#class-map match-any Control-traffic
native(config-cmap)#
match
access-group
110Catalyst series switches
End-to-end QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco
native#show access-list 110
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Extended
IP access
list
110
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
permit tcp any any eq 1720
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through tcp
the use
802.1q
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
permit
anyofany
eq 1731
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
permit tcp any any eq 1503
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst
native#
show 5000
class-map Control-traffic
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and low-latency
Class
Map match-any
Control-traffic
(id 12)queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Match access-group 110
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
WhenUtilize
the desired
been identified,
and referenced
in a class
map, that
class
map
is
Layer traffic
3 QoS has
to classify
varying levels
of service with
the Catalyst
6500
MSFC
and
then mapped
to
a
defined
policy
map.
In
this
instance,
the
policy
map
name
corresponds
to
a
Flexwan
broader topic, which encompasses the traffic identified in the class map. This was done to
demonstrate
the modular
aspect
of in
thecampus
relationship
between
class
maps and policy
maps.case
The
Understand
how to apply
QoS
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
policystudies
map name chosen is VideoConf. Because there are potentially different identifiable traffic
streams, you can reference multiple class maps within one policy map. Each class map, in turn,
Quality
may
have
of service
its own (QoS)
marking
is the
parameter.
set of techniques
For this example,
designedthe
to manage
actual audio
network
and resources.
video streams
QoScan
refers
be
identified
to the and
capability
placedofwithin
a network
their to
own
provide
class map
better
and
service
marked
to selected
appropriately.
network
Therefore,
traffic over
the
various LAN and WAN
recommendation
is to name
technologies.
the policy
The
map
primary
something
goal of
related
QoS isto
tothe
provide
class flow
map,priority,
but in aincluding
broader
dedicated
sense.
Depending
bandwidth,
on how
controlled
the policies
jitter are
and formulated,
latency (required
for instance,
by some
the
interactive
policy map
and
may
delaybe named
sensitive
after
a department
traffic), and
or improved
after an application
loss characteristics.
(such as VideoConf). In this scenario, the goal is to
mark all traffic destined for TCP ports 1720, 1731, and 1503 with DSCP 26. Therefore, the set ip
While
QoS has
become
an essential
technology
for policy
those organizations
rolling
new
dscp {dscp
value}
command
is utilized
within the
map class, along
without
thea desired
value.

native(config)#policy-map VideoConf
native(config-pmap)#class Control-traffic
native(config-pmap-c)#set ip dscp 26
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class

Control-traffic

Publisher: Cisco Press

set ip dscp 26

Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

After the policy map parameters have been established, you must apply the QoS policy to the
appropriate interface to complete the process. Here, the desired interface is Gigabit 5/1, and the
service-policy input {name} command is configured referencing policy map VideoConf.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various
QoS components,
including5/1
congestion management, congestion
native(config)#
interface
gigabitEthernet
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification andservice-policy
marking
native(config-if)#
input VideoConf
Mapshow
specified
class of service
(CoS)
values to various 5/1
queues and maintain CoS values
native#
policy-map
interface
gigabitEthernet
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
GigabitEthernet5/1
Learn about classification
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
service-policy
input: VideoConf
Catalyst 5000
class-map: Control-traffic (match-any)
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
0 packets, 0 bytes
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
5 minute
offered
rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
match: QoS
access-group
110 and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Configure
in both Hybrid
(text
omitted)
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
native#show mls qos ip ingress
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
QoS studies
Summary [IP]:
(* - shared aggregates, Mod - switch module)
Quality of service (QoS)
is the
set ofDSCP
techniques
designed
to manage
network resources.
QoS
Int
Mod Dir
Cl-map
AgId Trust
FlId
AgForward-Pk
AgPoliced-Pk
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and1 improved
loss characteristics.
Gi5/1
I Control-t
26
3
No
0
0
0
While
has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
(text QoS
omitted)

native#show queueing interface gigabitEthernet 5/1
Interface GigabitEthernet5/1 queueing strategy:

Weighted Round-Robin

Port QoS is enabled
•
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Port is untrusted
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Finally,ISBN:
after
the appropriate steps for MQC have been completed, you can verify behavior. As
1-58705-120-6
demonstrated,
Pages: 432 show policy-map interface {type num} and show mls qos ip ingress detail
the policy map class information. Specifically, the outputs include the ACL referenced in the class
map and the DSCP value used to mark all conforming traffic. Based on the information in Table
8-11, and the output extracted from show queueing interface {type num}, note that the port
is configured as untrusted. This implies all traffic matching the ACL is marked with DSCP 26.
Recall that set ip dscp overrides interfaces with an untrusted port trust state. All remaining
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
seriespreviously,
switches this configuration is
traffic is marked
with the default
CoS value
of 2. As
mentioned
possible with Cisco IOS Release 12.1(12c)E1 and later. For earlier versions, it is necessary to
configure
a policer
to mark
all desired traffic.
Policing
is covered
later in the congestion
chapter.
Examine
various
QoS components,
including
congestion
management,
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Mapping

After a frame header has been forwarded from the ingress port to the switching engine, and the
appropriate priority value has been established, the PFC determines an internal DSCP value for the frame.
This value is used to signify how a frame is handled while it traverses the switch, and ultimately how it is
•
Tableegress.
of Contents
scheduled upon
A DSCP value is applied to all frames processed by the switching engine,
•
Index
regardless of traffic type. This behavior is also independent of the operating system. However, the manner
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for configuring
the
tables
is different
between
Native mode and Hybrid mode. Table 8-12 shows the default
mapping
valuesCCIE®
used No.
by the
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76516500.
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Table 8-12. Default Mapping Values

Pages: 432

CoS-to-DSCPMapping

Precedence-to-DSCPMapping

DSCP-to-CoS Mapping

CoS 0 = DSCP 0

IP precedence 0 = DSCP 0

DSCP 0–7 = CoS 0

CoS 1 = DSCP 8

IP precedence 1 = DSCP 8

DSCP 8–15 = CoS 1

End-to-end
QoS16
deployment techniques
for Cisco
series switches
CoS 2 = DSCP
IP precedence
2 Catalyst
= DSCP 16

DSCP 16–23 = CoS 2

CoS 3 = DSCP 24
IP precedence 3 = DSCP 24
DSCP 24–31 = CoS 3
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
CoS avoidance,
4 = DSCP 32
IP precedence
4 = DSCP
32
DSCP
32–39 = CoS
shaping, policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link efficiency
mechanisms,
and 4
classification and marking
CoS 5 = DSCP 40
IP precedence 5 = DSCP 40
DSCP 40–47 = CoS 5
specified
values6to=various
queues and maintain
values
CoS Map
6 = DSCP
48 class of service
IP(CoS)
precedence
DSCP 48
DSCPCoS
48–55
= CoS 6
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
CoS and
7 = 2948G/2980G
DSCP 56
IP precedence
7 = DSCP 56
DSCP 56–63 = CoS 7
CatOS Family
of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst6500
5000determines the internal DSCP value based on the trust state specified either at the port
The Catalyst
or interface level, or based on the trust keyword or DSCP/IP precedence value specified in an ACL. The
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
following sections detail how the internal DSCP values are derived from the appropriate sources and how
3550 Family of Switches
internal DSCP values map to egress CoS. These topics are covered in the following order:
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
CoS-to-DSCP
Mapping
Configure
QoS in bothMapping
Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Precedence-to-DSCP
Utilize
Layer 3Mapping
QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
DSCP-to-CoS
Flexwan
Policed DSCP-to-Mark Down Mapping
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

CoS-to-DSCP
Mapping
Quality of service (QoS)
is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS

refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN and
technologies.
The configured
primary goal
QoS is tothe
provide
flowDSCP
priority,
including
If
the ingress
portWAN
or interface
has been
to of
trust-cos,
internal
value
is derived from
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
latency
(required
by some
interactive
and delaythe
arriving
CoS on the
802.1q or
ISL and
trunk.
Likewise,
because
an ACL
or policy map
class supersedes the
sensitive
loss characteristics.
port
trusttraffic),
state, ifand
theyimproved
are configured
to trust the incoming CoS value, the internal DSCP is again derived
from the inbound CoS. One caveat to consider is traffic arriving on an untrusted port. Although incoming
While
become
essential
those organizations
out a new
framesQoS
are has
marked
withan
the
default technology
CoS setting for
configured
for the port rolling
or interface,
in this case the interna

DSCP value is derived from the default ACL. By default, the default ACL applies a DSCP value of zero. As a
result, if the desire is to maintain the CoS established by the default CoS value at the interface, it is
necessary to use an ACL or policy map class to trust CoS, or modify the default DSCP value in the default
ACL.
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(Hybrid)
Publisher: Cisco Press

setPub
qos
Date:
cos-dscp-map
June 06, 2003
{DSCP1 DSCP2 DSCP3 DSCP4 DSCP5 DSCP6 DSCP7 DSCP8 }
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

show Pages:
qos map
432 config cos-dscp-map
(Native)
mls qos map cos-dscp {DSCP1 DSCP2 DSCP3 DSCP4 DSCP5 DSCP6 DSCP7 DSCP8 }
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
show mls qos map [ | begin Cos-dscp map]

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Table 8-12 shows the default mapping settings for the CoS-to-DSCP table. To modify and verify the default
or modified
mapping
settings
for the
CoS-to-DSCP
use
the preceding
commands.
These commands
Map specified
class
of service
(CoS)
values to table,
various
queues
and maintain
CoS values
enable
an administrator
to map tagging
one DSCP
to a Catalyst
CoS value.
As a result,
referencing
the 4000
preceding
through
the use of 802.1q
on value
the Cisco
2900XL,
3500XL
and Catalyst
commands,
{DSCP1} maps
to CoS
0 and
{DSCP2} maps to CoS 1. This pattern applies to all DSCP values,
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of Switches
concluding with {DSCP8}, which maps to CoS 7. Examples 8-23 and 8-24 demonstrate how to modify the
default
Learn
mapping
aboutvalues
classification
in both and
Hybrid
rewrite
and Native
capabilities
modes,
andrespectively.
queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,the
andCoS-to-DSCP
low-latency queuing
on the Cisco
Catalyst
2950 andMode
Example
8-23.
Modifying
Mapping
Table
in Hybrid
3550 Family of Switches

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
hybrid (enable) set qos cos-dscp-map 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
QoS cos-dscp-map set successfully.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
hybrid
(enable) show qos map config cos-dscp-map
Flexwan
CoS -Understand
DSCP map:how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
CoS
DSCP
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to
the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
-----various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
0
56 bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
1
48
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Example
8-24. Modifying the CoS-to-DSCP Mapping Table in Native Mode
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
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native(config)#mls qos map cos-dscp 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0
native#show mls qos map | begin Cos-dscp map
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Cos-dscp map:
Examine
congestion management, congestion
cos:various
0 1QoS
2 components,
3 4 5 6including
7
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and marking
-----------------------------------Mapdscp:
specified
of service
(CoS)
to various queues and maintain CoS values
56 class
48 40
32 24 16
8 values
0
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
(textand
omitted)
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
The values
mapped
the preceding examples are not recommended settings. Instead, they demonstrate
3550 Family
ofin
Switches
the capability of the CoS-to-DSCP mapping feature. It is normally not necessary to modify the CoS-toDSCPUnderstand
mapping table
from its defaults.
If you
make alterations,
however,
carefully4000
consider
classification,
policying,
anddo
scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst
and how the
values
are mapped
andofpropagate
4500
IOS Family
Switches the modifications across the entire network for consistency. Changes
performed to this table impact the performance of the DSCP-to-CoS table, which needs to be considered.
WhenConfigure
configuring
the
feature
WS-X6224/WS-X6248
and6500
WS-X6324/WS-X6348
QoS
inmapping
both Hybrid
and on
Native
mode on the Catalyst
Family of Switcheslinecards,
additional steps are required. In Hybrid, based on limitations previously discussed, a port configured to
trust Utilize
CoS sustains
Layer 3the
QoS
inbound
to classify
CoS varying
setting by
levels
applying
of service
an ACE
withwith
thethe
Catalyst
trust-cos
6500 keyword.
MSFC andThe switch
then derives
Flexwanthe DSCP value from the CoS of the incoming tagged frame. With Native mode, trust is not a
configurable option for these modules at the port or interface level. All ports default to untrusted. As a
Understand
apply
QoS
in setting
campusand
network
examining
end-to-end
case
result,
to maintainhow
theto
local
port
CoS
use it designs
to derivebythe
internal DSCP,
a policy
map class
studies
must be configured and applied to the applicable interface. Otherwise, the value associated with the defaul
ACL is utilized to obtain the internal DSCP value, which is statically defined as zero.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Precedence-to-DSCP
Mapping
dedicated bandwidth, controlled
jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Similar to the CoS-to-DSCP mapping, internal DSCP values can also be derived from arriving IP
While
QoS has
become
essential
technology for thosemapping
organizations
rolling
out a8-12.
new Frames arriving a
precedence
values.
The an
default
IP precedence-to-DSCP
is shown
in Table

ports or interfaces configured with the trust-ipprec or trust ip-precedence keywords obtain their
internal DSCP value from the precedence of the ingress traffic. This same feature applies to ACLs and
policy map classes. The feature is also available for WS-X6224/WS-6248 and WS-X6324/WS-X6348
modules. Because this configuration is not supported at the physical interface or port level for these
linecards, using either Hybrid or Native modes, however, an ACL or a policy map class must be configured.
The following commands enable the administrator to modify the default mappings and verify the
configuration:
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set qos ipprec-dscp-map {DSCP1} {DSCP2} {DSCP3} {DSCP4} {DSCP5} {DSCP6} {DSCP7} {DSCP8}
show qos maps config ipprec-dscp-map
(Native)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
mls qos map ip-prec-dscp {DSCP1} {DSCP2} {DSCP3} {DSCP4} {DSCP5} {DSCP6} {DSCP7} {DSCP8}
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
show avoidance,
mls qos maps
[ | policing/admission
begin IpPrec ] control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
shaping,
classification and marking

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
As seen
CoS-to-DSCP
mapping,
is associated with IP precedence 0 and {DSCP2}
andwith
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family{DSCP1}
of Switches
corresponds with IP precedence 1. The pattern then concludes with {DSCP8}, which maps to IP precedence
7.Examples
Learn about
8-25 and
classification
8-26 demonstrate
and rewrite
how
capabilities
to alter the
and
default
queue
IPscheduling
precedence-to-DSCP
on the Cisco
mapping table
and how
Catalyst
to verify
5000the configuration.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
of Modifying
Switches
Example
8-25.
the IP Precedence-to-DSCP Mapping Table

in Hybrid
Mode
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
hybrid (enable) set qos ipprec-dscp-map 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
QoS ipprec-dscp-map
set successfully.
Flexwan
Understand
to apply
QoS in
campus
network designs by examining end-to-end case
hybrid
(enable)how
show
qos maps
config
ipprec-dscp-map
studies
IP-Precedence - DSCP map:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to theDSCP
capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
IP-Prec
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth,
controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay---------sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
0
56
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Example 8-26. Modifying the IP Precedence-to-DSCP Mapping Table in Native
Mode
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
native(config)#mls qos map ip-prec-dscp 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
native#
show mls
qos maps
| begin IpPrec
classification and marking
IpPrecedence-dscp map:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
ipprec:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
-----------------------------------Learn
about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
dscp: 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
Once 4500
again,IOS
theFamily
valuesof
mapped
in the preceding examples are not recommended settings. They
Switches
demonstrate the capability of the IP precedence-to-DSCP mapping feature. The default settings are
Configure
QoS
in both Hybrid
Native
mode on the
Catalyst
6500 Family
Switches
sufficient
for most
instances,
unlessand
specific
requirements
dictate
otherwise.
If theofdefault
settings are
modified, however, it is imperative to maintain consistency across the entire network. One example where
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS
to classify
varyingmap
levels
of service
withdeploying
the Catalyst
6500
MSFC
and For voice
it may
be necessary
to modify
the default
settings
is when
voice
in the
campus.
Flexwan
streams,
DSCP 26 is recommended for control traffic, whereas DSCP 46 is recommended for the actual
voice packets. This is critical in environments where QoS policies are implemented using DSCP values. To
Understand
to apply
QoS in
campus
network
designs
demonstrate
this how
scenario,
consider
the
network
in Figure
8-7. by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Figure 8-7. When to Change the Default Map Settings
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
[View full size image]

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family
The Catalyst
6500 of
in Switches
Figure 8-7 is trunked to a Layer 2 switch, which is trusting the incoming CoS set by
the IP Phones. Also two laptops configured with IP Softphone are attached directly to the Catalyst 6500. IP
Understand
classification,
policying,
and scheduling
of the
Catalyst
4000attached
and
Softphones
are capable
of marking
voice packets
with an capabilities
IP precedence
of 5.
The router
to the
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
corporate WAN implements QoS using DSCP-based policies. In this case, to ensure the proper end-to-end
handling for the voice traffic, it is necessary to alter the default values in the CoS-to-DSCP and IP
Configure QoS inmapping
both Hybrid
and
Native
the3Catalyst
6500 Family3 of
Switches
precedence-to-DSCP
tables.
For
both mode
tables,onCoS
and IP precedence
are
mapped to DSCP 26,
and CoS 5 and IP precedence 5 are mapped to DSCP 46. Modifying the mapping tables to account for the
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
voice traffic ensures the voice streams receive the appropriate service levels when forwarded to DSCPFlexwan
capable devices.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Because the sources for the internal DSCP values have been determined, the discussion can now turn to
studies
how the internal DSCP values are mapped back into a frame upon egress.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN
DSCP-to-CoS
Mapping
technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
and improved
loss
characteristics.
When thetraffic),
frame header
is passed
from
the switching engine to the egress port or interface, the internal
DSCP value is mapped back to a CoS value. The internal DSCP is also written to the ToS field of the Layer
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

IP header. The CoS value allows the frame to utilize the egress queue scheduling as it exits the switch.
Output scheduling is covered in a later section. In addition to scheduling, if the outbound port is an ISL or
802.1q trunk, the CoS value is written into the trunk header and transmitted to the network. The CoS valu
is reflected in the user priority field. To modify and verify the configuration of the DSCP-to-CoS mapping
table, use the following commands:
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set qos
dscp-cos-map
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6 {DSCP1 [DSCP2...DSCP64]}:{CoS}
Pages: 432

show qos maps config dscp-cos-map
(Native)
mls qos map dscp-cos {DSCP1 [DSCP2 DSCP3 DSCP4 DSCP5 DSCP6 DSCP7 DSCP8]}to {CoS}
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
show mls qos map [ | begin Dscp-cos]
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

In Hybrid,
a range of
DSCP
values can
be values
mapped
a single
CoS. and
If the
intent isCoS
to map
DSCP 24 through
Map specified
class
of service
(CoS)
to to
various
queues
maintain
values
35 to through
CoS 3, for
the command
canthe
beCisco
configured
as 2900XL,
follows: set
qos and
dscp-cos-map
24-35:3.
theexample,
use of 802.1q
tagging on
Catalyst
3500XL
Catalyst 4000
Native
mode
does not permit
administrator
to enter a range of values. A maximum of eight
and
2948G/2980G
CatOSthe
Family
of Switches
independent DSCP values can be specified per command. In addition, when entering individual DSCP
values
Learn
in Hybrid,
about you
classification
can enter and
multiple
rewrite
values;
capabilities
however,
andyou
queue
must
scheduling
separate on
thethe
values
Cisco
with commas.
Native
Catalyst
mode requires
5000
the DSCP values to be separated with spaces. The following two examples
demonstrate how to configure the DSCP-to-CoS mapping table. They also demonstrate the differences in
Implement
and low-latency
queuing
the Cisco
Catalystwere
2950configured
and
command
syntax.ACLs,
NoteACPs,
that toACEs,
demonstrate
dependency,
the on
following
examples
to reflect
3550 Family
the changes
madeof
toSwitches
the CoS-to-DSCP mapping table in previous examples.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Example 8-27. Modifying the DSCP-to-CoS Mapping Table in Hybrid Mode
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
hybrid
(enable) set qos dscp-cos-map 56-63:0
Flexwan
QoS dscp-cos-map
set
successfully.
Understand how
to apply
QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
hybrid (enable) set qos dscp-cos-map 48-55:1
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refersdscp-cos-map
to the capability
a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
QoS
setof successfully.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
jitter and latency
(required by some interactive and delayhybrid
(enable)
setcontrolled
qos dscp-cos-map
40-47:2
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
QoS dscp-cos-map set successfully.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

hybrid (enable) set qos dscp-cos-map 32-39:3
QoS dscp-cos-map set successfully.
hybrid (enable) set qos dscp-cos-map 24-31:4
QoS dscp-cos-map set successfully.
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hybrid
(enable)
set qos dscp-cos-map 8-15:6
Cisco Press set successfully.
QoSPublisher:
dscp-cos-map
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

hybridISBN:
(enable)
set qos dscp-cos-map 0,2,4,6:7
1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

QoS dscp-cos-map set successfully.
hybrid (enable) set qos dscp-cos-map 1,3,5,7:7
QoS dscp-cos-map set successfully.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
hybrid (enable) show qos maps config dscp-cos-map
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
DSCP - CoS map:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
DSCP through the use of 802.1q tagging on
CoS
the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
-------------------------------- --Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
56-63 0
Catalyst 5000
48-55
1
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
40-47 2
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
32-39 3
Configure QoS in both Hybrid
and Native
mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
24-31
4
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify
varying
16-23
5 levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
8-15 6
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
0-7 7
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic),
andModifying
improved loss
characteristics.
Example
8-28.
the
DSCP-to-CoS Mapping Table in Native Mode
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

native(config)#mls qos map dscp-cos 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 to 0
native(config)#mls qos map dscp-cos 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 to 1
native(config)#mls qos map dscp-cos 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 to 2
native(config)#
mls qos map dscp-cos 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 to 3
•
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native#show mls qos map | begin Dscp-cos
Dscp-cos map:

(dscp= d1d2)
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d2 deployment
0 1 2 3 techniques
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01 of01Switches
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Understand
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00classification,
00 00 00 policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
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(text omitted)
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand
to apply QoS Mapping
in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Policed
DSCPhow
Mark-Down
studies

The
Catalyst
6500(QoS)
has anisadditional
thatdesigned
allows it to
to manage
mark down
DSCPresources.
values, based
Quality
of service
the set of feature
techniques
network
QoSon internal
policed
DSCP
mark-down
tables.
Contingent
on
configured
policing
parameters,
instead
of
dropping out of
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
profile
frames,
the
mark-down
table
enables
the
administrator
to
define
DSCP
translations.
This maps the
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
previous
internal
DSCP
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to
another
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"marked-down"
DSCP
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for
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violating
the
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayconfigured
policing
contract.
The
PFC
hardware
version,
either
a
PFC1
or
PFC2,
determines
how
many
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
mark-down tables are available.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

The Catalyst 6500 with a PFC1 only provides support for the single-rate policing function. As a result, the
option of configuring the policed DSCP mark-down table for frames violating the normal traffic rate is
available with the PFC1. On the other hand, the PFC2 provides an additional enhancement beyond what is
available with the PFC1. The PFC2 can support a dual-rate policer. With the PFC2, two mark-down tables
can be altered, a table for traffic violating the normal rate and streams violating the excess rate. Table 813 lists the default mapping values for both normal and excess rate policed DSCP mark-down tables.
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
3 QoS
to values
classifyare
varying
levels
of service
withmark-down
the Catalyst
6500 MSFC
and
To alter
howLayer
internal
DSCP
mapped
to policed
DSCP
values,
use the
following
Flexwan
commands:
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
(Hybrid)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

set qos policed-dscp-map [excess-rate | normal-rate] {DSCP1 [DSCP2...DSCP64]}:{DSCP}
show qos maps config policed-dscp-map [excess-rate | normal-rate]
(Native)

mls qos map policed-dscp {max-burst | normal-burst} {DSCP1 [DSCP2 DSCP3 DSCP4 DSCP5 DSCP6
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432configured DSCP mappings apply to the normal rate table. With the PFC1, the preceding
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When configuring the excess rate table on the PFC2, if changes have been made to the normal rate table,
those alterations are independent from policies created for the excess rate table. This is attributed to the
mark-down
operation
occurring
after thefor
frame
has
been processed
through the policing function. Consider
End-to-end QoS
deployment
techniques
Cisco
Catalyst
series switches
the scenario where a dual-rate policer is configured, and traffic streams violating the configured contract
rates have their DSCP values marked down in both instances. If a frame violates only the normal traffic
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Therefore, if the frame exceeds the excess rate, the mark-down value is
determined based on how the original DSCP value is mapped in the excess rate table. The following
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Example 8-29 shows how to map DSCP 24 to DSCP 8 in the mark-down table in Hybrid, for a
switch with a
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
PFC1.Example 8-30 shows how to map DSCP 24 to DSCP 8 for the normal rate policer and DSCP 24 to
DSCP 0 for the excess rate policer in Native mode.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
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Configure QoS in both
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successfully.
and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
hybrid (enable) show qos map config policed-dscp-map
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
DSCP studies
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------------------------------------------dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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Example 8-30. Modifying the Policed DSCP Mark-Down Table in Native Mode
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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congestion management,
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mls QoS
qos components,
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normal-burst
24 to 8
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Policing

Policing is another feature available on the Catalyst 6500. Policing enables the administrator to control ban
utilization for certain applications. This guarantees the necessary bandwidth for voice and video and other
mission-critical applications. Policing is performed in hardware on the PFC without impacting switch perform
•
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of Contents
Policing cannot
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on the 6500 platform without a PFC and is currently only supported for ingress traffic
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Microflow and Aggregate Policers
Two types of policers are available on the Catalyst 6500: microflow and aggregate policers.

Microflow policers limit the bandwidth consumed by individual flows on a port-by-port or interface basis. A
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
very specific and can be defined using Layer 3 source and destination addresses, Layer 4 protocol type, an
4 source and destination port numbers. The bandwidth limitation is applied to each flow matching the crite
defined
in the ACLs
separately.
The Catalyst
6500 congestion
can supportmanagement,
up to 63 microflow
policers.
Examine
various
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Aggregate policers limit an aggregate of individual flows across multiple ports or interfaces, or on a single
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whichMap
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the1023
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Consider the following example. Assume there is a microflow policer defined limiting the bandwidth consum
for certain
to 1.5 and
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Learn IPTV
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classification
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and
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5/1 and
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Family of Switches
aggregate policer. In this case, the combined inbound flows for port 5/1 and port 5/3 are considered and a
a total
of 1.5 Mbps.
Any traffic exceeding
this rate
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as nonconforming
and4000
subsequently
policed.
Understand
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scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst
and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Figure 8-8. Microflow Versus Aggregate Policer

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

By default, microflow policing only impacts routed traffic. To police bridged traffic, set qos bridged-micro
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
policing enable {VLAN} must be configured in Hybrid mode. The equivalent command for policing bridge
3550 Family of Switches
in Cisco IOS is mls qos bridged, which is configured under the VLAN interface.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Single-Rate Policing

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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technology
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the D-bus, is used by the policing counter. This includes the source and destination MAC addresses, as wel
Layer 2 encapsulation, including packet padding and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) information. ISL and 8
encapsulation information is excluded. The size of the frame is important to consider when configuring the
size. Ensure that enough tokens are available in the token bucket to sustain the maximum-sized frame pro
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After the switch has determined that the arriving frame meets the criteria defined in the QoS ACL, the next
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to establish
whether the frame conforms or violates the configured contract. When configuring the policer,
administrator defines the type, name, rate, and burst depth.

The refresh interval, on the other hand, is already defined and fixed for the Catalyst 6500. The token bucke
refreshed every .25 ms, which equates to 4000 updates every second. The number of tokens placed into th
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every
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on for
theCisco
configured
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End-to-end
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techniques
Catalyst
series rate.
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
A
Theoretical
of Policing
various
LAN andExample
WAN technologies.
TheBehavior
primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
As
discussed,
traffic),
tokens
and in
improved
the token
loss
bucket
characteristics.
are replenished at a regular fixed interval. The rate at which toke
placed into the bucket is once every .25 ms. As a result, every second has 4000 refresh intervals. During e
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technology
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rolling
outMbps
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.25-msQoS
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(.00025(s)
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arethose
placed
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If 10
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tokens are placed into the token bucket every .25 ms, assuming tokens need to be replaced. All tokens exc
the capacity of the bucket are discarded. When selecting a burst size, it is important to ensure it is configu
be equal to or higher than the desired policing rate.
If you set the rate to 10 Mbps, an acceptable bucket depth, based solely on rate, is as follows:
10,000,000 (bps) * .25 (ms) = 2500, which you would round up to 3 kb
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avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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specified aggregate
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Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
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Table 8-14. Operation of Aggregate Policer

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
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rate) recommendation is meant to be only a starting point. To obtain the desired results, you may have to
modify the burst parameter after observing the behavior of the traffic,
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

(Hybrid)

set qos policer {microflow | aggregate} {name}rate {rate}burst {burst} {policed-dscp | dr
show qos policer {config | runtime} {all | aggregate | microflow} [name]
show qos statistics { l3stats | {aggregate-policer [name]}}
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show mls qos aggregate-policer [name]
show mls qos ip {type num}
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

The valid range for the rate and erate parameters is 32 kbps through 32 Gbps, for Hybrid. For Native mode
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
maximum rate is 4 Gbps. To classify all traffic as out of profile, set the rate parameter to zero (0). Althoug
Catalyst 5000
range is consistent, the values are inputted slightly different between operating systems. In Hybrid mode,
entered in kbps. As a result, if the desired rate were 1 Mbps, the configured value would be 1000. For Nati
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
mode the rate is configured in bps. Therefore, 1 Mbps is configured as 1000000. Table 8-15 lists some of th
3550 Family of Switches
values and levels of granularity for the various ranges.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Table 8-15. Rate Configuration Table

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay(Native
IOS)
sensitive traffic),
and improved loss characteristics.
(Microflow
Policer)
While QoS has
become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

police flow {rate} [{burst}] [conform-action {drop | set-dscp-transmit {DSCP}|

set-prec-transmit{prec}| transmit}] [exceed-action {drop | policed-dscp-transmit | trans
(Aggregate Policer)
police {rate} [{burst}] [conform-action {drop | set-dscp-transmit {DSCP}|
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for TCP port 80. In addition, each flow is set to generate packets at a rate of 2 Mbps, for a total of 6 Mbps.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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Example 8-31. Configuring a Single-Rate Aggregate Policer in Hybrid Mode wit
PFC2
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policer aggregate
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QoS policer for aggregate HTTP-police updated successfully.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Rate is set to 992, erate is set to 992 burst is set to 13 and eburst is set to 13 in har
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
hybrid (enable) set qos acl map HTTP-traffic 5/10
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
ACL HTTP-traffic
is successfully mapped to port 5/10.
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
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verify configuration and performance.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

hybrid (enable) show qos info config 5/10
QoS setting in NVRAM:
QoS is enabled
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Source
of port 5/10: COPS
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of Switches
Aggregate
Understand
name classification, policying,
Avg.
andrate
scheduling
(kbps)capabilities
Burst size
of the
(kb)
Catalyst
Normal4000
action
and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
------------------------------- ---------------- --------------- ------------Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
HTTP-police
1000
13 policed-dscp
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Excess rate (kbps) Excess burst size (kb) Excess action
Understand how to apply QoS in campus
network designs
by examining end-to-end ------------case
--------------------------------------studies
1000
13 drop
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
ACL attached
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay-----------------------------------sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
HTTP-traffic
While QoS has become an essential technology
for those organizations rolling out a new

show qos policer verifies the configuration for the defined policer HTTP-police. Notice that because the sin
rate policer is configured on a Catalyst 6500 equipped with a PFC2, excess rate and burst are visible fields.
Because the excess rate and burst are equal to the normal rate and burst, however, the excess policing fea
not invoked.
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Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
1-58705-120-6
hybridISBN:
(enable)
show qos statistics aggregate-policer HTTP-police
Pages: 432

QoS aggregate-policer statistics:
Aggregate policer

Allowed packet Packets exceed Packets exceed

count
normal
rate
excess rate
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques
for Cisco Catalyst
series switches
------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
HTTP-police
42768
208811
208811 and
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control,
signaling, link
efficiency mechanisms,
classification and marking

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and
2948G/2980G
Family offor
Switches
Finally,
reviewing
show CatOS
qos statistics
the aggregate policer reveals the desired performance. In total
251,579 packets were forwarded to the port. This is confirmed by adding the total number of packets exce
Learn rate
about
classification
and
rewrite
capabilities
and
queue scheduling
on the contract
Cisco
the excess
(208,811)
to the
total
number
of packets
conforming
to the policing
(42,768). Wh
Catalyst
5000
percentage of conforming packets is computed (42,768 / 25,1579), it is evident the aggregate policer is op
as expected. Approximately, 1/6th of the total traffic conforms to the specified rate. The next example
Implement
ACPs, ACEs,
low-latency
queuingpolicer
on the in
Cisco
Catalyst
demonstrates
theACLs,
configuration
and and
behavior
of a microflow
Native
mode.2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and

Example
8-32.
Configuring
4500 IOS
Family
of Switches a Single-Rate Microflow Policer in Native Mode with
PFC2
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
native(config)#
mls qos flow-policing
Understand how
to apply QoS
campustcp
network
native(config)#
access-list
101inpermit
any designs
any eq by
wwwexamining end-to-end case
studies
native(config)#class-map HTTP-traffic
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
native(config-cmap)#match access-group 101
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaynative(config)#policy-map HTTP-police
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
native(config-pmap)#class HTTP-traffic
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

native(config-pmap-c)#police flow 1000000 2000

After the interesting traffic has been defined, in addition to the class maps and policy maps, the results are
applied to the appropriate interface with the command service-policy input {name}. At this point, the po
now operational.
•
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native#show mls qos ip fastEthernet 6/10
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[In] Policy map is HTTP-police

[Out] Default.

Publisher: Cisco Press
PubSummary
Date: June 06,
2003
QoS
[IP]:

(* - shared aggregates, Mod - switch module)

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

Int

Pages: 432

Mod Dir Cl-map DSCP AgId Trust FlId

AgForward-Pk

AgPoliced-Pk

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fa6/10

1 I HTTP-traf

0

3*

dscp

2

682858

0

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
native#show mls ip detail
Displaying
entries
in Supervisor
ExamineNetflow
various QoS
components,
includingEarl
congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
DstIPclassification and
SrcIP
Prot:SrcPort:DstPort Src i/f:AdjPtr
marking
-------------------------------------------------------------------Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
20.20.20.2
192.168.10.1
:www
:www
0
: 0
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family tcp
of Switches
20.20.20.1
Learn about classification
192.168.20.1
and rewrite
tcp :www
capabilities
:www
and queue0 scheduling
: 0
on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
20.20.20.3
192.168.30.1
tcp :www
:www
0
: 0
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
of Switches Age
Pkts 3550 Family
Bytes
LastSeen Attributes
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
--------------------------------------------------4500 IOS Family of Switches
62605
30426030
273
15:07:31
L3 - Dynamic
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
62675
30460050
273
15:07:31
L2 - Dynamic
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
62677
30461022
273
15:07:31
L2 - Dynamic
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
QoS
Leak
Drop Bucket Use-Tbl Use-Enable
studies Police Count Threshold
-----------+------------+---------+-----------+----+-------+-------+----------+
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
0x0 LAN and WAN
60278
0 primary0goal of QoS
NO is to
1798
NO priority,NO
various
technologies. The
provide flow
including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay0x0
60207
0
0
NO
1857
NO
NO
sensitive
traffic), and
improved loss characteristics.
0x0 QoS has become
60206an essential technology
0
0 those organizations
NO
1640 rolling
NOout a new
NO
While
for

Two-Rate Policing

The PFC2 provides additional policing enhancements beyond the capabilities of the PFC1. The PFC2 is capa
•
Table ofat
Contents
aggregate policing
dual rates. Dual-rate aggregate policing was introduced for the Catalyst 6500 in CatO
•
Index 6.1(1) and in Cisco IOS Release 12.1(8a)E. In addition to the traditional normal rate and
Software Release
Cisco
QoS:
Quality
of Service an
in Campus
burstCatalyst
size, the
PFC2
introduces
excess Networks
rate and an excess burst for the policer. With this configuration,
drop
indication
applies
to
the
excess
rate,
as opposed
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE
No. 5102to
, the normal rate. Packets exceeding the normal ra
always
marked
down,
unless
they
also
exceed
the
excess
rate. If they exceed the excess rate, the packets
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
either marked down or dropped, depending on the administratively defined policy. Figure 8-11 shows the
operation
thePress
two-rate policer.
Publisher:ofCisco
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Figure 8-11. Two-Rate Policer

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Understandthe
how
to apply
QoS in campus
network
designs
examining
To complement
policing
enhancements
offered
by the
PFC2,by
there
are nowend-to-end
two policedcase
DSCP map table
studies
corresponding to each rate for marking down out-of-profile packets, as demonstrated in the previous mapp
section. Operation of the two-rate policer on the Catalyst 6500 is analogous to the "two-rate three-color m
Quality
of in
service
(QoS)
is the
of techniques
designed
to two-rate
manage network
resources.
QoS
described
IETF RFC
2698.
Asset
depicted
in Figure
8-11, the
policer adds
a second
bucket to the
refers
to
the
capability
of
a
network
to
provide
better
service
to
selected
network
traffic
over
operation. Similar to the single-rate policer, both buckets use a token bucket mechanism; however, each b
various
and WAN technologies.
goal
of QoS isare
to provide
priority,
operatesLAN
independently
of the other.The
Theprimary
following
commands
used to flow
configure
andincluding
verify operation fo
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and
latency
(required
by
some
interactive
and
delaytwo-rate policer on the Catalyst 6500 with a PFC2:
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

(Hybrid)
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aggregate {name}rate {rate normal}policed-dscp erate {rate excess}
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show qos policer {config | runtime} {{aggregate [name]}| all}
Publisher: Cisco Press
show
qos statistics { l3stats | {aggregate-policer [name]}}
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
64
Pages: 432

(Native)
mls qos aggregate-policer {name} {rate CIR} [burst CIR] [burst PIR]pir {rate PIR}
[[conform-action
{drop |
set-dscp-transmit
{DSCP}
| set-prec-transmit
{prec}| transmit}]
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Cisco Catalyst
series
switches
[exceed-action{drop | policed-dscp-transmit | transmit}] [violate-action {drop |
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
policed-dscp-transmit
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission
|transmit}]]
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
police aggregate {name}
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
use [[burst
of 802.1q CIR]
tagging
on thePIR]]
Ciscopir
Catalyst
3500XL and Catalyst{drop
4000 |
police
{ratethe
CIR}
[burst
{rate2900XL,
PIR} [[conform-action
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
set-dscp-transmit {DSCP}| set-prec-transmit {prec}| transmit}] [exceed-action { drop |
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
set-dscp-transmit {DSCP}| set-prec-transmit {prec}| policed-dscp-transmit | transmit}]
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
[violate-action
| policed-dscp-transmit | transmit}]]
3550 Family of {drop
Switches
show Understand
mls qos
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
show mls qos aggregate-policer [name]
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
show mls qos ip {type num}
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
For Native
mode, two aggregate policers are depicted. Recall from configuring the single-rate policer, mls
aggregate-policer, when applied to multiple ports through a policy map class, polices all ports to the spe
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
rate. The alternative aggregate policer polices traffic to the configured rate on a per-port basis. Within eith
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
aggregate policer, the normal rate, or committed information rate (CIR), determines how many tokens are
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
in the bucket every .25 ms. The excess rate, or peak information rate (PIR), determines how many tokens
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayplaced into the excess bucket based on the same frequency. Both token buckets operate independently of e
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
other.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Unlike the single-rate policer, which offers two policing actions, the two-rate policer provides support for a
policing action. These three policing actions correspond to the green, yellow, and red transactions detailed
2698.

The first policing action matches all traffic conforming to the normal and excess policing rates. Because the
packets conform to both rates, no action is required from the switch. In Hybrid, the switch maintains the e
QoS parameters assigned to the packet, which is forwarded to the egress scheduler. In Native mode, the o
exists to transmit the conforming packet, assign a new IP precedence or DSCP value, or drop the packet. I
•
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drop keyword is specified for the conform-action, the exceed-action and violate-action are automatica
•
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configured to drop.
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By
Mike
Flannagan
CCIE®action
No. 7651
, Richardto
Froom
CCIE
No. 5102, the normal rate, but conforming to the excess rate.
The
second
policing
adheres
traffic
exceeding
Kevin
Turek
CCIEpackets
No. 7284exceeding the normal rate, but conforming to the excess, rate are marked down bas
Hybrid
mode,
the normal rate policed DSCP table. In Native mode, the administrator can instruct the policing logic to dro
mark
down,Cisco
or forward
traffic matching the criteria for the second policing action. In addition, in Native mo
Publisher:
Press
per-port
aggregate
policer
also allows a new DSCP or IP precedence value to be assigned. The drop keywo
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
not available
in
Hybrid
for
traffic
conforming to the excess rate, but violating the normal rate. In Native mo
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
however, if the drop keyword is specified, the resulting behavior can be compared to the single-rate police
Pages: 432

The third policing action defines the policy applied to all traffic violating the normal and excess rates. For H
and Native modes, packets can either be dropped or marked and forwarded with a policed DSCP value. In
addition, Native mode provides the transmit keyword as an option for violating traffic. When defining the
policies for the three different policing levels, subsequent policing policies cannot be less stringent than pre
End-to-end
defined
policies.
QoS deployment
If the policed-dscp-transmit
techniques for Cisco
keyword
Catalystisseries
specified
switches
for the exceed-action, for example,
transmit cannot be specified for the violate-action. The configured action must be equal or more severe.

Examine
various
QoS7.2
components,
includingthe
congestion
management,
congestion
With the
release
of CatOS
and later versions,
eburst parameter
is configured
independently of the
avoidance,
shaping, additional
policing/admission
control,
signaling, link
mechanisms,
parameter.
This provides
autonomy
when configuring
the efficiency
burst parameters.
Priorand
to the 7.2 rel
classification is
and
marking
the administrator
limited
to only configuring the burst option. The eburst value is derived from the bur
value. The burst and eburst values define the bucket depth for the respective token buckets. The two toke
Mapcontrolled
specified class
service ASIC
(CoS)on
values
to various
queues
and maintain
CoS
values
buckets,
by theofpolicing
the PFC,
operate
independently
of each
other.
Tokens configure
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
the normal bucket are only allocated to packets conforming to the normal rate, whereas tokens
configured
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
excess bucket are only allocated to packets conforming to the excess rate. Tokens from the two buckets ca
combined to service a packet. Enough tokens must be present in either bucket to service an entire packet.
Learn
about
classification
and rewrite
capabilities
and size
queue
scheduling
on the
Cisco
optional
eburst
value
is not explicitly
configured,
the burst
is set
to the same
value
for both normal an
Catalyst
5000
excess rate policers.

ACPs, ACEs,
andensure
low-latency
queuing on
thevalues
Cisco Catalyst
2950
and to the average
WhenImplement
configuringACLs,
the two-rate
policer,
the configured
burst
are at least
equal
3550
Family
of
Switches
largest serviced packet size. In addition, set the excess rate value to be greater than or equal to the norma
If the two policing rates are configured equally, the resulting behavior is a single-rate policer. In this situat
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
although there are two separate token buckets, one for normal rate and the other for excess rate, both buc
4500 IOS Family of Switches
are charged for a successfully transmitted packet. Therefore, if a packet arrives, which does not exceed the
normal
rate, and
theinnormal
rate equals
the excess
tokens
amounting
to theof
size
of the packet are de
Configure
QoS
both Hybrid
and Native
moderate,
on the
Catalyst
6500 Family
Switches
from both buckets. The following examples demonstrate configuring an aggregate two-rate policer in Hybr
Native
modes.
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand
how
to apply QoS inan
campus
network designs
by examining
end-to-end
caseMode
Example
8-33.
Configuring
Aggregate
Two-Rate
Policer
in Hybrid
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
the capability
a network
to aggregate
provide better
service to selected
network
traffic over erate 2000
hybridto(enable)
set of
qos
policer
HTTP-police
rate 1000
policed-dscp
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaydrop burst
13 eburst
13
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
QoS policer for aggregate HTTP-police updated successfully.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Rate is set to 992, erate is set to 1984 burst is set to 13 and eburst is set to 13 in
hardware due to hardware granularity.

hybrid (enable) set qos acl ip HTTP-traffic dscp 0 aggregate HTTP-police tcp any any eq w
HTTP-traffic editbuffer modified. Use 'commit' command to apply changes.
•
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hybrid
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Index commit qos acl HTTP-traffic
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QoS ACL 'HTTP-traffic' successfully committed.
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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hybrid (enable) set qos acl map HTTP-traffic 5/10
Cisco Press is successfully mapped to port 5/10.
ACLPublisher:
HTTP-traffic
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

hybridISBN:
(enable)
1-58705-120-6
show qos info config 5/10
Pages: 432

QoS setting in NVRAM:
QoS is enabled
Policy Source of port 5/10: COPS
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Tx port type of port 5/10 : 2q2t
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
Rx port
type of
port 5/10
: 1q4t
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Interface type: port-based
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
ACL attached:
through theHTTP-traffic
use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
The qos trust type is set to untrusted.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Default
Catalyst
CoS 5000
= 1
(textImplement
omitted)ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
hybrid
(enable)
show
qos policer config aggregate HTTP-police
Configure QoS
in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
QoS aggregate
policers:
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Aggregate name
Avg. rate (kbps) Burst size (kb) Normal action
Flexwan
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Understand how to apply QoS in campus
network designs
by examining end-to-end
case
studies
HTTP-police
1000
13 policed-dscp
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Excess
rate better
(kbps)
Excess
burst size
(kb)
Excess
refers to the capability of a network
to provide
service
to selected
network
traffic
over action
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
--------------------------------------------------dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and
latency (required by
some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
2000
13 drop
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

ACL attached
-----------------------------------HTTP-traffic
hybrid (enable) show qos statistics l3stats
•
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IP packets with ToS changed:

212586
1276

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin
Turek CCIE
No. 7284
IP packets
with
CoS changed:

150636

Publisher:
Cisco Press
Non-IP
packets
with CoS changed:

0

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

hybridISBN:
(enable)
show qos statistics aggregate-policer HTTP-police
1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

QoS aggregate-policer statistics:
Aggregate policer

Allowed packet Packets exceed Packets exceed

count
normal rate
excess rate
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
HTTP-police
109443
205768
212586
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family
of Switches
Example
8-34. Configuring
an
Aggregate Two-Rate Policer in Native Mode
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
native(config)#access-list 101 permit tcp any any eq www
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
native(config)#class-map HTTP-traffic
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
native(config-cmap)#
access-group 101
4500 IOS Family ofmatch
Switches
native(config)#
policy-map
HTTP-police
Configure QoS
in both Hybrid
and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
native(config-pmap)#
HTTP-traffic
Utilize Layer 3 QoSclass
to classify
varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
native(config-pmap-c)#police 1000000 2000 2000 pir 2000000 conform-action transmit
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
exceed-action
policed-dscp-transmit violate-action drop
Quality of
service
native#
show
mls(QoS)
qos is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN
and WAN
technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
QoS is
enabled
globally
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),
and improved
loss characteristics.
Microflow
policing
is enabled
globally
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

(text omitted)
----- Module [1] ----QoS global counters:
Total packets: 291876
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CCIE No. with
7284 TOS changed by policing: 151
packets
Publisher:
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IP packets
with

COS changed by policing: 282786
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Non-IP
packets with COS changed by policing: 0
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native#show mls qos ip fastEthernet 6/10
[In] Policy map is HTTP-police

[Out] Default.

QoS Summary [IP]:
(* - shared aggregates, Mod - switch module)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Int

Mod Dir Cl-map DSCP AgId Trust FlId

AgForward-Pk

AgPoliced-Pk

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Fa6/10
1 I HTTP-traf 0
2
dscp
0
153203
297504
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Management and Congestion Avoidance

After a frame has been classified, processed through all the applicable QoS policies, and a forwarding
decision has been made, the frame is then forwarded to the appropriate egress queue. At the transmit
interface, the Catalyst 6500 employs congestion management and congestion avoidance features to ensure
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayNOTE
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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(W/S) * B = n
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permitted approximately 30 percent of the bandwidth, whereas the higher-priority queue receives the
Examine
various
QoSofcomponents,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
remainder
during
periods
congestion. For
interfaces
with three
transmit queues,
the default values are
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
efficiency mechanisms,
and
100, 150,
and 200.
This equates
to 22 percent,
33 percent,
and link
approximately
45 percent for
the low-,
classification
and marking
medium-,
and high-priority
queues, respectively. Examples 8-37 and 8-38 show how to modify the default
round-robin weighting factors for the various transmit queues.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

Example 8-37. Configuring WRR Scheduling Values in Hybrid Mode
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

hybrid
(enable)
set ACPs,
qos wrr
1p2q2t
85 255
Implement
ACLs,
ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
QoS wrr ratio is set successfully.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure
QoSshow
in both
Native
mode on
hybrid
(enable)
qosHybrid
info and
config
1p2q2t
tx the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer
3 QoS to
classify
varying
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
QoS setting
in NVRAM
for
1p2q2t
transmit:
Flexwan
QoS is enabled
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
(textstudies
omitted)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
WRR Configuration of ports with 1p2q2t:
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Queue # Ratios
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
------- ------------------------------------While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

1

85

2

255
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native(config-if)#
wrr-queue bandwidth 70 125 255
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
bandwidth
configured
on all 48 ports on slot 3.
Publisher: Cisco
Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages:
432 queueing
native#
show

interface fastEthernet 3/1

Interface FastEthernet3/1 queueing strategy:

Weighted Round-Robin

Port QoS is enabled
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Trust state: trust IP Precedence
Examine
various
Default
COS
is 0 QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and[type
marking
Transmit
queues
= 1p3q1t]:
Map specified
class of serviceNum
(CoS)
to various queues and maintain CoS values
Queue
Id
Scheduling
of values
thresholds
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
----------------------------------------Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
1
WRR
1
Catalyst 5000
2
WRR
1
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
3
WRR
1
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4 IOS Family
Priority
1
4500
of Switches
WRR
bandwidth
1]mode
125[queue
2] 255[queue
3]
Configure
QoS inratios:
both Hybrid70[queue
and Native
on the Catalyst
6500 Family
of Switches
(textUtilize
omitted)
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Configuring
the(QoS)
Transmit
Size Ratiodesigned to manage network resources. QoS
Quality of service
is theQueue
set of techniques

refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
Like
the LAN
receive
andqueue
WAN technologies.
ratio, the transmit
The primary
queue ratio
goal of
enables
QoS isthe
to administrator
provide flow priority,
to define
including
the maximum
dedicated
amount
of bandwidth,
memory a queue
controlled
is permitted
jitter andtolatency
occupy(required
for buffering
by some
egress
interactive
traffic. The
and
queues
delay-can be tailored t
sensitive
meet
the traffic),
requirements
and improved
of the specific
loss characteristics.
flows traversing the port. If multiple queues are available on an egre
port, each queue must share the total amount of buffer space with the other queues. When allocating spac
While
has become
anHybrid,
essential
those organizations
rolling
a newthe sum of these
for theQoS
various
queues in
thetechnology
values arefor
expressed
as percentages.
As out
a result,

percentages must amount to 100 percent of the total available buffer space. In Native mode, the values ar
relative weights. Each queue is assigned a weighting factor, which can be used to calculate the approximat
percentage assigned to the particular transmit queue. For example, by default each 10/100 port on a WSX6348 or WS-X6148 linecard shares 112 KB among all queues for outbound traffic. Gigabit Ethernet ports
share 439 KB of memory among all queues. To modify the percentage of buffer space or weights assigned
the various transmit queues, use the following commands:
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Publisher: Cisco Press

(Hybrid)
Pub Date: June

06, 2003

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

set qos
txq-ratio
{port-type} {queue1} {queue2}...{queueN}
Pages:
432
show qos info config {port-type}
(Native IOS)
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
wrr-queue queue-limit {low-priority queue} {high-priority queue}
show Examine
queueing
interface
{type num}including congestion management, congestion
various
QoS components,
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Tablethrough
8-18 depicts
the use
theofdefault
802.1qtransmit
tagging queue
on theratio
Ciscosettings
Catalyst
for2900XL,
2q2t, 1p2q2t,
3500XLand
and1p2q1t
Catalyst
port
4000
types.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Table 8-18. Default Transmit Queue Ration Settings

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Standard Low-Priority
Standard High-Priority
PortUnderstand
Type
Queue
Queue
Strict-Priority
Queu
classification,
policying, and scheduling
capabilities of the Catalyst 4000
and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
2q2t (Hybrid)
80
20
N/A
on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
2q2tConfigure
(Native) QoS
70in both Hybrid and Native mode30
N/A
[*] Layer 3
1p2q2t
Utilize
70QoS to classify varying levels of15
service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC
15 and
Flexwan
1p2q1t[*]
50
30
20

Understand
to apply
in campus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
case
(Values
assignedhow
to queues
in QoS
Hybrid
mode are
expressed
as percentages.
Values
assigned
to queues in
studies
Native mode are expressed as weights.)

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
[*]
apply
to queues
for both Hybrid
Nativegoal
modes.
various Values
LAN and
WAN
technologies.
The and
primary
of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayAs shown in Table 8-18, a considerable portion of the buffer is assigned to the standard low-priority queue
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
because the higher-priority queues receive more access to the available bandwidth, which is determined by
the WRR
weighting
factors.
Becausetechnology
minimizingfor
thethose
total organizations
end-to-end delay
is critical
for real-time applicati
While
QoS
has become
an essential
rolling
out a new

and voice, the higher-priority queues need to be serviced more frequently. As a result, they do not require
much buffer space, because buffering introduces additional delay and jitter. For low-priority queues, enoug
buffer space must be allocated to ensure low-priority outbound frames are accommodated with minimal to
drops, allowing sufficient time to service the higher-priority queues. When configuring the transmit queue
ratio in Hybrid, the command line enables the administrator to configure all queues, including the strictpriority queue. For Native IOS, it is only possible to explicitly define the weights for the standard low- and
high-priority queues. For 1p2q2t port types, the strict-priority queue must be configured to match the valu
for
the standard
high-priority queue. This requirement applies to switches operating in Hybrid mode and
•
Table of Contents
Native IOS. Although in Hybrid the administrator can configure different percentages for the strict-priority
•
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and the standard high-priority queue, the switch still programs the values to be equal. This behavior is a
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hardware limitation applicable to 1p2q2t port types. The following examples demonstrate how to configure
By
Mike
Flannagan
CCIE®
No. 7651
, Richard
Froom CCIE
5102
the
transmit
queue
ratio
for the
applicable
portNo.
types
in, Hybrid and Cisco IOS.
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Publisher: Cisco
Press Configuring the Transmit Queue Ratio in Hybrid Mode
Example
8-39.
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

hybrid (enable) set qos txq-ratio 1p2q2t 60 20 20
QoS txq-ratio is set successfully.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
hybrid (enable) show qos info config 1p2q2t tx
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
QoS setting
inshaping,
NVRAM for
1p2q2t transmit:
avoidance,
policing/admission
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
QoS is enabled
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
(textthrough
omitted)
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Tx queue size ratio:
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
5000- percentage
QueueCatalyst
# Sizes
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
------------------------------------------3550 Family of Switches
1
2

60%
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
20%

3

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
20%
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies8-40. Configuring the Transmit Queue Ratio in Native Mode
Example
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
native(config-if)#wrr-queue queue-limit 60 25
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

native#show queueing interface tenGigabitEthernet 8/1
Interface TenGigabitEthernet8/1 queueing strategy:

Weighted Round-Robin

Port QoS is enabled
(text omitted)
•
•
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Congestion
Avoidance
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

Congestion
avoidance involves proactively managing queues. The purpose is to avoid buffer exhaustion, an
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
subsequently
Pages: 432tail-dropping frames. The Catalyst 6500 offers Weigthed Random Early Detection (WRED) as
congestion avoidance mechanism. Table 8-16 lists the various linecards supporting WRED. WRED operation
very similar to Random Early Detection (RED). It utilizes configured thresholds to determine when to
randomly drop frames in a queue. Unlike RED, however, WRED is QoS aware. It uses the CoS values
assigned to the various frames to determine which frames to randomly drop. WRED is most efficient in
instances where multiple TCP streams are traversing the same port. WRED exploits TCP's windowing
End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
series
switches called global synchronization.
mechanism QoS
to avert
congestion.
WRED also
helps Catalyst
prevent a
phenomenon
Speaking in broad terms, global synchronization is a side effect of tail drop, where all TCP flows reduce, an
subsequently increase, their window size at the same time. A detailed discussion regarding global
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
synchronization is beyond the scope of this text. For more information regarding the operation of WRED, re
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
toChapter 2.
classification and marking

One other queue management technique the Catalyst 6500 employs is assigning tail-drop thresholds to the
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
available transmit queues. This enables the administrator to assign maximum high-level marks within the
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
queue for specified marked frames. When CoS values are mapped to a specific queue and threshold, as
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
demonstrated earlier, if the amount of frames exceeds the maximum specified threshold level, all subseque
frames
queued
forclassification
transmissionand
are rewrite
tail dropped.
Learn
about
capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, andfor
low-latency
on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Configuring
Tail-Drop
Thresholds
Transmitqueuing
Queues
3550 Family of Switches
The commands utilized for configuring the tail-drop thresholds for the receive queues are the same for
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
transmit queues.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
(Hybrid)
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
set
qosLAN
drop-threshold
{port-type}
tx queue
{queue#}
{thr2}...{thrN}
various
and WAN technologies.
The primary
goal
of QoS is{thr1}
to provide
flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
show
qostraffic),
info config
and improved
{port-type}
loss characteristics.
tx
While
QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
(Native)

wrr-queue threshold {queue#} {thr1} {thr2}...{thrN}
show queueing interface {type num} [ | begin queue tail-drop]
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Table 8-19. Default Tail-Drop Thresholds for 2q2t Port Types
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Standard
Low-Priority
Pages: 432

Queue

Standard High-Priority Queue

Threshold 2: 100% capacity

Threshold 2: 100% capacity

Threshold 1: 80% capacity
Threshold 1: 80% capacity
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

The transmit
ratio
defines
the amount
of memory
allocated
to each queue.
The tail-drop thresholds
Examinequeue
various
QoS
components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
defineavoidance,
the maximum
levels
within
the
allotted
space
for
frames
marked
with
a
particular
CoS.
Using the
shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
and
default
values,
consider
frames
with
CoS
values
mapped
to
the
first
threshold
in
the
low-priority
queue.
classification and marking
When the available buffer reaches 80-percent capacity, all subsequent frames mapped to this threshold are
tail dropped.
The same
to frames
mappedtoto
the second
threshold.
As soon
asvalues
the queue reaches
Map specified
classapplies
of service
(CoS) values
various
queues
and maintain
CoS
100-percent
all802.1q
consecutive
frames
mapped
to this queue
are3500XL
tail dropped.
In addition
throughcapacity,
the use of
tagging
on the
Cisco Catalyst
2900XL,
and Catalyst
4000to 2q2t typ
interfaces,
strict-priorityCatOS
queuesFamily
utilizeof
tail
drop to manage the queue. However, the thresholds for the stri
and 2948G/2980G
Switches
queue are nonconfigurable. The level is fixed at 100-percent capacity. Examples 8-41 and 8-42 demonstra
configuring
and verifying
the tail-drop
thresholds
for 2q2t
ports.
Learn about
classification
and rewrite
capabilities
andtype
queue
scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs, and
low-latency
queuingTail-Drop
on the CiscoThresholds
Catalyst 2950 and
Example
8-41.
Configuring
Transmit
Queue
in Hybrid
3550 Family of Switches

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
hybrid (enable) set qos drop-threshold 2q2t tx queue 1 65 100
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Transmit drop thresholds for queue 1 set at 65% 100% .
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
hybrid
(enable) set qos drop-threshold 2q2t tx queue 2 85 100
Flexwan
Transmit
drop thresholds
2 set
at 85%
100% by
. examining end-to-end case
Understand
how to applyfor
QoSqueue
in campus
network
designs
studies
hybrid (enable) show qos info config 2q2t tx
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
QoS
in NVRAMof for
2q2t transmit:
referssetting
to the capability
a network
to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
QoS
is enabled
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
(text omitted)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Tx drop thresholds:
Queue #

Thresholds - percentage

-------

-------------------------------------

1

65% 100%
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Example
8-42. Configuring Transmit Queue Tail-Drop Thresholds in Native Mod
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
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Pages: 432
native(config-if)#
wrr-queue

threshold configured on:

threshold 1 65 100
Gi8/1 Gi8/2 Gi8/3 Gi8/4 Gi8/5 Gi8/6 Gi8/7 Gi8/8

native(config-if)#wrr-queue threshold 2 85 100
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
threshold configured on: Gi8/1 Gi8/2 Gi8/3 Gi8/4 Gi8/5 Gi8/6 Gi8/7 Gi8/8
Examine
QoS
components,
including congestion
native#
show various
queueing
interface
gigabitEthernet
8/1 management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and marking
Interface
GigabitEthernet8/1
queueing strategy: Weighted Round-Robin
MapQoS
specified
class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Port
is enabled
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
andis
2948G/2980G
Port
untrusted CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Default COS is 0
Catalyst 5000
Transmit queues [type = 2q2t]:
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
(text omitted)
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
queue4500
tail-drop-thresholds
IOS Family of Switches
-------------------------Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
1
2

65[1]
100[2]
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
85[1] 100[2]
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability
of earlier
a network
to provide
better
to selected
traffic
One limitation
expressed
regarding
tail drop
is service
its interaction
with network
TCP flows.
Tailover
drop is not
various
LAN
and
WAN
technologies.
The
primary
goal
of
QoS
is
to
provide
flow
priority,
including
conducive to TCP traffic, because it could potentially drop multiple frames from numerous
TCP streams, wh
dedicated
controlled jitterThe
andresult
latency
by some
interactive
and delaycould lead bandwidth,
to global synchronization.
of (required
this behavior
is suboptimal
bandwidth
utilization. WRED
sensitive
andthis
improved
attempts traffic),
to address
issue. loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Configuring WRED Thresholds for Transmit Queues

WRED consists of two different thresholds. In addition to a maximum tail-drop threshold, this congestion
avoidance mechanism enables the administrator to configure a lower threshold. The lower threshold specif
the level to initiate randomly dropping specified frames. Frames are not dropped if buffer utilization is belo
the lower bound. When the buffer usage for the queue reaches the specified lower threshold, it starts
dropping frames marked with the CoS mapped to the particular threshold. As the buffer continues to fill, th
•
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drop rate increases
at a linear rate, until it reaches the maximum defined threshold. When the maximum
•
Indexall additional frames assigned to the queue and WRED threshold are tail dropped. The
level is attained,
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in Campus
following
commands
configure
WRED Networks
thresholds for the designated queues:
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(Hybrid)
set qos wred {port-type}tx queue {[thr1Lo:]thr1Hi [[thr2Lo:]thr2Hi]}
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
show qos info config {port-type}tx
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
(Native)
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and marking
wrr-queue
random-detect
min-threshold {queue#} {thr1} [{thr2}]
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold {queue#} {thr1} [{thr2}]
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
show queueing interface {type num} [ | begin random-detect]
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Because
UDP
streams
do not incorporate any flow-control mechanisms, WRED has very little effect on this
3550
Family
of Switches
type of traffic. The default WRED thresholds assigned to 1p2q2t type interfaces are depicted in the table.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Table 8-20. Default WRED Thresholds for 1p2q2t Standard Queues

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Standard Low-Priority Queue
Standard High-Priority Queue
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Threshold 2
Threshold 2
studies

Low: 70 High: 100
Low: 70 High: 100
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the
to selected
network traffic over
Threshold
1 capability of a network to provide better service
Threshold
1
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
Low: 40 High:
bandwidth,
70
controlled jitter and latency (required
Low: by
40 some
High: interactive
70
and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

For 1p2q1t and 1p3q1t port types, 70 percent is the default minimum threshold, and 100 percent is the
default maximum threshold for each queue. When configuring the WRED thresholds, the high value cannot
lower than the low value. However, the two values can be equal. By configuring the high and low values to
equal, you create a tail-drop threshold. This tail-drop threshold may be useful, for reasons previously
mentioned, if the traffic mapped to a queue and threshold is composed solely of UDP type traffic. Again, th
priority queue defaults to a nonconfigurable 100-percent tail-drop threshold. The following examples show
how to configure the WRED thresholds for the applicable queues.
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hybrid (enable) set qos wred 1p2q2t tx queue 1 65:85 80:100
Publisher: Cisco Press

Pub Date: June 06, 2003
WRED
thresholds for queue 1 set to 65:85 and 80:100 on all WRED-capable 1p2q2t ports.
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages:
432
hybrid
(enable)

set qos wred 1p2q2t tx queue 2 70:90 80:100

WRED thresholds for queue 2 set to 70:90 and 80:100 on all WRED-capable 1p2q2t ports.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
hybrid (enable) show qos info config 1p2q2t tx
QoS setting
in NVRAM
for
1p2q2t transmit:
Examine various
QoS
components,
including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
QoS is
enabled and marking
classification
specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
(textMap
omitted)
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and thresholds:
2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Tx WRED
about classification
and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
QueueLearn
# Thresholds
- percentage
Catalyst 5000
------- -----------------------------------------Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 65%:85%
Family of 80%:100%
Switches
1
2

Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
70%:90% 80%:100%
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and

Flexwan
Example
8-44. Configuring WRED Transmit Queue Thresholds in Native Mode
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
native(config-if)#wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 1 75
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
WRED_threshold configured on all 48 ports on slot 3.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaynative(config-if)#wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 2 75
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
WRED_threshold
configured
ontechnology
all 48 ports
on slot
3.
While
QoS has become
an essential
for those
organizations
rolling out a new

native(config-if)#wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 3 80
WRED_threshold configured on all 48 ports on slot 3.

native#show queueing interface fastEthernet 3/1
•
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(text omitted)
queue random-detect-min-thresholds
---------------------------------End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
1
75[1]
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
2
75[1]
shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
3
80[1]
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Automatic QoS
Auto-QoS facilitates the QoS configuration process for the Catalyst 6500. At the time of writing,
Auto-QoS is available with CatOS Software Release 7.5. Auto-QoS assists the administrator in
configuring classification, congestion management, mapping, and congestion avoidance. The
•
Table of
Auto-QoS feature
onContents
the Catalyst 6500 is divided into two components. Global Auto-QoS
•
Index
provides recommended QoS parameters on a switch-wide basis, whereas port-specific Auto-QoS
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Catalystparameters
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a per-interface
basis. With CatOS Release 7.5, Auto-QoS commands
are
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focused
voice-related
applications.
However,
future software releases will
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,
provide
additional
functionality and capabilities.
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NOTE
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At the time of writing, Auto-QoS is not available in Cisco IOS for the Catalyst 6500.
However, there are plans to integrate the feature in future Cisco IOS releases.
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Global Auto-QoS
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
The global
Auto-QoS
command
focuses on QoS
parameters
affecting
the entiremechanisms,
switch. To enable
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link efficiency
and
globalclassification
Auto-QoS, enter
the
following
command
in
enable
mode
on
the
supervisor:
and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550autoqos
Family of Switches
set qos
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
When you enter the preceding command, any QoS commands previously configured are
modified. Therefore, you should enable any Auto-QoS commands prior to manually altering the
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
switch QoS properties. set qos autoqos first enables QoS on the switch, if it is not already
Flexwan
enabled. The global Auto-QoS command does not alter any default QoS configurations applied at
the port
level. Because
congestion
avoidance,
and CoS-to-queue
Understand
how tocongestion
apply QoSmanagement,
in campus network
designs
by examining
end-to-end case
mappings
depend
on
port
types
rather
than
specific
ports,
commands
related
to these
studies
mechanisms are incorporated into the global Auto-QoS command. Refer to Table 8-2 for a
detailed
list
of the(QoS)
various
the corresponding
port
types,network
and review
the section
Quality of
service
is modules
the set ofand
techniques
designed to
manage
resources.
QoS
"Catalyst
Feature
Overview"
in
Chapter
3,
which
provides
additional
information
on
portover
type
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic
nomenclature.
Tables
and 8-22 The
list the
resulting
whenpriority,
configuring
various LAN and
WAN8-21
technologies.
primary
goal commands
of QoS is toexecuted
provide flow
including
global
Auto-QoS.
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Table 8-21. Added Global Auto-QoS Configuration Commands
[*]set qos enable

set qos policy-source local
set qos acl default-action ip dscp 0
•set qos ipprec-dscp-map
Table of Contents 0 10 18 24 34 46 48 56
•
Index

set qos cos-dscp-map 0 10 18 24 34 46 48 56
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5102,

32-39:4 40-47:5 48-55:6 56-63:7

Kevin
Turek
CCIE
No. 7284
[**]set
qos
policed-dscp-map
26:0
[**] set qos policed-dscp-map
Publisher: Cisco Press

46:0

Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

[*]

Command is enabled on the switch if it was not previously enabled.

Pages: 432
[**]

All normal and excess rate policed DSCP map values are configured for default values. The exception is
DSCP 26 and DSCP 46.
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Table 8-22. Added Global Auto-QoS Port Type Configuration Commands
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
2q2t/1q4t
classification and marking
set qos map 2q2t tx queue 2 2 cos 5,6,7
Mapmap
specified
of service
(CoS)
values to various queues and maintain CoS values
set qos
2q2tclass
tx queue
2 1 cos
1,2,3,4
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
set qos
2q2t tx queue
1 cosof
0 Switches
and map
2948G/2980G
CatOS 1Family
set qos drop-threshold 2q2t tx queue 1 100 100
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
set qos
drop-threshold
2q2t tx queue 2 80 100
Catalyst
5000
set qos drop-threshold 1q4t rx queue 1 50 60 80 100
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
set qos
txq-ratio
80 20
3550
Family of2q2t
Switches
set qos wrr 2q2t 100 255
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
1p3q1t/1p1q0t
set qos
map 1p3q1t
tx 1 Hybrid
1 cos 0and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Configure
QoS in both
set qos map 1p3q1t tx 2 1 cos 1,2
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
set qos
map 1p3q1t tx 3 1 cos 3,4
Flexwan
set qos map 1p3q1t tx 3 0 cos 6,7
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
set qos
map 1p3q1t tx 4 cos 5
studies
set qos wrr 1p3q1t 20 100 200
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the
capability
a network
to provide better service to selected network traffic over
set qos
wred
1p3q1tof
queue
1 70:100
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
set qos wred 1p3q1t queue 2 70:100
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),
and improved
characteristics.
set qos wred
1p3q1t
queue 3loss
70:90
set qos
map
cos 0,1,2,3,4
While
QoS
has 1p1q0t
become rx
an 1essential
technology for those organizations rolling out a new

set qos map 1p1q0t rx 2 cos 5,6,7
set qos rxq-ratio 1p1q0t 80 20
1p2q2t/1p1q4t
set qos map 1p2q2t tx 1 2 cos 0
set qos map 1p2q2t tx 2 1 cos 1,2,3,4
•
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set qos map
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By
Mike
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CCIE®
No. 765175
, Richard
Froom CCIE No. 5102,
set
qos
txq-ratio
1p2q2t
15 15
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set qos wrr 1p2q2t 50 255
setPublisher:
qos wred
queue 1 1 40:70
Cisco 1p2q2t
Press
Date:
June 06,
2003 queue 1 2 70:100
setPub
qos
wred
1p2q2t
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

set qos wred 1p2q2t queue 2 1 40:70
Pages: 432

set qos wred 1p2q2t queue 2 2 70:100
set qos map 1p1q4t rx 1 1 cos 0
set qos map 1p1q4t rx 1 3 cos 1,2,3,4
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
set qos map
1p1q4t
rx 1 4techniques
cos 6,7 for Cisco Catalyst series switches
set qos map 1p1q4t rx 2 cos 5
Examine
various
QoS components,
including congestion management, congestion
set qos
rxq-ratio
1p1q4t
50 255
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
set qos
drop-threshold
1p1q4t rx queue 1 50 60 80 100
classification
and marking
1p2q1t/1p1q8t
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
set qos
through
mapthe
1p2q1t
use oftx
802.1q
1 1 cos
tagging
0
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
set qos map 1p2q1t tx 2 1 cos 1,2,3,4
Learn
about
classification
set qos
map
1p2q1t
tx 2 cosand
6,7rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
set qos map 1p2q1t tx 3 cos 5
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,75
ACEs,
and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
set qos
txq-ratio
1p2q1t
15 15
3550 Family of Switches
set qos wrr 1p2q1t 50 255
Understand
classification,
policying,
set qos
wred 1p2q1t
queue 1
70:100 and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
set qos wred 1p2q1t queue 2 70:100
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
set qos map 1p1q8t rx 1 1 cos 0
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS
varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
set qos
map
1p1q8t
rxto1classify
5 cos 1,2
Flexwan
set qos map 1p1q8t rx 1 8 cos 3,4
Understand
how torxapply
in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
set qos
map 1p1q8t
2 cosQoS
5,6,7
studies
set qos wred 1p1q8t queue 1 1 40:70
Quality
service
(QoS) queue
is the set
techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
set qosofwred
1p1q8t
1 5of60:90
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
set qosLAN
wred
queue 1 8 70:100
various
and1p1q8t
WAN technologies.
The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and latency (required by some interactive and delayset qos rxq-ratio 1p1q8t 80 20
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Port-Specific Auto-QoS
The port-specific Auto-QoS functions define, in one of two ways, the classification method used
for traffic ingress to a specific port. One way involves specifying the type of device attached to
the port, either a Cisco IP Phone or Cisco IP Softphone. The other method requires specifying the
trust state for a particular port, either trust DSCP or trust CoS. Configuring port-specific AutoQoS also assigns extended trust capabilities and CoS assignments to attached IP Phones using
•
Table
of Contents
Cisco Discovery
Protocol
(CDP) version 2. If CDP version 2 is not enabled, the information cannot
•
Index
be communicated to an attached Cisco IP Phone. Refer to the section "Voice VLANs and Extended
Cisco
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in Chapter
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A Mike
PFC Flannagan
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theCCIE
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set port qos {mod/port}autoqos voip ciscoipphone
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
set port qos {mod/port}autoqos voip ciscosoftphone
Examine
QoS components,
including
set port
qosvarious
{mod/port}
autoqos trust
dscp congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
set port qos {mod/port}autoqos trust cos
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
The "Classification
and Marking"
section
within
this chapter
discusses
trust and
DSCP in
Learn about classification
and
rewrite
capabilities
and queue
scheduling
oninternal
the Cisco
further
detail.
The
trust
dscp
and
trust
cos
classification
keywords
are
used
to
classify
all
Catalyst 5000
traffic based on arriving DSCP or CoS values. You can use the cos keyword for trusted uplink
ports Implement
attached toACLs,
devices
capable
ofand
onlylow-latency
modifying the
trunkon
header
of anCatalyst
Ethernet2950
frame.
ACPs,
ACEs,
queuing
the Cisco
andThis
ensures
previously
assigned
CoS
values
are
honored
at
the
arriving
switch
port,
and
3550 Family of Switches
subsequently mapped to a corresponding internal DSCP value. You can use the dscp keyword for
uplinkUnderstand
ports attached
classification,
to devicespolicying,
capable of
and
altering
scheduling
the DSCP
capabilities
field in the
of the
IP Catalyst
header. This
4000 and
capability
4500isIOS
relevant,
Family for
of Switches
instance, when connecting to a 3550, another 6500, or even a router. A
PFC is required to use the dscp keyword. Table 8-21 depicts the CoS-to-DSCP and IP
Configure QoS inmapping
both Hybrid
and
Native
mode
on the Catalyst
6500
Family of Table
Switches
precedence-to-DSCP
values
if the
global
Auto-QoS
command
is executed;
8-12
shows the default assigned mapping values.
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Thevoip
ciscoipphone and voip ciscosoftphone keywords simplify the process of configuring
voice-specific QoS on a port. The ciscoipphone option configures the ingress port to trust the
Understand
how to apply
in campus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
case
control
and voice-bearer
trafficQoS
received
from an
IP Phone.
By default,
this traffic
is marked
by
studies
the phone with CoS 3 and CoS 5, respectively. As mentioned previously, if CDP is enabled and
the port terminates into a Cisco IP Phone, additional QoS capabilities are extended to support
Quality
serviceto
(QoS)
is the setonofthe
techniques
designed
to manage
network
resources.
QoS IP
devices of
attached
a switchport
phone. For
additional
information
regarding
the Cisco
refers
to
the
capability
of
a
network
to
provide
better
service
to
selected
network
traffic
over
Phone, refer to the section "The Cisco IP Phone" in Chapter 2. The ciscosoftphone option
various
LANanand
WANport
technologies.
The traffic
primary
goal of QoS
is to
provide
flow priority,
including
configures
ingress
to trust voice
generated
by the
Cisco
Softphone
application.
The
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
and
latency
(required
by
some
interactive
and
delaySoftphone application properly marks the control and voice traffic within the IP header. As a
sensitive
traffic),
andthe
improved
characteristics.
result, ACLs
trusting
ingressloss
DSCP
values are configured for the port (and, based on worstcase performance parameters, policers are configured to regulate control and voice traffic
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

generated by the application). A PFC is required for configuring the ciscosoftphone keyword.
As discussed in the "Trust" section within this chapter, the WS-X6224/6248 and WS-X6324/6348
have certain hardware limitations that prevent them from supporting certain trust states on a
port. As a result, additional intelligence has been added to the port-based Auto-QoS command to
account for this limitation. For 1q4t/2q2t port types, when the trust cos, trust dscp, or voip
ciscoipphone keywords are used, additional commands and ACLs are configured to support the
configured feature. When specifying trust cos or voip ciscoipphone, the following additional
•
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commands are added for the port configuration:
•
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set port qos {mod/port}trust trust-cos
set qos acl map ACL_IP-PHONES {mod/port}
set qos acl ip ACL_IP-PHONES trust-cos ip any any
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
commit qos acl ACL_IP-PHONES
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
WhenMap
specifying
theclass
trust
keyword,
the following
commands
are added
to complete
the
specified
ofdscp
service
(CoS) values
to various
queues and
maintain
CoS values
port configuration:
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 qos
IOS Family
of Switches
set port
{mod/port}
trust untrusted
Configure
QoSACL_IP-TRUSTDSCP
in both Hybrid and Native
mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
set qos
acl map
{mod/port}
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
set qos acl ip ACL_IP-TRUSTDSCP trust-dscp ip any any
Flexwan
commit qos acl ACL_IP-TRUSTDSCP
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayNOTE
sensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
WS-X6148
module
is capable
of supporting
trust-cos,
trust-dscp,
WhileThe
QoS
has become
an essential
technology
for those
organizations
rollingand
out trusta new

ipprec. However, this capabilitiy is integrated in 6.4, and was not included in CatOS
Release 7.5.

Tables 8-23 through 8-26 depict the executed commands when configuring port-specific AutoQoS.
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Table 8-23. Port-Specific Auto-Qos Commands for the ciscoipphone
Keyword

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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Publisher: Cisco Press

set port qos {mod/port}policy-source local
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

set port
qos
{mod/port}port-based
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6
Pages:
432 {mod/port}cos 0
set port
qos

set port qos {mod/port}cos-ext 0
set port qos {mod/port}trust-ext untrusted
set port qos {mod/port}trust-device ciscoipphone
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
[*]set port qos {mod/port}trust trust-cos
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
[*]
avoidance,
shaping,
control,
signaling,
link efficiency
mechanisms,
and
Enables receive
queuepolicing/admission
thresholds for 1q4t port
types. Additional
commands
are added
for 1q4t/2q2t port
types.
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

Table 8-24. Port-Specific Auto-QoS Commands for the ciscosoftphone
Learn about classification and rewriteKeyword
capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

set port
qos {mod/port}
policy-source
local
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550qos
Family
of Switches
set port
{mod/port}
port-based
set port
qos {mod/port}
cos 0
Understand
classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
set port qos {mod/port}cos-ext 0
set port
Configure
qos {mod/port}
QoS in bothtrust-ext
Hybrid and
untrusted
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
set port
qos
{mod/port}
none
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS totrust-device
classify varying
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
set port
qos {mod/port}trust untrusted
set qos
policer aggregate
rate
320 burstcase
20
Understand
how to applyPOLICE_SOFTPHONE-DSCP46-mod-port
QoS in campus network designs by examining
end-to-end
policed-dscp
studies
set qos policer aggregate POLICE_SOFTPHONE-DSCP24-mod-port rate 32 burst 8
Quality
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
policed-dscp
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
set qosLAN
acl and
ip ACL_IP-SOFTPHONE-mod-port
trust-dscp
various
WAN technologies. The primary goal
of QoS isaggregate
to provide flow priority, including
POLICE_SOFTPHONE-DSCP46-mod-port
any
dscp-field
46
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by
some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic),
and improved loss characteristics.
set qos acl
ip ACL_IP-SOFTPHONE-mod-port
trust-dscp aggregate
POLICE_SOFTPHONE-DSCP24-mod-port any dscp-field 24
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

commit qos acl ACL_IP-SOFTPHONE-mod-port
set qos acl map ACL_IP-SOFTPHONE-mod-port mod/port
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set port qos {mod/port}cos 0
Cisco
Press
setPublisher:
port qos
{mod/port}
cos-ext 0
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

set port qos {mod/port}trust-ext untrusted
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

set port
qos
Pages:
432 {mod/port}trust-device none
[*]set port qos {mod/port}trust trust-dscp

[*]

Command not executed for modules with 2q2t and 1q4t port types. Additional commands are added for
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC and FlexWAN Architectural Overview
This section expands on some of the concepts presented in Chapter 8 within the section titled
"Catalyst 6500 Architectural Overview." As discussed in Chapter 8, the MSFC, in conjunction with
the PFC, is responsible for Layer 3 forwarding within the Catalyst 6500. With a Supervisor I
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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FlexWAN module is comprised of two VIPs. Therefore, the FlexWAN module services the two
installed port adapters with a dedicated processor and memory for each bay. Each processor
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

performs the encapsulation and QoS functions independently for its assigned slot. Also the MSFC
communicates with each processor on the FlexWAN independently through the Ethernet out-ofband channel (EOBC). However, only system control information is exchanged via the EOBC.
Routing and forwarding decisions are still maintained by the MSFC and central PFC. As a result,
the FlexWAN uses the central data bus (D-bus) and results bus (R-bus) for forwarding and
receiving data packets. This even applies for packets being forwarded out a different
subinterface on the same port adapter. The D-bus, R-bus, and EOBC are introduced in Chapter
8.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

QoS Support on the MSFC and FlexWAN
The MSFC and FlexWAN offer a broad range of QoS mechanisms. The QoS support on the MSFC
and FlexWAN are derived from the distributed QoS support for a VIP, available on the 7500.
Therefore, the MSFC and FlexWAN provide intelligent distributed QoS services, which allow QoS
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The same behavior applies to egress packets. When the forwarding decision has been made and
the packet is encapsulated with the appropriate WAN header, any egress QoS policies defined on
the interface are applied to the packet, which is then queued for transmission. This behavior is
particularly true for policing functions on the FlexWAN. The FlexWAN is responsible for policing
traffic streams on its interfaces, due to the potential discrepancies that may result from the
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Classification
Classification is the first step in applying QoS policies within a network. If traffic is not classified,
policies cannot be applied. Classification categorizes network traffic and assigns those categories
to different classes of service. When the traffic is classified, QoS mechanisms are used to
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For a current list of protocols supported by NBAR at the time of this writing, refer to
the following document at Cisco.com:
"Cisco IOS Software Release 12.2T Network-Based Application Recognition"
Or download PDLMs directly from the following website:
www.cisco.com/cgi-bin/tablebuild.pl/pdlm
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applications, as well as their associated protocol or port numbers. One option for discovering the
protocols currently traversing an interface within the network is using NBAR protocol discovery.
NBAR is capable of recognizing any protocol included within the PDLM file. Protocol discovery is
applied to the desired interface or group of interfaces using the following command at each
intended interface:
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
show ip nbar protocol-discovery [interfacetype num]
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive 9-1
traffic),
and improved
loss characteristics.
Example
demonstrates
the behavior
of the NBAR protocol discovery process.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Example 9-1. Configuring and Verifying NBAR Protocol Discovery

MSFC#configure terminal
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/1/0
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Example 9-2. Configuring Distributed NBAR Classification and Verifying
Configuration
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayMSFC#configure
terminal
sensitive traffic), and
improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become
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technology
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for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol fasttrack
MSFC(config)#policy-map Non-critical-apps
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Fasttrack
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police 128000 1500 1500 conform-action set-prec-transmit 0
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various
LAN and WAN
technologies.
primary
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is to
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In the example,
is selected. Although it is not depicted, multiple
protocols may be specified as match criteria. Also if multiple protocols are listed, the class map
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

may be configured to match all conditions, or any one of the conditions configured by selecting
either the match-any or match-all keyword. The example demonstrates the match-all
keyword. Within the policy map fasttrack, the MSFC polices traffic to limit the utilized
bandwidth for these protocols. Additionally, the MSFC marks packets conforming to the policing
contract with an IP precedence value of zero. This provides only Best Effort delivery for these
packets and ensures the MSFC does not favor these packets over more mission-critical
applications when competing for bandwidth on congested interfaces.
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Marking

The purpose of marking is to assign different priority levels to various traffic flows. It allows downstream
devices to differentiate higher-priority traffic from lower-priority traffic and perform predefined policies
based on assigned precedence values or specific bits set within the particular header. The FlexWAN module
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Class-based marking is a mechanism used to identify and mark various traffic flows in the network.
Different devices then use these set values to prioritize traffic when congestion is experienced in the
network. The administrator assigns values to the various traffic flows, based on specific classification
criteria.
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the
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or groups
of flows
are assigned
the appropriate marking parameters,
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devices in the network are able to act on those packets based on their assigned marking. This action allows
downstream devices to differentiate among the various high- and low-priority protocols and applications,
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Defining classes and grouping application by class (Example 9-3)
Configuring policies based on essential and nonessential traffic (Example 9-4)
Implementing the service policy statement (Example 9-5)
Verifying that the configuration appears as intended (Example 9-6)
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Example
9-3.
Configuring
Class-Based
Marking on the FlexWAN
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No.
7284
Module
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

MSFC#configure
terminal
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Non-essential
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol http
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol fasttrack
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Low-Priority
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol smtp control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission
classification and marking
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol secure-http
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
MSFC(config)#class-map
match-any
through the use of 802.1q
tagging Business-essential
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol sqlnet
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol sqlserver
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and Video-preso
low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
MSFC(config)#class-map
match-any
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol netshow
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

The first step in configuring class-based marking is to define the various classes and group the related
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
applications and protocols into those classes. In this example, the classes are defined based on the impact
Flexwan
they have on business functions. Applications using the Fasttrack protocol and normal web-based traffic ar
considered
nonessential,
and asQoS
a result
are placed
in the
appropriate
class. Mail
traffic and
secure web
Understand
how to apply
in campus
network
designs
by examining
end-to-end
case
traffic,
although
not
considered
business-critical,
are
placed
in
a
higher
category
than
the
nonessential
studies
elements. Applications essential to the business are placed in an even higher category. Because database
traffic
time-sensitive,
critical
any database
components
receive
preferential
treatment
over
Qualityisof
service (QoS) itisis
the
set ofthat
techniques
designed
to manage
network
resources.
QoS
other
less-important
protocols
and
applications.
Finally,
a
separate
category
has
been
configured
for the
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
video
applications.
When
the
traffic
has
been
classified,
the
policies
are
configured.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

Example 9-4. Configuring Essential and Nonessential Traffic
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC#configure terminal
MSFC(config)#policy-map CB-Marking
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Non-essential
•
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MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police 256000 1500 1500 conform-action set-dscp-transmit 0
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exceed-action drop

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class
Low-Priority

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#set
Publisher: Cisco Press
ip dscp 8
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class
Business-essential
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#set ip dscp 16
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class Video-preso
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#set ip dscp 24
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
In addition to marking the "nonessential" traffic with DSCP 0, the traffic is also being policed to 256 kbps.
classification and marking
Therefore, not only is the nonessential traffic dropped first during periods of congestion, the bandwidth is
also limited,
allowing
more
availability
to values
other protocols
and
applications,
such as
voice.
When the policie
Map specified
class
of service
(CoS)
to various
queues
and maintain
CoS
values
are defined,
policy
map ison
applied
to the
interface
with the
desired
throughthe
theconfigured
use of 802.1q
tagging
the Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
andservice-policy
Catalyst 4000
statement.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco

Example
Catalyst
9-5.
5000Configuring the service-policy Statement
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/0/0
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#service-policy
input CB-Marking
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#end
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
After studies
all the configuration steps have been taken, you can verify the configuration and performance with
show policy-map interface {type num}.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN 9-6.
and WAN
technologies.
primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
Example
Verifying
the The
Configuration
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC#show policy-map interface serial 3/0/0
Serial3/0/0
service-policy input: CB-Marking
class-map: Non-essential (match-any)
•
•
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Kevin Turek
CCIE No.
7284
match:
protocol
http
Publisher:
Cisco Press
119392
packets,

41787200 bytes

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

301-58705-120-6
second rate
ISBN:

834000 bps

Pages: 432

match: protocol fasttrack
79595 packets, 19898750 bytes
30 second rate 395000 bps
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
police:
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
256000 bps, 1500 limit, 1500 extended limit
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
conformed 49311 packets, 12694050 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 0
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
exceeded
2600 bytes;
action:
drop2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through
the use8ofpackets,
802.1q tagging
on the Cisco
Catalyst
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
violated 149668 packets, 48989300 bytes; action: drop
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
conformed
Catalyst
5000 252000 bps, exceed 0 bps violate 978000 bps
class-map:
Low-Priority
(match-any)
Implement ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
129343 packets, 35071825 bytes
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
30 second
offered
rate 699000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
Configure
in bothsmtp
Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
match: QoS
protocol
Utilize
Layerpackets,
3 QoS to classify
39798
5969700varying
bytes levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
30 second rate 118000 bps
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
match: protocol secure-http
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
89545 packets, 29102125 bytes
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
30 second rate 580000 bps
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
set:
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

ip dscp 8
class-map: Business-essential (match-any)
139292 packets, 23878575 bytes
30 second offered rate 476000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
•
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Kevin Turek30
CCIE
No. 7284
second
rate 355000 bps
Publisher:
Cisco protocol
Press
match:

sqlserver

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

59697
packets,
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

5969700 bytes

Pages: 432

30 second rate 118000 bps
set:
ip dscp 16
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
class-map: Video-preso (match-any)
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
159189 packets, 55716150 bytes
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
30 second offered rate 1113000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
match:the
protocol
netshow
through
use of 802.1q
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
159189 packets, 55716150 bytes
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
30 second
Catalyst
5000 rate 1113000 bps
set:
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
ip dscp 24
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches (match-any)
class-map:
class-default
Configure
QoS in 11174
both Hybrid
176 packets,
bytesand Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer 3offered
QoS to classify
levelsrate
of service
with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
30 second
rate 0varying
bps, drop
0 bps
Flexwan
match: any
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
176 packets, 11174 bytes
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
30 second rate 0 bps
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Marking Using Committed Access Rate (CAR)
CAR is a legacy QoS mechanism and is not generally recommended for new deployments. For the sake of
completeness, an explanation of CAR's configuration and functionality is included in this chapter. Although
CAR is primarily used as a policing mechanism, you can also use CAR to mark traffic. CAR is configured to
match traffic using an ACL, a pre-established DSCP value, a QoS group, or CAR matches all ingress or
egress traffic traversing an interface, based on the direction the command is applied. The following
•
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command applies
CAR
to the desired interface:
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rate-limit {input | output} [[access-group[rate-limit]list #] | [qos-group

group#>] |

[dscpdscp]] {rate} {normal burst} {excess burst}conform-action {conform-action}
exceed-action {exceed-action}
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Therate-limit command is applied to a specific interface and configured in interface configuration mode.
classification and marking
The required input or output option specifies the direction the rate-limit command is applied, relative to
the traffic flow. The next set of options allows traffic to be matched against a predetermined list or
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
assigned value. The specified rate is measured in bits per seconds, and the burst values are measured in
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
bytes. The conform-action and exceed-action determine what actions are taken for conforming and
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
nonconforming packets, respectively. The following output displays the configurable actions. The keywords
shown
are available
for both conform-action
and exceed-action.
Learn
about classification
and rewrite capabilities
and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example
Implement
9-7.ACLs,
Configurable
ACPs, ACEs, and
Options
low-latency
for queuing
the rate-limit
on the Cisco
Command
Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit
input 1000000 187500 375000 conform-action ?
Configure QoS in both
Hybrid
andrate
Native
mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
continue
scan
other
limits
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
drop
drop packet
Flexwan
set-dscp-continue
set dscp,
other
ratedesigns
limitsby examining end-to-end case
Understand how to apply
QoS inscan
campus
network
studies
set-dscp-transmit set dscp and send it
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
set-prec-continue
precedence,
scan
rate
limits
refers
to the capability of rewrite
a networkpacket
to provide
better service
to other
selected
network
traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
set-prec-transmit
rewrite
packet
precedence
and by
send
itinteractive and delaydedicated
bandwidth, controlled
jitter
and latency
(required
some
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
set-qos-continue
set qos-group, scan other rate limits
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

set-qos-transmit

set qos-group and send it

transmit

transmit packet

If
the intent is
to use CAR to mark packets, as opposed to police, the drop keyword is not used. Instead, a
•
Table of Contents
set action is specified to modify the ToS field in the IP header, or set the local QoS group value for a
•
Index
packet. The transmit keyword is yet another option, which allows a packet to be forwarded without
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modifying any existing settings. One additional feature with CAR is the flexibility to configure multiple
By
Mike Flannagan
CCIE® No.
Froom CCIEBy
No.
5102,the continue keyword, independently or within a
rate-limit
statements
on7651
the,Richard
same interface.
using
Kevin
Turek
CCIE
No.
7284
set action, packets can be processed through multiple rate-limit statements until a match is found. In the
event a match is not found, the default action is to transmit. Therefore, in the absence of a match, the
Publisher:
Cisco
Press
packet
is just
forwarded.
Example 9-8 demonstrates configuring CAR to mark traffic. In the example, an
extended
Pub Date:
ACL
Juneis06,
configured
2003
specifying the traffic to be considered. In this instance, secure web traffic is
being forwarded
to the serial interface noted in the example. However, the traffic is not marked with a
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
value Pages:
that conforms
to the QoS policy in place. The intent is to mark all secure web traffic conforming to
432
the configured 1-Mbps rate with DSCP 8. Any traffic exceeding this rate is marked with DSCP 0.

Example 9-8. Marking Secure Web Traffic with CAR
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC#configure
terminal
Examine various
QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
MSFC(config)#access-list
101 permit tcp any any eq 443
classification and marking
Map specified class of service
MSFC(config)#interface
serial (CoS)
3/0/0values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family
Switches
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit
inputofaccess-group
101 1000000 187500 375000 conform-action
Learn about classification
and rewriteset-dscp-transmit
capabilities and queue
set-dscp-transmit
8 exceed-action
0 scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config-if)#end
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
MSFC#show interface serial 3/0/0 rate-limit
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Serial3/0/0
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Input
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
matches: access-group 101
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
params: 1000000 bps, 187500 limit, 375000 extended limit
studies
115046
packets,
46018400 designed
bytes; action:
set-dscp-transmit
8
Quality conformed
of service (QoS)
is the
set of techniques
to manage
network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
56927
packets, 22770800
bytes;
variousexceeded
LAN and WAN
technologies.
The primary
goal ofaction:
QoS is toset-dscp-transmit
provide flow priority,0including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaylast
packet:
4ms ago,loss
current
burst: 281100 bytes
sensitive
traffic),
and improved
characteristics.
While QoS
has
become00:06:12
an essential
technology
for those
organizations
rolling489000
out a new
last
cleared
ago,
conformed
988000
bps, exceeded
bps

The output verifies traffic conforming to the configured contract is marked with DSCP 8, whereas traffic
violating the contract is marked with DSCP 0. The following section demonstrates using the class-based
policer to accomplish the same results provided in Example 9-8.
•
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Similar
to CAR,
but7284
preferred for new deployments, the class-based policer marks traffic without enforcing
Kevin Turek
CCIE No.
any policing actions. However, the class-based policer has three different actions it enforces on traffic. Like
CAR,
it has a conform- and an exceed-action, however the class-based policer also has a third action,
Publisher: Cisco Press
violate. The violate-action applies an additional set of actions to traffic violating the configured rate and
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
exceeding the assigned conform and excess burst values. Class-based policer operation is discussed in
1-58705-120-6
furtherISBN:
detail
in the "Policing and Shaping" section of this chapter.
Pages: 432

Example 9-9. Configuring the Distributed Class-Based Policer for Marking
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC#configure terminal
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC(config)#class-map match-all Secure-Web
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol secure-http
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
MSFC(config)#policy-map Marking-policy
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Secure-Web
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police
1000000 1500 1500 conform-action set-dscp-transmit 1
Catalyst 5000
exceed-action
set-dscp-transmit
violate-action
Implement ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs, and 0low-latency
queuingset-dscp-transmit
on the Cisco Catalyst02950 and
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/0/0
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
MSFC(config-if)#service-policy
input Marking-policy
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#end
Utilize Layer
3 QoS to
classify varying
of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MSFC#show
policy-map
interface
seriallevels
3/0/0
Flexwan
Serial3/0/0
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
service-policy
input: Marking-policy
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
class-map: Secure-Web (match-all)
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
89929 packets, 35971600 bytes
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
30 second offered rate 1497000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

match: protocol secure-http
police:
1000000 bps, 1500 limit, 1500 extended limit
conformed 59733 packets, 23893200 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 1
•
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994000 bps, exceed 0 bps violate 500000 bps
Publisher:
Cisco Press
class-map:
class-default

(match-any)

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

91 packets,
5764
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

bytes

Pages: 432

30 second offered rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
match: any
91 packets, 5764 bytes
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
30 second rate 0 bps
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Similar
to specified
classification,
is(CoS)
not a mechanism
used independently.
As demonstrated
Map
class marking
of service
values to various
queues and maintain
CoS valuesin one of the
previous
examples,
NBAR
can betagging
a classification
method
used 2900XL,
in conjunction
with
marking.
through
the use
of 802.1q
on the Cisco
Catalyst
3500XL
andclass-based
Catalyst 4000
However,
the important aspect
of marking
is it also allows other devices in the network to be able to
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family
of Switches
differentiate between critical and noncritical traffic, based on the marking values. When the values are
determined,
different
policies can
appliedcapabilities
to the traffic,
Priority Queuing,
policing, or shaping.
Learn about
classification
andberewrite
andincluding
queue scheduling
on the Cisco
The following
Catalyst section
5000 discusses policing and shaping on the FlexWAN module.
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Policing and Shaping

Chapter 2 introduced policing and shaping. As discussed, both features use a token bucket mechanism for
operation. Based on the token bucket analogy, when there are enough tokens available in the bucket to
service an entire arriving packet, the packet is permitted to proceed. However, there is a difference betwee
•
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how the policer
and
shaper function. The shaper adapts to bursty traffic. The shaper allocates a finite
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amount of buffer space to accommodate burstiness. This prevents traffic exceeding the average rate from
Cisco
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in Campus
beingCatalyst
dropped
and
allows
packets
to waitNetworks
in a buffer until a sufficient amount of tokens are available to
service
the entire
packet.
The,Richard
end result
ofCCIE
the No.
shaper
By
Mike Flannagan
CCIE®
No. 7651
Froom
5102,is it smoothes traffic spikes down to the average
configured
rate.No.
However,
although shaping utilizes buffers to prevent excessive drops, the buffering proce
Kevin
Turek CCIE
7284
introduces latency, which adversely impacts delay-sensitive applications. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
shaping
is one
Publisher:
Ciscoway
Pressto prevent higher-speed interfaces from overrunning potentially lower-speed
downstream
interfaces.
(The example used is in a Frame Relay environment.) Before deploying a shaper in
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
converged environment, however, you should fully understand the effects it has on traffic in the network.
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

Pages:
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Although
policing

uses the same token bucket scheme, policing does not buffer traffic. As a result, when th
available tokens are exhausted, packets are dropped, instead of being buffered. It is also possible to drop
packets using a shaper. However, packets are only dropped when the buffer space is depleted. When
deploying policers and shapers in the network, the recommendation is to shape on the upstream interface
and police on the downstream interface. A situation where this is practiced is when end customers connect
a
service provider.
The end customer
does
want
the service
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
fornot
Cisco
Catalyst
seriesprovider
switchesto determine what traffic is going
be randomly dropped. Therefore, the customer configures a shaper to conform to the policing contract
configured on the service provider's receiving interface. This permits the customer to prioritize and
Examine various
QoS components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion traffic is not droppe
deterministically
drop traffic
during periods
of congestion,
to ensure
all mission-critical
shaping,network.
policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link efficiency
andand the clas
in theavoidance,
service provider's
The FlexWAN
module
implements
two types mechanisms,
of policers: CAR
marking
basedclassification
policer. The and
"Marking"
section of this chapter demonstrated how CAR and class-based policing could
be used to mark traffic. The following two sections discuss how these mechanisms are utilized as policers.
Map specified
class
of service
(CoS)
values to
various
queues
maintain CoS values
This section
concludes
with
deploying
distributed
traffic
shaping
on and
the FlexWAN.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Figure 9-1. Policing and Shaping in the Network
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayNOTE
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
This section does not provide an in-depth exhausted discussion on the various policing and shaping
Whiletechniques.
QoS has become
an essential
technology
for those
organizations
rolling
a new of the various
It is meant
to provide
a fundamental
overview
regarding
the out
operation

mechanisms, as well as provide examples and instances where the various functions can be
applied. For a more thorough discussion regarding policing and shaping, refer to Chapter 2 or refer
to the following document at Cisco.com:
"Policing and Shaping Overview"
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release
CCIE
of No.
the5102
Cisco
, MQC, CAR was the preferred method for policing
traffic.
Kevin
Turek
CARCCIE
does
No.not
7284
allocate buffer space for queuing oversubscribed packets, nor does CAR guarantee
minimum amounts of bandwidth for applications. The purpose of CAR, like most policers, is to limit access
the Publisher:
available
bandwidth.
This enables administrators, through designing specific policies, to ensure lowerCisco
Press
priority
applications
do
not
starve out mission-critical applications. This facilitates network traffic flowing
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
more deterministically through the network. The command syntax displayed previously in Example 9-8 is
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
used to configure CAR as a policing mechanism:
Pages: 432

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
control, signaling, link
efficiency
mechanisms,
and
rate-limit
{input
| output}
[[access-group[rate-limit]
list
#] | [qos-group
group#]
|
classification and marking
[dscpdscp]] {rate} {normal burst} {excess burst}conform-action {conform-action}
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
exceed-action{exceed-action}
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

CAR works
using ACLs,
a token
bucket
mechanism.
The committed
measured
in bits2950
per second,
defines the
Implement
ACPs,
ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing rate,
on the
Cisco Catalyst
and
token3550
arrival
rate.
As
long
as
there
are
sufficient
tokens
available
to
service
an
entire
packet,
traffic
flows
Family of Switches
through the policer. When the tokens are depleted, or there aren't enough available to accommodate an
entireUnderstand
packet, thatclassification,
packet and possibly
policying,
subsequent
and scheduling
packets
capabilities
are dropped.
of the
The
Catalyst
token bucket
4000 and
depth is defined
by the
4500
burst
IOS
parameters.
Family of Switches
CAR defines a committed burst (Bc) and an excess burst (Be). When defining the
burst values, in order to use the excess burst capability, the Be value must be greater than Bc. If Be equals
Configure
in both
Hybrid
Native
mode
on the tokens
Catalyst
6500 Family
Switches
Bc, excess
burstQoS
is not
defined,
andand
there
are no
additional
available
whenof
the
Bc bucket is depleted
Also it is not possible to configure the Be value to be less than Bc. In the event this does occur, Cisco IOS
Utilize
Layer to
3 QoS
to classify
varying
of service
with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
sets the
Be equal
Bc. The
burst values
arelevels
measured
in bytes.
Flexwan
Table 9-4 demonstrates CAR's operational behavior however; a few assumptions have been made. For
Understand
how to apply
in campus network
by examining
demonstration
purposes,
tokenQoS
replenishment
does not designs
occur. Also
all packetsend-to-end
in the tablecase
arrived at the
studies
same instance on the receiving interface. Packet size is fixed at 250 bytes per packet. Finally, the values fo
the rate, committed burst, and excess burst are 8000 bits per second, 1500 bytes, and 3000 bytes,
Quality
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
respectively.
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

NOTE

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

ForTable 9-4, the Be value is configured for 3000 bytes. When configuring the Be parameter for
CAR, it is necessary to consider the Bc value. The configured Be value is actually the sum of the Bc
and Be. Therefore, for Table 9-4, although the configured Be is 3000 bytes, only 1500 additional
bytes are available for the Be bucket.
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0
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0

(ai)

Compounded Debt
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0

0

<-- Committed burst bucket depleted.

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

1

2501-58705-120-6
250
ISBN:

250

2

Pages: 432

250

500

750

3

250

750

1500

4

250

1000

2500

<-- Packet dropped.

End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series(Dc
switches
exceeds Be.)

4

5
6

6
7
8

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping,
750 policing/admission
0
control, signaling, link
<-- efficiency
Tokens not
mechanisms,
removed from
andexcess burs
classification and marking
bucket.
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
250
1000
1000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
250
1250
2250
<-- Packet dropped.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
(Dc exceeds Be.)
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
1000
0
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
250IOS Family1250
1250
4500
of Switches
250
1500
2750
<-- Packet dropped.
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
(Dc exceeds Be.)
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

8

Understand how1250
to apply QoS in campus
0
network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
9
250
1500
1500
<-- Packet transmitted.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
After Time 9, all subsequent packets experience a tail-drop scenario (ai > Dc), until the bucket is
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
replenished with tokens.
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
The table demonstrates the interaction between actual and compounded debt. As conforming packets are
While QoS by
processed
hasthe
become
CAR mechanism,
an essentialthe
technology
actual and
forcompounded
those organizations
debt values
rolling
accrue.
out a When
new a packet causes

the compounded debt value to exceed the excess burst, that packet is dropped. Because the packet is
discarded, however, no tokens are removed from the bucket and the compounded debt is reset to zero.

Example 9-10. Configuring Distributed CAR for Ingress Traffic Flows
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MSFC(config)#access-list
110 remark Non-essential traffic
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284

MSFC(config)#access-list 110 permit tcp any eq 1214 any
Publisher: Cisco Press

MSFC(config)#access-list 110 permit tcp any e 80 any
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
MSFC(config)#access-list
111 remark Low-priority traffic
Pages: 432

MSFC(config)#access-list 111 permit tcp any eq 25 any
MSFC(config)#access-list 111 permit tcp any eq 443 any
MSFC(config)#access-list
112 remark
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques
for Mission-Critical
Cisco Catalyst seriestraffic
switches
MSFC(config)#access-list 112 permit tcp any eq 1521 any
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC(config)#access-list
112 permit tcp
any eq
1433 any
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission
control,
signaling,
link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC(config)#access-list 113 remark Video-applications
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q
tagging
on tcp
the Cisco
Catalyst
3500XL and Catalyst 4000
MSFC(config)#access-list
113
permit
any eq
1755 2900XL,
any
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config)#access-list 114 permit ip any any
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config)#interface
serial 3/0/0
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs,
and access-group
low-latency queuing
on the Cisco
and
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit
input
110 344000
65625Catalyst
1312502950
conform-action
3550 Family of Switches
set-dscp-transmit 0 exceed-action continue
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit input access-group 111 400000 75000 150000 conform-action
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
set-dscp-transmit 6 exceed-action continue
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit
input access-group 112 400000 75000 150000 conform-action
Flexwan
set-dscp-transmit
16apply
exceed-action
continue
Understand how to
QoS in campus
network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit input access-group 113 1000000 187500 375000 conform-action
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
set-dscp-transmit
continue
refers
to the capability 26
of aexceed-action
network to provide
better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
MSFC(config-if)#rate-limit
access-group
114 4000000
750000 1500000
conform-action
dedicated bandwidth, controlled input
jitter and
latency (required
by some interactive
and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
drop exceed-action drop
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config-if)#end

MSFC#show interface serial 3/0/0 rate-limit
Serial3/0/0
•
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matches: access-group 110

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin Turek
CCIE No. 344000
7284
params:
bps, 65625 limit, 131250 extended limit
Publisher:
Cisco Press294270
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packets, 80617800 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 0

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

exceeded
641561
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

packets, 209489650 bytes; action: continue

Pages: 432

last packet: 4ms ago, current burst: 131010 bytes
last cleared 00:31:56 ago, conformed 336000 bps, exceeded 874000 bps
matches: access-group 111
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
params:

400000 bps, 75000 limit, 150000 extended limit

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
conformed 315610 packets, 93739250 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 6
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
exceeded 529878 packets, 197663700 bytes; action: continue
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
last packet:
ago,tagging
current
through
the use of4ms
802.1q
on burst:
the Cisco149850
Catalystbytes
2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
last cleared 00:31:56 ago, conformed 391000 bps, exceeded 825000 bps
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
matches:
access-group 112
Catalyst 5000
params: ACLs,
400000
bps,
75000
150000
extended
Implement
ACPs,
ACEs,
and limit,
low-latency
queuing
on thelimit
Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
conformed 550546 packets, 93677725 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 16
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
exceeded
104531
packets, 18620850 bytes; action: continue
Configure
QoS in 1ms
both ago,
Hybridcurrent
and Native
mode88350
on thebytes
Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
last packet:
burst:
Utilize
3 QoS
to classify
varying
levels of391000
service with
Catalyst 77000
6500 MSFC
lastLayer
cleared
00:31:56
ago,
conformed
bps, the
exceeded
bps and
Flexwan
matches: access-group 113
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
params: 1000000 bps, 187500 limit, 375000 extended limit
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
conformed 658258 packets, 230390300 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 26
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
exceeded 0 packets, 0 bytes; action: continue
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
last packet: 4ms ago, current burst: 250 bytes
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

last cleared 00:31:58 ago, conformed 960000 bps, exceeded 0 bps
matches: access-group 114
params:

4000000 bps, 750000 limit, 1500000 extended limit

conformed 1276414 packets, 425802136 bytes; action: drop
•
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last packet: 4ms ago, current burst: 400 bytes

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin Turek
CCIE
No. 7284 00:31:58 ago, conformed 1775000 bps, exceeded 0 bps
last
cleared
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Class-Based Policer

The class-based policer is an alternative policing mechanism available for the FlexWAN module. Because of
the development of the MQC, the class-based policer is the recommended policer for newer deployments.
Similar to CAR, the class-based policer uses a token bucket mechanism to perform the policing action.
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
series
switches
Compared to
CAR,
however, the
class-based
policer
is more
versatile
and actually employs the use of two
token buckets rather than one. The two token buckets for the class-based policer represent the committed
burst size (CBS) and the excess burst size (EBS). The committed information rate is responsible for definin
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
how the rate tokens are replenished in both token buckets. As a result of using the additional token bucket
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
the class-based policer offers three possible policing actions. These three actions are modeled after the
classification and marking
behavior described in RFC 2697, which discusses the single-rate three-color policer. The various available
actions—conform,
violate—represent
threequeues
different
colors
green,
yellow,
and red,
Map specifiedexceed,
class ofand
service
(CoS) values tothe
various
and
maintain
CoS
values
respectively.
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
The class-based policer is configured using the MQC. The policing parameters are configured under the
policyLearn
map class
the following
command:
aboutusing
classification
and rewrite
capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
police {rate} [normal burst] [excess burst]conform-action {conform-action} [exceed-action
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
{exceed-action}]
[violate-action {violate-action}]
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Figure
9-2. goal
Class-Based
Policerflow priority, including
various LAN and WAN technologies.
The primary
of QoS is to provide
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
The rate
is measured
bits per second, and the optional burst parameters are measured in bytes. Five
classification
andinmarking
options are available for the conform-action; drop, transmit, set-dscp-transmit, set-prec-transmit, an
Map specified class
service
(CoS)are
values
to various
queues
and maintain
CoS values as well. All
set-qos-transmit.
Theseofsame
options
available
for the
exceed-action
and violate-action
through
the
use
of
802.1q
tagging
on
the
Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL,
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
packets conforming to the configured committed information rate are forwarded based
on the
forward
and
2948G/2980G
CatOS
Family
of
Switches
action. When a packet is forwarded, the number of tokens equal to the size of the packet is removed from
the Bc bucket. If a packet exceeds the committed information rate, meaning, there are not enough tokens
Learn
about
classification
andpacket,
rewritethe
capabilities
and queue
scheduling
onathe
Cisco
the Bc
bucket
to service
the entire
exceed-action
is enforced.
When
packet
is forwarded base
Catalyst
5000
on the exceed-action, the appropriate amount of tokens are depleted from the Be bucket. Finally, if a pack
exceeds the configured rate and there are not enough tokens available in the Be bucket to accommodate th
ACPs,
ACEs,
and
low-latency
queuing
the Cisco
2950 and
entireImplement
packet, theACLs,
packet
violates
the
configured
contract.
As on
a result,
the Catalyst
violate-action
is enforced. This
3550
Family
of
Switches
may result in marking down the packet's DSCP value or just dropping the violating packet. You can also
configure the class-based policer to emulate a single-bucket CAR implementation. By only configuring the
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
conform-action and exceed-action, the class-based policer will behave based on a single-bucket policing
4500 IOS Family of Switches
mechanism. If the violate-action is not specified in the configuration, the Be bucket is not configured, and
therefore not used. Also specifying the drop keyword as the preferred action at any point results in all
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
subsequent actions being configured to drop. Example 9-11 shows a class-based policer configuration and
how to
verify
the behavior.
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan

Example
Understand
9-11.
how
Configuring
to apply QoS inand
campus
Verifying
network designs
Distributed
by examining
Class-Based
end-to-end Policing
case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability of a network
to provide
better service to selected network traffic over
MSFC(config)#class-map
match-any
Non-essential
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled
jitter and
latency (required by some interactive and delayMSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol
http
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol fasttrack
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Low-Priority
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol smtp
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol secure-http
MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Business-essential
•
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MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol sqlserver

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Video-preso
Publisher: Cisco Press
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol netshow
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

MSFC(config-cmap)#exit
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

MSFC(config)#policy-map CB-Policing
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Non-essential
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police 344000 65625 65625 conform-action set-dscp-transmit 0
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
exceed-action drop
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Low-Priority
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police
400000 on
75000
75000
conform-action
set-dscp-transmit
6
through the use of 802.1q tagging
the Cisco
Catalyst
2900XL, 3500XL
and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
exceed-action set-dscp-transmit 0 violate-action drop
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, Business-essential
ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
MSFC(config-pmap)#class
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police 400000 75000 75000 conform-action set-dscp-transmit 16
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
exceed-action
set-dscp-transmit
8 violate-action drop
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Video-preso
Flexwan
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#police 1000000 187500 187500 conform-action set-dscp-transmit 26
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
exceed-action set-dscp-transmit 18 violate-action drop
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
MSFC(config-pmap)#exit
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/0/0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config-if)#service-policy input CB-Policing
MSFC(config-if)#end

MSFC#show policy-map interface serial 3/0/0
•
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class-map:
Non-essential
(match-any)
Publisher:
Cisco
Press
475684
packets,

147459900 bytes

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

30
second
offered rate 1230000 bps, drop rate 650000 bps
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

match: protocol http
285389 packets, 99886150 bytes
30 second rate 833000 bps
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
match: protocol fasttrack
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
190295 packets, 47573750 bytes
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
30 second rate 395000 bps
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
police:the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
344000 bps, 65625 limit, 65625 extended limit
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
conformed
Catalyst
5000 151166 packets, 41049400 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 0
exceeded
405 ACPs,
packets,
bytes; action:
drop
Implement
ACLs,
ACEs,130850
and low-latency
queuing on
the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
violated 324112 packets, 106279300 bytes; action: drop
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
conformed
341000
bps, exceed 0 bps violate 887000 bps
Configure QoS
in both Hybrid
and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
class-map:
Low-Priority
(match-any)
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS to
classify varying
394109
packets,
132133750
bytes levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
30 second offered rate 707000 bps, drop rate 226000 bps
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
match: protocol smtp
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
95140 packets, 14271000 bytes
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
30 second rate 117000 bps
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
match: protocol secure-http
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

298969 packets, 117862750 bytes
30 second rate 587000 bps
police:
400000 bps, 75000 limit, 75000 extended limit
•
•
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exceeded 439 packets, 149825 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 0
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CCIE No. 7284
violated
218631 packets, 84629025 bytes; action: drop
Publisher:
Cisco Press
conformed

396000 bps, exceed 0 bps violate 309000 bps

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

class-map:
Business-essential (match-any)
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

332979 packets, 57081025 bytes
30 second offered rate 475000 bps, drop rate 54000 bps
match: protocol sqlnet
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
190265 packets, 42809625 bytes
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
30 second rate 356000 bps
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
match: protocol sqlserver
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
142714
14271400
through
thepackets,
use of 802.1q
taggingbytes
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
30 second rate 117000 bps
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
police:5000
Catalyst
400000 bps,
limit,
75000
extended
limit
Implement
ACLs, 75000
ACPs, ACEs,
and
low-latency
queuing
on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
conformed 281382 packets, 48220450 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 16
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
Switches 149950 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 8
exceeded
802ofpackets,
Configure
QoS54235
in bothpackets,
Hybrid and
Native mode
on action:
the Catalyst
6500 Family of Switches
violated
9300375
bytes;
drop
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS
to classify
varying 0levels
service with
thebps
Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
conformed
396000
bps, exceed
bps of
violate
76000
Flexwan
class-map: Video-preso (match-any)
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
316766 packets, 110868100 bytes
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
30 second offered rate 1107000 bps, drop rate 79000 bps
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
match: protocol netshow
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
316766 packets, 110868100 bytes
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

30 second rate 1107000 bps
police:
1000000 bps, 187500 limit, 187500 extended limit
conformed 316429 packets, 110750150 bytes; action: set-dscp-transmit 26
•
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conformed
992000 bps, exceed 0 bps violate 112000 bps
Publisher:
Cisco Press
class-map:
class-default

(match-any)

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

95643
packets, 19061418 bytes
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

30 second offered rate 157000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
match: any
95643 packets, 19061418 bytes
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
30 second rate 157000 bps
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Distributed
Traffic Shaping
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Traffic shaping is a mechanism that regulates the amount of traffic leaving a particular interface. Contrary
the policer,
the traffic-shaping
buffers
to accommodate
the committ
Learn about
classification mechanism
and rewrite allocates
capabilities
and queue
scheduling traffic
on theexceeding
Cisco
information
rate.
Buffering allows the traffic shaper to tolerate short bursts in traffic, which are regulated
Catalyst
5000
and subsequently transmitted at the committed rate. Shaping is commonly found in Frame Relay
environments,
orACLs,
on interfaces
peering
a service provider.
Due
to Cisco
potential
speed
mismatches
within a
Implement
ACPs, ACEs,
andto
low-latency
queuing on
the
Catalyst
2950
and
Frame
Relay
cloud,
shaping is implemented to ensure downstream interfaces are not overwhelmed
3550
Family
oftraffic
Switches
with traffic. Traffic shaping prevents bottlenecks and congestion from occurring within the network. In the
Understand
classification,
policying,
and
scheduling
capabilities
of the Catalyst
4000 and
case of
service providers,
they provide
their
customers
with
specific service-level
contracts.
Frequently,
4500
IOS
Family
of
Switches
service providers strictly enforce these contracts by policing traffic transmitted toward the provider cloud.
Shaping can be applied in this instance to ensure network traffic conforms to the provider's policies. This
Configure
Hybrid and Native
mode
on traffic
the Catalyst
6500 mission-critical
Family of Switches
enables
the endQoS
userintoboth
deterministically
prioritize
their
and ensure
applications are
not left to the discretion of the provider. The FlexWAN module supports distributed traffic shaping (DTS).
Utilize
Layer using
3 QoSthe
to classify
varying
levels
of the
service
with
theclass
Catalyst
MSFC andcommand:
DTS is
configured
MQC and
applied
under
policy
map
using6500
the following
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
shape {average | peak} {rate} [normal burst] [excess burst]
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Rate is expressed in bits per second and represents the average transmission rate for egress traffic. Norma
burst (Bc) and excess burst (Be) are expressed in bits and represent the number of bits transmitted per tim
interval (Bc/rate). When the average keyword is specified, a total of Bc is transmitted per time interval. If
thepeak keyword is specified, (Bc + Be) is transmitted per time interval. When establishing burst values,
increasing Bc increases the time between transmissions. This negatively impacts latency for time-sensitive
•
Table
Contentsmechanism is applied to the physical interface. When configuring shaping using
applications if
theofshaping
the MQC, if voice
•
Index traffic is present, it is normally assigned to the LLQ. When assigned to the strict-priority
LLQ, Catalyst
Cisco
voice traffic
QoS: Quality
present
of Service
in the queue
in Campus
is immediately
Networks
serviced ahead of other traffic. Therefore, voice
streams
are
not
affected
by
shaping
imposed
on
the
other
configured queues. If shaping is applied to a
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
physical
interface,
however,
Bc
and
its
effect
on
network
traffic
must be carefully considered, particularly if
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
voice traffic traverses the same interface.
Publisher: Cisco Press

In addition to the previous shape command, DTS provides mechanisms specific to Frame Relay
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
environments.
When congestion is experienced within a Frame Relay cloud, switches within the cloud send
ISBN: notifications—forward-explicit
1-58705-120-6
congestion
congestion notifications (FECNs) and backward-explicit congestion
Pages: 432
notifications
(BECNs)—to the end devices. These congestion notifications inform the devices along the
transmission path that congestion has occurred and transmission rates should be throttled. The first
command listed instructs the receiving interface to send BECNs back to the transmitting device once a FEC
is received from the network. The second command specifies what transmission rate the interface should
adjust to in the event congestion is detected. Both commands are configured using the MQC and applied
under
the policy
map class: techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
End-to-end
QoS deployment
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
shape fecn-adapt
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
5000{rate}
shapeCatalyst
adaptive
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

NOTE
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Frame
is beyond
the scope
book.with
For the
more
information
regarding
Utilize Relay
Layer operation
3 QoS to classify
varying
levelsofofthis
service
Catalyst
6500 MSFC
and Frame
Relay,
refer
to
the
Frame
Relay
technology
overview
document
at
Cisco.com.
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
The following example demonstrates how to configure DTS on the FlexWAN module. In this example, all
traffic
3/0/2
is shaped
down
to 2.4 Mbps.
This example
shows
the upstream
transmitting
and
Qualityon
ofserial
service
(QoS)
is the set
of techniques
designed
to manage
network
resources.
QoS
downstream
receiving
interfaces
and
the
shaping
mechanism
operation.
Figure
9-3
depicts
how
these
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
devices
are connected.
various LAN
and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential
for those organizations
rolling out a new
Figuretechnology
9-3. Distributed
Traffic Shaping
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches

Example 9-12. Configuring and Verifying Distributed Traffic Shaping
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
MSFC#configure
classification terminal
and marking
MSFC(config)#access-list
Map specified class of service
150 permit
(CoS) values
ip any
to various
any
queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
MSFC(config)#class-map
and 2948G/2980G CatOS
All-traffic
Family of Switches
Learn about classification
and rewrite capabilities
and queue scheduling on the Cisco
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
access-group
150
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config-cmap)#policy-map Shape-Interface
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of SwitchesAll-traffic
MSFC(config-pmap)#class
Understand classification, average
policying,24000000
and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#shape
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/0/2
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#service-policy
outputlevels
Shape-Interface
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying
of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
MSFC(config-if)#end
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Transmitting#show
interfaces serial2/0
studies
Serial2/0
is up,
lineis protocol
is up
Quality of service
(QoS)
the set of techniques
designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
Hardware
is M4T
various
LAN and
WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayInternet
address
is 192.168.50.2/30
sensitive
traffic),
and improved
loss characteristics.
While
MTU QoS
1500
has
bytes,
become
BWan4000
essential
Kbit,
technology
DLY 20000
for usec,
those organizations rolling out a new

reliability 255/255, txload 255/255, rxload 26/255
Encapsulation HDLC, crc 16, loopback not set
Keepalive set (10 sec)
Last input 00:00:00, output 00:00:00, output hang never
•
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• Last clearing
Index of "show interface" counters 00:22:09
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ByMike
Queueing
Flannagan
strategy:
CCIE® No. 7651
fifo
, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
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Output queue 0/40, 0 drops; input queue 0/75, 0 drops
Publisher: Cisco Press

30
Pubsecond
Date: Juneinput
06, 2003rate 53000 bits/sec, 152 packets/sec
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

30 second output rate 2564000 bits/sec, 1320 packets/sec
Pages: 432

199706 packets input, 8838730 bytes, 0 no buffer
Received 155 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants, 0 throttles
End-to-end
QoSerrors,
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst0series
switches
0 input
0 CRC,
0 frame,
0 overrun,
ignored,
0 abort
1709676 packets output, 417003428 bytes, 0 underruns
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
signaling,
link efficiency mechanisms, and
0 output shaping,
errors, policing/admission
0 collisions, 0 control,
interface
resets
classification and marking
0 output buffer failures, 0 output buffers swapped out
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
0 carrier transitions
DCD=up DSR=up DTR=up RTS=up CTS=up
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
MSFC#show policy-map interface serial3/0/2
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Serial3/0/2
3550 Family of Switches
service-policy
output: Shape-Interface
Understand classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
class-map: All-traffic (match-all)
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
1374692 packets, 333637211 bytes
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
30 second offered rate 2587000 bps, drop rate 51000 bps
Understand
how to apply QoS
match: access-group
150 in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
queue size 134, queue limit 500
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to
the capability
a network packet
to provide
better
service to selected network traffic over
packets
outputof 1320791,
drops
53898
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth, drops
controlled
jitterno
andbuffer
latencydrops
(required
by some
interactive
and delaytail/random
53898,
0, other
drops
0
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
shape: cir 2400000, Bc 9600, Be 9600
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

output bytes 312025836, shape rate 2419000 bps
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 125
class-map: class-default (match-any)
0 packets, 0 bytes
•
•
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0 packets, 0 bytes

Publisher:
Press
30Cisco
second

rate 0 bps

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

________________________________________________________________
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Downstream#show interfaces serial1/0
Serial1/0 is up, line protocol is up
Hardware is M4T
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Internet address is 192.168.60.2/30
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MTUavoidance,
1500 bytes,
BW 4000
Kbit, DLY 20000
usec,
shaping,
policing/admission
control,
signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
reliability 255/255, txload 3/255, rxload 152/255
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Encapsulation
HDLC,
crc 16,
loopback
through the use
of 802.1q
tagging
on the not
Ciscoset
Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Keepalive set (10 sec)
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Last
Catalyst
input5000
00:00:00, output 00:00:00, output hang never
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Last
clearing
of "show
interface"
countersqueuing
00:07:35
3550 Family of Switches
Queueing strategy: fifo
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 queue
IOS Family
of Switches
Output
0/40,
0 drops; input queue 39/75, 0 drops
QoS inrate
both 2397000
Hybrid and
Native mode
on packets/sec
the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
30 Configure
second input
bits/sec,
1269
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
30 second output rate 55000 bits/sec, 154 packets/sec
Flexwan
577710 packets
136495374
bytes,
0 designs
no buffer
Understand
how toinput,
apply QoS
in campus
network
by examining end-to-end case
studies
Received 53 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants, 0 throttles
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
errors,of 0a network
CRC, 0 frame,
0 overrun,
0 ignored,
0 network
abort traffic over
refers 0toinput
the capability
to provide
better service
to selected
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
69483
packets controlled
output, 3082383
0 underruns
dedicated
bandwidth,
jitter and bytes,
latency (required
by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

0 output buffer failures, 0 output buffers swapped out
0 carrier transitions
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Management and Scheduling
Discussed in Chapter 2, congestion management is a technique used to manage traffic flows at points of
congestion within the network. The congestion management process involves the following three steps:
•
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packets
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3. Scheduling between the various queues to provide queued packets access to the available bandwidth
when congestion has occurred on the link
Publisher: Cisco Press

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
This section
discusses the various congestion management mechanisms supported on the FlexWAN module
They include
Pages: 432
distributed Weighted Fair Queuing (dWFQ), distributed Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing
(dCBWFQ), and distributed Low Latency Queuing (dLLQ). Examples are provided in the section
demonstrating the necessary configuration steps, as well as show commands to verify functionality.

End-to-end QoSWeighted
deployment techniques
for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Distributed
Fair Queuing

Distributed Weighted Fair Queuing (dWFQ) is a congestion management mechanism that operates on the
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
FlexWAN's VIPs and provides fair treatment for outbound flows on congested interfaces. WFQ is enabled by
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
default on all interfaces operating at 2.048 Mbps and less. WFQ protects low-bandwidth traffic flows by
classification and marking
ensuring high volume conversations do not monopolize the available bandwidth. The mechanism works by
assigning
traffic
flowofto
its own
queue.
A flow
is defined
as packets
possessing
same source IP
Map each
specified
class
service
(CoS)
values
to various
queues
and maintain
CoSthe
values
address,
destination
source TCP
or UDP
destination
or UDP
port,
protocol
ID, and typ
through
the useIP
ofaddress,
802.1q tagging
on the
Ciscoport,
Catalyst
2900XL,TCP
3500XL
and
Catalyst
4000
of service
value. Once a CatOS
packet Family
is assigned
to a queue, the WFQ mechanism services each queue ensuring
and 2948G/2980G
of Switches
each queue receives a fair share of the available bandwidth, based on the assigned weight for that flow.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
WFQ Catalyst
uses packet
size and arrival time in conjunction with a weighting factor to permit access to the
5000
bandwidth. WFQ is QoS aware. If a packet arrives with a high precedence value, the weight assigned to the
packet
will be low.
Therefore,
the higher
the precedence
value
weight.
Theand
lower weight
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing
onthe
thelower
Ciscothe
Catalyst
2950
translates
to
faster
de-queuing
and
transmission
time,
which
translates
to
more
access
to
the available
3550 Family of Switches
bandwidth. dWFQ for a VIP or FlexWAN is configured on the physical WAN interface. dWFQ operates the
sameUnderstand
as WFQ, with
the exception
weight is
notscheduling
assigned to
a packet when
a distributed
fashion
classification,
policying,
and
capabilities
of theexecuted
Catalyst in
4000
and
on one
of the
of the
FlexWAN module. All traffic flows are provided equal access to the available
4500
IOSVIPs
Family
of Switches
bandwidth. However, low bandwidth flows are still protected from being starved by high bandwidth
Configure The
QoSfollowing
in both Hybrid
and Native
mode
on the Catalyst
6500
SwitchesThe subsequen
conversations.
commands
configure
flow-based
dWFQ on
theFamily
targetof
interface.
show commands allow the administrator to verify the configuration and monitor the statistics for the
Utilizeinterface.
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
applicable
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive
traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
fair-queue
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

fair-queue [[aggregate-limit {# packets}] | [individual-limit {# packets}]]
show queueing fair [interface {type num}]
show interface {type num}
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The
fair-queue
enables
flow-based
dWFQ for the configured interface. After dWFQ is enabled on
Ciscocommand
Catalyst QoS:
Quality of Service
in Campus
Networks
the interface, the optional aggregate-limit keyword in conjunction with the fair-queue command is used
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
to specify the maximum number of packets that may be present between all queues. Exceeding this value
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
results in enforcement of the individual queue limits and possible discard for subsequent arriving packets
needing to be queued. The optional individual-limit keyword specifies the maximum number of packets
Pressfor an individual flow queue. If the number of packets queued for a per flow queue
thatPublisher:
can be Cisco
queued
Pub Date:
June 06,
2003
increases
above
the
number specified by the individual-limit keyword, all subsequent arriving packets are
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6
dropped.
Despite
the enforcement of the aggregate and individual limits, packets already placed in the
queuePages:
are not
432 discarded. It is not recommended to alter the aggregate-limit or individual-limit values
from their default settings. Before deciding to change the values from their defaults, carefully consider how
these changes will impact network and traffic performance.

dWFQ's benefit is its relative ease to implement. dWFQ functions independently of access-lists or the MQC.
Although WFQ provides fair access to the available bandwidth, it does not provide specific bandwidth
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
guarantees for the various queues or classes during periods of congestion. The next section describes class
based weighted fair queuing and its benefits.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and marking Weighted Fair Queuing
Distributed
Class-Based
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
CBWFQ is the most widely recognized QoS mechanism deployed today. CBWFQ enhances the functionality
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
available with WFQ.
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches

CBWFQ provides scalable fair treatment of traffic on a class-by-class basis. However, CBWFQ also assigns
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
minimum bandwidth guarantees to classes of traffic, to ensure bandwidth is available for critical
Catalyst 5000
applications. The minimum bandwidth assigned to a class is expressed as a percentage or a rate, expresse
in kilobits
per second.
number
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ofCatalyst
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Implement
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3550 Family of Switches
given class. This weight denotes the frequency a class is serviced during periods of congestion, ensuring th
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of all
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configured
policy.
Becauseofthe
assigned
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Understand
classification,
policying,
and
scheduling
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theweight
Catalyst
4000 and
percentage
based
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total available bandwidth for the assigned interface, it is essential to ensure the
4500 IOS
Family
of Switches
bandwidth statement for the interface properly depicts what is available. Any remaining bandwidth not
assigned
to oneQoS
of the
is allocated
to the Catalyst
default class.
default,
the sum of all
Configure
in configured
both Hybridclasses
and Native
mode on
6500 By
Family
of Switches
bandwidth assigned to the various classes cannot exceed 75 percent of the total available bandwidth
provisioned
Utilize Layer
for an 3interface.
QoS to classify
The remaining
varying levels
25 percent
of service
provides
withminimum
the Catalyst
bandwidth
6500 MSFC
guarantees
and
for Best
Effort,Flexwan
overhead, and network control traffic. Use the following command to assign a minimum bandwidth t
a class:
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

bandwidth {{rate} | percent {percentage}}
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•
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You can alter the 75 percent maximum bandwidth guarantee allocated for all configured classes by
using the interface command max-reserved-bandwidth [percent]. However, before modifying
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
this value, careful consideration must be given to ensure the configured classes do not consume
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
the available bandwidth, starving overhead and critical network control traffic.
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is configured
under the policy-map class. For all administratively defined classes, a minimum bandwidth
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must be assigned to the applicable class before fair queuing is enabled. The exception to this behavior is th
default class. A minimum bandwidth guarantee is not required to configure flow-based WFQ for the default
class. Fair-queuing is configured for a specific class using the command fair-queue [queue-limit {queue
#}]. The queue-limit keyword associated with the fair-queue command specifies the maximum number
possible per-flow queues for the configured class. Optionally, the command queue-limit {packets}, also
End-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for Ciscothe
Catalyst
series
switches
configured under
the policy-map
class, specifies
maximum
number
of packets that can be queued for
the associated class. If the number of packets queued for the class increases above the number specified b
thequeue-limit command, all subsequent packets are tail-dropped. Example 9-9 demonstrates configuring
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
flow-based WFQ for the default class called "class-default." The default class matches any packets not
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
matched by the classification criteria specified in the configured class-maps. Configuring flow-based WFQ
classification and marking
for the default class allows queues within the class to fairly share the available bandwidth.

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Unlike policing and shaping, the minimum bandwidth guarantees configured for CBWFQ do not represent a
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
maximum upper-bound limit. If a particular class is not transmitting, or fully utilizing the minimum
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
allocated bandwidth, that bandwidth is available to the other classes, allowing them to transmit above thei
minimum
Exampleand
9-13rewrite
demonstrates
configuring
andscheduling
verifying CBWFQ
behavior.
Learnguarantees.
about classification
capabilities
and queue
on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example
Implement
9-13.
ACLs,
Configuring
ACPs, ACEs, and
Distributed
low-latency queuing
WFQ on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
MSFC#configure
terminal
Configure QoS in both match-any
Hybrid and Native
mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config)#class-map
Low-Priority
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol smtp
Flexwan
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol
secure-http
Understand how to apply
QoS in campus
network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Business-essential
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol
sqlnet better service to selected network traffic over
refers to the capability of a network
to provide
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol
sqlserver
dedicated bandwidth, controlled
jitter and
latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Video-preso
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol netshow
MSFC(config-cmap)#exit
MSFC(config)#policy-map dCBWFQ
MSFC(config-pmap)#class Low-Priority
•
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MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 400
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MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin
Turek CCIE No. 7284
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
Publisher: Cisco Press
MSFC(config-pmap)#class
Business-essential
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth
400
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class Video-preso
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 1000
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC(config-pmap)#class class-default
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap)#exit
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
MSFC(config)#interface
serial 3/0/2
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config-if)#service-policy
output
dCBWFQqueuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and
low-latency
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#end
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure
QoS in both
Hybrid3/0/2
and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC#show
interfaces
serial
Utilize Layer
3 QoS
to classify
varying
levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Serial3/0/2
is up,
line
protocol
is up
Flexwan
Hardware is Serial
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Internet address is 192.168.60.1/30
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
MTU 1500 bytes, BW 4000 Kbit, DLY 20000 usec,
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
reliability 255/255, txload 165/255, rxload 1/255
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
Encapsulation HDLC, crc 16, loopback not set
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Keepalive set (10 sec)
Last input 00:00:03, output 00:00:01, output hang never
Last clearing of "show interface" counters 11:15:58
Input queue: 0/75/0/0 (size/max/drops/flushes); Total output drops: 0
•
•
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30 Turek
second
rate 1000 bits/sec, 3 packets/sec
Publisher:
Cisco
Press
30
second
output
rate 2653000 bits/sec, 1271 packets/sec
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

94583
packets input, 5754020 bytes, 0 no buffer
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Received 0 broadcasts, 0 runts, 0 giants, 0 throttles
0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun, 0 ignored, 0 abort
44615858 packets output, 2920117041 bytes, 0 underruns
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
0 output errors, 0 collisions, 0 interface resets
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
0 output buffer failures, 0 output buffers swapped out
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
0 carrier transitions
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
RTS up,the
CTS
DTR up,
DCD up,
DSR
up Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through
useup,
of 802.1q
tagging
on the
Cisco
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
MSFC#show
policy-map
interface serial 3/0/2
Catalyst
5000
Serial3/0/2
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
service-policy output: dCBWFQ
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches(match-any)
class-map:
Low-Priority
Configure
in both26826925
Hybrid and
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
104897 QoS
packets,
bytes
Utilize
Layer 3offered
QoS to classify
varying bps,
levelsdrop
of service
the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
30 second
rate 374000
ratewith
0 bps
Flexwan
match: protocol smtp
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
41512 packets, 6226800 bytes
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
30 second rate 97000 bps
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
match: protocol secure-http
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
63385 packets, 20600125 bytes
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

30 second rate 274000 bps
queue size 0, queue limit 100
packets output 105295, packet drops 0
tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
•
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Publisher:
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Press
147389

26827900 bytes
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30 second
offered
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

rate 374000 bps, drop rate 0 bps

Pages: 432

match: protocol sqlnet
96712 packets, 21760200 bytes
30 second rate 278000 bps
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
match: protocol sqlserver
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
50677 packets, 5067700 bytes
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
30 second rate 94000 bps
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
queue the
size
through
use0,
of queue
802.1q limit
tagging100
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
packets output 147934, packet drops 0
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
tail/random
Catalyst
5000 drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
bandwidth:
kbps
400,
weight
10
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 25
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
class-map:
Video-preso
(match-any)
Configure
in both67076100
Hybrid and
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
191646 QoS
packets,
bytes
Utilize
Layer 3offered
QoS to classify
varying bps,
levelsdrop
of service
the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
30 second
rate 937000
ratewith
0 bps
Flexwan
match: protocol netshow
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
191646 packets, 67076100 bytes
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
30 second rate 937000 bps
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
queue size 0, queue limit 250
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
packets output 192407, packet drops 0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
bandwidth: kbps 1000, weight 25
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 62
class-map: class-default (match-any)
•
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second rate
ISBN:

472000 bps
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queue size 0, queue limit 550
packets output 138803, packet drops 0
tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 137
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC#show queueing fair interface serial 3/0/2
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Current fair queue configuration:
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Serial3/0/2
queue
0 tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through the
use ofsize
802.1q
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
pkts output 1002701, wfq drops 0, nobuffer drops 0
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
WFQ:Catalyst
aggregate
5000 queue limit 1000 max available buffers 1000
Class 0: weight
55 limit
550 low-latency
qsize 0 pkts
output
235046
0 2950 and
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and
queuing
on the
Cisco drops
Catalyst
3550 Family of Switches
Class 2: weight 25 limit 250 qsize 0 pkts output 326801 drops 0
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS
of Switches
Class
8:Family
weight
10 limit 100 qsize 0 pkts output 180851 drops 0
Configure
QoS
in both10Hybrid
Native
mode
on the
Catalyst
6500 Family
Class 11:
weight
limitand
100
qsize
0 pkts
output
260001
drops of
0 Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

NOTE
Quality
of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
TheLAN
FlexWAN
module
supports configuring
on aisper-VC
basis.
This
is supported
for
various
and WAN
technologies.
The primarydCBWFQ
goal of QoS
to provide
flow
priority,
including
available
bit
rate
(ABR)
and
variable
bit
rate
(VBR)
classes
of
service.
Unspecified
bit
rate
(UBR)
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayand
UBR+
do
not
provided
bandwidth
guarantees.
dCBWFQ
are
configured
using
the
MQC.
As a
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
result, service policies are applied to individual virtual circuits (VCs) and individual members of a
bundle.
To implement
flow-based
WFQ on
per-VC
basis, the default
classa is
configured for
WhileVC
QoS
has become
an essential
technology
for athose
organizations
rolling out
new

fair-queue under the policy map. So long as traffic is not matched by other classification criteria,
the traffic defaults to the default class where flow-based WFQ is applied. For additional
information on IP-to-ATM CoS, refer to the following technical document available at Cisco.com:
"Configuring IP to ATM Class of Service"
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Although
By
Mike Flannagan
WFQ protects
CCIE® No.low-bandwidth
7651, Richard Froom
traffic,
CCIEsuch
No. 5102
as voice,
,
from being starved of network resources durin
periods
Kevin
Turek
of CCIE
congestion,
No. 7284WFQ cannot guarantee consistent delay variations between packets. Although delay
can affect overall voice quality, as long as the delay is consistent the end user might not notice a difference
in service.
Publisher:However,
Cisco Press variation in arrival time between voice packets, referred to as jitter, can quickly
degrade
the
performance
of voice quality. dLLQ is specifically targeted for voice traffic. LLQ assigns a strict
Pub Date: June
06, 2003
priority queue for voice traffic. The benefit of the priority queue is that instead of waiting for the scheduler
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
to service the various other queues, the strict-priority queue is provided immediate access to the
Pages: 432
transmission media. Traffic in the strict-priority queue is immediately forwarded regardless of congestion o
the interface. When a packet is placed in the strict-priority queue, the scheduler immediately services that
packet.Example 9-14 demonstrates configuring dLLQ on the FlexWAN module.

End-to-end QoS
deployment
techniques
forVerifying
Cisco Catalyst
series switches
Example
9-14.
Configuring
and
dLLQ
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
MSFC#configure
classification terminal
and marking
MSFC(config)#ip
Voice-Control
Map specified access-list
class of serviceextended
(CoS) values
to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#remark
Permit
Voice Control Traffic
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family
of Switches
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#permit
192.168.20.0
0.0.0.255
host 192.168.60.2
Learn about classification andtcp
rewrite
capabilities and
queue scheduling
on the Ciscoeq 2000
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#permit tcp 192.168.40.0 0.0.0.255 host 192.168.60.2 eq 2748
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#permit
3550 Family of Switches
udp 192.168.20.0 0.0.0.255 host 192.168.60.2 eq tftp
Understand classification,
policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
MSFC(config)#class-map
Voice-Control
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-cmap)#match access-group name Voice-Control
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config)#ip access-list extended Voice-traffic
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#remark
Permit Phones to Phone Communication

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#permit udp 192.168.20.0 0.0.0.255 192.168.70.0 0.0.0.255 range 1638
studies

32767 of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
Quality
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
MSFC(config-ext-nacl)#permit
192.168.70.0
0.0.0.255
range 1638
various LAN and WAN technologies.udp
The192.168.40.0
primary goal of0.0.0.255
QoS is to provide
flow priority,
including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delay32767 traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
sensitive
MSFC(config)#class-map
Voice-traffic
While QoS has become an essential
technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config-cmap)#match access-group name Voice-traffic
MSFC(config)#access-list 101 permit tcp any any eq 443
MSFC(config)#class-map match-all Secure-HTTP
MSFC(config-cmap)#match access-group 101
•
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MSFC(config-cmap)#match
sqlnet
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651protocol
, Richard Froom
CCIE No. 5102,
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284

MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol sqlserver
Publisher: Cisco Press

MSFC(config)#policy-map LLQ-Policy
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
MSFC(config-pmap)#class
Voice-Control
Pages: 432

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#set ip dscp 26
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth percent 20
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class
Business-essential
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques
for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth percent 20
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class
Secure-HTTP control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth percent 20
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q Voice-traffic
tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#set ip dscp ef
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#priority
500 1500
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/0/2
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-if)#service-policy output LLQ-Policy
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC#(config)end
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MSFC#show
policy-map interface serial 3/0/2
Flexwan
Serial3/0/2
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
service-policy output: LLQ-Policy
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refersqueue
to thestats
capability
a network
to provide
better service to selected network traffic over
for of
all
priority
classes:
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated
bandwidth,
jitter and
queue
size 0,controlled
queue limit
250 latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
packets output 71195, packet drops 0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
class-map: Business-essential (match-any)
124590 packets, 21358250 bytes
30 second offered rate 452000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
•
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71194 packets, 16018650 bytes

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin Turek30
CCIE
No. 7284
second
rate 339000 bps
Publisher:
Cisco protocol
Press
match:

sqlserver

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

53396
packets,
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

5339600 bytes

Pages: 432

30 second rate 113000 bps
queue size 0, queue limit 50
packets output 124591, packet drops 0
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
bandwidth: 20%, kbps 400
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
class-map: Voice-Control (match-any)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
71195 the
packets,
6229550
byteson the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through
use of 802.1q
tagging
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
30 second offered rate 131000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
match:5000
access-group 120
Catalyst
71195 ACLs,
packets,
6229550
bytes
Implement
ACPs,
ACEs, and
low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
30 second rate 131000 bps
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOSsize
Family
Switches
queue
0,ofqueue
limit 50
Configure
in both
Hybridpacket
and Native
mode
packetsQoS
output
73149,
drops
0 on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS
to classify
service
with
the Catalyst
6500 MSFC and
tail/random
drops
0, no varying
buffer levels
dropsof0,
other
drops
0
Flexwan
bandwidth: 20%, kbps 400
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
set:
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
ip dscp 26
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
class-map: Secure-HTTP (match-all)
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
167307 packets, 66922800 bytes
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

30 second offered rate 1419000 bps, drop rate 93000 bps
match: access-group 101
queue size 48, queue limit 50
packets output 109971, packet drops 61929
•
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bandwidth: 20%, kbps 400

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin class-map:
Turek CCIE No. Voice-traffic
7284
(match-any)
Publisher:
Cisco
Press
71195
packets,

14239000 bytes

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

30 second
offered
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

rate 301000 bps, drop rate 0 bps

Pages: 432

match: access-group 121
71195 packets, 14239000 bytes
30 second rate 301000 bps
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Priority: kbps 500, burst bytes 1500, b/w exceed drops: 0
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
set:
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
ip dscp 46
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
class-map:
class-default
(match-any)
through the use
of 802.1q tagging
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
77 packets, 4928 bytes
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
30 second
Catalyst
5000 offered rate 0 bps, drop rate 0 bps
match: any
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
77 packets, 4928 bytes
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
450030
IOS
Familyrate
of Switches
second
0 bps
Configure
QoS in
Hybrid
and100
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
queue size
0,both
queue
limit
Utilize
Layeroutput
3 QoS to
classify
varying
levels
packets
121,
packet
drops
0 of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Congestion Avoidance

The purpose of congestion avoidance is to avoid congestion from occurring at bottlenecks within the
network. This avoidance is accomplished by proactively managing transmit queues. Congestion avoidance
mechanisms are specifically targeted for TCP-based applications. TCP uses flow-control mechanisms to
•
Table of Contents
manage established
communication sessions. As a result, drops in the network impact TCP sessions; drops
•
Index
are indicators
of congestion. Unfortunately, UDP traffic does not employ any flow-control mechanisms at
Cisco
Catalyst QoS:
Quality
of Service
in Campus
Networks as a result of a dropped packet.
the protocol
level;
therefore
traffic
is not throttled
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

The
employs distributed Weighted Random Early Detection (dWRED) as a congestion
KevinFlexWAN
Turek CCIEmodule
No. 7284
avoidance mechanism for port adapter interfaces. The mechanism's weighting factor enables the
administrator
to determine the probability a packet is dropped based on its assigned IP precedence or
Publisher: Cisco Press
DSCP value. The following section discusses dWRED operation on the FlexWAN module.
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

Distributed Weighted Random Early Detection

dWRED attempts to alleviate congestion within a network. dWRED accomplishes this by proactively
monitoring transmit queues. As traffic accumulates in the queues, dWRED randomly discards packets to
prevent congestion from occurring. dWRED monitors the average length of a transmit queue. Within the
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
queue are established minimum and maximum thresholds associated with the various IP precedence and
DSCP values. As long as the average queue length for a queue remains below the minimum WRED
threshold,
the various
packet is
queued
for transmission.
the average
queue length
exceeds the minimum
Examine
QoS
components,
includingIfcongestion
management,
congestion
threshold,
however,
the
packet
is
potentially
discarded.
Whether
the
packet
is
discarded depends
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
and on the IP
precedence
or
DSCP
value
for
the
packet.
The
higher
the
assigned
IP
precedence
or
DSCP
value,
the lower
classification and marking
the chances for packet discard. When the packet exceeds both the minimum and maximum thresholds, all
packets
are
dropped.
Theoffollowing
commands
dWRED
forand
a particular
using the MQC:
Map
specified
class
service (CoS)
valuesconfigure
to various
queues
maintain class
CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand {dscp-based
classification, |
policying,
and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
random-detect
precedence-based}
4500 IOS Family of Switches
random-detect exponential-weighting-constant {exponent#}
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

random-detect
{dscp}}
{precedence{prec}}}
{min
{max6500
thr}MSFC
{mark
Utilize Layer{{dscp
3 QoS to
classify|varying
levels of service with
thethr}
Catalyst
andprobability}
Flexwan

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
The first random-detect command specifies whether random-detect uses IP precedence or DSCP values.
Note
that
the
DSCP-based
method
is chosen,
all configured
Quality
of when
service
(QoS)
is the setorofprecedence-based
techniques designed
to manage
network
resources.classes
QoS must use th
same
The exponential
weighting
factorbetter
is a configurable
value and
affectstraffic
how WRED
refers method.
to the capability
of a network
to provide
service to selected
network
over calculates
the
average
size.
The higher the
values,
the is
less
is to
variations in the
various
LAN queue
and WAN
technologies.
Theweighting
primary goal
of QoS
to susceptible
provide flowWRED
priority,
including
queue
size.
As a result,
if the value
is set
high,(required
WRED may
to signs
congestion, and fail
dedicated
bandwidth,
controlled
jitter
andtoo
latency
by react
someslower
interactive
andof
delayto
police the
queue.
smaller loss
weighting
values, WRED responds to changes in the queue size. If the
sensitive
traffic),
andFor
improved
characteristics.
weighting value is set too low, however, packets may be dropped too frequently. It is not recommended to
While
QoS
has become
an essential
technology
forthe
those
organizations
rolling
out a on
new
alter the
exponential
weighting
factor,
because of
dramatic
impact it
may have
performance. Finally

the DSCP or IP precedence values are mapped to a minimum and maximum threshold, measured in
packets. In addition, each precedence value or DSCP value is assigned a mark probability. The mark
probability is a denominator that specifies how many packets are dropped when the maximum threshold is
attained. If the value is 25, for example, at the maximum threshold 1 out of every 25 packets is dropped.
As the average queue size exceeds the minimum threshold, the drop rate is linear with respect to the mark
probability. As a result, as the queue size increases, the probability linearly increases for packets to be
discarded. This occurs until the maximum threshold is exceeded and all packets mapped to that threshold
are
dropped.Table
Example
9-15 demonstrates configuring dWRED and verifying the behavior.
•
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Example
9-15. Configuring dWRED on the FlexWAN Module
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
Publisher: Cisco Press

MSFC#configure terminal
Pub Date: June 06, 2003
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
MSFC(config)#class-map
match-any Low-Priority
Pages: 432

MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol smtp
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol secure-http
MSFC(config)#class-map
End-to-end QoS deploymentmatch-any
techniquesBusiness-essential
for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC(config-cmap)#match protocol sqlnet
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol sqlserver
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission
control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC(config)#class-map match-any Video-preso
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q
tagging netshow
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
MSFC(config-cmap)#match
protocol
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-cmap)#exit
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
MSFC(config)#policy-map
dCBWFQ
Implement ACLs, ACPs, Low-Priority
ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
MSFC(config-pmap)#class
3550 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 400
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#random-detect dscp-based
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
Flexwan
MSFC(config-pmap)#class
Business-essential
Understand how to apply
QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 400
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#random-detect
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter anddscp-based
latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#class Video-preso
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#bandwidth 1000
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#fair-queue
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#random-detect dscp-based
MSFC(config-pmap)#class class-default
•
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MSFC(config-pmap-c)#random-detect dscp-based
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin
Turek CCIE No. 7284
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#random-detect
dscp 0 20 100 25
Publisher: Cisco Press
MSFC(config-pmap-c)#random-detect
dscp 8 75 250 100
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

MSFC(config-pmap-c)#exit
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

MSFC(config-pmap)#exit
MSFC(config)#interface serial 3/0/2
MSFC(config-if)#service-policy output dCBWFQ
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
MSFC(config-if)#end
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
MSFC#show policy-map interface serial 3/0/2
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Serial3/0/2
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
service-policy output: dCBWFQ
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
class-map:
Catalyst 5000Low-Priority (match-any)
2547111 packets,
645072400
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and bytes
low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
30 second offered rate 370000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
match:
protocol
smtp
Configure
QoSpackets,
in both Hybrid
and Native
mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
1044221
156633150
bytes
Utilize
3 QoS
to classify
varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
30Layer
second
rate
69000 bps
Flexwan
match: protocol secure-http
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
1502890 packets, 488439250 bytes
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
30 second rate 298000 bps
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
queue size 0, queue limit 100
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
packets output 2559341, packet drops 0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
bandwidth: kbps 400, weight 10
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 25
random-detect:
•
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Mean queue depth: 0

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin TurekClass
CCIE No.
7284
Random
Publisher: Cisco Pressdrop

Tail

Minimum

Maximum

drop threshold threshold

Mark
probability

Output
packets

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

0 1-58705-120-60
ISBN:

0

25

50

1/10

117590

Pages: 432

class-map: Video-preso (match-any)
4607686 packets, 1612690100 bytes
30 second offered rate 923000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
match: protocol netshow
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
4607687 packets, 1612690450 bytes
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
30 second rate 923000 bps
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
queue the
size
through
use0,
of queue
802.1q limit
tagging250
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
packets output 4629910, packet drops 0
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
tail/random
Catalyst
5000 drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
bandwidth:
kbps
1000,
weight
25
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs,
ACEs,
and low-latency
queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 62
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family of Switches
random-detect:
Configure
QoS in both Hybrid 9and
Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Exp-weight-constant:
(1/512)
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS
to classify
varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Mean
queue
depth:
0
Flexwan
Class Random
Tail
Minimum
Maximum
Mark
Output
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
drop
drop threshold threshold probability packets
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
26
0
0
108
125
1/10
130443
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
class-map: Business-essential (match-any)
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
2375525 packets, 408280000 bytes
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

30 second offered rate 370000 bps, drop rate 0 bps
match: protocol sqlnet
1365820 packets, 307309500 bytes
30 second rate 277000 bps
•
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1009705 packets, 100970500 bytes

ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,

Kevin Turek30
CCIE
No. 7284
second
rate 92000 bps
Publisher:
Cisco
Press
queue
size

0, queue limit 350

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

packets
output
ISBN:
1-58705-120-6

2389714, packet drops 0

Pages: 432

tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
queue-limit 350
bandwidth: kbps 400, weight 10
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 87
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
random-detect:
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Exp-weight-constant: 9 (1/512)
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
Meanthe
queue
through
use ofdepth:
802.1q 0tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Class Random
Tail
Minimum
Maximum
Mark
Output
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
drop threshold threshold probability packets
Catalyst 5000 drop
16
0 low-latency
31
50on the1/10
116425
Implement
ACLs, 0
ACPs, ACEs, and
queuing
Cisco Catalyst
2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
class-map: class-default (match-any)
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500
IOS Family
of Switches
3304694
packets,
813059382 bytes
Configure
QoSoffered
in both Hybrid
and Native
mode
on rate
the Catalyst
30 second
rate 464000
bps,
drop
0 bps 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
match:
any
Flexwan
3304694 packets, 813059382 bytes
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
30 second rate 464000 bps
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
queue size 0, queue limit 550
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
packets output 3325430, packet drops 0
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
tail/random drops 0, no buffer drops 0, other drops 0
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

fair-queue: per-flow queue limit 137
random-detect:
Exp-weight-constant: 9 (1/512)
Mean queue depth: 0
•
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Mark
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Output
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WRED is specifically targeted for TCP-based applications. When a dropped packet is detected, the TCP
sender initiates TCP's "slow start" mechanism. This enables the sender to gradually increase its
transmission rate. The random dropping of packets for TCP flows alleviates the possibility for global
synchronization to occur. Unfortunately, WRED has little effect on applications that do not employ flowEnd-to-end
QoS deployment
techniques
for composed
Cisco Catalyst
seriesofswitches
control mechanisms.
Therefore,
for classes
primarily
UDP traffic, WRED has little effect.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Summary
This chapter focused specifically on QoS performance and configuration for the MSFC and
FlexWAN module. As demonstrated in the examples, QoS on the MSFC and FlexWAN is
configured using the MQC, introduced in Chapter 5. The majority of the features available for the
•
Table and
of Contents
FlexWAN module
the MSFC are based on the QoS features supported on the 7500 with a
•
Index
VIP. In addition, the FlexWAN module and the MSFC extend the 6500's reachability to the MAN
Cisco
Catalyst
QoS: Quality ofTheir
Service
in Campus Networks
and WAN
environments.
integration
allows for ease of configuration and management, as
well
asFlannagan
the capability
to extend
QoS support
across
the, enterprise. This versatility ensures the
By
Mike
CCIE® No.
7651, Richard
Froom CCIE
No. 5102
appropriate
service
levels are maintained for mission-critical applications and protocols on an
Kevin
Turek CCIE
No. 7284
end-to-end basis. This chapter covered the following QoS concepts:
Publisher: Cisco Press
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

Classification using dNBAR and NBAR protocol discovery.
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

Marking
Pages: 432using CAR, class-based policing, and the class-based marker.
Policing and shaping functions on the FlexWAN module. The chapter demonstrated CAR and
the class-based policing behavior, as well as DTS.
Congestion management mechanisms available on the FlexWAN module. This discussion
End-to-end
QoS
deployment
techniques
covered
dWFQ,
dCBWFQ,
and dLLQ.for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Congestion avoidance mechanisms, particularly dWRED.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Chapter 10. End-to-End QoS Case Studies
Earlier chapters of this book focused on specific product lines of Catalyst switches and provided
examples based on those product lines. This chapter reviews several common quality of service
(QoS)
features
byofapplying
•
Table
Contents these features to a sample campus network design scaled to six
switches.
The
campus
network design characterizes a common campus topology but represents
•
Index
the
core,
distribution,
and
access layer using only two switches at each layer. The campus
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network topology uses various families of Catalyst switches to form a multiplatform design. The
ByMike Flannagan CCIE® No. 7651, Richard Froom CCIE No. 5102,
campus network design and topology exaggerate the use of QoS features for the purpose of
Kevin Turek CCIE No. 7284
providing examples and leans toward a classification model of trusting access layer ports.
Furthermore, some of the configurations in this chapter are similar to those generated by AutoPublisher:
Cisco
QoS.
Because
atPress
time of publication Auto-QoS was not widely available on all platforms, AutoDate: June 06,
2003
QoSPub
discussions
are
not included in this chapter.
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6

The sample
network design includes the following QoS features:
Pages: 432
Input scheduling
Classification based on trust configuration
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
ACL-based classification
Marking using
Examine
various
policy
QoSmaps
components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
Rate
and markdown
policing
classification
and marking
Individual
policing
Map specified
class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Congestion
management
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family of Switches
Congestion
Learn aboutavoidance
classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
This chapter applies these QoS features to the sample campus network topology in Figure 10-1
for review
of an end-to-end
configuration.
This chapter
the network
and
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,QoS
ACEs,
and low-latency
queuingexplains
on the Cisco
Catalystdesign
2950 and
topology
shown
in
Figure
10-1,
describes
each
of
the
network
layers
and
the
QoS
configuration,
3550 Family of Switches
and summarizes the applications for common QoS features. At the conclusion of this chapter,
you will
understand
how to apply
commonand
QoS
features to
a campus of
network
design4000
and and
Understand
classification,
policying,
scheduling
capabilities
the Catalyst
topology.
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize
Layer
3 QoSSample
to classify Multiplatform
varying levels of service
with the
Catalyst 6500
MSFC and
Figure
10-1.
Campus
Network
Topology
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
[View full size image]
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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Chapter Prerequisites and Material Presentation
This chapter assumes the reader has read through all the material in the previous chapters and
grasps the basic understanding of all the QoS fundamentals presented in earlier chapters. This
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Multiplatform Campus Network Design and Topology
Figure 10-1 shows the campus network topology this chapter uses for sample configurations.
The principle of the campus network design is to apply QoS features to support multiple classes
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Access Layer Switches
The access layer switches connect individual workstations and IP Phones of various user types.
In this example, the switches used for access layer switches are the Catalyst 2950G-24 and
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classification models utilize Layer 3 and 4 ingress packet information rather than the front panel.
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For congestion management, the switch uses weighted round-robin (WRR) with custom
bandwidth configurations rather than strict-priority queuing. Because the Catalyst 2950 switch
uses four transmit queues and the WRR parameters are global, each queue, 1 through 4,
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Example 10-2. Catalyst 4506 Sample Configuration for Figure 10-1
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switchport mode trunk
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
switchport encap dot1q
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
qos avoidance,
trust dscp
shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
tx-queue 1
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Implement
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3
3550 Family of Switches
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOShigh
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Configure
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4 QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
interface GigabitEthernet1/2
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
switchport
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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interface FastEthernet6/1
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
description Engineering
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
switchport access vlan 4
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
switchport
voice
701 tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
through the
use vlan
of 802.1q
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
qos trust dscp
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
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Catalyst 5000 input ENGINEERING
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Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
interface FastEthernet6/25
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
switchport access vlan 5
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
switchport voice vlan 701
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
qos trust dscp
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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of the
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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which destination IP addresses are internal. All internal IP addressing in the campus network
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

resides on the 10.0.0.0/8 subnet.
For congestion management on the Gigabit Ethernet interfaces uplinked to the core, the switch
uses WRR and Priority Queuing on a per-interface basis. The Catalyst 4506 switch uses four
transmit queues per interface. For interfaces connecting the management and engineering
workstations and IP Phones, the switch applies strict priority to queue 3 while implementing the
default behavior of WRR sharing per queue. Each queue receives 250 Mbps as a share value by
default. In conjunction with the strict-priority queuing, the switch transmits traffic out of queue 3
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Distribution Layer
The distribution layer switches dual connect access layer switches via Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.
The distribution layer switches used in this example are the Catalyst 4507R and the Catalyst 355012G switches. The next two sections explores a sample QoS configuration for both of these switches.
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Strict-priority queuing

Catalyst 3550-12G
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Example 10-3 illustrates the Catalyst 3550-12G sample configuration applied to Figure 10-1.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance,
shaping,
policing/admission
signaling,
link efficiencyfor
mechanisms,
and
Example
10-3.
Catalyst
3550-12Gcontrol,
Sample
Configuration
Figure 10-1
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
Switch-3550#show
running-config
and 2948G/2980G
CatOS Family of Switches
Building
Learnconfiguration...
about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Current configuration : 3460 bytes
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
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3550 Family of Switches
version
Understand
12.1
classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
(text deleted)
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
!
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
mls qos
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

class-map match-all VOIP
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
match access-group 100
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delayclass-map match-all Database_iSCSI
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
match
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class VIDEO
set ip dscp 34
class Database_iSCSI
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
set ip dscp 25
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
class
Other shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
avoidance,
classification and marking
set ip dscp 0
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
!
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
(text deleted)
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
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Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
interface
GigabitEthernet0/1
3550 Family of Switches
no switchport
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
ip address 10.2.2.1 255.255.255.252
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
wrr-queue bandwidth 400 200 250 100
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
wrr-queue
Flexwancos-map 4 5
priority-queue
outto apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Understand how
studies
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
interface
refers to theGigabitEthernet0/2
capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
no switchport
dedicated
bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
ip address 10.2.2.5 255.255.255.252
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

wrr-queue bandwidth 400 200 250 100
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priority-queue out
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wrr-queue bandwidth 400 200 250 100
wrr-queue cos-map 4 5
service-policy input RECLASSIFY
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
priority-queue out
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
interface GigabitEthernet0/4
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
switchport
trunk
encapsulation
through the
use of
802.1q taggingdot1q
on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
switchport trunk allowed vlan 4,5,701,1002-1005
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
switchport
mode trunk
Catalyst 5000
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addressACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
Implement
3550 Family of Switches
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4500 IOS
Family of
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service-policy
Utilize Layer 3out
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Flexwan
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
interface GigabitEthernet0/5
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
switchport access vlan 201
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
no ip address
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
wrr-queue bandwidth 400 200 250 100
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
access-list 100 permit ip 10.200.0.0 0.0.255.255 10.200.0.0 0.0.255.255
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
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25999
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
access-list
101 permit udp 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 range 25000
Catalyst 5000
25999
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
access-list 102 permit tcp 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 eq 3260
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
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QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies

Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
In
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thetechnologies.
switches defined
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of of
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from IP
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priority,
including
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traffic into
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VOIP,
VIDEO,
Database_iSCSI,
While
QoS has become
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and Other. The Voice over IP (VoIP) traffic represents any traffic to and from Cisco IP Phones and
their respective servers. These servers include the Cisco Call Manager and Unity servers. Because the
access layer preserved the classification applied by the individual IP Phones, the RECLASSIFY policy
map just trusts DSCP for any frames traversing the voice VLANs. ACL 100 defines the IP subnets that
define the voice VLANs. This method actually provides multiple levels of services because the
signaling and voice frames to and from IP Phones use different DSCP values.
The VIDEO class map defines traffic for video and voice applications. ACL 101 defines the
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the configuration. The policy map classifies traffic for the VIDEO class map with a DSCP value of 34.
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For congestion management, the switch uses WRR with custom bandwidth configurations and a
strict-priority queue designation on all interfaces connecting to other switches. The Catalyst 3550
Family of switches uses four transmit queues. In this example, each queue, 1 through 4, receives the
End-to-end
following
interface
QoS deployment
WRR bandwidth
techniques
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for Cisco 400,
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200,series
250, switches
and 100, respectively. The
configuration of the WRR bandwidth is a relative value and not a bandwidth parameter in bits per
second. Because the sum of the bandwidth assignments is 1000 and each interface is 1 Gbps, the
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management,
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Catalyst 4507R

Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550
Family
of Switches
Example
10-4
shows
the Catalyst 4507R sample configuration applied to Figure 10-1.
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches

Example 10-4. Catalyst 4507R Sample Configuration for Figure 10-1

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Switch#show
Flexwan running-config
Understand
how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
Building
configuration...
studies
Current configuration : 4241 bytes
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers
to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
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sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
match access-group 101
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Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
policy-map
through RECLASSIFY
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
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Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
trust
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class
VIDEO ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
set ip dscp 34
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500Database_iSCSI
IOS Family of Switches
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set
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bandwidth assignment. In this example, queue 1 receives 30 percent of the bandwidth and queue
studies
2 receives 70 percent of the bandwidth.
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
The
switches
assign theoftransmit
queue
size forbetter
the egress
queues,
1 through
3, as
60 percent,
20 percent,
refers
to the capability
a network
to provide
service
to selected
network
traffic
over
and
20
percent,
respectively.
Transmit
queue
3
represents
the
strict-priority
queue.
Higher-priority
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including queues
generally
not have controlled
a large amount
to transmit.
Furthermore,
queuing
large amounts
of high-priority
dedicated do
bandwidth,
jitter and
latency (required
by some
interactive
and delaytraffic
is
generally
unnecessary
due
to
the
time-sensitive
nature
of
higher-priority
traffic.
sensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
In
terms
ofhas
congestion
Catalyst 6500s
useorganizations
WRED. Each transmit
queue
uses two threshold
While
QoS
become avoidance,
an essentialthe
technology
for those
rolling out
a new

values. The threshold values are not the same for each transmit queue. For transmit queue 1, the first
threshold uses a minimum value of 50 percent and a maximum value of 75 percent; the second threshold
uses 70 percent and 100 percent, respectively. In this manner, queue 1 has two thresholds at which to
randomly and totally drop frames.
This example uses the default CoS-to-egress queue mapping. In addition, all other QoS mapping tables
also use the default configuration.
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Example
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CCIEillustrates
No. 7284 the Catalyst 6500 Hybrid Multilayer Switch Feature Card (MSFC) sample
configuration applied to Figure 10-1.
Publisher: Cisco Press
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Example
10-6. Catalyst 6500 MSFC Sample Configuration for Figure 10-1
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

C6k-Hybrid-MSFC#show running-config
Building configuration...
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Current configuration : 8949 bytes
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
version 12.1
!

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
(text deleted)
!

!

Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

class-map
match-any
Internet-traffic
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
match any
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
!
4500 IOS Family of Switches
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Layer
3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
policy-map
Shape-Internet
Flexwan
class Internet-traffic
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studiesaverage 45000000 180000 180000
shape
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
!
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
(text deleted)
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
!
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

interface Serial4/0/0
bandwidth 45000
no ip address
service-policy output Shape-Internet
•
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(text ISBN:
deleted)
1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

end

End-to-end
deployment
techniques
for Cisco
Catalyst
series switches
The campusQoS
network
design uses
redundant
Internet
connections.
A FlexWAN module in the Catalyst 6500s
connects the Internet directly to T3s. To drop excess traffic transmitted on the interface, the FlexWAN uses
a shaper.
The policy
map
a class map
that matches
all traffic
to shape the
egress traffic out the serial
Examine
various
QoSuses
components,
including
congestion
management,
congestion
interface
to
45
Mbps.
In
this
example,
the
shaper
uses
a
committed
burst
rate
of
180 kbps and
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms,
andan excess
burst classification
rate of 180 kpbs.
and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through
the use
of 802.1q
Catalyst
6500
Native
IOStagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Example 10-7 shows the Catalyst 6500 Native IOS sample configuration applied to Figure 10-1.
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000

Example
10-7.
Catalyst
6500
IOS
Sample
Configuration
forand
Figure 10-1
Implement
ACLs,
ACPs, ACEs,
and Native
low-latency
queuing
on the
Cisco Catalyst 2950
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
C6k-Native#show
running-config
Configure
QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Building
configuration...
Utilize
Layer 3 QoS to:classify
Current
configuration
11129 varying
bytes levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
!

Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
version 12.1
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
(text
deleted)
refers to
the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
!
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
!
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

class-map match-all iSCSI-Traffic_1
match access-group 151
class-map match-all iSCSI-Traffic_2
match access-group 152
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policy-map
Mark_DSCP_iSCSI
Publisher:
Cisco Press
class
iSCSI-Traffic_2
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

set
ip1-58705-120-6
dscp 25
ISBN:
Pages: 432

policy-map iSCSI_mark_down
class iSCSI-Traffic_1

police 96000 32000 32000 conform-action transmit exceed-action policed-dscp-transmit
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
!
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
(text deleted)
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
!
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
mls qos
map the
policed-dscp
normal-burst
to 0
through
use of 802.1q
tagging on the25
Cisco
Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
mls qos map ip-prec-dscp 0 8 16 26 34 46 48 56
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
mls qos
map 5000
cos-dscp-map 0 8 16 26 34 46 48 56
Catalyst
mls qos
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
!
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
IOS Family of Switches
(text4500
deleted)
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize Port-channel1
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
interface
Flexwan
description Port-Channel (G3/1 G3/2) to Core(Hybrid) 6500
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
ip address 10.0.0.2 255.255.255.252
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
mls qos trust dscp
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
service-policy input iSCSI_mark_down
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
!
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

(text deleted)
!
interface GigabitEthernet3/1
no ip address
•
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wrr-queue
random-detect
min-threshold 2 60 75
Publisher: Cisco
Press
wrr-queue
random-detect
max-threshold 1 75 100
Pub Date: June 06, 2003

wrr-queue
random-detect max-threshold 2 80 100
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

mls qos trust dscp
channel-group 1 mode desirable
!
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
interface GigabitEthernet3/2
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
no ip address
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
wrr-queue queue-limit 60 20
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
wrr-queue
min-threshold
50 70
through random-detect
the use of 802.1q
tagging on the 1
Cisco
Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 2 60 75
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
wrr-queue
max-threshold 1 75 100
Catalystrandom-detect
5000
wrr-queue
random-detect
max-threshold
2 80 queuing
100
Implement
ACLs, ACPs, ACEs,
and low-latency
on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
mls qos trust dscp
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family
of Switches
channel-group
1 mode
desirable
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize GigabitEthernet3/3
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
interface
Flexwan
description Gigabit Connection to SAN
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
switch access vlan 600
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
wrr-queue queue-limit 60 20
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 1 50 70
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
wrr-queue random-detect min-threshold 2 60 75
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold 1 75 100
wrr-queue random-detect max-threshold 2 80 100
service-policy input Mark_DSCP_iSCSI
mls qos trust dscp
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Publisher: Cisco
Press
interface
Serial4/0/0
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no ipISBN:
address
1-58705-120-6
Pages: 432

rate-limit output 45000000 8437500 16875000 conform-action transmit exceed-action drop
shutdown
dsu bandwidth 44210
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
framing c-bit

!

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
cablelength 10
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking

Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
(textthrough
deleted)
the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
!
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
interface
GigabitEthernet7/1
Catalyst
5000
ip address
10.2.1.6
255.255.255.252
Implement
ACLs, ACPs,
ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
service-policy input iSCSI_mark_down
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
IOS Family
mls 4500
qos trust
dscpof Switches
!

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Utilize GigabitEthernet7/2
Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
interface
Flexwan
ip address 10.2.2.6 255.255.255.252
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
service-policy input iSCSI_mark_down
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
mls qos trust dscp
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
!
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
(text deleted)
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

!
access-list 101 permit ip any any
access-list 151 permit tcp 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 eq 3620
access-list 152 permit tcp 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255 eq 3620 10.0.0.0 0.255.255.255
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ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
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Although the configuration syntax differs, the Native IOS QoS features used in Example 10-7 are identical
to the Hybrid CatOS and MSFC IOS configurations from Examples 10-5 and 10-6. The Native IOS
configuration models the CLI from the Catalyst 3550 and Catalyst 4500 Family of switches. Because both
the Catalyst 6500s in Figure 10-1 use identical line modules, both switches operate identically in all
End-to-end
QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
aspects of QoS.
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new

Summary
This chapter reviewed some of the common QoS features applied to a sample campus network
topology. Many alternative configurations exist for campus network designs; however, this
chapter evaluated the common features in application. Although not explicitly stated, this
•
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the following QoS principles:
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Campus QoS design and topology.
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Classification on access layer switch interfaces is viable using policy maps with ACLs or
trusting based on an attached Cisco IP Phone.

Publisher: Cisco Press

Pub Date: June 06, 2003

Deploy
ISBN: 1-58705-120-6
reclassification and marking as needed throughout the campus to differentiate
service
in more levels than possible with access layer switches.
Pages: 432
Use policers to restrict unwanted traffic flows such as Internet gaming and file sharing.
Deploying WAN interfaces on Catalyst switches eases configuration and provides for
additional QoS features.
End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Use a method of Priority Queuing when scheduling voice packets from transmit queues.
Examine
QoSQoS
components,
includingdesired
congestion
management,
congestion
Carefully various
administer
maps to maintain
queuing
and scheduling
behavior.
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification
and
marking techniques on any interface where congestion is common.
Use
congestion
avoidance
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
architecture:Catalyst 2948G-L3 services module
Architecture for Voice, Video, and Integrated Data. [See AVVID]
architecture:Catalyst 4232-L3 services module

Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches

Catalyst 4980G-L3 services module;Catalyst 4232-L3 services module
ASICs:Coil

Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
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assured forwarding
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Understand
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
ECN (explicit congestion notification)
congestion:ECN

Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
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Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
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Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
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various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.

While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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End-to-end QoS deployment techniques for Cisco Catalyst series switches
Examine various QoS components, including congestion management, congestion
avoidance, shaping, policing/admission control, signaling, link efficiency mechanisms, and
classification and marking
Map specified class of service (CoS) values to various queues and maintain CoS values
through the use of 802.1q tagging on the Cisco Catalyst 2900XL, 3500XL and Catalyst 4000
and 2948G/2980G CatOS Family of Switches
Learn about classification and rewrite capabilities and queue scheduling on the Cisco
Catalyst 5000
Implement ACLs, ACPs, ACEs, and low-latency queuing on the Cisco Catalyst 2950 and
3550 Family of Switches
Understand classification, policying, and scheduling capabilities of the Catalyst 4000 and
4500 IOS Family of Switches
Configure QoS in both Hybrid and Native mode on the Catalyst 6500 Family of Switches
Utilize Layer 3 QoS to classify varying levels of service with the Catalyst 6500 MSFC and
Flexwan
Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
studies
Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Understand how to apply QoS in campus network designs by examining end-to-end case
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various LAN and WAN technologies. The primary goal of QoS is to provide flow priority, including
dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
While QoS has become an essential technology for those organizations rolling out a new
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Quality of service (QoS) is the set of techniques designed to manage network resources. QoS
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dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and latency (required by some interactive and delaysensitive traffic), and improved loss characteristics.
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